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Introduction
La physique des particules, discipline qui vise à étendre notre compréhension de la structure fon-
damentale de la matière et de ses interactions, est évidemment un sujet fascinant en soi. Elle touche
aux tout premiers instants de l’Univers, nous interroge sur son futur, et nous rattache à toutes les
composantes de la nature, ici et maintenant.
Mais elle est plus encore. Plus que toute autre, cette discipline scientifique fédère des milliers de
chercheurs, techniciens et ingénieurs des quatre coins du globe, qui unissent leurs efforts pour construire
des machines inégalées, des équipements scientifiques colossaux, déploient une ingéniosité sans limite
pour répondre aux grandes questions fondamentales de l’Univers : le boson de Higgs existe-t-il ? Qu’y
a-t-il au-delà du modèle Standard ?
Au cours des 10 années passées au sein de la collaboration ATLAS, ma fascination pour la com-
posante humaine du projet est devenue prédominante. Au-delà des réponses scientifiques, j’ai cherché
à comprendre les rouages qui régissent cette fourmilière improbable qu’est la communauté scienti-
fique d’ATLAS, et l’imbrication des compétences techniques, scientifiques et humaines nécessaires à
sa réussite. Depuis la conception mécanique et électronique des détecteurs, leur installation et main-
tenance, le développement d’outils de simulations numériques, d’analyses de données, jusqu’à la for-
mation des étudiants, l’ organisation internationale des sous-projets, les processus de communication
intra-collaboration et la diffusion scientifique auprès du grand public... Chaque facette de notre disci-
pline, bien qu’indispensable au projet global et d’une complexité extrême, ne représente qu’une infime
partie du Grand Tout. Il faudrait 10 vies pour tout apprendre.
Le plus incompréhensible, c’est que le monde soit compréhensible, avait dit Einstein. Il aurait peut-
être révisé son jugement au vu du fonctionnement de la collaboration ATLAS. Dans ce cas précis, le
plus incompréhensible, c’est que ça marche.
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Pouvoir aborder tous les aspects de la physique expérimentale des hautes énergies au sein d’un
même grand projet est une chance. Je n’ai pas la prétention de pouvoir couvrir tous les sujets au cours
de ma carrière, ni même d’avoir suffisamment creusé chacun de ceux auxquels je me suis attelée depuis
10 ans. Mais je me suis attachée à diversifier au maximum mes activités au gré des opportunités, des
rencontres et des circonstances, toujours en phase avec l’avancement du programme du LHC.
Ce rapport d’habilitation présente succinctement l’ensemble des travaux que j’ai réalisés au sein
de la collaboration ATLAS depuis mon embauche au CNRS en 2007. Les détails techniques sont
documentés dans une sélection de publications personnelles proposées en annexe.
Mes travaux sont structurés en trois grands axes, qui suivent logiquement l’historique de l’expérience
et la chronologie du programme LHC : la mise en route du détecteur et la préparation des données
[2007-2012], l’analyse des données du Run 1, couronnée par la découverte du célèbre et élusif boson
de Higgs [2011-2014], et enfin la préparation des upgrades de la phase à haute luminosité du LHC
[2013-2024]. La chronologie est résumée sur la Figure 1.
Le fil directeur de ce rapport est aussi le boson de Higgs. Graal du Modèle Standard, sa recherche
représentait une motivation majeure pour la construction du LHC et la conception des sous-détecteurs
d’ATLAS. Le calorimètre électromagnétique en particulier, a été optimisé pour maximiser l’acceptance
et la précision de reconstruction des photons et électrons pour la recherche du boson de Higgs dans les
canaux H→ γγ et H→ ZZ∗ → 4e. Pour chacun des physiciens de la collaboration, les années 2010 à
2012 représentent une période d’indicible excitation, avec la découverte du boson prédit et recherché
depuis plus de 60 ans. Après la découverte, les mesures de ses propriétés fondamentales et la recherche
de bosons scalaires additionnels à haute et basse masse ont occupé une grande place au sein de la
collaboration.
La suite logique de ces travaux est la préparation des mesures de précision et de l’observation de
la dernière prédiction du Modèle Standard pour la phase à haute luminosité du LHC : la très rare
production d’une paire de bosons de Higgs. Ce programme nécessite une augmentation significative
de la luminosité de la machine, et un remplacement des détecteurs les plus sensibles, en particulier le
détecteur à pixels, qui devra s’accommoder d’un bruit d’empilement 5 fois supérieur au niveau actuel
et s’équiper d’une électronique de lecture 10 fois plus rapide qu’aujourd’hui. Le programme HL-LHC
est une opportunité majeure de participer à la conception et à la construction d’un nouveau détecteur
pour collisionneur hadronique. Opportunité qui, compte-tenu de l’allongement du temps d’exploitation
des grands collisionneurs, risque de ne plus se présenter avant 15 ou 20 ans.
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Figure 1 – Planning du LHC, du HL-LHC et chronologie des travaux présentés dans ce rapport
d’habilitation.
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Le détecteur ATLAS [ref1] a été conçu pour la recherche du boson de Higgs et de nouvelle physique
auprès du collisionneur hadronique LHC [ref2], dans un environnement extrêmement difficile contenant
de multiples événements d’empilement et une énergie dans le centre de masse inégalée de 14 TeV.
Figure 2 – Vue en coupe du calorimètre à argon liquide d’ATLAS.
Le calorimètre à argon liquide, optimisé pour la reconstruction précise des électrons et photons dans
un large domaine de pseudo-rapidité (η < 2.5), est un élément clé pour la recherche du boson de Higgs
dans les canaux diboson H→ ZZ∗ → e+e−e+e− et H→ γγ. Il s’agit d’un calorimètre à échantillonnage,
dont le milieu actif est l’argon liquide. Il est séparé en quatre sections distinctes illustrées sur la Figure
2 : le tonneau et les bouchons électromagnétiques (EMB et EMEC), les bouchons hadroniques (HEC)
et le calorimètre avant (FCAL). La section électromagnétique présente une géométrie en accordéon
pour minimiser la perte d’acceptance due aux services, et comprend un pré-échantillonneur dans la
région η < 1.8 pour permettre l’estimation des pertes d’énergie en amont du détecteur. Les quatre ca-
lorimètres sont segmentés longitudinalement (Figure 3) et correspondent à un total de 182 468 cellules
de lecture. L’énergie déposée par les particules dans les cellules du calorimètre est reconstruite à partir
du signal électronique échantillonné à 40 MHz et de constantes de calibration en utilisant la méthode
des coefficients d’optimal filtering [ref3] (Figure 4).
La reconstruction précise de l’énergie des électrons et des photons ainsi que la maximisation de la
quantité de données de bonne qualité disponibles pour les analyses requière une logistique faramineuse :
opération et maintenance du détecteur, monitoring en temps réel des 182 000 cellules, prise quotidienne
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Figure 3 – Géométrie en accordéon des électrodes du calorimètre électromagnétique et segmentation
longitudinale des cellules de lecture.
de données de calibration entre les runs de collisions suivies de mises à jour des bases de données des
conditions du détecteur (haute-tension d’opération des électrodes, constantes de calibration, liste des
cellules bruyantes...). Conditions qui seront ensuite utilisées pour nettoyer, corriger et calibrer les
données de physique pendant leur reconstruction au Tier 0.
Comprendre le cheminement des données dans les méandres du système d’acquisition et développer
les outils nécessaires à cette première étape cruciale de préparation des données de physique m’ont
occupée pendant plus de 4 ans.
Figure 4 – Reconstruction de l’énergie des cellules du calorimètre à partir de la méthode des coefficients
d’Optimal Filtering [ref3].
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1.1 Opérations, monitoring et qualité des données
L’opération partielle du calorimètre à argon liquide a commencé en 2006, bien avant la circulation
des premiers faisceaux de protons du LHC. Entre 2006 et 2008, les cellules du calorimètre ont été
progressivement connectées pour aboutir à la lecture complète du détecteur en 2008. Pendant cette
période, des semaines de runs de muons cosmiques combinés ont été planifiées pour intégrer progres-
sivement les différents sous-détecteurs d’ATLAS dans le système d’acquisition global. En effet, ces
particules électriquement chargées et très énergétiques sont capable de pénétrer dans la caverne AT-
LAS et de déposer un signal détectable dans tous les sous-détecteurs : trajectographes, calorimètres, et
évidemment, chambres à muons. Le premier run de cosmiques intégrant le calorimètre à argon liquide
a été enregistré en 2007.
Figure 5 – Exemple de l’état de connexion et de lecture des cellules du calorimètre électromagnétique
dans la couche 2, novembre 2007.
Lors de mon arrivée dans la salle de contrôle en 2007, c’est-à-dire durant la dernière année d’instal-
lation du calorimètre électromagnétique, mon intention première était simplement de tenter de com-
prendre le chemin parcouru par le signal d’ionisation laissé par un muon cosmique dans le calorimètre
électromagnétique au travers des méandres de l’électronique de lecture et du système d’acquisition, de
comprendre le fonctionnement d’un run de calibration, puis de tenter de faire apparaitre, en temps
réel, un joli "pulse" de calorimètre sur un écran de la salle de contrôle.
Le chemin fut long et difficile. Le système d’acquisition était en cours d’installation et de vali-
dation, les outils de monitoring étaient en développement, et surtout, il n’existait aucune procédure
documentée sur l’opération du calorimètre à argon liquide dans la salle de contrôle, le système online
étant exclusivement opéré par les experts du détecteur, qui s’accommodaient parfaitement de travailler
quotidiennement sur une base de commandes shell indéchiffrables pour un profane et de fichiers ASCII
codés en hexadécimal. Ma mission s’est donc petit à petit transformée en l’élaboration d’une "Pierre
de Rosette" du calorimètre à argon liquide, pour faire la jonction entre le monde des experts du ca-
lorimètre et celui des futurs shifters sans aucune expertise qui seraient affectés à la surveillance du
calorimètre à argon liquide 24h/24h à partir de 2008, dès les premières collisions.
Ce travail consistait à inventer des procédés de visualisation simples traduisant les dysfonctionne-
ments parfois complexes du détecteur, mettre au point des procédures de diagnostics rapides et fiables
en combinant plusieurs sources d’information (DCS, trigger, erreurs provenant des cartes front-end,..),
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Figure 6 – Monitoring du calorimètre en cours de développement, novembre 2007. A gauche, tests
d’intégrité des données envoyées par les cartes front-end. A droite, visualisation en temps-réel des
premiers signaux de physique laissés par des muons cosmiques dans l’argon liquide.
établir une série d’instructions pour que le shifter puisse "réparer" les erreurs les plus courantes ou
sache quand décider d’appeler un expert au milieu de la nuit. Ce travail impliquait également de jouer
les cobayes pour tous les outils de diagnostic mis en place dans la salle de contrôle, et de participer
ainsi à leur amélioration en suggérant l’ajout de nouvelles fonctionnalités au fur et à mesure de l’expé-
rience gagnée dans les opérations du détecteur, pour simplifier et optimiser la prise de données et les
diagnostics.
De 2008 à 2010, j’ai demandé à être basée au CERN en tant que Project Associate pour l’expérience
ATLAS, ce qui m’a permis de passer suffisamment de temps dans la salle de contrôle pour mener à
bien ce projet : mettre au point les procédures de shifts lors du démarrage du détecteur requière
une présence assidue et constante dans la salle de contrôle. Les procédures d’opération devaient être
corrigées quasi-quotidiennement en fonction des difficultés rencontrées par les shifters, des conditions
de runs ou du comportement parfois erratique du calorimètre, avec des ajustement fréquents des
seuils de déclenchement des erreurs ou l’ajout de nouveaux outils de monitoring pour déceler des
dysfonctionnements inattendus. La Figure 6 présente un exemple des premiers tests d’intégrité des
données mis en place dans la salle de contrôle, ainsi que les premiers vrais pulses de physique observés
en temps réel dans le calorimètre à argon liquide lors du passage de muons cosmiques.
J’ai pendant cette période rempli la fonction d’experte on-call pour le monitoring online de l’argon
liquide et celle de responsable de l’encadrement et de la formation des shifters pour l’opération du
détecteur. J’ai formé des dizaines d’étudiants, chercheurs et postdocs aux opérations et au monitoring,
et encadré plusieurs étudiants pour développer de nouveaux histogrammes de diagnostic spécifiques au
calorimètre (Louis Helary, timing [ref4] ; Mathieu Aurousseau, DSP [ref5] ; Samir Arfaoui, haute-tension
[ref6], Maud Schwoerer, cellules bruyantes [ref13]). J’ai également motivé et encadré le développement
de nombreux outils online, comme par exemple le LArIdTranslator, interface web utilisée pour conver-
tir les différents systèmes d’indexation des cellules du calorimètre (numéros de cellule, numéros de
front-end board, identifiants des crates, coordonnées physiques...), ou le LArWebDisplay qui permet de
visualiser de façon synthétique pour chaque run le résultat des tests automatisés de centaines d’histo-
grammes de monitoring : liste précise des cellules problématiques avec pré-diagnostic ( bruit, problème
de calibration), liste des canaux par front-end présentant des erreurs d’intégrité, liste des canaux avec
haute-tension non-nominale, etc... Ces outils sont toujours en service aujourd’hui et disponibles depuis
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la page d’instruction des shifters 1 2
Un autre aspect intéressant du monitoring est de déterminer dans quelle mesure un problème trop
récurrent ne devrait plus être systématiquement géré par les shifters mais réglé en amont par les
experts : lorsque les interruptions deviennent trop fréquentes et perturbent la prise de donnée pour
l’ensemble des sous-détecteurs d’ATLAS, ou lorsqu’un problème a priori considéré comme mineur rend
une quantité non-négligeable de données inutilisables (combien ?) pour la physique. Ce dernier point
m’a progressivement amenée à m’interroger sur l’étape qui suit la prise de données : une fois sorties
du détecteur, que deviennent-elles ? Comment sont suivis les problèmes reportés par les shifters dans
les logbooks de la salle de contrôle ? Qui se charge de vérifier que les corrections de haute tension sont
bien appliquées, ou que les cellules bruyantes sont bien masquées ? Qui contrôle en bout de chaîne que
les données sont véritablement utilisables pour la physique, ou que des problèmes de détecteur ne sont
pas passés inaperçus dans la salle de contrôle ?
En 2010, peu de procédures de contrôle qualité étaient en place dans la chaîne de reconstruction.
J’ai ainsi commencé une collaboration de plusieurs années avec Benjamin Trocmé (LPSC) pour mettre
en place la procédure complète de qualité des données de l’argon liquide, depuis l’opération du détec-
teur dans la salle de contrôle en passant par la gestion des informations enregistrées dans les bases de
données de conditions jusqu’à la validation finale après reconstruction au Tier 0. Le résultat de ces
quatre années de travail est décrit dans un article technique de quarante pages publié dans JINST
[pub1] et présenté dans l’annexe A.
En 2012, grâce à l’expertise de monitoring et de qualité des données développées pour l’argon
liquide, j’ai été nommée coordinatrice Data Quality pour l’ensemble des sous-détecteurs d’ATLAS. Les
diagnostics établis par les différents sous-systèmes manquaient de cohérence, en particulier les seuils
déclencheurs d’actions immédiates à réaliser dans la salle de contrôle pour éviter la perte irréversible de
données. La qualité des méta-données attachées aux dysfonctionnements mineurs des détecteurs ainsi
que le contenu informatif des compte-rendus hebdomadaires variaient significativement en fonction du
sous-système et/ou du shifter en charge de la validation des données. Il était également très difficile
d’obtenir une vue globale de la quantité de données utilisables pour la physique, et d’obtenir un bilan
cohérent sur une période définie des principales sources de pertes de données.
J’ai réorganisé le groupe Data Quality en réduisant drastiquement le nombre de réunions, en ins-
taurant un système de rapports quotidiens online pour les shifters en charge du contrôle des données
pour chaque sous-système et en développant des outils capables de fournir des bilans de pertes globales
automatisés. On peut par exemple mentionner un module python spécifique à la qualité de données
ajouté dans l’outil Run Query 3 d’ATLAS, qui permet de visualiser les sources de pertes par sous-
système et par run, et d’obtenir des graphiques combinés pour de longues périodes de prise de données
(Figure 7). Cette coordination d’une année s’est achevée avec la rédaction d’un rapport résumant la
qualité des données du Run 1, l’organisation des opérations de contrôle de qualité des données dans
ATLAS et une série de recommandations pour les futures campagnes de prise de données [pub2].
1.2 Analyse des premières données du LHC
Les premiers faisceaux de protons ont circulé dans le LHC en septembre 2008 (Figure 8). Mais suite
à l’incident qui a détruit un important secteur d’aimants du LHC [ref7], les collisions n’ont réellement
pu démarrer qu’en septembre 2009 [ref8].
Cependant, une autre source de particules était disponible pour occuper les chercheurs : les muons
1. LArIdTranslator :https://atlas-larmon.cern.ch/LArIdtranslator/
2. LArWebDisplay :https://atlas-larmon.cern.ch/WebDisplayExtractor/
3. Run Query : https://atlas-runquery.cern.ch/query.py?q=find+run+350310+%2F+show+dqsum
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Figure 7 – Exemple de bilan de la qualité des données généré en ligne via l’interface web Run Query
d’ATLAS : https://atlas-runquery.cern.ch/query.py?q=find+run+350310+%2F+show+dqsum
cosmiques. Plusieurs millions de muons cosmiques ont été enregistrés par ATLAS lors de runs combinés
planifiés entre 2007 et 2009. Ces données ont été utilisées pour s’exercer à la calibration et à l’aligne-
ment des détecteurs, pour tester le système de déclenchement et le monitoring, et même pour réaliser
les premières études de performances : tracking combiné, identification des électrons et des photons,
reconstruction des jets et de l’énergie transverse manquante.
Un travail minutieux réalisé par toute la communauté de l’argon liquide a permis de démarrer
la prise de données de collisions avec un calorimètre parfaitement maîtrisé : linéarité de la réponse,
système de déclenchement, stabilité des constantes de calibration, reconstruction, performances. Les
résultats des études préparatoires réalisées entre 2007 et 2009 à partir des données cosmiques sont pré-
sentés dans l’annexe B [pub3]). Dans ce cadre,je me suis concentrée avec plusieurs étudiants successifs
sur la reconstruction des objets physiques (électrons, photons et énergie transverse manquante) dans
les données du calorimètre électromagnétique collectées dans des événements "vides", c’est-à-dire dé-
clenchés avec un trigger aléatoire et ne comportant donc aucune trace de particule physique, seulement
du bruit électronique. On peut mentionner en particulier le travail réalisé avec Elisabeth Petit pendant
son stage de M2 et le début de sa thèse [ref9] sur la compréhension de l’énergie transverse manquante
(Figure 9 [pub4]), qui a nécessité la mise en place d’une base de données des cellules bruyantes du
calorimètre, et à terme, a servi à valider toute la chaîne de qualification des données, en particulier la
détection et le masquage automatisés des cellules bruyantes.
Avec le véritable démarrage du LHC (Figure 10), les analyses des premières données de collisions ont
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Figure 8 – L’un des premiers événements Beam Splash enregistrés par l’expérience ATLAS le 10
Septembre 2008.
Figure 9 – Premières mesures de l’énergie transverse manquante dans le calorimètre électromagnétique
d’ATLAS, réalisées à partir de données cosmiques "vides". Elisabeth Petit [pub12]
enfin pu commencer. Les premières mesures ont surtout servi à redécouvrir le Modèle Standard (Figure
11[pub5]), ajuster les simulations Monte-Carlo, parfaire la calibration des détecteurs et comprendre
les bruits de fond du LHC pour préparer la recherche du boson de Higgs et de nouvelle physique. Ces
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Figure 10 – Explosion de joie sur (presque) tous les visages lors du redémarrage du LHC. Salle de
contrôle ATLAS, Septembre 2009.
sujets seront abordés dans le chapitre suivant.
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Figure 11 – Première mise en évidence du Upsilon dans 11.4 pb−1 de données à 7 TeV. Maud Shwoerer
[pub4]
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2 Physique des processus diphoton
Le boson de Higgs, désormais célèbre jusqu’auprès du grand public, fut pendant longtemps la pièce
manquante du Grand Puzzle des particules élémentaires. Cet ingrédient ad-hoc, ajouté en 1964 pour
expliquer la masse des bosons de jauge W et Z et celle des fermions [ref10][ref11], a tenu en haleine
plusieurs générations de physiciens expérimentateurs qui l’ont recherché sans relâche et sans succès
pendant près de 60 ans. Mais le 4 juillet 2012, après à peine plus de deux ans d’exploitation du LHC, le
CERN annonçait l’observation simultanée par les expériences ATLAS et CMS d’une nouvelle particule
compatible avec le boson de Higgs prédit par le Modèle Standard [pub6], dans les canaux H → γγ et
H → ZZ∗ → e+e−e+e−.
Figure 12 – Annonce de l’observation d’une nouvelle résonance compatible avec le boson de Higgs
par les collaborations ATLAS et CMS. Auditorium du CERN, 4 juillet 2012.
La désintégration du boson de Higgs en deux photons présente l’un des taux de branchement les
plus faibles (0.2% à 125 GeV [ref12]). Cependant, l’excellente résolution fournie par le calorimètre
électromagnétique sur la mesure des paramètres cinématiques des deux photons offre à ce canal une
signature expérimentale très claire : un pic de masse étroit dans le spectre de masse diphoton, au-dessus
d’un bruit de fond continu (Figure 13). Le canal diphoton a joué un rôle essentiel dans la recherche,
la découverte et la mesure des propriétés du boson de Higgs. L’étude de ce canal constitue l’essentiel
du travail de thèse de Maud Schwoerer [ref13], que j’ai eu la chance de co-encadrer de 2010 à 2013,
durant la période excitante et historique de la découverte du boson de Higgs au LHC.
Cette section présente les études réalisées avec Maud pendant sa thèse : mesure du taux de pro-
duction d’événements diphotons au LHC, première mise en évidence du boson de Higgs dans le mode
de production VBF, et mesure des couplages du boson nouvellement découvert. La fin du chapitre
présente une étude plus récente, entièrement réalisée par le groupe photon du LAPP, dans le prolon-
gement naturel de la recherche du boson de Higgs : la recherche de résonances additionnelles au-delà
du Modèle Standard dans le spectre de masse diphoton.
2.1 Section efficace différentielle des processus diphoton
Le bruit de fond γγ non-résonant, dominant dans la recherche du boson de Higgs, est un sujet
d’étude à part entière. La mesure de section efficace différentielle de production de paires de photons
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Figure 13 – Apparition d’un pic autour de 125 GeV dans la distribution de masse invariante diphoton.
directs avec une statistique conséquente permet de tester les prédictions de QCD perturbative et
de raffiner les générateurs Monte-Carlo dans des régions de l’espace des phases où les données sont
aujourd’hui encore mal comprises.
En outre, la mesure de sections efficaces différentielle des processus diphoton requiert une compré-
hension fine de l’efficacité de reconstruction des photons, de l’énergie déposée dans le cône d’isolation
de ces derniers, et la maîtrise du bruit de fond réductible provenant de jets mal identifiés dans les
processus QCD γ-jet et jet-jet. L’analyse des processus diphotons procure ainsi des bases solides pour
la construction d’une analyse rigoureuse de recherche du boson de Higgs dans le canal H → γγ.
Figure 14 – Processus à l’ordre dominants de production directe de paires de photons au LHC :
processus de Born (a), boîte (b) et bremsstrahlung (c).
Il existe deux modes principaux de production de paires de photons au LHC : la production directe
(Figure 14) et la fragmentation d’un parton (Figure 15). Dans le cas de la production directe à l’ordre
dominant, on distingue trois processus principaux :
- Le processus de Born : annihilation qq → γγ, d’ordre α2QED
- Le processus de boîte (box) : gg → γγ, d’ordre α2S .α2QED. Ce processus est d’ordre supérieur au
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processus de Born, mais la très forte densité de gluons au LHC génère une section efficace du
même ordre de grandeur [ref14].
- Le processus de rayonnement (bremsstrahlung) : qg → qγ, d’ordre αS .α2QED. Ce processus est
également d’ordre supérieur mais compensé par l’importante densité de gluons.
Dans le cas du processus de bremsstrahlung, quand l’angle de séparation entre le parton et le photon
émis tend vers 0, une singularité apparaît dans le calcul du processus qg → qγγ. Les divergences sont
factorisées et absorbées dans une fonction de fragmentation [ref14]. L’échelle arbitraire de fragmentation
qui détermine artificiellement la distinction entre les deux processus (bremsstrahlung ou fragmentation)
n’est pas un paramètre physique. Les deux contributions, directe et fragmentation, doivent être donc
être combinées pour obtenir une description physique complète de l’émission d’un photon par un
parton. Seule la somme des deux contributions est une observable physique [ref14].
Figure 15 – Diagrammes de Feynman à l’ordre dominant pour la simple (a), et double (b) fragmen-
tation.
Des mesures de sections efficaces différentielles de production de paires de photons au LHC à
√
s = 7
TeV ont déjà été publiées par les collaborations ATLAS [ref15] et CMS [ref16] en 2011. Ces mesures
ont montré des désaccords importants entre les données et les prédictions théoriques NLO, en parti-
culier dans les régions où l’angle entre les deux photons (∆φγγ) est très petit et la masse invariante
diphoton (mγγ) très faible, qui correspondent à une zone où les corrections NNLO sont sous-estimées.
Dans la région à haut ∆φγγ , les prédictions théoriques à ordre fixe semblent à l’inverse très supérieures
aux mesures. Une amélioration des erreurs statistiques et la comparaison avec plusieurs générateurs
permettrait de mieux restreindre et de mieux comprendre les zones de désaccords.
Expérimentalement, la composante de photons issus de la fragmentation d’un parton présente dans
les données diphoton sélectionnées est intimement liée au critère d’isolation appliqué aux photons.
L’isolation des photons est absolument nécessaire pour réduire le bruit de fond provenant des processus
γ-jet et jet-jet, dont les taux de production au LHC sont plus de 100 fois supérieurs à celui des
processus γγ. Contrairement aux photons directs, le bruit de fond provenant de jets comprend une
intense activité hadronique autour des cellules calorimétriques les plus énergétiques. Pour séparer les
jets des photons directs produits par le processus de Born ou de boîte, une coupure est appliquée sur
l’énergie d’isolation transverse EisoT , définie comme la somme de l’énergie transverse déposée autour du
candidat photon dans un cône de rayon fini R. Dans le cas des photons issus de la fragmentation d’un
parton, lorsque l’angle entre le parton et le photon émis est petit, EisoT augmente. La coupure sur E
iso
T
soustrait ainsi du signal une partie importante de la composante de fragmentation. Entre 2 et 5% de la
fragmentation simple subsiste, tandis que la fragmentation double est presque totalement supprimée
[ref14]. La comparaison entre sections efficaces mesurées et prédites n’a donc de sens que si la coupure
sur l’énergie d’isolation est appliquée également au niveau des générateurs.
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Deux principaux critères d’isolation sont utilisés dans les prédictions théoriques : l’isolation avec un
cône, équivalente à l’isolation expérimentale, et l’isolation Frixione [ref17] qui supprime complètement
les composantes de fragmentation. Pendant sa thèse, Maud a étudié dans le cadre d’un groupe de travail
de l’école des Houches 2011 l’impact de l’utilisation du critère d’isolation Frixione sur la composante
de fragmentation [ref18](pages 165-178).
La Figure 16 illustre la comparaison des sections efficaces différentielles diphoton mesurées avec les
générateurs DIPHOX et 2γNNLO. Un résultat très intéressant obtenu à l’issue de cette analyse est la
confirmation de la présence de la Guillet Shoulder [ref14] autour de 50-60 GeV dans le spectre P γγT .
Cette observation a été confirmée par l’analyse équivalente de CMS [ref19] en 2014. Ce pic, prédit par
les calculs mais à peine visible dans les analyses plus anciennes par manque de statistique, est un effet
cinématique indirect entièrement dû aux composantes de fragmentation [ref14].
La description complète de notre analyse des événements diphoton et les comparaisons des sections
efficaces différentielles diphoton avec les générateurs ont été publiées [ref15] et sont présentées dans
l’annexe C.
Figure 16 – Mesure de la section efficace différentielle diphoton et comparaison avec les générateurs
DIPHOX et 2γNNLO.
2.2 Mesure des couplages du boson de Higgs et mise en évidence du mode VBF
Passée l’excitation de découverte d’une nouvelle résonance au LHC[pub6], présentée en annexe
D, la question de la confirmation de la nature standard de cette nouvelle particule s’est rapidement
posée. De nombreuses études ont été entreprises pour mesurer l’ensemble des caractéristiques de ce
nouveau boson : largeur de désintégration, spin, mesure précise de sa masse, mise en évidence de tous
les modes de production (Figure 17) et mesure des couplages du boson de Higgs aux particules du
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modèle Standard. Pendant la thèse de Maud, nous nous sommes attelées à deux sujets : la mise en
évidence de la production du boson de Higgs dans le mode VBF, et l’extraction de ses couplages [pub7].
La publication correspondante est proposée en annexe E.
Figure 17 – Processus de production du boson de Higgs au LHC.
Les quatre modes de production dominants au LHC d’un boson de Higgs de 125 GeV sont la fusion
de gluons (ggF≈87%), la fusion de bosons vecteurs (VBF≈7%), la production associée aux bosons W
et Z (VH ≈5%) et la production associée à des quarks top (ttH≈1%) (Figure 17). Dans le cas du
processus de production VBF, le boson de Higgs est produit à partir de la fusion de bosons W ou Z,
en association avec deux jets de grande énergie présentant une large séparation en pseudo-rapidité et
un très petit angle de diffusion, ce qui rend ce canal facilement identifiable.
Pour maximiser la significance statistique et augmenter ainsi les chances de découverte du boson
de Higgs, l’analyse initiale D sépare les événements diphoton en 9 catégories, selon la cinématique des
photons (impulsion transverse, pseudo-rapidité) et la qualité des photons reconstruits (convertis, non
convertis). Ceci permet de donner davantage de poids aux catégories les moins affectées par le bruit
de fond et pour lesquelles la résolution sur la masse invariante diphoton reconstruite est la meilleure.
Après la découverte de la nouvelle résonance, l’objectif de l’analyse a changé. Il s’agissait désormais
de mettre en évidence les différents modes de production de ce boson, et de tester ainsi sa compatibilité
avec le boson de Higgs prédit par le Modèle Standard. De nouvelles catégories d’événements basées sur
l’état final ont été ajoutées (jets additionnels, leptons, énergie manquante, Figure 18), et le canal VBF
a été ré-optimisé pour minimiser les incertitudes statistiques et systématiques sur la mesure de la force
du signal µV BF , défini comme le rapport entre le nombre de bosons de Higgs mesuré dans un canal
de production donné et celui prédit par le Modèle Standard. La mesure du rapport µV BF présente la
mesure sous forme d’une déviation par rapport aux prédictions du Modèle Standard, et nécessite de
faire des hypothèse sur les sections efficaces et les rapports de branchement. Cette observable présente
une forte sensibilité aux erreurs théoriques.
Minimiser l’erreur statistique sur µV BF impose de conserver une grande pureté de signal dans la
catégorie associée. Pour réduire les incertitudes systématiques, le bras de levier principal est de limiter
l’utilisation de variables basées sur l’énergie des jets. En effet, l’échelle de calibration des jets est en
soi une source majeure d’incertitude systématique au LHC, et d’autre part, la description du spectre
en PT des jets issus de radiation dans les événements ggF simulés (qui constituent le bruit de fond
principal de la catégorie VBF) est trop peu contrainte, ce qui génère d’importantes incertitudes sur
la composition réelle du bruit de fond dans la catégorie VBF. Deux optimisations de l’analyse ont été
menées en parallèle : l’une basée sur la définition de coupures simples, et l’autre basée sur l’utilisation
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Figure 18 – Séquence des critères de sélections appliqués aux événements diphotons pour catégoriser
les modes de production du boson de Higgs, en évitant le double-comptage.
Figure 19 – pV BF0 observée et attendue pour le mode de production VBF en fonction de la masse
hypothétique du boson de Higgs pour 4.8 fb−1 de données à 7 TeV et 20.7 fb−1 de données à 8 TeV.
d’outils d’analyse multivariée. La Figure 19 montre la valeur p du paramètre µV BF extrait par Maud en
2014. La plus grande valeur pV BF0 , soit 2.9σ pour mH = 123.5 GeV, s’interprète comme une probabilité
inférieure à 99.6% pour que le nombre d’événements observé soit compatible avec l’absence du mode
de production VBF. La Figure 20 présente l’ensemble des forces de signal extraites par Maud en 2014
en combinant l’information de l’ensemble des catégories simultanément. La “découverte” officielle du
canal VBF à 6.5 σ par une seule expérience a été annoncée durant la conférence ICHEP de juillet 2018
[ref20].
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Figure 20 – Force du signal mesurée pour les modes de production, µggF+ttH , µV BF , µV H , et force
du signal global µ pour 4.8 fb−1 de données à 7 TeV et 20.7 fb−1 de données à 8 TeV.
La première comparaison des taux de production du boson de Higgs par mode de production a
pu fournir une première image relativement “standard” du boson nouvellement découvert au LHC,
même si les incertitudes, largement dominées par la statistique, limitent grandement l’observation de
potentielles déviations. La Figure 21 présente les mesures les plus récentes (ICHEP 2018, [ref20]) des
sections efficaces multipliées par le rapport de branchement pour tous les les processus de production du
boson de Higgs au LHC, dans tous les modes de désintégration accessibles dans ATLAS, et normalisés
aux prédictions du Modèle Standard. L’ensemble des canaux restent compatibles avec l’hypothèse du
Modèle Standard dans la limite des incertitudes systématiques et statistiques,déjà réduites d’un facteur
4 pour les modes dominants.
A partir des mesures de sections efficaces fois le rapport de branchement, il est possible de re-
chercher des déviations des couplages du boson de Higgs aux bosons et fermions du Modèle Standard
en interprétant les résultats dans le cadre du κ framework [ref21]. Dans ce cadre, on introduit des
corrections multiplicatives κ appliquées aux couplages du boson de Higgs :
σi.Bf = κiσ
SM
i
κ2fΓ
SM
F
κ2HΓ
SM
H
Dans l’équation ci-dessus, i est le mode de production, f le mode de désintégration, σSMi sont les
sections efficaces prédites par le Modèle Standard et ΓSMH et Γ
SM
f sont respectivement les largeurs
totale et partielle du boson de Higgs dans l’état final f . En supposant que le boson de Higgs ne se
désintègre pas en particules non-standard et en l’absence de nouvelle physique dans les processus de
boucles, il est possible d’extraire les facteurs correctifs κ appliqués aux couplages, présentés sur la
Figure 22 [ref20] en fonction de la masse des particules du Modèle Standard.
La Figure 23 [ref22] montre les perspectives d’amélioration de la précision sur la mesure des cou-
plages du boson de Higgs pour la future phase à haute-luminosité du LHC, qui sera discutée plus en
détails dans le chapitre suivant. On peut constater que les performances déjà atteintes au Run 2 sont
quasi-compétitives avec les projections pour les trois canaux principaux γγ, ZZ et WW.
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Figure 21 – Sections efficaces multipliées par le rapport de branchement pour les processus ggF,
VBF, VH et ttH dans chaque mode de désintégration accessibles au LHC, normalisés aux prédictions
du Modèle Standard. Les résultats combinés par mode de production sont également montrés, en
supposant les valeurs du Modèle Standard pour les rapports de branchement. Source : ICHEP 2018
[ref20]
Figure 22 – Facteurs correctifs des couplages en fonction de la masse des particules, pour les bosons
W, Z, les quarks t et b quarks et les leptons τ et muons.
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Figure 23 – Incertitudes relatives sur les forces de signal µi attendues au HL-LHC, basées sur les
extrapolations des analyses du Run1 pour 300 fb−1 (vert) et 3000 fb−1 (bleu) de données à 14 TeV. La
zone pleine correspond aux incertitudes statistiques, et les zones hachurées ajoutent la contribution dues
aux incertitudes théoriques. Les lignes verticales bleue/rouge correspondent aux précisions publiées avec
les données Run 1/Run 2. Pour les états finals Zγ et µµ, les valeurs Run1/Run2 sont en dehors des
limites de l’histogramme.
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2.3 Recherche de nouvelles résonances au-delà du Modèle Standard
Pour achever ce parcours au cœur de la physique des processus diphoton, et pour conjurer la
désespérante absence de manifestations non-standards dans la mesure des caractéristiques du boson
nouvellement découvert, il restait à réaliser une recherche directe de nouvelle physique dans le canal
diphoton.
En 2013, avec le groupe photon du LAPP 4, nous avons choisi de développer une toute nouvelle
analyse du spectre inclusif mγγ , dans l’intervalle [65-600] GeV. La limite basse était en partie motivée
par les recherches du LEP, qui suggéraient une possible accumulation d’événements compatibles avec
un boson de Higgs de 98 GeV [ref23][ref24]. La limite haute est tout simplement imposée par la
statistique disponible dans les données : au-delà de 600 GeV, le nombre d’événements diphoton n’est
plus suffisant pour autoriser un ajustement des fonctions qui décrivent le bruit de fond avec une
incertitude statistique acceptable. Le point amusant de cette analyse est que le boson de Higgs de 125
GeV nouvellement découvert est, peut-être pour la première fois, considéré non pas comme un signal,
mais comme un bruit de fond (Figure 24).
Figure 24 – Ajustement au spectre de masse mγγ des fonctions décrivant le bruit de fond γγ. Les
lignes pleines montrent la somme des contributions du boson de Higgs et du bruit de fond continu. La
ligne pointillée montre uniquement la composante continue.
De nombreux modèles au-delà du Modèle Standard prédisent des résonances diphoton additionnelles
au-dessus ou en dessous de la masse du boson de Higgs (NMSSM, 2HDM,...). Nous avons cependant
choisi de réaliser une analyse totalement indépendante des modèles théoriques, en définissant un espace
de phase fiduciel le moins dépendant possible du mode de production de la particule se désintégrant
en deux photons.
La Figure 25 [ref25] montre l’efficacité des coupures d’acceptance d’un boson scalaire, pour plusieurs
points de masse et pour un ensemble de modes de production supposés couvrir toutes les configurations :
production simple, production associée, avec énergie manquante, avec de nombreux jets dans l’état final.
La seule dépendance dont il est difficile de s’affranchir est celle liée au boost des particules de faible
masse dans le cas de productions associées. Les différences d’acceptance entre modes de production
4. Nicolas Berger, Rémi Lafaye, Elisabeth Petit, Marco Delmastro, Zuzana Barnovska
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dans la région [60-110] GeV sont incluses dans la limite sur les sections efficaces observées sous forme
d’incertitude systématique.
L’une des difficultés les plus intéressantes de l’analyse fût de réussir à comprendre la cinématique
des événements issus de la désintégration du boson Z, lorsque la paire électron/positron est recons-
truite comme des photons. Ces événement proviennent de processus de Bremsstrahlung extrêmes, dans
lesquels la trace du lepton initial, de très faible impulsion, n’est pas reconstruite tandis que le pho-
ton emporte la quasi-totalité de l’énergie. Après correction angulaire, il est possible de décrire très
précisément le pic de masse de ce bruit de fond dans le spectre de masse mγγ (Figure 26).
Figure 25 – Efficacité des coupures fiducielles CX pour 5 modes de production d’une résonance scalaire
de type “Higgs”, en fonction de la masse mX .
La description complète de l’analyse et la limite obtenue sur la section efficace fiducielle diphoton
dans l’intervalle de masse [65-600] GeV sont présentées dans une publication jointe dans l’annexe F.Une
routine RIVET 5 a également été fournie aux théoriciens. A ce jour, la page arxiv de notre analyse 6
recense plus d’une cinquantaine de publications utilisant nos mesures pour contraindre des modèles de
nouvelle physique (Figure 27).
Les mises à jour les plus récentes de notre analyse ont permis d’étendre significativement la recherche
dans le spectre à haute masse, au-delà du TeV, mais n’ont pas mis en évidence d’excès significatif [ref26].
Une mise à jour de l’analyse à basse masse est en cours de publication [ref27].
5. http://rivet.hepforge.org/analyses/ATLAS_2014_I1307756.html
6. https://arxiv.org/abs/1407.6583
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Figure 26 – Distribution de masse invariante d’événements Z générés en simulation complète, recons-
truits comme une paire d’électrons (ligne pointillée), reconstruits comme une paire de photons (carrés)
et reconstruits comme électrons mais après application d’une correction cinématique transformant les
électrons en photons de Bremsstrahlung (cercles).
Figure 27 – SUSY ressurgissant d’une zone reculée de l’espace de phase (mg˜,mχ˜0).
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3 R&D pour le HL-LHC
"Ils ne savaient pas que c’était impossible, alors ils l’ont fait" (Mark Twain).
3.1 Physique du Higgs au HL-LHC
La luminosité instantanée au HL-LHC sera augmentée ’un facteur 5 à 7 par rapport à la luminosité
actuelle du LHC. L’une des motivations principales de cette augmentation de luminosité est l’explora-
tion précise du mécanisme de brisure de la symétrie électrofaible dans le Modèle Standard au travers
de processus rares.
Figure 28 – Simulation d’une collision au HL-LHC reconstruite dans le détecteur ATLAS, avec 200
vertex provenant du bruit d’empilement.
Une première indication indirecte de déviation peut être recherchée au travers de la mesure de la
section efficace des processus de diffusion de bosons vecteurs à haute masse (mV V > 1 TeV [ref28]). Ces
processus, sans la contribution virtuelle du boson de Higgs, ne vérifieraient pas la condition d’unitarité
(Figure 29).
Figure 29 – Diagrammes de Feynman de diffusion de bosons vecteurs au HL-LHC.
Outre la mesure précise des couplages du boson de Higgs déjà évoqués au chapitre précédent,
un autre objectif du programme HL-LHC est la mise en évidence du couplage direct aux leptons de
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Figure 30 – Production des paires de boson de Higgs au HL-LHC. Les deux diagrammes interfèrent
de manière destructive.
deuxième génération, accessible au HL-LHC via le canal H→ µµ [ref28]. Enfin, il reste encore à observer
la très rare production d’une paire de boson de Higgs prédite par le Modèle Standard. Ce dernier pro-
cessus donne accès à l’auto-couplage trilinéaire λHHH du boson de Higgs [ref29]. Les deux diagrammes
présentés sur la Figure 30[ref30] interfèrent de façon destructive. La valeur de λHHH peut s’extraire à
partir de la mesure de la section efficace totale du processus HH et la forme de la distribution mHH .
Figure 31 – Vue en coupe du trajectographe actuel d’ATLAS.
Dans les conditions de bruit d’empilement attendues au HL-LHC, la réalisation de ce programme
de physique ambitieux nécessitera la construction d’un trajectographe de très haute performance pour
reconstruire les vertex primaires, identifier les jets de saveur lourde, et atteindre une résolution suffisante
sur l’impulsion des traces de haute énergie pour reconstruire précisément le pic de masse du boson de
Higgs se désintégrant en deux muons.
Le trajectographe actuel d’ATLAS (Figure 31 [ref31]) se compose de deux sous-détecteurs en sili-
cium (pixels et microstrips), et d’un trajectographe à radiation de transition (TRT) dans sa partie la
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plus externe. Ce détecteur a été conçu pour fonctionner 10 ans avec un pic de luminosité instantanée
de 1034 cm2s−1, un bruit d’empilement moyen supposé de 23 événements de pile-up toutes les 25 ns
et un taux d’acquisition de 100 kHz. Même s’il fonctionne aujourd’hui dans des conditions bien plus
difficiles que prévues initialement, les modules de silicium ne survivront pas au-delà de 2024, date à
laquelle il devrait avoir atteint la dose de radiation maximale 7, qui correspond à environ 400 fb−1 de
luminosité intégrée. La couche de pixels la plus interne (Insertable B-Layer [ref32]), ajoutée en 2014,
devrait théoriquement pouvoir supporter jusqu’à 850 fb−1, mais la granularité des pixels et l’électro-
nique de lecture ne seront de toute façon plus suffisantes face aux taux d’acquisition de données et aux
taux d’occupation attendus au HL-LHC.
Le détecteur ATLAS sera donc équipé d’un nouveau trajectographe (ITk) pour la phase à haute
luminosité, utilisant la totalité du volume du tracker actuel mais entièrement composé de modules de
silicium : pixels dans la partie internes et strips à grand rayon. Ce nouveau trajectrographe sera installé
pendant le dernier long arrêt technique du LHC, de 2024 à 2026.
Dans le chapitre suivant, nous allons nous intéresser plus particulièrement à la conception détec-
teur à pixels ITk, le plus critique pour la trajectographie de haute précision au HL-LHC. Les détails
concernant les strips peuvent être consultés dans le TDR ITk Strip publié en 2017 [pub8].
3.2 Détecteur à pixels ITk : de la conception à la réalisation
Pour optimiser la géométrie du détecteur à pixels, il faut garder en ligne de mire les objectifs du
tracking : mesurer le plus précisément possible l’impulsion transverse des particules chargées, recons-
truire efficacement les vertex primaires et secondaires, et séparer sans ambiguïté des traces proches
pour identifier les conversions de photon ou supprimer le bruit d’empilement. Dans cette section, les
notions de base utiles à l’optimisation d’un détecteur de traces seront rappelées, et un design novateur
s’approchant au mieux d’un détecteur idéal sera présenté.
3.2.1 Optimisation de la géométrie
Figure 32 – Illustration des paramètres déterminant la précision sur la mesure de l’impulsion et du
paramètre d’impact longitudinal des traces chargées dans le détecteur à pixels.
L’impulsion d’une particule chargée est estimée à partir de la courbure de sa trajectoire dans le
champ magnétique [ref33]. A bas PT , la résolution sur l’impulsion transverse est dominée par un terme
de diffusion élastique constant, proportionnel à la quantité de matière traversée par les particules. Ce
terme de diffusion élastique dépend de la longueur de radiation (X0) du matériau traversé et de l’angle
d’incidence de la particule. Pour les grandes impulsions, la résolution est inversement proportionnelle au
bras de levier L et au nombre de points de mesures (Figure 32). On peut montrer [ref33] que l’optimal
7. 1015 neq.cm2 - 1 MeV neutron équivalent par centimètre carré
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de résolution est obtenu pour des points de mesures équidistants, groupés au début, au milieu et à la
fin de la trace (communément appelés tracklets).
Le second paramètre critique est le paramètre d’impact de la trajectoire. Pour des particules de
grande impulsion [ref34], la résolution sur le paramètre d’impact transverse dépend de la résolution
intrinsèque du détecteur à pixels, soit p/
√
12 où p est la taille des pixels dans le plan r−φ, ainsi que de
la distance entre deux points de mesure successifs (Figure 32). Pour les particules de faible impulsion,
la résolution est dominée par le terme de diffusion élastique.
Le détecteur à pixels idéal doit donc proposer des points de mesures multiples, si possibles équidis-
tants et proches les uns des autres. Le premier point de mesure doit se trouver le plus près possible du
point d’interaction, et le dernier point de la trajectoire devra se trouver au plus grand rayon accessible
pour maximiser le trajet de la particule dans le champ magnétique. La granularité des pixels doit être
la plus petite possible, en particulier pour les deux premiers points de mesure. Enfin, la quantité de
matière traversée par les particules doit être minimisée, en particulier à l’avant du détecteur, zone la
plus sensible aux traces de faible impulsion issues du bruit d’empilement.
Figure 33 – Optimisation du détecteur à pixels basée sur l’utilisation de modules inclinés à la place
d’un design classique de type tonneau/bouchon : réduction de la surface totale de silicium pour une
même couverture angulaire, réduction de la distance d’extrapolation entre les points de mesures, mul-
tiples points de mesure par couche, réduction de la quantité de matière traversée grâce à l’angle
d’incidence plus proche de la normale à la direction incidente des particules.
La Figure 33 compare la géométrie classique d’un détecteur à pixel avec un design idéal dans
lequel les modules de silicium sont progressivement inclinés en fonction de la pseudo-rapidité. L’idée
directrice du concept incliné est de minimiser la quantité de matière vue par les particules provenant
du point d’interaction en s’approchant le pus possible de l’angle d’incidence normal. Autour de η|=2.5,
la quantité de matière vue par une particule est 2 fois plus faible dans la configuration inclinée par
rapport à un détecteur classique. Le détecteur incliné présente de nombreux autres avantages :
- la surface totale de silicium requise pour une couverture angulaire similaire est jusqu’à 40% infé-
rieure à celle d’un détecteur classique. Un module incliné couvre un angle solide plus important
qu’un module horizontal, pour une même surface de silicium.
- le concept incliné fourni plusieurs points de mesures par couche, ce qui autorise la reconstruc-
tion de tracklets indépendantes qui peuvent ensuite être associées pour limiter la statistique
combinatoire et le taux de fausses traces.
- la distance entre les points de mesure des différentes couches est réduite par rapport à un
détecteur classique.
- le nombre moyen de pixels touchés est plus faible pour les modules inclinés que pour le design
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classique, en particulier à grand pseudo-rapidité, ce qui améliore la résolution spatiale des points
de mesure et la capacité de séparation des traces proches dans la région avant où le bruit
d’empilement devient problématique pour l’identification des jets.
Dans les sections suivantes, nous allons voir comment passer du concept de détecteur idéal à la
réalisation technique d’un détecteur ITk réaliste.
3.2.2 Contraintes techniques
Le cahier des charges complet du détecteur à pixels ITk peut être consulté dans le Technical Design
Report publié en 2017 [pub9]. Nous ne discuterons ici que les paramètres les plus pertinents pour la
conception du support mécanique du détecteur à pixels et des services électriques associés. Ces deux
axes de développements techniques ont bénéficié d’un apport crucial du groupe ITk du LAPP, fondé
par Teodore Teodorov au LAPP en 2011 et dont j’ai repris la coordination en Novembre 2014 8.
Figure 34 – Longueur de radiation totale dans le détecteur à pixels actuel d’ATLAS (Run 2).
Les services représentent la composante dominante de la matière inerte dans le détecteur à pixels,
comme illustré sur la Figure 34. Parvenir aux performances requises pour le détecteur ITk implique
de réduire le budget matière d’un facteur 2 par rapport au détecteur actuel. Pour y parvenir, il faut
pouvoir construire des structures mécaniques légères sans compromettre la rigidité mécanique, réduire
la quantités de services électriques, et minimiser la quantité de matière nécessaire au refroidissement
des modules (tubes de refroidissement et liquide réfrigérant).
Structure mécanique : plusieurs structures ont été développées pour le détecteur ITk et sont
présentées sur la Figure 35. Le point commun de toutes ces propositions est une base de fibre et/ou de
mousse carbone. Ce matériau déjà utilisés pour la conception de l’IBL présente trois caractéristiques
idéales pour la construction du détecteur à pixels : c’est un matériau peu dense, qui permet la réalisa-
8. https://forum.camptocamp.org/t/chute-tragique-dimanche-18-octobre-dans-lascension-du-gouter-temoignage/
148026
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tion de structure mécaniques complexes et très rigides, avec une conduction thermique suffisante pour
évacuer la puissance dissipée par les modules.
Figure 35 – Exemples de structures mécaniques en carbone proposées pour le détecteur à pixels ITk :
Ibeam, Truss, et Alpin.
Alimentation des modules : un effort important est fourni aujourd’hui par la communauté ITk
pour réduire le nombre de câbles nécessaires à l’alimentation du détecteur et améliorer la modularité
de ces câbles pour autoriser une répartition plus uniforme et moins dense des services. Plusieurs pistes
sont suivies, comme l’utilisation d’alimentations haute-tension plus puissantes, le développement d’une
électronique front-end consommant le moins de courant possible et une alimentation des modules en
série, qui a l’avantage de limiter le nombre de lignes mais implique l’ajout de composants spécifiques
sur chaque module pour éviter une rupture de la chaîne d’alimentation.
Transmission des données : la totalité du détecteur à pixels ITk devra être lue au niveau L0 du
système de déclenchement, à une fréquence de 500 kHz. Le taux de transmission de données attendu
pour des modules de 4 chips est de 5 Gb.s−1 dans les couches les plus internes, et de 1.25 Gb.s−1 pour
les couches externes. Plusieurs solutions concurrentes sont à l’étude pour la transmission des données :
des câbles micro-twinaxes, dont l’efficacité de transmission sans atténuation majeure est très élevée,
mais dont le budget matière est relativement pénalisant pour la physique, et des circuits flexibles qui
ont un coût en matière plus acceptable mais dont les performances de transmission sur de longues
distances restent à démontrer.
Refroidissement des modules : la réduction de la matière liée aux services concerne aussi la
contrainte de refroidissement des modules. En plus de la dissipation de chaleur normale de l’électronique
de lecture, les radiations endommagent progressivement les senseurs, provoquant ainsi une augmen-
tation du courant de fuite dans l’électronique front-end. A terme, ce processus amène un phénomène
d’emballement appelé “thermal runaway” [ref35], qui rend l’électronique inutilisable. Pour garantir la
stabilité de l’électronique de lecture ITk en fin de vie, il faut refroidir la surface des modules pixels à
une température inférieure à -20◦C. Le choix d’un système de refroidissement utilisant du CO2 dipha-
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sique, déjà validé pour le détecteur IBL [], permet d’atteindre des températures très basses avec une
quantité de fluide bien moindre que pour les réfrigérants classiques et une perte de charge le long des
tubes significativement plus faible (Figure 36).
Figure 36 – Comparaison de la chaleur latente (gauche) et de la perte de pression le long du tube de
refroidissement (droite) pour du CO2 diphasique, utilisés dans IBL, et le C3F8, utilisé dans les pixels
d’ATLAS.
3.2.3 Le design Alpin
Pour réaliser une combinaison optimale des performance de tracking et des contraintes techniques,
Teodore Todorov a proposé en 2012 un concept de détecteur novateur, comprenant des modules inclinés
disposés sur des petites montagnes en mousse carbone, baptisé design alpin en hommage aux montagnes
qu’il affectionnait tant. La structure globale du détecteur alpin dans sa version initiale, comprenant 3
couches de modules pixels pour une couverture angulaire η <2.5.
Figure 37 – Géométrie du détecteur alpin dans sa version |η| < 2.5
Le détecteur alpin est conçu à partir de cylindres d’échelles en mousse carbone, comportant à la
fois des modules horizontaux sur la partie la plus centrale et des modules inclinés au-delà de |η| > 1.1.
L’avantage d’une structure composée uniquement de supports horizontaux au lieu de l’agencement
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classique des modules en cylindres et disques est de permettre de faire passer la totalité des services
électriques en dehors de la zone d’acceptance du tracking (Figure 38).
Figure 38 – Routage des services électriques dans le détecteur Alpin. Aucun câble ne se trouve dans
l’acceptance du tracking |eta| < 2.5
Les équipes techniques du LAPP ont conçu, optimisé, construit et qualifié pendant plus de 5 ans des
prototypes mécaniques et électriques pour le détecteur alpin. Le LAPP a ainsi pu démontrer très tôt à
la collaboration ITk la faisabilité du concept incliné. La rigidité mécanique obtenue avec des brides et
des échelles carbone (Figure 41) satisfait aux spécifications, et les services électriques ont été qualifiés
pour l’alimentation en série des modules et la transmission des données jusqu’à 5 Gb.s−1 [ref36]. Le
LAPP a également démontré que le refroidissement des modules inclinés au travers de la structure
carbone [ref37] est suffisant pour permettre leur fonctionnement dans les conditions du HL-LHC. Les
études thermiques des structures inclinées seront abordées plus en détails dans la section 3.5.
Figure 39 – Design des pigtails pour la lecture des modules pixels sur l’échelle Alpine. Les pigtails
sont équipées de connecteurs miniaturisés, connectables sur les circuits flexes situé à l’arrière de la
structure.
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Figure 40 – Le détecteur alpin, de la conception à la réalisation : structure en mousse carbone incluant
les tubes de refroidissement en titane, et services électriques sur circuits flexes équipés de connecteurs.
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Figure 41 – Modèle CATIA des brides de support des échelles alpines et modèle d’intégration des
échelles réalisé en impression 3D
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3.3 Simulation ITk
La première version officielle du détecteur à pixel ITk est présentée dans la Letter Of Intent (LoI)
d’ATLAS [ref38] publiée en 2012. La base de référence est une géométrie classique composée de cy-
lindres dans la région centrale (|η| <1.5) et de disques dans la région avant (1.5< |η| <2.5). Ce détecteur
comprend 4 couches de pixels de rayon maximal R<250 mm et 5 couches de strips qui couvrent les
rayons supérieurs jusqu’à R=1200 mm. L’ajout d’une cinquième couche de pixels est envisagée et il y
est fait mention du concept alpin proposé par Teodore Teodorov.
Lors du workshop ECFA de 2013 [ref39], une étude présentée par la collaboration CMS fait grand
bruit en proposant d’étendre la couverture du tracker au HL-LHC jusqu’à |η| = 4. Cette proposition
est motivée par l’étude des processus de fusion de bosons vecteurs (VBF) et de diffusion de bosons
vecteurs (VBS). Leur signature caractéristique est la présence de deux jets très à l’avant (|eta| ∼ 3)
présentant une large séparation angulaire. Pour extraire du bruit de fond de pile-up ces jets produits en
dehors de l’acceptance classique du tracker, et en l’absence d’une granularité calorimétrique suffisante,
il faut augmenter les seuils de coupure sur l’impulsion transverse, ce qui a pour effet une dégradation
rapide de l’efficacité de sélection du signal.
La Figure 42 présente les résultats de deux études réalisées par la collaboration CMS, qui montrent
que l’extension de l’acceptance du détecteur de traces jusqu’à η|=4 pour les canaux VBS/VBF permet-
trait de supprimer la quasi-totalité de la contribution des jets de pile-up tout en conservant des seuils
en PT similaires à ceux appliqués au LHC. Pour le canal H → 4µ, l’acceptance du signal pourrait être
améliorée de près de 50% [ref40].
Figure 42 – Gauche : distribution de la pseudo-rapidité des jets de pT > 30 GeV dans des événements
W+jets simulés, pour différents scénarios de pile-up. L’extension de l’acceptance du trajectrographe au
HL-LHC (scenario 4) diminue presque complètement la contribution du pile-up. Droite : distribution
de masse invariante de 4 muons dans les canaux H → ZZ∗ → 4µ et pour le bruit de fond irréductible
ZZ∗ → 4µ. Les deux processus sont simulés avec (scenario 4) et sans (scenario 3) l’extension du tracker
jusqu’à |η| < 4.
Conséquemment, une Large Eta Task Force est créée dans ATLAS en 2014 pour déterminer la
pertinence de la proposition d’extension du programme de physique du HL-LHC dans la région 2.5
< |η| < 4. La conclusion principale de ces études [pub10] est que l’augmentation d’acceptance du
tracking semble justifiée, mais les performances doivent être réévaluées en simulations complètes avec
une implémentation plus réaliste des services pour déterminer la couverture angulaire optimale
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L’Initial Design Report [ref41] et le Scoping Document [ref42] publiés en 2014 et 2015 mentionnent
plusieurs nouvelles options pour le détecteur à pixels 9 : une possibilité d’extension de la couverture du
tracker jusqu’à |η| = 3.2 ou |η| = 4.0, une géométrie classique de type tonneau + disques (LoI layout),
une géométrie inclinée (Inclined layout) et une géométrie basée sur un très long tonneau (Extended
layout), dont le concept est illustré sur la figure 43.
Figure 43 – Principe de fonctionnement du tracking Extended dans la région très à l’avant. L’angle
d’incidence, reconstruit suffisamment précisément, pourrait permettre d’améliorer la résolution sur la
position du vertex primaire et ainsi limiter l’effet du pile-up.
3.3.1 FastGeoModel et XML
Pendant la phase de prototypage et de développement des géométries ITk, le programme paramé-
trique IDRes [ref43] a servi de base pour l’ évaluation rapide des résolutions sur les paramètres des
traces, de l’herméticité du détecteur et du nombre de points de mesure en fonction de la pseudo-rapidité.
Ce programme est cependant insuffisant pour évaluer véritablement les performances du détecteur
final. Il ne tient pas compte de la redondance des points de mesure due à la superposition des modules
dans certaines régions, considère un effet moyenné de diffusion élastique avec une localisation approxi-
mative de la matière inerte du détecteur, la création de particules secondaires est inexistante et les
dépôts d’énergie issus du pile-up ne peuvent pas être simulés. Ces effets ne peuvent être intégrés que
dans le framework de simulation complète du détecteur.
Le programme de simulation complète d’ATLAS utilise une description géométrique basée sur des
librairies GeoModel [ref44]. Cette géométrie est ensuite convertie dans une géométrie Geant4 [ref45] ou
une géométrie de reconstruction, la TrackingGeometry [ref46] dans notre cas. En 2014, deux difficul-
tés majeures empêchaient la collaboration ATLAS de réaliser les études en simulation complète qui
auraient permis de choisir le meilleur détecteur ITk rapidement, et sans ambiguité :
1. L’expertise technique nécessaire à l’implémentation d’un GeoModel pixel se trouvait dans les
mains d’une seule et unique personne pour toute la collaboration ATLAS : Sabine Elles, ingénieure
en informatique au LAPP. Son implication déjà très importante sur la simulation du détecteur IBL
ne lui permettait pas de dégager suffisamment de temps pour développer et assurer le suivi d’un (ou
plusieurs) GeoModel ITk.
2. Même en supposant que le GeoModel ITk soit disponible, les classes de TrackingGeometry exis-
tantes ne permettaient pas d’extrapoler les trajectoires dans les structures contenant des modules
9. https://twiki.cern.ch/twiki/bin/view/Main/ITkGeometries
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inclinés. La Figure 44 montre que pour naviguer dans une couche pixel contenant des modules inclinés
et extraire la liste des surface de tracking, il faut pouvoir déterminer à la fois le point d’entrée et le
point de sortie, ce qui n’est pas prévu pour les classes de tracking classiques basées sur des cylindres ne
contenant que des modules horizontaux. De nouvelles classes étaient en cours d’implémentation dans
le framework Athena, mais toute la validation du tracking restait à faire.
Figure 44 – Représentation schématique de la navigation dans une couche de pixels. Pour des modules
horizontaux, le point d’entrée dans la couche de tracking est suffisamment proche du point de sortie
pour permettre d’identifier de manière unique un module et son plus proche voisin. Dans le cas de
modules inclinés, le nombre de surfaces actives touchées dépend de la distance parcourue et de l’angle
de la trajectoire à l’entrée du volume de tracking.
Pour tenter de faire avancer les choses, le LAPP a proposé en 2014 que Sabine Elles réorganise
entièrement le code C++ du GeoModel ITk Pixel en packages indépendants 10. L’idée était de parvenir à
encapsuler toutes les connaissances techniques de Sabine dans des “boites noires”, et de rendre ces boites
configurables de façon suffisamment intuitive pour qu’un collaborateur non expert puisse facilement
construire un FastGeoModel à partir de paramètres simples : nombre de couches, nombre de disques,
rayons des cylindres, taille des modules pixels, pitch, inclinaison des modules, angle de tilt des échelles,
matériaux (tubes de refroidissement, câbles, structure mécanique, etc.. ). L’objectif était de fournir
à la collaboration un outil permettant de réaliser “rapidement” des études en simulation complète de
plusieurs géométries en parallèle, et de pouvoir choisir ainsi objectivement la meilleure solution pour
optimiser les performances de physique.
Rémi Lafaye et moi-même avons pris en charge l’écriture du package d’interface “physicien”, basé sur
l’utilisation de fichiers XML 11 qui permettait deux choses : en premier lieu, construire la TrackingGeometry
en s’affranchissant du GeoModel, et dans un second temps, utiliser ce même package pour configurer
la construction du FastGeoModel associé, indispensable pour produire les cartes de matière précises
utilisées par le tracking. L’imbrication de ces différents éléments est illustrée sur la Figure 45.
Concernant la validation, nous avons interfacé ces nouvelles géométries de tracking avec FATRAS
[ref47], en étroite collaboration avec Andreas Salzburger (CERN) et Noemi Calace (Unige). La recons-
truction des hits a été validée pour toutes les configurations de détecteurs possibles : LoI, Inclined,
Extended, avec rings, avec disques, et même hybrides, comprenant à la fois des couches de modules
inclinés et des couches cylindriques standard. La Figure 46 montre la reconstruction des hits dans
FATRAS pour une configuration de détecteur incliné. La Figure 47 montre les visualisations de la
TrackingGeometry avec le logiciel VP1 [ref48], et la Figure 48 présente des vues 3D des FastGeoModel
configurables de Sabine Elles.
10. https://twiki.cern.ch/twiki/bin/view/Sandbox/FastGeoModelGeometryImplementationGuide
11. https://twiki.cern.ch/twiki/bin/view/Sandbox/CustomGeometryImplementationGuide
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Figure 45 – Contributions du LAPP pour permettre une construction rapide de géométries ITk
configurables via des fichiers XML.
Figure 46 – Simulation des hits et validation de la géométrie de tracking dans FATRAS.
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Figure 47 – Visualisation 3D avec le logiciel VP1 des surfaces de tracking et des hits simulés dans
FATRAS pour plusieurs géométries de détecteurs ITk
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Figure 48 – Visualisation des FastGeoModels ITk avec le logiciel VP1.
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Il aura fallut plus de deux ans pour que ce travail aboutisse et soit entièrement intégré et validé
dans le framework de simulation complète d’ATLAS. Deux packages FastGeoModel contenant les bases
nécessaires au développement de deux concepts de détecteurs concurrents ont été fournis par Sabine
Elles à la communauté ITk : le package Extended pour l’équipe de Berkeley, et le package Inclined
pour l’Université de Genève. Ces deux détecteurs sont présentés sur la Figure 49.
Figure 49 – Vue longitudinale des deux géométries concurrentes pour le détecteur ITk étendu jusqu’à
|η| < 4 : Inclined layout (haut) et Extended layout (bas).
Les premiers lots de données en simulation complète ont pu être produits à partir de l’été 2016,
autorisant enfin une comparaison objective des deux propositions de détecteurs. En janvier 2017, la
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Layout Task Force rend son rapport définitif [pub11], qui prône la construction d’un détecteur à pixels
“embrassant les propriétés du concept incliné”. La Figure 50 montre la comparaison des performances
des deux géométries concurrentes pour la reconstruction du paramètre d’impact transverse de muons
isolés de faible impulsion. La Figure 51 montre les résolutions sur les paramètres des traces dans
des événements tt¯ superposés avec 200 événements de pile-up, plus représentatives des processus de
physique attendus au HL-LHC.
Figure 50 – Résolution sur le paramètre d’impact transverse pour des muons isolés de PT=1 GeV, en
fonction de la pseudo-rapidité, pour les géométries “Inclined” et “Extended”
L’ensemble des comparaisons de performance entre les deux géométries peut être consulté dans
le rapport de la Layout Task Force, et de nombreux résultats annexes sont discutés dans l’excellent
manuscrit de thèse de Noemi Calace [ref49].
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Figure 51 – Résolution sur le paramètres d’impact transverse d0, longitudinal z0 et impulsion trans-
verse relative pour des traces provenant des paires de quarks top, générées avec 200 événements d’em-
pilement, pour les géométries “Inclined” et “Extended”. La géométrie inclinée montre des performances
significativement meilleures, en particulier dans la région à très grande pseudo-rapidité où le bruit
d’empilement est le plus dense.
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3.3.2 Simulation des services
Même si la construction des géométries ITk a été grandement simplifiée, la modélisation des ser-
vices et leur routage dans le détecteur nécessitent toujours d’ouvrir les “boites noires" du GeoModel.
Dans le groupe de simulation ITk, plusieurs collaborateurs ont gagné en expertise technique grâce à
la démocratisation des FastGeoModels, mais pas suffisamment de permanents. Le LAPP a conservé
l’essentiel de l’expertise de fond pour la mise à jour rigoureuse des GeoModel ITk.
Figure 52 – Simulation Geant4 montrant la quantité de matière dans le détecteur à pixels ITk In-
clined, dans l’hypothèse de l’utilisation de câbles de type flexes (gauche) ou twinaxes (droite) pour la
transmission des données.
Dans les sections précédentes, nous avons vu que les services jouent un rôle prédominant dans les
performances du détecteur à pixels. Depuis 2016, j’ai mis un point d’honneur à continuer de suivre
l’évolution des simulations ITk en impliquant le LAPP sur la maintenance et le développement du
GeoModel ITk pixel. L’objectif pour la fin de la phase de R&D est de conserver un modèle aussi
proche que possible des développements techniques, parfois très rapides, pour confronter régulièrement
les modifications imposées par les contraintes d’ingénierie avec leur impact sur les performances de
physique, de la façon la plus réactive et la plus constructive possible.
Figure 53 – Simulation Geant4 de la structure mécanique TRUSS supportant deux couches de modules
pixels inclinés qui constitue la baseline du TDR pixel (gauche), et détails de la sructure mécanique
IBeam (droite).
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Depuis 2016, Ben Smart, Francesco Costanza, Sarka Todorova (LAPP) et Nathan Readioff (LPSC)
ont fourni des contributions majeures pour l’amélioration de la simulation ITk. On peut mentionner
une étude comparant l’utilisation de flexes en lieu et place des câbles twinaxes utilisés comme baseline
dans la simulation (Figure 52), et l’implémentation détaillée de la géométrie des structure IBeam et
TRUSS (Figure 53). La Figure 54 montre que le compactage des services électriques de type twinaxes
à l’intérieur de la structure carbone IBeam induit des pics en φ pouvant atteindre jusqu’à 5% X0.
Figure 54 – Simulation Geant4 de la quantité de matière inerte liée aux services pour le détecteur à
pixels ITk Extended, dans l’hypothèse de l’utilisation d’une structure de type IBeam et des câbles de
type flexes (bas) ou twinaxes (haut) pour la transmission des données.
Le groupe du LAPP travaille activement sur la mise à jour des simulations, et compare régulière la
quantité de matière avec les estimations fournies par les ingénieurs en mécanique. Dans les prochains
mois, le modèle sera de nouveau adapté pour refléter le raccourcissement des structures mécaniques
dans les couches pixels externes, remplacées par des rings inclinés pour simplifier la construction et
l’intégration du détecteur (Figure 55). Une nouvelle étude sera également démarrée très prochainement
pour optimiser la position du Patch Panel 0, carte électronique dont le rôle est d’assurer la transition
entre les câbles de type 0 et les câbles de type 1 (Figure 56).
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Figure 55 – Nouveau design (mai 2018) proposées pour les couches de pixels externes : structure
mécanique centrale raccourcie, rings inclinés, et coque carbone ondulée pour l’intégration des services.
Figure 56 – Exemple de positionnements du Patch Panel 0 et alternatives de routage des câbles dans
le détecteur ITk pixel pour minimiser l’impact des services sur les performances de tracking.
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Concomitamment à la décision d’ATLAS de construire un détecteur pixel de type incliné, les respon-
sabilités de construction ont été clairement établies : les Etats-Unis seront responsables de la conception
et de la fabrication des deux couches de pixels les plus proches du faisceau, le Inner Barrel, tandis que
les trois couches externes Outer Barrel seront conçues et construites par une communauté constituée
de l’Allemagne, la France, la Suisse, la Norvège et le Japon.
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En janvier 2017, la communauté Outer Barrel s’est organisée pour mettre en place un programme
de démonstrateur, et construire plusieurs prototypes d’échelles inclinées en vue de valider toutes les
étapes de conception, production, assemblage et test des différents composants destinés à équiper le
futur détecteur à pixels. J’ai engagé le groupe ITk du LAPP dans ce programme pour contribuer aux
développements suivants :
- Conception, production, test et intégration des services électriques (alimentation et transmission
de données)
- Etudes thermofluidiques et mesures des performances thermiques
- Conception et construction d’une enceinte de test pour le CERN, destinée à la qualification des
prototypes en environnement contrôlé.
Figure 57 – Tests d’intégration des circuits flexes conçus au LAPP dans la structure mécanique de
type TRUSS développée par l’Université de Genève et le CERN.
L’objectif du démonstrateur pour l’équipe du LAPP, outre de valoriser et de partager l’expertise
acquise depuis 5 ans sur la conception d’un détecteur incliné, est de se préparer pour la construction.
Le LAPP s’est engagé à produire l’ensemble des services de type 0 pour les couches externes à partir
de 2020, à intégrer et connecter les modules pixels sur 20% des structures mécaniques inclinées, et à
qualifier entièrement ces structures avant leur transport au CERN. De plus, suite aux tests de quali-
fication et d’intégration des flexes réalisés dans le cadre du programme démonstrateur, le LAPP est
désormais officiellement en charge de la conception des services de type 0 pour le Outer Barrel.
Figure 58 – Enceinte de test conçue par le LAPP, en cours d’assemblage au CERN (juin 2018)
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Figure 59 – Contributions du LAPP au programme démonstrateur : design mécanique des circuits
flexes utilisés pour la lecture des modules, conception d’un outillage pour les connecteurs, design et
production des services électriques de type circuits flexibles, design et production des cartes de tests
de continuité de ces circuits flexibles.
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Figure 60 – Prototype thermique en cours d’assemblage, réalisé au CERN dans le cadre du programme
démonstrateur Outer Barrel.
Figure 61 – Design et routage des services électriques réalisés par le LAPP dans le cadre du programme
démonstrateur Outer Barrel.
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3.5 Etudes thermiques
L’un des aspects les plus critiques pour la validation du design du détecteur à pixels incliné est de
démontrer que les transferts thermiques au travers du support mécanique sont suffisants pour évacuer
la chaleur dissipée par l’électronique de lecture. Contrairement au détecteur IBL, le chemin thermique
entre les modules inclinés et les tubes de refroidissement est relativement grand (Figure 62).
a
Figure 62 – Positionnement des tubes de refroidissement dans la structure en mousse carbone pour
le détecteur alpin du LAPP (gauche) et le détecteur SLIM de l’Universités de Genève (droite).
Les études de performances thermiques du détecteur alpin ont été démarrées au LAPP avec la
thèse de Zhan Zhang [ref37], de 2012 à 2015. Son travail, que j’ai encadré à partir de 2015, a permis
au laboratoire de s’équiper d’une station de refroidissement au CO2 diphasique et d’acquérir une ex-
pertise solide pour l’opération des dispositifs expérimentaux dédiés aux mesures thermiques. Zhan a
pu démontrer grâce à des prototypes en mousse carbone réalisés par le LPSC (Figure 63) et testés au
LAPP que le refroidissement de modules pixels inclinés sur la structure alpine était compatible avec les
spécifications requises. Elle a également pu valider une partie des prédictions du modèle CoBra (CO2
BRAnch Calculator) développé par Bart Verlaat [ref50] sur le comportement du CO2 diphasique le long
des tube en titane. Cependant, à l’issue de la thèse de Zhan, les mesures thermiques réalisées sur les
prototypes alpins montraient d’importants désaccords avec les simulations. Les prototypes semblaient
présenter des performances thermiques bien meilleures que celles prédites par les simulations.
L’observable considérée pour l’estimation des performances thermiques est la température du point
le plus chaud à la surface du module. Pour prédire cette température, il faut estimer deux compo-
santes. La première composante est la variation de température entre le fluide et la paroi du tube
titane, déterminée par le coefficient de transfert thermique (HTC) du CO2 diphasique. La deuxième
composante est le gradient de température dans le support mécanique, entre la paroi du tube et la
surface du module. Ces deux composantes sont illustrées sur la Figure 64. La Figure 65 présente un mo-
dèle de montagne alpine modélisée dans ABAQUS ainsi que les prédictions de gradient de température
obtenues en modifiant certains matériaux du support.
Le HTC du CO2 est prédit par le logiciel CoBra en fonction de paramètres tels que le débit, la
température du fluide, la pression, la longueur du tube et la densité de flux de chaleur à évacuer. Le
gradient dans le support mécanique est estimé avec le logiciel de calculs par éléments finis ABAQUS 12,
qui prend en compte les épaisseurs des matériaux utilisés pour la structure des montagnes, leurs
conductivités thermiques, le flux de chaleur total et sa distribution dans le support.
12. https://www.3ds.com/fr/produits-et-services/simulia/produits/abaqus/
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Figure 63 – Prototypes alpins fabriqués au LPSC et testés au LAPP pour l’évaluation des perfor-
mances thermiques.
Figure 64 – Schéma descriptif des deux composantes influençant la température maximale à la surface
du module : la composante convective (∆Tconv) entre le fluide et la paroi du tube, déterminée à partir
du logiciel CoBRA, et la composante conductive (∆Tcond) entre la paroi du tube et la surface du
module, simulée avec ABAQUS.
Pour essayer de comprendre et d’expliquer les désaccords observés entre mesures et prédictions,
plusieurs effets devaient être étudiés et quantifiés. La difficulté principale de l’exercice étant de parvenir
à mettre au point un dispositif expérimental pertinent pour tester chaque hypothèse indépendamment :
- Les mesures thermiques n’étaient pas réalisées dans une enceinte à vide, mais à l’air libre. De
fait, les apports de chaleur extérieure par convection pouvaient faire varier les résultats des
mesures de plusieurs degrés selon le moment de la journée. Ces effets convectifs étant difficiles
à modéliser dans ABAQUS, ils étaient tout simplement ignorés pour les comparaisons.
- Les valeurs de conductivités thermiques des matériaux utilisées dans ABAQUS sont extraites
de publications ou de fiches techniques de fabricants, assez peu précises et souvent mesurées à
une température ambiante de 20 degrés. La plupart du temps, aucune dépendance en tempé-
rature n’est fournie pour ces conductivités thermiques, qui sont appliquées telles quelles à -30
degrés, la température d’opération du détecteur ITk. De plus, une modification mineure dans
la composition de certains alliages ou la présence d’impuretés peuvent changer drastiquement
les valeurs de conductivités thermiques.
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Figure 65 – Modèle ABAQUS utilisé pour la simulation du gradient thermique dans le support
mécanique alpin (haut) et performances attendues en faisant varier certains paramètres critiques du
modèle (bas).
- Certains matériaux et certaines interfaces sont difficilement modélisables dans ABAQUS et
génèrent des incertitudes importantes sur les conductivités thermiques effectives : diffusion de
la colle dans les alvéoles de la mousse carbone, maîtrise imparfaite de l’épaisseur des dépôts
pour les colles ou les pâtes thermiques...
- Le modèle théorique utilisé dans CoBRa pour décrire le comportement du CO2 diphasique est
un modèle semi-empirique [ref51], ajusté sur des mesures thermiques correspondant approxi-
mativement à la zone de fonctionnement du détecteur IBL. Les prédictions de CoBRA ont par
ailleurs été validées par Zhan et Bart Verlaart pour le détecteur IBL. Mais dans le cas du dé-
tecteur ITk comportant des modules inclinés, les flux de chaleurs mis en jeu sont 5 à 10 fois
plus importants que pour l’IBL, du fait d’une surface de contact plus faible entre le module et
la zone de refroidissement. La Figure 66 compare l’espace de phase des données utilisées pour
ajuster le modèle décrivant le comportement du CO2 diphasique avec les zones d’opération des
détecteurs IBL et ITk. Ce graphique suggère fortement de vérifier que le modèle de CoBRA est
réellement extrapolable dans la zone de fonctionnement de l’ITk.
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En septembre 2016, Pierre Barroca a démarré une thèse sur le sujet, sous supervision conjointe de
Stéphane Jézéquel et moi-même. Durant la première année, nous avons mis au point une enceinte de
test sous vide pour s’affranchir d’une partie des apports de chaleurs parasites et travaillé longuement
sur toutes les procédures expérimentales (préparation des prototypes, collage des chaufferettes kaptons
et des sondes de température sur les échantillons, traitement des données, installation et calibration de
capteurs environnementaux...). Au terme de cette première année, nous étions enfin parvenus à obtenir
des résultats reproductibles.
Figure 66 – Comparaison de l’espace de phase (Température du fluide Tsat ; Flux de chaleur q˙)
correspondant aux données utilisées pour ajuster le modèle CoBRA (vert) avec les zones d’opération
des détecteurs IBL (bleu) et ITk (rouge).
En 2017, le CERN et l’Université de Genève ont réalisé des mesures thermiques dans des conditions
approximativement similaires à celles réalisées au LAPP, sur un prototype de support pixels incliné
concurrent, et ils ont observé des désaccords semblables : les prototypes testés semblent avoir des
performances meilleures que celles prédites par le modèles CoBRA + éléments finis combinés (Figure
67).
Suite à ces observations, nous avons demandé à l’Université de Genève de nous fournir un prototype
thermique simplifié, constitué de simples blocs de cuivre brasés sur un tube en inox et équipés de chauf-
ferettes kapton (Figure 68). Ce prototype permet de minimiser le nombre de paramètres nécessaires à
la modélisation des gradients de température dans le support mécanique.
Nous avons réalisé 18 séries de mesures sur ce prototype, en variant les conditions expérimentales
liées au CO2 (débit, température, fraction gaz/liquide) ainsi que la charge thermique appliquée (de 1
à 8 Watts). Chaque série a été réalisée indépendamment pour chacun des 5 blocs de cuivre.
En utilisant un modèle paramétrique pour décrire le terme conductif (commun pour tous les blocs
de cuivre) et le terme convectif affecté d’un paramètre de correction α pour chaque série de mesures,
et en ajustant ce modèle avec des paramètres de nuisance adaptés 13, il devient possible de mesurer le
comportement du CO2 en s’affranchissant des incertitudes sur la modélisation du support mécanique.
Grâce à ce travail, Pierre a pu extraire de ses données les conductivités thermiques in situ des matériaux
13. et avec l’aide précieuse de Nicolas Berger
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Figure 67 – Comparaison des performances thermiques prédites (gauche) et mesurées au CERN
(droite) pour le prototype de détecteur pixels incliné CERN/Université de Genève. Les modèles pré-
disent une augmentation de température de 23 K.m−2/W, tandis qu’une valeur de 18 K.m−2/W est
observée dans les mesures effectuées sur le banc de test thermique du CERN.
Figure 68 – Prototype thermique simplifié fabriqué par le CERN/Unige et installé pour des tests
thermiques dans l’enceinte à vide du LAPP.
avec une précision de l’ordre de 5%, mesurer la variabilité et la qualités des soudures entre les blocs de
cuivre, et surtout, démontrer que le modèle utilisés dans CoBRA dérive significativement des mesures
pour des densités de flux de chaleurs de l’ordre de ceux mis en œuvre dans le détecteur ITk incliné
(Figures 69 et 70).
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Figure 69 – Valeurs de HTC extraites des ajustements contraints réalisés sur les mesures du prototype
thermique simplifié (markers), comparés avec les prédiction de CoBRA (lignes pointillées) en fonction
de la densité de flux de chaleur q˙. Les déviations s’observent pour les flux de chaleur importants, dans
une zone de l’espace de phase (TCO2 , q˙) très éloignée de celle des données qui ont été utilisées pour
ajuster le modèle de Thome.
Figure 70 – Facteur de correction α sur les prédictions HTC de CoBRA, extrait des ajustements
contraints réalisés sur les mesures du prototype thermique simplifié. Dans la zone à très grand flux de
chaleur, qui correspond à la région de fonctionnement du détecteur ITk, le modèle de Thome sous-
estime la valeur du coefficient de transfert thermique du CO2 de 30 à 35%.
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L’ensemble de ces résultats thermiques et la mise au point du banc de test associé sont documentés
dans la thèse de Pierre Barroca [ref52], et les outils d’analyse développés par Pierre vont être exploité
intensivement durant les dernières années de R&D du détecteur à pixels ITk, pour qualifier le procédé
de fabrication des prototypes, optimiser la forme des supports inclinés et tester les interfaces thermiques
(soudure, collage, plaquette thermique...) avant de figer le design définitif.
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4 Perspectives
4.1 Programme pour le HL-LHC
Le programme des dix années à venir est relativement bien tracé. Les trois prochaines années se-
ront consacrées à la fin de la R&D du détecteur ITk, la qualification des prototypes définitifs et la
production des services de type 0. L’intégration des modules pixels sur les structures mécaniques au
laboratoire et leur qualification doit démarrer en 2020, et s’achever au plus tard en 2023. Durant cette
période, l’équipe ITk du LAPP participera à l’intégration au CERN du détecteur Outer Barrel, à
son installation et au câblage en caverne. Et la boucle sera bouclée : commissioning du nouveau détec-
teur, participation aux opérations, monitoring, analyse des premières données... Nouvelles découvertes ?
Figure 71 – Réjection des jets légers et des jets c en fonction de l’efficacité d’identification des jets b
pour le détecteur ITk dans des conditions µ=200 et comparaison avec les performances du Run 2 dans
les conditions µ =60.
Durant cette période, il sera intéressant de tirer profit des améliorations apportées par le détecteur
ITk (Figures 71 et 72) pour développer les analyses de mise en évidence des processus HH et de mesure
du couplage trilinéaire du boson de Higgs. La Figure 73 suggère que des progrès significatifs sont
certainement encore à attendre dans ce domaine dans les années à venir. Une piste de développement
pour les performances est la combinaison des informations du tracking à l’avant avec les informations
temporelles fournies par le détecteur HGTD [ref53]. Une extension de l’acceptance des électrons au-delà
de η = 3.2 et l’amélioration de la mesure de l’énergie d’isolation des photons pourraient contribuer à
l’amélioration de la significance des canaux HH→ ZZ∗ → 4e et HH→ γγbb¯ respectivement.
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Figure 72 – Largeur de masse invariante reconstruite dans les canaux H → ZZ∗ → 4µ (bleu) et H →
µµ (vert) en fonction de la plus grande pseudo-rapidité |η| des muons produits. La largeur attendue
au HL-LHC avec le détecteur ITk est comparée à la valeur du Run 2, basée sur les performances du
tracker actuel.
Figure 73 – Amélioration de la significance du canal HH→ γγbb¯ après chaque publication de Technical
Design Report pour les upgrades HL-LHC. Crédit : Elisabeth Petit.
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4.2 Au-delà des Alpes : l’EVEReST
Il semble difficile de clore ce chapitre sans regarder en direction des projets de futurs collisionneurs
FCC [ref54] (Figures 75 et 74).
Figure 74 – Planning du projet de collisionneur FCC (haut) et localisation du futur tunnel (bas).
L’étoile sur la carte localise ma maison.
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Figure 75 – Paramètres caractéristiques des futurs collisionneurs (haut), et section efficace des pro-
cessus de physique les plus intéressants en fonction de l’énergie dans le centre de masse (bas).
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Aujourd’hui, le projet le plus inspirant pour poursuivre des développements de trackers ambitieux
est celui du FCC-hh, où un bruit d’empilement pouvant aller jusqu’à 1000 événements simultanés est
attendu. La base de référence pour le tracker du FCC-hh [ref54] est un détecteur à modules inclinés
dont la couverture en pseudo-rapidité est étendue jusqu’à |η|=4. La Figure 76 montre que les perfor-
mance ne seront pas suffisantes, même en ajoutant un détecteur à haute résolution temporelle à l’avant,
pour garantir des capacités de tracking raisonnables au-delà de |η| = 3. Dans cette région, en présence
d’un bruit d’empilement d’une telle ampleur, la matière traversée dans le tube à vide et le très long
bras de levier entre le point d’interaction et le premier de point de mesure sont les principaux facteurs
limitants. Une possibilité d’amélioration serait d’utiliser une paroi de tube à vide avec une surface
ondulée [ref55], qui permettrait d’atténuer les effets de matière. Mais les matériaux et la technique de
production restent encore à développer.
Figure 76 – Performances de tracking attendues au FCC-hh avec un bruit d’empilement moyen de
1000 événements. La limitation à grande pseudo-rapidité provient de la quantité de matière traversée
par les particules dans la paroi du tube du faisceau, et de la trop grande distance d’extrapolation entre
le point d’interaction et le premier point de mesure.
Une autre option serait de réduire le bras de levier. Lors des développements du détecteur al-
pin, Teodore Todorov avait proposé un concept de détecteur (un peu trop novateur) dans lequel trois
couches de pixels sont placées dans le tube à vide [ref56]. A l’image du tracker VELO de l’expérience
LHCb [ref57], le premier point de mesure pixel est situé à un rayon de 10mm du point d’interaction,
ce qui réduit la distance d’extrapolation et mitige les effets de diffusion multiple dûs à la matière du
tube à vide pour les traces de grande pseudo-rapidité. Ce détecteur permet d’atteindre d’excellentes
résolutions sur les paramètres des traces jusqu’à η| < 4 (Figure 77).
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Figure 77 – Comparaison de la résolution sur le paramètre d’impact transverse obtenue avec le
détecteur alpin développé pour le HL-LHC (gauche) et le projet de détecteur EVEReST (droite). Les 3
couches de pixels situées dans le tube à vide permettent de conserver une résolution de l’ordre de 20 µm
sur tout le spectre en pseudo-rapidité, jusqu’à η=4 (Résultats obtenus en simulations paramétriques
et sans bruit d’empilement).
Techniquement, ce concept nécessite de lever un certain nombre de verrous technologiques. En pre-
mier lieu, il impose de développer une électronique de lecture capable de tenir un niveau de radiation
au moins 6oo fois supérieur à celui du LHC [ref58]. Mécaniquement, ces trois couches de pixels devront
être rétractables pour ne pas être endommagées lors de la préparation du faisceau (scrubbing). Le
refroidissement de l’électronique devra être réalisé par un système de micro-channels [ref59] pour des
raisons évidentes de limitation de l’espace et de la quantité de matière. Enfin, le détecteur devra être
encapsulé dans une enceinte à vide secondaire pour ne pas risquer de compromettre le vide poussé né-
cessaire à une durée de vie suffisante des faisceaux. Cette paroi pourrait en revanche être bien plus fine
que celle du vrai tube à vide pour limiter l’effet de diffusion multiple. Une ébauche d’un tel détecteur,
baptisé EVEReST 14, est présentée sur la Figure 78. Peut-être que cette idée, la dernière de Theodore
Todorov, servira un jour pour concevoir les détecteurs de traces auprès des accélérateurs du futur.
14. Extended Vacuum-Embeded Retractable Silicon Tracker
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Figure 78 – Premières études en CAO CATIA du projet de détecteur à pixels EVEReST, proposé
par le LAPP en 2014 pour le HL-LHC. Crédit : Nicolas Geffroy.
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Monitoring and data quality assessment of the
ATLAS liquid argon calorimeter
The ATLAS Collaboration
ABSTRACT: The liquid argon calorimeter is a key component of the ATLAS detector installed at
the CERN Large Hadron Collider. The primary purpose of this calorimeter is the measurement of
electron and photon kinematic properties. It also provides a crucial input for measuring jets and
missing transverse momentum. An advanced data monitoring procedure was designed to quickly
identify issues that would affect detector performance and ensure that only the best quality data
are used for physics analysis. This article presents the validation procedure developed during the
2011 and 2012 LHC data-taking periods, in which more than 98% of the proton–proton luminosity
recorded by ATLAS at a centre-of-mass energy of 7–8 TeV had calorimeter data quality suitable
for physics analysis.
KEYWORDS: Calorimeters, Performance of High Energy Physics Detectors, Data processing
methods.
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1. Introduction
The ATLAS liquid argon calorimeter (LAr calorimeter) was designed to measure accurately elec-
tron and photon properties in a wide pseudorapidity (η) region,1 |η | < 2.5. It also significantly
contributes to the performance of jet and missing transverse momentum measurements (EmissT ) in
the extended pseudorapidity range |η | < 4.9. This detector played a key role in the discovery of
the Higgs boson [1].
Figure 1(a) shows the LAr calorimeter, which consists of four distinct sampling calorime-
ters [2, 3], all using liquid argon as the active medium. The electromagnetic barrel (EMB) and
endcaps (EMEC) use lead as the passive material, arranged in an accordion geometry. This de-
tector geometry allows a fast and azimuthally uniform response as well as a coverage without
instrumentation gap. The electromagnetic calorimeters cover the pseudorapidity region |η | < 3.2
and are segmented into layers (three in the range |η |< 2.5, two elsewhere) to observe the longitu-
dinal development of the shower and determine its direction. Furthermore, in the region |η |< 1.8
the electromagnetic calorimeters are complemented by a presampler, an instrumented argon layer
that provides information on the energy lost in front of the electromagnetic calorimeters. For the
hadronic endcaps (HEC) covering the pseudorapidity range 1.5 < |η |< 3.2, copper was chosen as
the passive material and a parallel plate geometry was adopted. For the forward calorimeter (FCal),
located at small polar angles where the particle flux is much higher and the radiation damage can
be significant, a geometry based on cylindrical electrodes with thin liquid argon gaps was adopted.
Copper and tungsten are used as passive material. The hadronic and forward calorimeters are also
segmented in depth into four and three layers respectively. The four detectors are housed inside
three cryostats (one barrel and two endcaps) filled with liquid argon and kept at a temperature of
approximately 88 K. Each detector part is referred to as a partition named EMB, EMEC, HEC
and FCal with an additional letter, C or A, to distinguish the negative and positive pseudorapidity
regions respectively.2 Hence, there are eight different partitions.
Although each detector has its own characteristics in terms of passive material and geometry,
a special effort was made to design uniform readout, calibration and monitoring systems across the
eight partitions. The 182468 calorimeter channels are read out by 1524 front-end boards (FEBs) [4,
5] hosted in electronics crates located on the three cryostats. These FEBs shape the signal and
1ATLAS uses a right-handed coordinate system with its origin at the nominal interaction point (IP) in the centre of
the detector and the z-axis along the beam pipe. The x-axis points from the IP to the centre of the LHC ring, and the
y-axis points upward. Cylindrical coordinates (r,φ) are used in the transverse plane, φ being the azimuthal angle around
the beam pipe. The pseudorapidity is defined in terms of the polar angle θ as η =− ln tan(θ/2).
2The barrel is made of two halves housed in the same cryostat.
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(a) (b)
Figure 1: (a) Cut-away view of the liquid argon calorimeter. (b) Signal shape as produced in the
electromagnetic barrel (triangle), and after shaping (curve with dots). The dots represent the time
and amplitude of the digitized samples.
send the digitized samples via optical links to 192 processing boards (named “RODs” for read-out
drivers) [6] that compute the deposited energies before passing them to the central data-acquisition
system. The signal shapes before and after the FEB shaping are shown in Figure 1(b).
This article describes the data quality assessment procedure applied to ensure optimal calorime-
ter performance together with low data rejection, emphasizing the performance achieved in 2012,
when 21.3 fb−1 of proton–proton collisions were recorded by the ATLAS experiment. The inte-
grated luminosity is derived, following the same methodology as that detailed in reference [7],
from a preliminary calibration of the luminosity scale derived from beam-separation scans per-
formed in November 2012. This dataset is divided into ten time periods within which data-taking
conditions were approximately uniform: the characteristics of these periods are summarized in ta-
ble 1. The dataset is also divided into runs that correspond to a period of a few hours of data taking
(up to 24 hours depending on the LHC beam lifetime and the ATLAS data-taking performance).
Each run is divided into one-minute blocks (periods known as luminosity blocks).
The article is organized as follows: the ATLAS data processing organization and data quality
assessment infrastructure are described in section 2. Sections 3–7 detail the specific LAr calorime-
ter procedures developed to assess the data quality in all aspects: detector conditions (section 3),
data integrity (section 4), synchronization (section 5), large-scale coherent noise (section 6) and
isolated pathological cells (section 7). For each aspect of the data quality assessment, the amount
of rejected data is presented chronologically as a function of data-taking period. For illustration
purposes, the ATLAS run 205071 from June 2012 is often used. With 226 pb−1 accumulated in
18 hours of the LHC collisions period (“fill”) number 2736, it is the ATLAS run with the highest
integrated luminosity. Finally, section 8 recaps the data quality performance achieved in 2011 and
2012, and provides a projection towards the higher energy and luminosity conditions scheduled for
the LHC restart in 2015.
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Table 1: Characteristics of the ten data-taking periods defined in 2012. The F and K periods not
considered in this article correspond to data taking without LHC collisions, and are hence not
relevant for data quality assessment.
2012 data-taking periods A B C D E G H I J L
Start date (day/month) 4/4 1/5 1/7 24/7 23/8 26/9 13/10 26/10 2/11 30/11
Integrated luminosity
recorded (fb−1)
0.84 5.30 1.54 3.37 2.70 1.30 1.56 1.06 2.72 0.89
Peak luminosity
(1033cm−2s−1)
5.5 6.7 6.2 7.3 7.6 7.3 7.5 7.3 7.4 7.5
Mean instantaneous lu-
minosity (1033cm−2s−1)
2.0 3.6 2.9 3.8 4.2 4.0 4.3 4.4 4.2 4.3
2. Data quality assessment operations and infrastructure
The ATLAS data are monitored at several stages of the acquisition and processing chain to detect
as early as possible any problem that could compromise their quality. Most of the monitoring
infrastructure is common to both the online and offline environments, but the levels of details in
the monitoring procedure evolve with the refinement of the analysis (from online to offline).
2.1 Online monitoring
During data taking, a first and very crude quality assessment is performed in real time on a limited
data sample by detector personnel called shifters in the ATLAS control room. The shifters focus
on problems that would compromise the data quality without any hope of improving it later, such
as serious data corruption or a significant desynchronization. During data taking, tracking the
calorimeter noise is not considered a priority as long as the trigger rates remain under control.
The trigger rates are checked by a dedicated trigger shifter who can decide, if needed, to take
appropriate action. This may consist of either simply ignoring the information from a noisy region
of typical size ∆φ ×∆η = 0.1× 0.1 or setting an appropriate prescale factor for the trigger item
saturating the bandwidth (see next section for more details of the trigger system).
To assess the data quality of the ongoing run, the ATLAS control room shifters run simple
algorithms to check the content of selected histograms, and the results are displayed using appro-
priate tools [8]. Even though the running conditions are constantly logged in a dedicated electronic
logbook [9], no firm data quality information is logged at this point by the shifters.
2.2 Relevant aspects of LHC and ATLAS trigger operations
The LHC is designed to contain trains of proton bunches separated by 25 ns [10]. The corre-
sponding 25 ns time window, centred at the passage time of the centre of the proton bunch at the
interaction point, defines a bunch crossing. The nominal LHC configuration for proton–proton
collisions contains 3564 bunch crossings per revolution, each of which is given a unique bunch
crossing identifier (BCID). However, not all BCIDs correspond to bunches filled with protons. The
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filling is done in bunch trains, containing a number of equally spaced bunches. Between the trains,
short gaps are left for the injection kicker and a longer gap occurs for the abort kicker. A configu-
ration frequently used in 2012 consists of a mixture of 72- and 144-bunch trains (typically a dozen)
with a bunch spacing of 50 ns for a total of 1368 bunches. Each train therefore lasts 3.6–7.2 µs,
and two trains are spaced in time by between 600 ns and 1 µs. The BCIDs are classified into bunch
groups by the ATLAS data-acquisition system [11]. The bunch groups of interest for this article
are
• filled bunch group: a bunch in both LHC beams;
• empty bunch group: no proton bunch.
In the configuration widely used in 2012, the empty bunch group consisted of 390 BCIDs, roughly
three times less than the filled bunch group (1368 BCIDs). As the average electron drift time in the
liquid argon (of the order of several hundreds nanoseconds) is longer than the time between two
filled bunches, the calorimeter response is sensitive to collision activity in bunch crossings before
and after the BCID of interest. These unwanted effects are known as out-of-time pile-up. To limit
its impact, the BCIDs near a filled BCID (within six BCIDs) are excluded from the empty bunch
group.
The ATLAS trigger system consists of three successive levels of decision [12–14]. A trigger
chain describes the three successive trigger items which trigger the writing of an event on disk
storage. The ATLAS data are organized in streams, defined by a trigger menu that is a collection
of trigger chains. The streams are divided into two categories: calibration streams and physics
streams. The calibration streams are designed to provide detailed information about the run condi-
tions (luminosity, pile-up, electronics noise, vertex position, etc.) and are also used to monitor all
the detector components while the physics streams contain events that are potentially interesting
for physics analysis.
In the case of the LAr calorimeter, four main calibration streams are considered for the data
quality assessment.
• The Express stream contains a fraction of the data (around 2–3% of the total in 2012) repre-
sentative of the most common trigger chains used during collision runs; almost all of these
trigger chains are confined to the filled bunch group.
• The CosmicCalo stream contains events triggered in the empty bunch group, where no colli-
sions are expected.
• The LArCells stream contains partially built collision events [15], where only a fraction of
the LAr data are stored (the cells belonging to a high-energy deposit as identified by the
second level of the trigger system). The reduced event size allows looser trigger conditions
and significantly more events in the data sample.
• The LArCellsEmpty stream benefits from the same “partial event building” facility as the
LArCells stream, and the trigger is restricted to the empty bunch group.
The CosmicCalo, LArCellsEmpty and LArCells streams mainly contain trigger chains requesting
a large energy deposit in the calorimeters.
Several physics streams are also mentioned in this article. The JetTauEtmiss stream is defined
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to contain collision events with jets of large transverse momentum, τ lepton candidates or large
missing transverse momentum. The EGamma stream is defined to contain collision events with
electron or photon candidates.
The LAr calorimeter data quality assessment procedure is meant to identify several sources
of potential problems and to address solutions. The calibration streams containing collision events
(Express and LArCells streams) are used to identify data corruption issues, timing misalignments
and large coherent noise. The CosmicCalo and LArCellsEmpty streams, filled with events triggered
in the empty bunch group, are used to identify isolated noisy cells.
The LAr calorimeter data quality assessment procedure is not meant to monitor higher-level
objects (such as electron/photon, J/ψ candidates, etc.) and their characteristics (uniformity, cali-
bration, mass, etc.): this task is performed in a different context and is beyond the scope of this
article.
2.3 Practical implementation of the data quality assessment
A graphical view of the ATLAS data processing organization is shown in figure 2. Since the
information provided by the calibration streams is necessary to reconstruct the physics data, the
calibration streams are promptly processed during the express processing which is launched shortly
after the beginning of a run. The data are processed with the ATLAS Athena software on the
Figure 2: ATLAS data processing and monitoring organization and calibration loop scheme (with
focus on the LAr calorimeter case).
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CERN computing farms [16], either the Grid Tier 0 farm or the Calibration and Alignment Facility
(CAF) farm [17]. The monitoring histograms are produced at the same time within the Athena
monitoring framework and then post-processed with dedicated algorithms to extract data quality
information. The data quality results are available through a central ATLAS web site [18] for all
the ATLAS subdetectors. A first data quality assessment is performed at this stage. The conditions
databases [19] which store the complete picture of the detector status and the calibration constants
as a function of time are also updated. These tasks are completed within 48 hours after the end of
the run, before the start of the physics stream reconstruction. The 48-hour period for this primary
data quality review is called the calibration loop.
Given the complexity of the checks to be completed over the 182468 calorimeter cells, a ded-
icated web infrastructure was designed. It enables quick extraction and summarization of mean-
ingful information and optimization of data quality actions such as the automated production of
database updates. Despite the high level of automation of the LAr calorimeter data quality proce-
dure, additional supervision by trained people remains mandatory. In 2011 and 2012, people were
assigned during daytime hours, seven days per week, to assess the relevance of the automatically
proposed actions. These one or two people are referred to as the signoff team.
Once the database conditions are up-to-date and the 48-hour period completes, the processing
of all the physics streams (also called the bulk) is launched. Typically, the complete dataset is
available after a couple of days, and a final data quality assessment is performed to check if the
problems first observed during the calibration loop were properly fixed by the conditions updates. If
the result of the bulk processing is found to be imperfect, further database updates may be needed.
However, such new conditions data are not taken into account until the next data reprocessing,
which may happen several months later. The final data quality assessment for the bulk processing
is done using exactly the same web infrastructure as for the primary data quality assessment with
the express processing.
2.4 Data quality logging
At each stage, any problem affecting the data quality is logged in a dedicated database. The most
convenient and flexible way to document the data losses consists of assigning a defect [20] to
a luminosity block. Approximately 150 types of defects were defined to cover all the problems
observed in the LAr calorimeter during the 2011 and 2012 data taking. These defects can be either
global (i.e. affecting the whole calorimeter) or limited to one of the eight partitions. A defect can
either be intolerable, implying a systematic rejection of the affected luminosity block, or tolerable,
and mainly set for bookkeeping while the data are still suitable for physics analysis.
The defects are used to produce a list of luminosity blocks and runs that are declared as “good”
for further analysis. This infrastructure is powerful, as it permits precise description and easy
monitoring of the sources of data loss; it is also flexible, since a new list of good luminosity blocks
and runs can be produced immediately after a defect is changed. However, since the smallest time
granularity available to reject a sequence of data is the luminosity block, the infrastructure is not
optimized to deal with problems much shorter than the average luminosity block length (i.e. one
minute).
To reduce the data losses due to problems lasting much less than a minute, a complementary
method that stores a status word in each event’s header block allows event-by-event data rejection.
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In order not to bias the luminosity computation, small time periods are rejected rather than isolated
events. This time-window veto procedure allows the vetoed interval to be treated like another
source of data loss: the corresponding luminosity loss can be accurately estimated and accounted
for in physics analyses. The time periods to be vetoed are defined in a standard ATLAS database
before the start of the bulk processing. The database information is read back during the Tier
0 processing, and the status word is filled for all events falling inside the faulty time window.
Since this information must be embedded in all the derived analysis files, the database conditions
required to fill this status word must be defined prior to the start of bulk reconstruction, i.e. during
the calibration loop. In that sense, the status word is less flexible than the defect approach, but it
can reject very small periods of data.
3. Detector conditions
Stable operation in terms of detector safety, powering and readout is essential for ensuring high
quality of data. Information about the detector conditions is provided by both the ATLAS Detector
Control System (DCS) [21] and the Tier 0 processing output.
3.1 Detector control system infrastructure
The ATLAS DCS system provides a state and a status word per partition: the state reflects the
present conditions of a partition (“Ready”, “Not_Ready”, “Unknown”, “Dead”), while the status
is used to flag errors (“OK”, “Warning”, “Error”, “Fatal”). The state/status words are stored in a
database and used by the ATLAS DCS data quality calculator [22] to derive an overall DCS data
quality flag that is specific to the LAr calorimeter for each luminosity block and is represented by
a colour. The condition assigned to each luminosity block is based on the worst problem affecting
the data during the corresponding time interval, even if the problem lasted for a very short time.
Table 2 summarises the policy used to derive the LAr calorimeter DCS data quality flags. The
colour hierarchy is the following with increasing severity: green – amber – grey – red.
The DCS system allows the masking of known problems to avoid continuous state/status er-
rors, as this would prevent the shifter from spotting new problems during data taking. Therefore,
a green flag does not always mean that the LAr calorimeter is in an optimal state. A green flag
ensures that the detector conditions from the DCS point of view remain uniform during a run, since
no new problem masking is expected during data taking.
Table 2: Assignment policy for LAr calorimeter DCS data quality flag.
State Status DCS flag Possible source of problem
Ready OK Green -
Unknown Dead Warning, Error Amber Loss of communication
Not_Ready Warning, Error, Fatal Red Power supply trip
Anything else Anything else Grey Corrupted/missing data in DCS database
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There is no defect automatically derived from the DCS flag. However, the signoff team is
expected to understand any DCS flag differing from green and cross-check with other sources, such
as the monitoring algorithm and operation reports. For the period 2010–2012, the main source of
abnormal DCS flags was high-voltage power supply trips.
3.2 Monitoring of high-voltage conditions
The high voltage (HV) – applied for charge collection on the active liquid argon gaps of the
calorimeter – is distributed among 3520 sectors of typical size ∆η ×∆φ = 0.2× 0.2 (in the three
layers of the electromagnetic calorimeters) [3]. Each sector is supplied by two or four independent
HV lines in a redundant scheme. Because the HV conditions impact the amount of signal collected
by the electrodes, and therefore are a crucial input for the energy computation, they are constantly
monitored online, and stored in a dedicated conditions database. The HV values are written every
minute or every time a sizeable variation (greater than 5 V) is observed.
The most common issue encountered during data taking is a trip of one HV line, i.e. a sudden
drop of voltage due to a current spike. When a current spike occurs, the HV module automatically
reduces the voltage in that sector. The HV line is usually ramped up automatically directly after-
wards. If the automatic ramp-up procedure fails (or before automatic ramping was used, e.g. early
2011), the HV line can either be ramped up manually or left at zero voltage until the end of the
run; in the latter case, thanks to the redundant HV supply, the affected regions remain functional
although with a worse signal/noise ratio. During data acquisition, the calibration factors associated
with the HV settings are stored in registers of the ROD boards [6] and cannot be changed without
a run stop; therefore they remain constant during a run, even if the effective HV value changes. As
reduced HV settings induce a reduced electron drift speed, the energy computed online is under-
estimated and impacts the trigger efficiency near the trigger threshold. Given the limited size of a
sector and the rare occurrence of such a configuration, this had a negligible impact. As previously
described, the HV trips are recorded by the DCS data quality flag, but a dedicated HV database
including all the trip characteristics is also filled daily by an automated procedure.
During the offline Tier 0 reconstruction, a correction factor is automatically applied by the
reconstruction software based on the HV reading. A variation of HV conditions also requires an
update of the expected noise per cell, which has to be corrected in the same way as the energy
in order not to bias the clustering mechanism. Due to the data reconstruction model, this update
cannot be automated and requires human intervention within the 48-hour calibration loop delay.
The data quality assessment makes use of the three different sources of information (DCS
flags, HV database and offline HV correction monitoring) to get a consistent picture of the HV
conditions during a run. During a trip, the HV, and therefore the energy scale, vary too quickly to be
accurately assessed. In addition, the luminosity block in which the trip happened is usually affected
by a large burst of coherent noise (see section 6) and is hence unusable for physics. Therefore, the
luminosity blocks where a HV drop occurred are systematically rejected by marking an intolerable
defect. The policy regarding luminosity blocks with HV ramp-up has evolved over time. Initially
rejected, these periods are now corrected offline with the proper HV values and marked with a
tolerable defect, after a careful check of the noise behaviour. The studies performed on data with
HV ramping are detailed in section 3.3.
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Figure 3: Example of a typical trip of a HV line supplying one HEC sector. (a) Recorded voltage,
current and status evolution. The luminosity block numbers shown in bold indicate a red DCS flag.
(b) Number of readout cells with a HV correction greater than 5% (with respect to the start of run)
as a function of the luminosity block number.
The DCS information about a typical trip of a HV line supplying one hadronic calorimeter
sector is shown in figure 3(a). A voltage drop of 500 V (from 1600 V down to 1100 V) is ob-
served in luminosity block 667. The high-voltage was then automatically ramped up at a rate of
2 V/s, lasting approximately four minutes. The nominal HV value was recovered during luminosity
block 671. The DCS flag is red for five luminosity blocks 667–671, which is consistent with the
error status bit also displayed in figure 3(a) for this interval. Figure 3(b) shows the corresponding
offline monitoring plot for the same HV trip, displaying how many calorimeter cells have a HV cor-
rection factor greater than 5% at the beginning of the luminosity block. Only two luminosity blocks
are identified: 668 and 669.3 Based on this consistent information, the luminosity block 667 was
marked with an intolerable defect. The luminosity block range 668–671 when the ramping voltage
occurred was marked with a tolerable defect.
3.3 Validation of data taken during the ramp-up procedure
As already mentioned, the offline software takes into account the effective HV settings to correct
the energy. The electronics noise correction is estimated at the beginning of the ramp-up period,
and considered constant until the voltage is stable again. As the noise correction factor is maximal
at the start of the ramp-up period, this means that during this short time, the electronics noise is
slightly overestimated, inducing a negligible bias in the clustering algorithm. The reconstruction
software therefore appears to cope well with HV channel variations. However, before declaring
the ramping HV data as good for physics, a further check is performed to detect any non-Gaussian
noise behaviour that could be induced by the ramping operations.
3The correction factors depend nonlinearly on the voltage and in this case are smaller than the relative voltage change.
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All the 2011 collision data containing luminosity blocks affected by a HV trip or a ramp-
up were considered for this study. A search for a potential noise excess was performed on the
JetTauEtmiss stream data by considering the missing transverse momentum distributions computed
in luminosity blocks with different HV conditions (trip, ramping up, stable). In figure 4(a), a clear
noise excess is seen in the luminosity blocks when a trip occurred. The luminosity blocks with a
ramping HV line exhibit behaviour very similar to that of the regular luminosity blocks. Figure 4(b)
shows the same distributions after applying the “loose jet-cleaning procedure” applied routinely to
ATLAS physics analyses [11, 23]. This cleaning procedure is based on a set of variables related
to hadronic shower shapes, characteristics of ionization pulse shapes, etc. and is meant to remove
fake jets due to calorimeter noise and out-of-time pile-up. The noise observed in the luminosity
blocks (systematically rejected) where a trip occurred is largely reduced, whereas the other types
of luminosity blocks still exhibit very similar behaviours.
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Figure 4: Distributions of missing transverse momentum, EmissT , measured in 2011 collision data
in JetTauEtmiss stream for luminosity blocks with stable HV conditions (dashed line), a HV trip
(dotted line) and a HV line ramping up (full line). Distributions are shown (a) without any jet-
cleaning and (b) with a loose jet-cleaning procedure applied.
A complementary cross-check was performed by considering the rate of reconstructed jets in
the same three types of luminosity blocks in the CosmicCalo stream where no collision is expected.
Before any jet-cleaning procedure, it appears that the rate of jets in the luminosity blocks where a
trip occurred is 1.6 times larger than in regular luminosity blocks. In the case of luminosity blocks
with a ramping HV line, no difference from the regular luminosity blocks is observed within a
statistical error of 10% on the ratio of the number of jets.
Hence, these studies confirm that the luminosity blocks with a ramping HV line can safely be
kept for analysis. Those luminosity blocks are, however, marked with a tolerable defect, in order
to keep track of this hardware feature and ease the extraction of the corresponding data for detailed
studies.
3.4 Monitoring of coverage
The LAr calorimeter design nominally provides full hermeticity in azimuth and longitudinal cov-
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erage up to |η |= 4.9. However, when hardware failures (though rare) occur, this coverage may be
degraded. The inefficiencies can, for example, be due to a faulty HV sector where all HV lines are
down. In this case, the resulting dead area is of typical size ∆η ×∆φ = 0.2×0.2, and usually af-
fects several calorimeter layers at the same time. Since such degraded coverage might significantly
affect the physics performance, the corresponding data are systematically rejected by marking them
with an intolerable coverage defect.
The detector coverage can also be degraded by a readout system defect. If the inactive region is
limited to a single isolated FEB, the impact is usually restricted to a single layer in depth,4 and the
data are not systematically rejected. An intolerable defect is set only when four or more FEBs are
simultaneously affected. If an important readout problem cannot be immediately fixed and must
remain present during a long data-taking period, the intolerable defect policy is not acceptable,
since ATLAS cannot afford to reject all the data taken for an extended period. Instead, for such
incidents the inactive region is included in the Monte Carlo simulation of the detector response to
automatically account for the acceptance loss in physics analysis. Such a situation happened once in
2011: six FEBs remained inactive for several months due to a hardware problem that prevented the
distribution of trigger and clock signals. The problem was traced to a blown fuse in the controller
board housed in the same front-end crate as the affected FEBs. Given the impossibility of swapping
out boards while the ATLAS detector is closed, the problem was remedied only during the 2011–
2012 technical stop. However, a spare clock and trigger distribution board was installed in summer
2011, allowing the recovery of four FEBs out of six for the last months of 2011 data taking. Also,
three FEBs had to be switched off for approximately two weeks in 2012 due to a problem with the
cooling circuit.
3.5 Associated data rejection in 2012
Figure 5(a) shows the time evolution of the data rejection level due to HV trips in 2012. In this
figure and in all the similar plots of the following sections, the varying bin widths reflect the vary-
ing integrated luminosities of the ten 2012 data-taking periods (see section 1). The remarkable
reduction of the losses over the year is mainly due to two effects.
First, and for reasons not completely understood, the HV trips seemed to occur mainly when
the LHC instantaneous luminosity was increasing significantly (typically doubled or tripled) over
a few-day period. After a couple of days with stable peak luminosity, the occurrence of trips sig-
nificantly decreased and then remained very low. When the collisions stopped or if the luminosity
was very low for several weeks (machine development, long technical stops, etc.), this transient
“training” period would recur briefly before a stable HV system was recovered.
Second, the rate of trips was reduced by installing new power supply modules shortly before
the start of data taking period B. These new power supplies are able to temporarily switch to a
“current mode”, delivering a user-programmed maximum current resulting in a brief voltage dip
instead of a trip [24]. Only the most sensitive sectors of the electromagnetic endcap localized at
large pseudorapidities (e.g. small radius) were equipped with these special power supplies. Addi-
tional modules of this type are planned to be installed in 2014 before the LHC restarts.
4Due to cabling reasons, this statement does not apply to the hadronic calorimeters.
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Figure 5: Lost luminosity due to (a) HV trips and (b) inefficient areas impacting detector coverage
as a function of the data-taking period in 2012.
Figure 5(b) shows the time evolution of the 2012 data rejection level due to a large inefficient
area of detector coverage. The highest inefficiency, observed during period C, comes from special
collision runs with the toroidal magnet off, dedicated to the improvement of the relative alignment
of the muon spectrometer. During this two-day period, expected to be rejected in any physics
analysis, large regions of the HV system were intentionally switched off to investigate the source
of noise bursts (see section 6). The two other sources of data loss in periods A and D are due to two
faulty low-voltage power supplies in a front-end readout crate, equivalent to more than 25 missing
FEBs or a coverage loss greater than 1%. These two problems were only transient, lasting less than
a couple of hours, the time needed to replace the power supply.
4. Data integrity and online processing
Each one of the 1524 FEBs amplifies, shapes and digitizes the signals of up to 128 channels [5].
In order to achieve the required dynamic range, the amplification and shaping are performed in
parallel with three different gains (of roughly 1, 9.9, and 93). When an event passes the first level
of trigger, the signal is digitized. Only the signal with the optimal gain is digitized by a 12-bit
analog to digital converter (ADC) at a sampling frequency of 40 MHz. After this treatment, five
digitized samples5 are sent for each cell to the ROD system [6] via optical links. The ROD boards
can either transparently transmit the digitized samples to the data-acquisition system (transparent
mode), or compute the energy of the cell and transmit only one number, hence reducing the data
size and the offline processing time (results mode). During calibration runs, the ROD can also work
in a special mode, where several events are averaged to limit the data size and optimize processing
time; however, this is not further considered in this article.
In results mode, the cell energy E, directly proportional to the pulse shape amplitude A, is
computed with a Digital Signal Processing (DSP) chip mounted on the ROD boards, using an
optimal filtering technique [25, 26] and transmitted to the central data-acquisition system. When
5In debugging/commissioning mode, up to 32 samples can be readout.
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the energy is above a given threshold TQτ , the peak time τ and a quality factor Q are also computed.
These quantities can be expressed as:
E =
5
∑
i=1
ai(si− ped) E× τ =
5
∑
i=1
bi(si− ped) Q =
5
∑
i=1
(si− ped−A(gi− τg′i))2
where si are the five digitized samples, ped is the electronics baseline value, and gi and g′i are
respectively the normalized ionization pulse shape and its derivative with time. The optimal fil-
tering weights, ai and bi are computed per cell and per gain from the predicted ionization pulse
shape and the measured noise autocorrelation to minimize the noise and pile-up contributions to
the amplitude A.
The quality factor that reflects how much the pulse shape looks like an argon ionization pulse
shape, is lower than 4000 in more than 99% of argon ionization pulses. Because the quality factor
is computed by the DSP chip in a 16-bit word, it is limited to 216−1 = 65535; the probability that
this saturated value corresponds to a real energy deposit in the calorimeter is estimated negligible.
For cell energies above a second energy threshold Tsamples (in absolute value), the five digitized
samples are also transmitted to the central data-acquisition system. The two energy thresholds TQτ
and Tsamples are tuned such that approximately 1–2% of the cells are involved. This corresponds to
an energy threshold of around 50 MeV–10 GeV depending on the layer/partition.
4.1 Basic data integrity
Since the FEB output is the basic detector information building block, careful data integrity moni-
toring at the earliest stages of the processing chain is mandatory. The input FPGA chip on the ROD
board performs basic online checks of the FEB data: most importantly it checks for any error word
sent by the different chips on each FEB and checks consistency of data (BCID, event identifier,
etc.) defined for each channel which are expected to be uniform but not propagated individually
to the data-acquisition system. Beyond these online consistency checks, a software algorithm run-
ning both online and offline performs additional checks which require: presence of all data blocks,
unchanged data block length from the FEBs to the central data acquisition system, uniform data
type and number of digitized samples among the 1524 FEBs. The most serious case of data cor-
ruption was observed in 2010 and consisted of a spurious loss of synchronization between the FEB
clock and the central clock. The origin of this problem was identified in early 2011 as interference
between the two redundant clock links available in each FEB: when only one was supplied with a
signal, the inactive link could induce a desynchronization. The problem was fixed by permanently
sending a fixed logic level to the inactive clock circuit.
An FEB integrity error indicates a fatal and irrecoverable data corruption. To ensure as uniform
a readout coverage as possible within a run, any event containing a corrupted block is discarded.
This event rejection is performed offline by applying the time-window veto procedure described in
section 2.4. To limit the offline rejection when a permanent corruption error is observed during data
taking, the run must be paused (or stopped and restarted) as promptly as possible to reconfigure the
problematic FEBs. However, if the data corruption is limited to less than four FEBs, the ATLAS
run coordinator may consider this loss as sustainable and keep the run going to maximize the data-
taking efficiency. In this case, the problematic FEBs are masked offline (the data integrity issue
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translates into a coverage inefficiency), and the data are not rejected but marked with a tolerable
defect. This unwanted case happened only twice during 2012.
When the digitized samples are available, the yield of events with a null or saturated sample
(i.e. an ADC value equal to 0 or 4095) is monitored. Several problems could induce a large yield of
saturated or null samples: a malfunctioning ADC or gain selector, large out-of-time channel/FEB
signal, data fragment loss, etc. The proportions of affected events per cell for the run 205071 are
presented in figures 6(a) and 6(b). In the electromagnetic barrel and the hadronic endcaps, the
proportions are close to zero. In the electromagnetic endcaps and forward calorimeter, the yield is
slightly higher but still very low: around 0.01% of EMEC channels exhibit a saturated (null) sample
in more than 10−5 (0.8 · 10−5) of events. Moreover, this observation is not due to a defect in the
readout chain but simply to the out-of-time pile-up. For these events, the signal peak of the cell is
shifted, and the gain selection based on the in-time signal is not appropriate. The endcaps are most
affected because of a higher particle flux at large pseudorapidity. It is, however, less pronounced
in the FCal than in EMEC due to the decision to allow only the medium and low gains in the
FCal readout chain specifically for this reason. With a pile-up noise systematically greater than the
medium gain electronics noise, this setting does not affect the overall performance. Neither does
the very low occurrence of null/saturated samples measured in other partitions (EMB, EMEC and
HEC).
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Figure 6: (a) Percentage of cells that exhibit a saturated sample in a certain proportion of events.
(b) Percentage of cells that exhibit a null sample in a certain proportion of events. In both plots, the
x-axis shows the lower threshold on the error rate per cell. The results are shown for the run 205071.
4.2 Online computation accuracy
In results mode, but only for cells where the digitized samples are available, the energy can be
recomputed offline with the same optimal filter and compared to the online value to test the DSP
computation reliability. Due to the intrinsic hardware limitations of the DSP chip, the precision of
the energy computation varies from 1 MeV to 512 MeV, the least significant bit, depending on the
energy range [4].
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Figure 7(a) shows the distribution of the difference between the online and offline energy
computations. A satisfactory agreement between the two calculations is found for the four par-
titions. Here again, the tails of the distributions are slightly more pronounced in the partitions
most affected by out-of-time pile-up (EMEC, FCal). This can be explained by the limited size
of the DSP registers (16 bits) that implies specific coefficients rounding rules optimized to deal
with in-time signals. This explanation is supported by figure 7(b), which shows an increase in the
computation-disagreement yield (normalized by the number of events and the number of channels
in each partition) as a function of the instantaneous luminosity.
A similar analysis was also performed to check the correctness of the time and quality factor
computed online, and similar accuracies were observed. Since the first LHC collisions, the DSP
computation has proved to be fully accurate and never induced any data loss.
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Figure 7: DSP energy computation accuracy in run 205071. (a) Distribution of the difference
between the energy computed offline for the four different partitions and the energy computed on-
line by the DSP. (b) Proportion of computation disagreements (i.e. when the online/offline energy
difference lies outside the expected DSP accuracy range) per partition as a function of the instan-
taneous luminosity. The barrel proportion is not displayed, as only one single disagreement (one
channel in one event) is observed.
4.3 Missing condition data
To limit the effect of out-of-time pile-up, the FEB shaping stage is bipolar (see figure 1(b)), al-
lowing a global compensation between the signal due to the following collisions and the signal
due to the previous ones. However, this remains inefficient for the collision events produced in the
first (last) bunches of a train: the electronic baselines are then positively (negatively) biased. To
correct this bias, the average energy shift is subtracted offline based on the position of the colliding
bunches in the train. The pile-up correction makes use of the instantaneous luminosity per bunch
provided by the ATLAS luminosity detectors. Due to hardware or software failures, the database
information about the instantaneous luminosity may be missing. In that case, the reconstruction
of the LAr calorimeter energy is considered non-optimal, and the data are rejected by assigning
a dedicated intolerable defect associated with the luminosity detectors. Even if the origin of this
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feature is not related to the LAr calorimeters, an additional intolerable defect associated with the
LAr calorimeter is also assigned to keep track of the non-optimal reconstruction.
4.4 Associated data rejection in 2012
Figure 8 shows the time evolution of data corruption in 2012 in terms of lost luminosity. The rejec-
tion rate is computed from two complementary sources: (a) the time-window veto when the data
corruption does not affect the whole luminosity block, and (b) the list of defects corresponding to
a totally corrupted luminosity block. In both cases, the rejection rate remains very low throughout
the year and below 0.02% on average.
Figure 9 shows the data rejection due to missing conditions data. It remains very low and
affects mainly isolated luminosity blocks with corrupted instantaneous luminosity per bunch cross-
ing.
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Figure 8: Lost luminosity due to data corruption as a function of the data-taking period in 2012.
(a) Loss due to the time-window veto procedure. (b) Loss due to defect assignment.
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Figure 9: Lost luminosity due to missing conditions as a function of the data-taking period in 2012.
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5. Calorimeter synchronization
A precise measurement of the time of the signal peak, derived from the optimal filter, is a valu-
able input to searches for exotic particles with a long lifetime or for very massive stable particles.
Proper synchronization also contributes to improving the energy resolution. For these reasons, it is
important to constantly monitor the calorimeter synchronization, both on a global scale and with
finer granularity.
5.1 Global synchronization
A mean time is derived for each endcap by considering all cells of FCal (EMEC inner wheel6)
above 1.2 GeV (250 MeV) and by averaging their signal peak time. At least two energetic cells are
requested to limit the impact of noisy cells. When both are available, the average time of the two
endcaps is derived to monitor the global synchronization, while the time difference allows a check
of the beam spot’s longitudinal position and the presence of beam halo. Since the two endcaps are
electrically decoupled, the presence of simultaneous signals in both endcaps is very likely to be
due to real energy deposits and not due to noise. The high particle flux observed at the considered
pseudorapidities allows refined monitoring as a function of time (luminosity block).
Figure 10(a) shows the average value of the two endcaps’ times for the run 205071. The
distribution is centred around zero, indicating that the calorimeter (at least the FCal and EMEC
inner wheel) is properly synchronized with the LHC clock, as is also shown in section 5.2.
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Figure 10: (a) Average and (b) difference of the two endcap mean times, as defined in the text. The
results are shown for the run 205071.
Figure 10(b) shows the time difference between the two endcaps. The distribution is also
centred around zero, indicating that the recorded events are mostly collisions well centred along
the beam axis: the particles travel from the centre of the detector, and both endcaps send a signal
synchronously. Some secondary peaks may arise due to beam halo, where particles cross the
detector along the z-axis, from one endcap towards the other. Given the 9 m distance between the
endcaps, and assuming that the particles travel at the speed of light, the difference between the
6The EMEC inner wheel covers 2.5 < |η |< 3.2.
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signal arrival times from the two endcaps should peak at 30 ns for beam halo. These peaks were
observed mainly in 2010; just a tiny bump is observed in the negative tail in figure 10(b). The small
continuous tails are due to out-of-time pile-up that may bias the average time of an endcap’s signal.
5.2 Synchronization at front-end board level
The procedure detailed in section 5.1 is mainly meant to monitor online the global synchronization
of the LAr calorimeter and its evolution throughout the luminosity blocks of a run. A refined
analysis is also performed offline to monitor the time synchronization of each individual FEB and
optimize the phase of the clock delivered to each FEB (adjustable in steps of 104 ps via hardware
settings [5]). With loose trigger thresholds, the LArCells stream allows collecting enough signals
to monitor the individual FEB synchronization in every single run with at least 100 pb−1. After
rejecting the events affected by a noise burst (see section 6) and masking all the channels flagged
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Figure 11: Distributions of the average FEB times in the four subdetectors: (a) EMB, (b) EMEC, (c)
HEC, and (d) FCal. Distributions before and after spring 2012 timing alignment are superimposed,
as described in the legend.
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as problematic (see section 7), all cells above a certain energy threshold are selected. The energy
thresholds vary between 1 GeV and 3.5 GeV (10 GeV in FCal) depending on the layer/partition
and were optimized to lie well above the electronics noise without reducing the sample size too
much. An energy-weighted distribution of the time of all cells of each FEB is built. The average
time of each FEB is then derived from a two-step iterative procedure using a Gaussian fit of the
distribution. In the rare cases of too few events or non-convergence of the fitting procedure, the
median value of the distribution is used instead.
The average times of the 1524 FEBs were very accurately measured with the first 1.6 fb−1
of data accumulated in 2012 (period A and first runs of period B). The results are presented in
figure 11: dispersions up to 240 ps were observed with some outliers. At this time, the clock
delivery to each FEB was tuned individually, making use of the 104 ps adjustment facility provided
by the timing system. The improvement associated with this alignment procedure is superimposed
in figure 11. The dispersions, originally in the range 120–240 ps, were significantly reduced in
each subdetector, and no outlier in the FEB average time distribution was observed above 1.5 ns.
With the large data sample accumulated during 2012, it was possible to routinely monitor
the FEB synchronization during the year. An automated processing framework was set up on the
CAF computing farm [17] to provide fast feedback to the signoff team. The evolution throughout
2012 of the average FEB time per subdetector is shown in figure 12. The effect of the first 2012
timing alignment previously mentioned is clearly visible at the beginning of the year. Shortly
after this alignment, a system that automatically adjusts the ATLAS central clock to align with the
LHC clock was commissioned. Originally tuned by hand, this adjustement compensates for the
length variation of the optical fibres delivering the LHC clock to the ATLAS experiment due to
temperature changes. With the level of synchronization achieved after the FEB synchronization,
this automatic procedure became crucial. An illustration of this importance is given by the 200 ps
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Figure 12: Average FEB time per subdetector as a function of the LHC fill number, during 2012
data taking. To improve readability, the period from October through December 2012, showing
similar stability, is omitted.
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bump observed in summer, when the automated compensation procedure was accidentally switched
off (around LHC fill number 3050). Finally, another feature observed during summer 2012 was a
∼300 ps time shift in the FCal FEBs around LHC fill number 2816. The origin of this problem was
identified as the installation of two faulty HV modules that delivered a voltage lower than expected,
hence impacting the electron drift time. As soon as the cause was identified, the faulty modules
were replaced to recover the optimal synchronization. Beside this synchronization problem, these
faulty modules also impacted the energy response. However, an offline correction was applied to
recover an appropriate calibration. Except for these two minor incidents, which had negligible
impact on data quality, figure 12 shows impressive global stability within 100 ps during the 2012
data taking.
A more refined synchronization at the cell level was implemented during a data reprocessing
campaign. This should allow further improvement of the calorimeter timing accuracy that was
measured in 2011 to around 190 ps for electrons and photons [27].
6. Treatment of large-scale coherent noise
When the instantaneous luminosity reaches 1032 cm−2s−1 and above, the LAr calorimeter is af-
fected by large bursts of coherent noise, mainly located in the endcaps. Since the occurrence rate
increases with instantaneous luminosity, a specific treatment had to be developed in summer 2011
to limit the data loss.
6.1 Description of the pathology
Between its installation inside the cavern in 2005 and the first collisions in 2009, the LAr calorime-
ter was extensively commissioned, and many detailed performance studies were pursued, with a
special emphasis on the Gaussian coherent noise of the front-end boards. This Gaussian coherent
noise was measured to be at a level lower than 10% of the total electronics noise per channel [4].
On a larger detector scale, the coherent noise can be estimated by considering the variable
Y3σ for each partition, defined as the fraction of channels with a signal greater than three times
the Gaussian electronics noise.7 Assuming a perfect, uncorrelated Gaussian noise behaviour in
the entire calorimeter, the Y3σ variable is expected to peak around 0.13%. In the early days of
commissioning, the Y3σ variable exhibited sizeable tails above 1% in randomly triggered events,
characteristic of large coherent noise. Its source was identified as a major weakness of the high-
voltage filter box supplying the presampler, which was fixed in 2007. After the fix, minor tails were
still observed in the Y3σ variable distribution, but only within calorimeter self-triggered events (i.e.
events triggered by a large signal in the LAr calorimeter).
Further studies were carried out before closing the detector in 2009, which led to the conclu-
sion that the remaining coherent noise was likely to be introduced again inside the detector via the
HV system: when all the HV power supplies were turned off, no noise was observed. Although
some areas of the detector were obviously more affected than others, switching off only the specific
HV lines powering the noisiest regions did not cure the problem. This indicated that the noise was
most likely radiated by unshielded HV cables inside the cryostat, rather than directly injected. Im-
perfections or peculiarities of the cable routing inside the cryostat may explain why some regions
7The electronics noise is measured in calibration runs, using simple clock-generated trigger.
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are more affected than others, but given the limited range of the problem and the difficult access to
the hardware components, no further action was taken at that time.
During autumn 2010, the instantaneous luminosity reached 1032 cm−2s−1. At this time, patho-
logical events with a very large signal (equivalent to several TeV) affecting a whole partition were
observed in the empty bunches (CosmicCalo stream), when the LHC was in collision mode. The
electromagnetic endcaps were especially affected. In the worst cases, some noise could be also
observed in the hadronic endcap and the forward calorimeter at the same time as in the electro-
magnetic endcap. Figure 13 shows a typical event in the transverse plane of the electromagnetic
endcap (A side) recorded at an instantaneous luminosity of 6× 1033 cm−2s−1: the total energy
peaks around 2 TeV, and the Y3σ variable reaches 25%. Although the topologies and occurrence
rates differ slightly, both endcaps are affected. They are treated in the same way and merged into
the same distributions in all the following studies. The barrel distributions are also merged.
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Figure 13: Example of a typical coherent noise event observed in the EMECA partition in run
205071 – CosmicCalo stream. The energies of the 3–4 layers were summed along a fixed value of
pseudorapidity and partially along the azimuthal angle.
Figure 14(a) shows the Y3σ distribution, computed for the barrel and endcap partitions over a
period of roughly 135 hours of data taking; during this period, 1.7 fb−1 of data were accumulated,
with an instantaneous luminosity greater than 3× 1033 cm−2s−1. The distribution appears as ex-
pected in the barrel, with a sharp peak around 0.13% and negligible tails. But in the endcaps, the
distribution exhibits very large tails, typical of coherent noise, with a very large fraction (up to 70%
– not visible on this figure) of channels fluctuating coherently within a partition.
The noise burst topology shown in figure 13 is very similar to the one observed during the com-
missioning phase, but its amplitude is significantly larger. The very similar topologies at different
times excluded the possibility that this pathology could be due to beam background or parasitic col-
lisions. The HV lines were again suspected, the increased rates and amplitudes being explained by
the larger drawn currents. This hypothesis was favoured because the endcaps are the most involved
and their behaviour is almost Gaussian outside the LHC collision mode.
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Figure 14: (a) Y3σ distributions for the four electromagnetic partitions (positive and negative pseu-
dorapidities merged in a single distribution). (b) Effect of the Standard flag veto on the electro-
magnetic endcap Y3σ distribution. The event sample was acquired in the CosmicCalo stream during
135 hours corresponding to an integrated luminosity of 1.7 fb−1.
6.2 Use of the quality factor for noise identification
In collision streams, the Y3σ variable is positively biased by the presence of energy deposits in
the calorimeter due to collisions (typically peaking around 1–2% at high luminosity) and cannot
be used to identify coherent noise. It is therefore crucial to define alternative ways to study this
coherent noise in the presence of collisions. New Boolean variables, hereafter named flags, had to
be introduced.
• The Standard flag requires strictly more than five FEBs containing more than 30 channels
each with a quality factor greater than 4000.
• The Saturated flag requires more than 20 channels with an energy greater than 1 GeV and a
saturated quality factor (i.e. equal to 65535).
The flag definitions are based on the observation of poor quality factors in the noisy events,
indicative of abnormal pulse shapes and very unlikely to be due to argon ionization. The Stan-
dard flag is sensitive to phenomena largely spread over a partition. The Saturated flag, with a
much higher constraint on the quality factor, is triggered in very atypical phenomena but possibly
confined to a very reduced area. With this criterion, limited in terms of geometrical extent, the
Saturated flag is less reliable than the Standard flag. However, it is useful for particular cases, de-
scribed in the following. Figure 14(b) illustrates the Standard flag efficiency in reducing the tails
of the Y3σ endcaps distribution. When vetoing on this flag, only 11% of events with Y3σ above 1%
remain and no event remains with Y3σ above 10%.
6.3 Time duration of the pathology
To measure the time extent of the coherent noise, events with Y3σ greater than 1% and separated by
less than one second are clustered, assuming that they belong to the same burst of noise. By this
method, the time extent (defined as the difference between the first and last clustered events), was
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measured to be around a few hundreds nanoseconds. However, this method is limited, since it relies
on empty bunches: the empty bunch group is composed of a group of BCIDs of length 600–1000 ns
between two trains of populated bunches of approximately 3.6–7.2 µs (see section 2.2). This
method is therefore potentially biased by the empty bunch group’s timelength being comparable to
the measured time extent.
To overcome this limitation, the same event clustering method can be applied by replacing
the criterion for the Y3σ variable by a criterion for the Standard flag. To be conservative, events
flagged by the Saturated method are also clustered with events flagged by the Standard method
if they are separated by less than one second. Since the Saturated method was found to be less
reliable, requesting the event to be close to an event flagged by the Standard flag limits the risk
of considering fake noisy events. With this clustering definition independent of the Y3σ variable,
it is possible to consider both the CosmicCalo and Express streams, and hence empty and filled
bunches. The result is shown in figure 15. Virtually all pathologies are found to be shorter than
0.5 s (see figure 15(a)), and more than 90% of them are shorter than 5 µs (see figure 15(b)).
Due to the short duration of the phenomenon, the pathologies are referred to as noise bursts. The
very limited duration of the bursts, much shorter than the luminosity block length, also suggested
the development of a dedicated offline treatment with a time-window veto procedure to limit the
amount of data rejected.
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Figure 15: Distributions of the noise burst duration. Figure (b) zooms in on the shortest times of
figure (a).
6.4 Time-window veto procedure
The scanning of a sample of noise bursts showed that most of them consist of a peak of hard events
surrounded (before and after) by peripheral soft events: the hard events are characterized by a large
Y3σ and are properly identified by the Standard flag, whereas the soft ones are characterized by a
Y3σ variable around 2-3% (if recorded in empty bunches) and are not identified by the Standard
flag. It was therefore proposed to apply a time-window veto procedure around the well-identified
hard events to remove the soft ones.
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Technically, the noise burst cleaning is achieved by storing a status word in the event header as
explained in section 2.4. This requires the extraction of the noise burst’s peak timestamp with the
express processing of the CosmicCalo and Express streams: a clustering procedure is performed
on the same events as detailed in the previous section. The timestamps of the first and last flagged
events are used to define a unique time interval. To veto the peripheral events of the noise burst, the
time interval is extended by ±δ t/2, where δ t is a parameter to be optimized. The computed time
window is then stored in a dedicated conditions database during the calibration loop, and read back
for the bulk reconstruction to fill the status word of all events falling inside the time-window veto.
Finally, it is important to emphasize that a noise burst candidate with a single flagged event
in the peak is not vetoed. This is done deliberately, to avoid discarding unusual events where
the decays of exotic particles deposit energy in the calorimeter at much later time than the bunch
crossing (a delayed signal is very likely to have a poor quality factor). By requesting at least two
events flagged within a short time, the risk of throwing away unexpected new physics events is
considered negligible.
The improvement to the Y3σ distribution resulting from applying the time-window veto is
shown in figure 16. The quantitative performance of the procedure is also summarized in table 3.
In the two most sensitive partitions (the two electromagnetic endcaps), the time-window veto pro-
cedure reduces by a factor of four the number of events with a Y3σ greater than 1% remaining after
having applied the Standard flagging method or by a factor of 35 when comparing with the un-
cleaned data sample. Several values of δ t were tried, between 100 ms and 2 s, leading to the same
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Figure 16: Effect of the time-window veto on the electromagnetic endcap Y3σ distribution for a
value of δ t = 200 ms. Same dataset as in figure 14.
efficiency as the one quoted in the table for a value of 200 ms. Compared to the measured time ex-
tent of the noise bursts, these numbers are very conservative, as confirmed by the stable efficiency.
There is probably some room left for tuning this parameter, but given the very low associated data
loss (see section 6.6), a conservative value of 200 ms (1 s) was applied in the 2012 (2011) data
processing.
The number of affected events per hour (Y3σ>1%) was originally around 108. With the time-
window veto method, it decreased to only three events per hour.
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Table 3: Number of events with a Y3σ greater than 1% after applying the simple Standard flagging
and the time-window veto procedure. The efficiencies ε of each cleaning procedure are given in
parentheses. Same dataset as in figure 14.
Partitions No cleaning
procedure
After applying the Stan-
dard flag method
After applying the time-window
veto procedure (δ t = 200 ms)
EM barrel 9 3 (ε = 66.6%) 1 (ε = 88.9%)
EM endcaps 14664 1644 (ε = 88.8%) 417 (ε = 97.2%)
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Figure 17: (a) Noise burst occurrence frequency per luminosity block and (b) luminosity depen-
dence of the mean duration of the noise bursts as a function of instantaneous luminosity.
6.5 Luminosity dependence
In 2012, around 15% (40%) of the luminosity blocks contained a noise burst in the CosmicCalo
(JetTauEtmiss) streams. Figure 17(a) illustrates the number of noise bursts per luminosity block
as a function of the instantaneous luminosity (in any stream). A steady dependence is observed.
Parabolic extrapolations from this plot indicate that each luminosity block will contain around five
noise bursts at the peak luminosity expected after 2015 (1–2×1034 cm−2s−1). However, even if the
rate evolves as a function of the instantaneous luminosity, the noise bursts’ mean duration remains
stable, as shown in figure 17(b). As the current choice of the δ t parameter is very conservative
with respect to the noise burst time extent, its reduction can be envisaged to fully compensate for
the future increased occurrence yield.
6.6 Associated data rejection in 2012
The data loss associated with the time-window veto procedure as a function of the data-taking
period is presented in figure 18(a). It amounts to 0.2%. The observed variation is explained by the
differences in the instantaneous luminosity profiles impacting the noise burst rates, as explained in
the previous section.
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The efficiency of the time-window veto procedure is cross-checked in the JetTauEtmiss stream,
by searching for remaining events flagged as noise bursts by the Standard method outside the
defined time veto periods. Their treatment depends on whether such events are isolated in time or
close to another one.
• If such an event is isolated in time, no action is taken, as it might be due to a delayed decay of
exotic particles. In 2012, only 192 such events remain in the dataset considered for physics
analysis. Furthermore, a complementary cleaning at the jet level is also available offline, to
make sure that any remaining noise bursts do not bias physics analysis [11].
• If two or more events close in time remain, they are very likely to belong to a single noise
burst not observed in the express processing streams. The only solution is to reject them by
assigning an intolerable defect to the whole luminosity block. This induces a much larger
data loss, not recoverable until the next full data reprocessing where the time-window veto
procedure can be applied again using updated database information.
Consequently, the efficiency of the time-window veto procedure heavily relies on the ability to
select the noise burst peak events in the Express and CosmicCalo streams in order to compute the
veto interval periods before the start of the bulk processing. To achieve this, four dedicated trigger
chains were designed to ensure efficient streaming. The trigger chains are seeded at the first-level
trigger step from standard jet or EmissT triggers, and make use of quality factor (Q) information to
design a pseudo-Standard-flag algorithm given as input to the higher trigger levels (second level
and high level trigger).
Figure 18(b) summarises the 2012 data rejection due to noise bursts that were not identified in
the express processing, hence not available for the definition of a time veto window. The overall
inefficiency is found to be very low but for different reasons depending on the data-taking period.
The low inefficiency observed in the data-taking periods A–G is due to the reprocessing campaign
of autumn 2012 : the time windows for the veto were refined based on the original bulk processing
output. The periods H–L did not benefit from this second update, and the low level of data rejection
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Figure 18: Lost luminosity due to noise bursts as a function of the data-taking period in 2012. (a)
Loss due to the time-window veto procedure. (b) Loss due to defect assignment.
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comes only from the noise burst identification in the calibration streams, showing a satisfactory
trigger efficiency.
7. Treatment of per-channel noise
The regular calibration procedure [4] is the main input to identify problematic calorimeter channels.
However, a specific source of non-Gaussian noise was found to occur only in the presence of LHC
collisions. A reliable procedure to extract these channels had to be designed to treat them within
the calibration loop.
7.1 Regular calibration procedure
The extraction of the electronic calibration constants requires three types of calibration runs: pedes-
tal, ramp and delay. Pedestal runs allow the measurement of the baseline level and noise properties
of the readout electronics, ramp runs allow the measurement of the readout gain, and delay runs
allow the measurement of the pulse shape as a function of time. These special calibration runs
are acquired between LHC fills, in absence of collisions, requiring only simple clock-generated
triggers. Pedestal and ramp runs are taken several times a week, while the high stability of the
calibration constants observed during the calorimeter commissioning [4] indicates that delay runs
are needed only once a week. These calibration runs are also the primary input to identify and
classify problematic channels in a dedicated database. The different pathologies imply different
offline treatments. Three main treatments that are applied are listed below.
• When a cell is not operational (deteriorated signal routing in cryostat, dead readout channel,
large noise, etc.), it is unconditionally masked offline. Its energy is then estimated from the
average energy of the eight neighbouring channels in the same calorimeter layer. In this case,
the peak time and quality factor are not available.
• A cell may be operational, but affected by large noise with very different characteristics
compared to a real physics signal. The cell quality factor can be used to disentangle the
signal due to a real energy deposit from the noise on an event-by-event basis. When the
quality factor is lower than a fixed value (4000), the cell is considered as operational and no
treatment is applied; when the quality factor is large, the cell energy is estimated from the
eight neighbours of the same layer, as for an unconditionally masked cell. In this case, the
cell is said to be conditionally masked.
• When a cell cannot be calibrated due to a faulty calibration line, its electronic calibration
constants are estimated from those of similar cells in the same layer and at the same azimuthal
position. In this case, the cell is patched.
At the beginning of 2012, less than 0.9% of the calorimeter channels were patched due to a faulty
calibration line. The impact of this patching being almost negligible,8 it is not discussed further in
the following. Table 4 summarises the proportion of cells unconditionally or conditionally masked
at the beginning of 2012 that remained masked during the whole year. More than 99.9% of the
channels were fully functional. The 119 pathological channels being widespread across all the
8The inaccuracy on the calibration was estimated about 3%.
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calorimeter regions, no large inefficient area emerges, hence the impact on the performance is
considered negligible. These pathological channels remain masked (conditionally or uncondition-
ally) during the whole data-taking period, but in addition, some other channels exhibited transient
pathologies to be treated on a per-run basis, as is explained in the following.
Table 4: Total number of channels unconditionally or conditionally masked at the beginning of
2012 in different partitions.
Electromagnetic Hadronic Forward Global
calorimeter endcap calorimeter
Total number of channels 173312 5632 3524 182468
Channels unconditionally masked 76 (0.04%) 22 (0.39%) 8 (0.23%) 106 (0.06%)
Channels conditionally masked 8 (5×10−3%) 5 (0.09%) 0 13 (7×10−3%)
7.2 Monitoring of Gaussian noise during collision runs
Individual channel behaviour is also constantly monitored during collision runs. This monitoring
largely relies on data streams with empty bunches (CosmicCalo and LArCellsEmpty streams),
where no energy deposit is expected in the LAr calorimeter. The collision streams (Express,
EGamma and JetTauEtmiss streams) are mainly used for data quality assessment in the reconstruc-
tion of higher-level objects (such as electron/photon, J/ψ candidates, etc.) beyond the scope of this
article. However, these streams are especially useful in confirming non-operational or misbehaving
channels spotted in calibration runs.
The Gaussian noise and electronics baseline, accurately characterized during the calibration
runs, are cross-checked by looking at three distributions:
• mean energy and noise per cell;
• fraction of cells with energy above 3σ , where σ is the measured electronics noise.
If pathologies are observed in these distributions, the team responsible for the calibration is
informed and they either inquire further and/or trigger urgently a new calibration procedure. No
immediate systematic action is required by the signoff team. The 2012 experience showed that
the Gaussian part of the electronics noise was very stable in the presence of collisions. But beside
this reassuring statement, a sizeable non-Gaussian behaviour seriously complicated the data quality
procedure.
7.3 Monitoring of non-Gaussian noise during collision runs
The non-Gaussian behaviours were identified in the CosmicCalo stream, where no large energy
deposit is expected, from distributions showing the number of events with an energy far exceeding
the expected electronics noise (typically 20–30σ ). At the express processing level, these distribu-
tions cannot be directly used, as they are polluted by noise bursts (the time-window veto cleaning
procedure described in section 6 is applied only at the bulk processing stage). Such pollution can
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be seen in figure 19(a): the large signal observed in the azimuthal ring at η = 1.4 is typical of noise
bursts and can be also recognized in figure 13 (outer ring of the endcap).
To remove this pollution, the primary (temporary) Tier 0 monitoring outputs per luminosity
block are merged, excluding the luminosity blocks affected by noise bursts. This procedure reduces
the monitoring dataset by 15%, as explained in section 6.5, but is crucial to avoid masking channels
that would look perfectly normal after the time-window veto is applied. An example of this custom
merging procedure is shown in figure 19.
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Figure 19: (η ,φ ) distributions of the number of events per cell with cell energy greater than 800
MeV in the first layer of EMECA (a) before and (b) after removal of luminosity blocks affected by
a noise burst. The results are shown for the run 205071 (only CosmicCalo stream).
Beside the noise burst pollution, the CosmicCalo stream distributions were also found to be
polluted by the LHC beam-induced background. This background – halo or beam-gas events –
mainly originates far away from the interaction point (at more than 150 m [11]) and the trajectories
are therefore almost parallel to the beam line. An example of such pollution is given in figure 20(a),
where energy deposits above 800 MeV are observed in several contiguous cells at the same azimu-
tal position. As the radial coverage of the LAr calorimeters is very similar to the Cathode Strip
Chamber (CSC) coverage of the muon spectrometer [28], it is possible to use the coincidence
of signals registered in the CSC detectors to identify this background. The improvement due to
this tagging method can be visualized by comparing figures 20(a) and 20(b). In the remainder of
this section, the CSC tagging method is applied to all the monitoring distributions. Finally, given
the trigger conditions (thresholds and prescales) and the typical energy deposit of the cosmic-ray
muons [26], these distributions are not biased by the cosmic rays reaching the LAr calorimeter.
Despite the obvious improvement observed in figure 20(b) after vetoing the CSC tagged events
in figure 20(a), a large accumulation of noisy cells remains, especially in the pseudorapidity region
−0.3 < η < 0. This residual noise is mainly visible in the presampler, and is interpreted as a
non-Gaussian noise source, originating from inside the cryostat. Further studies were carried on to
characterize this noise.
• This noise is not visible in clock-generated triggered events.
• It is not constant over time, only appearing for a few to several minutes before disappearing.
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Figure 20: (η ,φ ) distributions of number of events per cell with cell energy greater than 800 MeV in
the barrel presampler (a) before and (b) after the beam background removal with the CSC tagging
method. The results are shown for the run 205071 (only CosmicCalo stream).
• The measured signal can reach up to 100 GeV in a single cell.
• This noise does not always affect the same cells from one run to another.
• Some regions are more affected than others, like the −0.3 < η < 0 region quoted above
with no obvious correlation between the affected regions and any calorimeter components or
integration conditions (electrode batches or vendors, assembly conditions, etc.).
• Lowering the HV settings in specific sectors reduces the noise amplitude in these sectors.
• No coherent behaviour is observed between the affected channels.
This phenomenon is very different from the noise bursts considered in section 6: the typical time
scale is much longer and no coherent fluctuation is observed. The long time scale makes treatment
with the time-window veto procedure impractical, as it would reject too much data. It was therefore
decided to correct this noise by masking the affected channels. Given the non-permanent nature
of this noise (usually named sporadic) and the large variations from one run to another, the list of
affected channels has to be extracted per run and uploaded to the corresponding database during
the calibration loop. As already explained in section 7.1, the masking choice – conditional or
unconditional – depend on the noise shape, i.e. depend on the ability to distinguish between noise
and real physics signal with the cell quality factor.
Figure 21 shows the fraction of high-energy events with a cell quality factor greater than 4000,
i.e. the fraction of events where masking cells conditionally would be efficient. This distribution,
convolved with the distribution shown in figure 20(b), provides the number of high-energy events
per channel surviving a conditional masking. A conservative upper threshold of 80 events per cell
per run was arbitrarily chosen to decide whether or not a channel should be conditionally masked. If
more than 80 noisy events survive for a given channel, an unconditional masking has to be applied,
more severely impacting the calorimeter performance.
The masking efficiency is double-checked on the same data streams after the bulk processing,
where the database updates are included in the reconstruction. Figure 22(a), to be compared with
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Figure 21: Fraction of events in which cells with cell energy greater than 800 MeV also have
quality factor greater than 4000 in the barrel presampler. The results are shown for run 205071
(only CosmicCalo stream).
the original map in figure 20(b), illustrates the effect of masking the noisy cells. A large reduction
of events with an energy above 800 MeV is observed. A final cross-check is performed by looking
at the (η ,φ) map of the clusters, the primary objects used in the electron/photon reconstruction,
with a transverse energy greater than 10 GeV. This particular threshold was chosen as it corresponds
to the minimal energy cut applied in most of the ATLAS analyses. The very limited number of clus-
ters visible in figure 22(b) validates the satisfactory efficiency of the channel-masking procedure.
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Figure 22: (η ,φ ) distributions produced after database updates with the same dataset as previously
(run 205071 – CosmicCalo stream). (a) Number of events per cell with an energy greater than 800
MeV in the barrel presampler. (b) Number of clusters with a transverse energy greater than 10 GeV.
However, the masking procedure may sometimes fail. This happens in the very unfortunate
cases where a cell is noisy only in luminosity blocks affected by a noise burst. The noisy luminos-
ity blocks are excluded from the express processing output due to the custom merging procedure
detailed in section 7.2, and the noisy cells are missed by the signoff team during the calibration
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loop. During the bulk processing, the noise bursts are removed from the luminosity blocks with the
time-window veto. The missing luminosity blocks are thus automatically re-included in the Tier
0 monitoring output of the bulk processing, and the sporadic noise emerges. Since it is too late
to correct the data after the bulk processing, the offending luminosity block has to be discarded
by assigning an intolerable defect. Still, the database is updated to include the additional noisy
channels so that the masking can be applied during any future data reprocessing to recover the lost
luminosity.
Given the large number of affected channels and their fluctuating nature, the whole procedure
for the cell identification, masking proposal optimization, cluster matching, etc. is automatically
performed within the dedicated LAr calorimeter data quality web infrastructure described in sec-
tion 2.2.
7.4 Proportion of masked cells
Figure 23 shows the proportion of masked presampler channels as a function of the data-taking
period in 2012; as a small dependence on integrated luminosity is observed for short runs, only
the 95 runs with an integrated luminosity greater than 100 pb−1 recorded were considered. The
proportion of unconditionally masked presampler cells remained below 0.2% for the whole LHC
running period, while the proportion of conditionally masked presampler channels was greater than
7% during the first weeks of data taking. During the periods B–E, the HV settings of the most prob-
lematic lines were reduced from the original 1.6 kV to limit the sporadic noise, allowing reduction
of the proportion of cells conditionally masked. Then, in September 2012 (middle of period G),
it was decided to reduce globally the HV settings to 1.2 kV. This reduction gave a proportion of
cells conditionally masked below 1%. The gain in electron and photon energy resolution due to the
presampler is preserved despite a 10% increase in electronics noise.
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Figure 23: Proportion of presampler cells conditionally or unconditionally masked as a function of
time, during the 2012 data-taking periods.
Figure 24 shows the proportion of channels masked in the same high-luminosity runs for all
partitions except the presampler. The proportion of unconditionally masked channels remains very
low in all the partitions: it is negligible in the electromagnetic calorimeter, and lower than 0.4%
(0.2%) in the HEC (FCal) in 95% of the runs. The proportion of conditionally masked channels
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is slightly larger, but the impact on performance is also negligible since only the subset of events
with a high quality factor is effectively masked.
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Figure 24: (a) Proportion of runs for which a proportion of unconditionally masked cells is above
a given threshold. (b) Proportion of runs for which a proportion of conditionally masked cells is
above a given threshold.
7.5 Associated data rejection in 2012
The data loss associated with a non-optimal treatment of the noisy channels (within the calibration
loop) is shown in figure 25. This loss remains very low over the whole year, and it even goes to zero
for the last 2012 data-taking periods, indicating that the latest version of the diagnostic algorithms
was properly tuned and able to catch all the problematic channels within the calibration loop.
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Figure 25: Lost luminosity due to noisy channels as a function of the data-taking period in 2012.
8. Achieved performance and outlook
8.1 Performance in proton–proton collision run (2011–2012)
Table 5 summarises the data rejection by defect assignment in the 2011 and 2012 datasets, corre-
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sponding respectively to integrated recorded luminosities of 5.2 fb−1 and 21.3 fb−1 [7]. The 2011
performance is systematically worse than the 2012 performance described in detail in this article,
and several reasons can be listed to explain this observation.
• The 2011 larger rejection due to HV trips is explained by luminosity conditions that were
less stable in 2011 than in 2012 and by the replacement of several HV power supply modules
with more sophisticated ones in 2012.
• The 2012 reduction of missed noise bursts is related to the implementation of a dedicated trig-
ger chain in early 2012, which added more coherent noise events in the calibration streams
and hence allowed a more efficient time-window veto procedure.
• The reduced data loss observed in 2012 for the other defects is due to the improved soft-
ware robustness and automation in both the daily calorimeter operation and the data quality
assessment.
Table 6 summarises the data rejection due to the time-window veto in 2011 and 2012. The rejection
levels are very similar despite the much higher instantaneous luminosities recorded in 2012, which
induced an enhanced yield of noise bursts. The higher noise burst rate in 2012 is counterbalanced
by the choice of a narrower time window extension compared to 2011 (δ t = 200 ms in 2012 vs
δ t = 1 s in 2011).
Table 5: Summary of data rejection by defect assignment for the 2011 and 2012 proton–proton
collision datasets.
Year Total Data
corruption
Missing con-
dition data
HV trips Coverage Noise
bursts
Noisy
channels
2011 3.20% 0.04% 0.11% 0.96% 0.70% 1.24% 0.15%
2012 0.88% 0.01% 0.02% 0.46% 0.28% 0.06% 0.05%
Table 6: Summary of data rejection by the time-window veto procedure for the 2011 and 2012
proton–proton collision datasets.
Year Total Data corrup-
tion
Noise bursts
2011 0.28% 0.09% 0.20%
2012 0.22% 0.02% 0.20%
In 2011, as in 2012, the dataset was split into periods with similar data-taking conditions. The
time evolution of the data rejection by defect assignment and time-window veto are displayed in
figures 26 and 27 respectively using the datasets for proton–proton collisions collected in 2011 and
2012.
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Figure 26: Lost luminosity associated to a defect assignment as a function of the data-taking period
in 2012.
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Figure 27: Lost luminosity associated to the time-window veto as a function of the data-taking
period in 2012.
8.2 Performance in lead–lead and lead–proton collision run (2011–2013)
For completeness, the LAr calorimeter performance in the lead–lead and lead–proton collision
runs is summarized in table 7. Given the much lower peak luminosity delivered during these runs
(5×1026 cm−2s−1 in 2011 and 1029 cm−2s−1 in 2013), the impact of the phenomena correlated
with the instantaneous luminosity (noise bursts and HV trips) was limited. The data rejection
by the time-window veto procedure – not shown here – is also negligible. In 2013 a large data
rejection was observed due to a single powering problem encountered in the hadronic endcap that
lasted 90 minutes. Due to the shortness of the data taking period in 2013, this caused a data loss
of 1.18%.
8.3 Outlook
The LHC is expected to restart in 2015 and to deliver collisions at the unprecedented energy and
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Table 7: Summary of data rejection by defect assignment for the 2011 and 2013 lead–lead and
lead–proton collision datasets.
Year Total Data cor-
ruption
Missing con-
dition data
HV trips Coverage Noise
bursts
Noisy
channels
2011 (Pb–Pb) 0.19% 0.16% - 0.03% - - -
2013 (Pb–p) 1.50% 0.05% - 0.22% 1.18% 0.04% -
instantaneous peak luminosity of 13–14 TeV and 1–2×1034 cm−2s−1 respectively.
As stated in section 3.5, the occurrence of HV trips, currently the main source of data loss,
does not depend on the absolute instantaneous luminosity, but only on its evolution over a long
timescale. When the LHC running conditions are stable, the data loss remains under control. In
addition, many more of the upgraded power supplies are expected to be installed on the detector
before the LHC restart to further reduce this loss.
The second largest source of data loss comes from large inefficient areas. However, out of
the 0.28% yield observed in 2012, 0.15% were due to special runs that would have been rejected
anyway. The remaining 0.13% originating from the LAr calorimeter arose from two defects of the
low-voltage power supply system.
Considering the full data rejection by both defect assignment and the time-window veto, the
loss due to noise bursts reaches 0.26% (0.20%+0.06%) in 2012. As explained in section 6.5, this
yield should remain under control despite the regular increase in the frequency of noise bursts
as a function of instantaneous luminosity. A parabolic extrapolation of the dependence curve of
figure 17(a) indicates that the noise-burst rate could be in 2015 10–15 times higher than in 2012.
However, there is still a lot of safety margin in the choice of the time window width to mitigate this
rate increase.
The remaining sources of data losses measured in 2012 contribute less than 0.1%, and there is
no indication of any luminosity dependence that could worsen the situation.
Therefore, the increased instantaneous luminosity of the LHC in 2015 is not expected to seri-
ously degrade the data quality performance. However, two unknowns remain. First, the evolution
of the sporadic noise with the instantaneous luminosity is still poorly known as is the robustness of
the adopted solution (HV settings tuning). Second, it cannot be excluded that the almost doubled
centre-of-mass energy may induce new problems or affect the magnitude of the already known
ones. If these two risks are properly addressed, a similar efficiency around 98–99% can be consid-
ered as a realistic objective for the LHC restart in 2015.
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This paper is organized as follows. Section 2 gives the
present hardware status of the LAr calorimeter. Section 3
details the level of understanding of the ingredients enter-
ing the cell energy reconstruction: pedestals, noise, elec-
tronic gains, timing, and the quality of the signal pulse
shape predictions. The current understanding of the first
level trigger energy computation is also discussed. Sec-
tion 4 describes the in situ performance of the electromag-
netic LAr calorimeter using ionizing and radiating cosmic
muons. Lastly, Section 5 draws the conclusions.
2 LAr calorimeter hardware status and data
taking conditions
The LAr calorimeter is composed of electromagnetic and
hadronic sub-detectors of which the main characteristics
are described in Section 2.1. During the detector and elec-
tronics construction and installation, regular and stringent
quality tests were performed, resulting in a fully functional
LAr calorimeter. The operational stability of the cryostats
since March 2008 is discussed in Section 2.2. The current
status of the high voltage and the cell readout are dis-
cussed in Sections 2.3 and 2.4 respectively. Finally, the
general data taking conditions are given in Section 2.5. In
ATLAS, the positive x-axis is defined as pointing from the
interaction point to the center of the LHC ring, the pos-
itive y-axis is defined as pointing upwards, and the posi-
tive z-axis corresponds to protons running anti-clockwise.
The polar angle θ is measured from the beam axis (z-
axis), the azimuthal angle φ is measured in the transverse
(xy)-plane, and the pseudorapidity is defined as η = –ln
tan(θ/2).
2.1 Main characteristics of the LAr calorimeter
The LAr calorimeter [1], shown in Figure 1, is composed of
sampling detectors with full azimuthal symmetry, housed
in one barrel and two endcap cryostats. More specifically,
a highly granular electromagnetic (EM) calorimeter with
accordion-shaped electrodes and lead absorbers in liquid
argon covers the pseudorapidity range |η| < 3.2, and con-
tains a barrel part (EMB [14], |η| < 1.475) and an endcap
part (EMEC [15], 1.375 < |η| < 3.2). For |η| < 1.8, a pre-
sampler (PS [16,15]), consisting of an active LAr layer
and installed directly in front of the EM calorimeters,
provides a measurement of the energy lost upstream. Lo-
cated behind the EMEC is a copper-liquid argon hadronic
endcap calorimeter (HEC [17], 1.5 < |η| < 3.2), and a
copper/tungsten-liquid argon forward calorimeter (FCal
[18]) covers the region closest to the beam at 3.1 < |η| <
4.9. An hadronic Tile calorimeter (|η| < 1.7) surrounding
the LAr cryostats completes the ATLAS calorimetry.
All the LAr detectors are segmented transversally and
divided in three or four layers in depth, and correspond
to a total of 182,468 readout cells, i.e. 97.2% of the full
ATLAS calorimeter readout.
(EMB)
Fig. 1. Cut-away view of the LAr calorimeter, 17 m long (bar-
rel + endcaps) and 4 m of diameter.
The relative energy resolution of the LAr calorimeter
is usually parameterized by:
σE
E
=
a√
E
⊕ b
E
⊕ c, (1)
where (a) is the stochastic term, (b) the noise term and
(c) the constant term. The target values for these terms
are respectively a ' 10%, b ' 170 MeV (without pile-up)
and c = 0.7%.
2.2 Cryostat operation
Variations of the liquid argon temperature have a direct
impact on the readout signal, and consequently on the en-
ergy scale, partly through the effect on the argon density,
but mostly through the effect on the ionization electron
drift velocity in the LAr. Overall, a −2%/K signal varia-
tion is expected [19]. The need to keep the corresponding
contribution to the constant term of the energy resolution
(Eq. 1) negligible (i.e. well below 0.2%) imposes a tem-
perature uniformity requirement of better than 100 mK
in each cryostat. In the liquid, ∼500 temperature probes
(PT100 platinum resistors) are fixed on the LAr detec-
tor components and read out every minute. In 2008-2009,
installation activities in the ATLAS cavern prevented a
stable cryostat temperature. A quiet period of ten days
around the 2008 Christmas break, representative of what
is expected during LHC collisions, allowed a check of the
temperature stability in the absence of these external fac-
tors. The average dispersion (RMS) of the measurements
of each temperature probe over this period is 1.6 mK (5
mK maximum), showing that no significant local temper-
ature variation in time is observed in the three cryostats.
Over this period, the temperature uniformity (RMS of all
probes per cyostat) is illustrated for the barrel in Figure 2
and gives 59 mK. Results for the two endcap cryostats are
also in the range 50-70 mK, below the required level of
100 mK. The average cryostat temperatures are slightly
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different for the barrel (88.49 K) and the two endcaps
(88.67 and 88.45 K) because they are independently reg-
ulated. An energy scale correction per cryostat will there-
fore be applied.
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Fig. 2. Distribution of barrel cryostat probe temperatures av-
eraged over a period of ten days.
To measure the effects of possible out-gassing of calo-
rimeter materials under irradiation, which has been mini-
mized by careful screening of components, 30 purity moni-
tors measuring the energy deposition of radioactive sources
in the LAr are installed in each cryostat and read every
15 minutes. The contribution to the constant term of the
energy resolution is negligible for a level of electronega-
tive impurities below 1000 ppb O2 equivalent. All argon
purity measurements over a period of two years are stable,
in the range 200± 100 ppb O2 equivalent, well below this
requirement.
In summary, measurements of the liquid argon tem-
perature and purity demonstrate that the stability of the
operation of the three LAr cryostats is in the absence of
proton beams within the required limits ensuring a negli-
gible contribution to the energy resolution constant term.
2.3 High voltage status
The electron/ion drift speed in the LAr gap depends on
the electric field, typically 1 kV/mm. Sub-detector-specific
high voltage (HV) settings are applied. In the EM barrel,
the high voltage is constant along η, while in the EMEC,
where the gap varies continuously with radius, it is ad-
justed in steps along η. The HV supply granularity is typ-
ically in sectors of ∆η ×∆φ = 0.2× 0.2. For redundancy,
each side of an EM electrode, which is in the middle of the
LAr gap, is powered separately. In the HEC, each sub-gap
is serviced by one of four different HV lines, while for the
FCal each of the four electrode groups forming a normal
readout channel is served by an independent HV line.
For HV sectors with non-optimal behavior, solutions
were implemented in order to recover the corresponding
region. For example, in the EM calorimeter, faulty elec-
trodes were connected to separate HV lines during the
assembly phase at room temperature while, if the defect
was identified during cryostat cold testing, the high volt-
age sector was divided into two in φ, each connected sepa-
rately. The effect of zero voltage on one side of an electrode
was studied in beam tests proving that with oﬄine correc-
tions the energy can still be measured, with only a small
loss in accuracy. Finally, for HV sectors with a permanent
short-circuit, high voltage modules permitting large DC
current draws of up to 3 mA (more than three orders of
magnitude above the nominal limit) are used in order to
operate the faulty sector at 1000 V or above.
As a result, 93.9% of readout cells are operating under
nominal conditions and the rest sees a reduced high volt-
age. However, even with a reduced high voltage, signals
can be well reconstructed by using a correction scale fac-
tor. Figure 3 shows the distribution of all HV correction
factors for the EM, HEC and FCal cells as of the end of
September 2009. Since the beginning of 2008, no changes
have been observed. The largest correction occurs if one
side of an EM electrode is not powered, and only half of
the signal is collected. For the faulty cells, this correction
factor is applied online at the energy reconstruction level.
A similar correction is currently being implemented at the
first level (L1) trigger.
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Fig. 3. High voltage correction factors for all LAr cells at the
end of September 2009.
In conclusion, since the beginning of 2008, all 182,468
readout cells are powered with high voltage, and no dead
region exists. Signals from regions with non-nominal high
voltage are easily corrected and their impact on physics is
negligible.
2.4 Readout cell status
The cell signals are read out through 1524 Front-End
Boards (FEBs [20,21]) with 128 channels each, which sit
inside front-end crates that are located around the periph-
ery of the cryostats. The FEBs perform analog processing
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(amplification and shaping - except for the HEC where the
amplification is done inside the cryostat), store the signal
while waiting for the L1 trigger decision, and digitize the
accepted signals. The FEBs also perform fast analog sum-
ming of cell signals in predefined projective “towers” for
the L1 trigger.
The digitized signals are transmitted via optical fibers
to the Readout Drivers (RODs) [22] located in the count-
ing room 70 m away. The cell energy is reconstructed on-
line in the ROD modules up to a nominal maximum L1
rate of 75 kHz. The cell and trigger tower energy recon-
struction is described in detail in Section 3.
The response of the 182,468 readout cells is regularly
monitored using 122 calibration boards [23] located in the
front-end crates. These boards inject calibrated current
pulses through high-precision resistors to simulate energy
deposits in the calorimeters. At the end of September
2009, 1.3% of cells have problems. The majority of them,
i.e. 1.2% of the total number of cells, are not read-out
because they are connected to 17 non-functioning FEBs.
On these FEBs, the active part (VCSEL) of the optical
transmitter to the ROD has failed. This failure, occur-
ring at a rate of two or three devices per month, is un-
der intensive investigation and are expected to be fixed
during the next LHC shutdown. The remaining 0.1% of
cells with problems can be split in three sub-types: in-
curable cells, i.e. cells not responding to the input pulse
(0.02%), or which are permanently (0.03%) or sporadi-
cally (0.07%) very noisy. The first two types are always
masked in the event reconstruction (121 cells), while the
sporadically very noisy cells, not yet well understood, are
masked on an event by event basis. For cells which do
not receive calibration signals (0.3%) average calibration
constants computed among neighboring cells are used. For
cells with non-nominal high voltage (6.1%) a software cor-
rection factor is applied. Both have very limited impact on
the energy reconstruction.
In total, 180,128 cells, representing 98.7% of the total
number of cells in the LAr calorimeter, are used for event
reconstruction at the end of September 2009. The number
of inactive cells (1.3%) is dominated by the cells lost due to
faulty optical drivers (1.2%): apart from these, the number
of inactive cells has been stable in time.
2.5 Data taking conditions
The results presented here focus on the period starting in
September 2008 when all the ATLAS sub-detectors were
completed and integrated into the data acquisition. Apart
from regular electronics calibration runs, two interesting
types of data are used to commission the LAr calorime-
ter: the beam splash events and the cosmic muons. The
first type corresponds to LHC events of September 10th
2008 when the first LHC beam hit the collimators located
200 m upstream of the ATLAS interaction point. A cas-
cade of pions and muons parallel to the beam axis fired
the beam related trigger, illuminated the whole ATLAS
detector and deposited several PeV per event in the LAr
calorimeter. The second type corresponds to long cosmic
muon runs acquired on September-October 2008 and on
June-July 2009 where more than 300 million events were
recorded, corresponding to more than 500 TB of data.
For the LAr commissioning, L1 calorimeter triggers are
used to record radiative energy losses from cosmic muons
while the first level muon spectrometer and second level
inner detector triggers are used to study pseudo-projective
minimum ionizing muons. In most of the runs analyzed,
the toroidal and solenoidal magnetic fields were at the
nominal value.
3 Electronic performance and quality of cell
energy reconstruction
The robustness of the LAr calorimeter energy reconstruc-
tion has been studied in detail using calibration and ran-
domly triggered events, cosmic muons and beam splash
events. Section 3.1 briefly describes the energy reconstruc-
tion method in the trigger towers and in the cells, as well
as a validation study of the trigger. The time stability of
the electronics is discussed in Section 3.2. The status of the
electronics timing for the first LHC collisions is presented
in Section 3.3, and the quality of the LAr calorimeter en-
ergy reconstruction is assessed in Section 3.4.
3.1 Energy reconstruction in the LAr calorimeter
When charged particles cross the LAr gap between elec-
trodes and absorbers, they ionize the liquid argon. Under
the influence of the electric field, the ionization electrons
drift towards the electrode inducing a current. The ini-
tial current is proportional to the energy deposited in the
liquid argon. The calorimeter signals are then used to com-
pute the energy per trigger tower or per cell as discussed
in this section.
3.1.1 Energy reconstruction at the first level calorimeter
trigger
The timing requirements for the L1 trigger latency can
only be met with fast analogue summing in coarse gran-
ularity. In the EM part, the pre-summation of analog
signals per layer on the FEBs serves as input to tower
builder boards where the final trigger tower signal sum
and shaping is performed. In the HEC and FCal, the
summation is performed on the FEBs and transmitted to
tower driver boards where only shaping is done. The tower
sizes are ∆η ×∆φ = 0.1 × 0.1 for |η| < 2.5 and go up to
∆η ×∆φ = 0.4× 0.4 for 3.1 < |η| < 4.9. The analog trig-
ger sum signals are sent to receiver modules in the service
cavern. The main function of these modules is to compen-
sate for the differences in energy calibration and signal
attenuation over the long cables using programmable am-
plifier gains (gR). The outputs are sent to L1 trigger pre-
processor boards which perform the sampling at 40 MHz
and the digitization of five samples. At this stage, both
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the transverse energy and bunch crossing are determined
using a finite impulse response filter, in order to maximize
the signal-to-noise ratio and bunch crossing identification
efficiency. During ATLAS operation, the output gRA
L1 of
the filter, which uses optimal filtering, is passed to a look-
up table where pedestal (P in ADC counts) subtraction,
noise suppression and the conversion from ADC counts to
transverse energy in GeV (FL1ADC→GeV) is performed in or-
der to extract the final transverse energy value (EL1T ) for
each trigger tower:
EL1T = F
L1
ADC→GeV(gRA
L1 − gRP ). (2)
Arrays (in η−φ) of theseEL1T energies, merged with similar
information coming from the Tile calorimeter, are subse-
quently used to trigger on electrons, photons, jets, τs and
events with large missing transverse energy.
3.1.2 Energy reconstruction at cell level
At the cell level, the treatment of the analog signal is also
performed in the front-end electronics. After shaping, the
signal is sampled at 40 MHz and digitized if the event
was selected by the L1 trigger. The reconstruction of the
cell energy, performed in the ROD, is based on an opti-
mal filtering algorithm applied to the samples sj [24]. The
amplitude A, in ADC counts, is computed as:
A =
Nsamples∑
j=1
aj(sj − p) , (3)
where p is the ADC pedestal (Section 3.2.1). The Opti-
mal Filtering Coefficients (OFCs) aj are computed per
cell from the predicted ionization pulse shape and the
measured noise autocorrelation to minimize the noise and
pile-up contributions to A. For cells with sufficient signal,
the difference (∆t in ns) between the digitization time and
the chosen phase is obtained from:
∆t =
1
A
Nsamples∑
j=1
bj(sj − p), (4)
where bj are time-OFCs. For a perfectly timed detector
and in-time particles |∆t| must be close to zero, while
larger values indicate the need for better timing or the
presence of out-of-time particles in the event.
The default number of samples used for A and ∆t
computation is Nsamples = 5, but for some specific analy-
ses more samples, up to a maximum of 32, are recorded.
Finally, including the relevant electronic calibration con-
stants, the deposited energy (in MeV) is extracted with:
Ecell = FµA→MeV × FDAC→µA × 1Mphys
Mcali
×G×A, (5)
where the various constants are linked to the calibration
system: the cell gain G (to cover energies ranging from a
maximum of 3 TeV down to noise level, three linear gains
are used: low, medium and high with ratios ∼ 1/10/100)
is computed by injecting a known calibration signal and
reconstructing the corresponding cell response; the fac-
tor 1/MphysMcali quantifies the ratio of response to a calibra-
tion pulse and an ionization pulse corresponding to the
same input current; the factor FDAC→µA converts digital-
to-analog converter (DAC) counts set on the calibration
board to µA; finally, the factor FµA→MeV is estimated
from simulations and beam test results, and includes high
voltage corrections for non-nominal settings (see Sec 2.3).
Note that the crosstalk bias in the finely segmented first
layer of the electromagnetic calorimeter is corrected for in
the gain G [4].
3.1.3 Check of the first level tower trigger energy
computation
The trigger decision is of utmost importance for ATLAS
during LHC collisions since the data-taking rate is at max-
imum 200 Hz because of bandwidth limitations, i.e. a fac-
tor 2 × 105 smaller than the 40 MHz LHC clock. It is
therefore important to check that no systematic bias is
introduced in the computation of the L1 trigger energy
and that the trigger energy resolution is not too degraded
with respect to the oﬄine reconstruction. In the following,
this check is performed with the most granular part of the
LAr calorimeter, the barrel part of the EM calorimeter,
where 60 cell signals are summed per trigger tower.
Since cosmic muon events occur asynchronously with
respect to the LHC clock, and the electronics for both the
trigger and the standard readout is loaded with one set of
filtering coefficients (corresponding to beam crossing), the
reconstructed energy is biased by up to 10%, depending
on the phase. For the study presented here, AL1 is recom-
puted oﬄine by fitting a second-order polynomial to the
three highest samples transmitted through the processors.
The most critical part in the trigger energy computation is
then to calibrate the individual receiver gains gR. For that
purpose, a common linearly increasing calibration pulse is
sent to both the L1 trigger and the normal cell circuits:
the inverse receiver gain 1/gR is obtained by fitting the
correlation between the L1 calorimeter transverse energy
(EL1T ) and the sum of cell transverse energies in the same
trigger tower, later called oﬄine trigger tower (ELArT ). In
cosmic muon runs, receiver gains are set to 1.0 and are
recomputed oﬄine with dedicated calibration runs. As a
cross check, the gain was also extracted using LHC beam
splash event data which covers the full detector. In both
cases, the L1 transverse energy is computed as in Eq. 2.
In the EM calorimeter, radiating cosmic muons may
produce a local energy deposit of a few GeV, and fire
the EM calorimeter trigger condition EM3 that requires
a transverse energy greater than 3 GeV in a sum of four
adjacent EM trigger towers. To mimic an electron coming
from the interaction point, only those events that contain
a track reconstructed with strict projectivity cuts are con-
sidered. Here, the L1 calorimeter transverse energy is com-
puted using the gains determined with calibration runs.
Figure 4 shows the correlation between EL1T and E
LAr
T .
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Computing the ratio of EL1T and E
LAr
T gives a Gaussian
distribution with a mean of 1.015±0.002, showing the very
good correspondence between these two quantities, espe-
cially at low energy. This also shows that the trigger en-
ergy is well calibrated and almost unbiased with respect
to the LAr readout.
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Fig. 4. L1 transverse energy (EL1T ) computed with the receiver
gains extracted from calibration runs versus the sum of cell
transverse energies in the same trigger tower (ELArT ).
Figure 5 shows the corresponding resolution computed
as the relative difference of EL1T and E
LAr
T . At low energy,
the difference is dominated by electronic noise since the
two readout paths have only part of their electronics in
common. The ATLAS specification of 5% of L1 transverse
energy resolution is reached for energies greater than 10
GeV. The L1 transverse energy resolution reaches around
3% at high energy.
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LAr
T (L1 Calorimeter
ET resolution) as a function of E
LAr
T . Strict projectivity cuts
for the track pointing to the EM shower are applied. Horizontal
error bars reflect the RMS of ELArT in each bin.
As a crosscheck, a similar study was performed with
gains computed from the beam splash events, without the
projectivity cut. A slight degradation of the resolution is
observed at high energy, but not at low energy where the
noise dominates. Taking advantage of the higher statistics,
it is possible to compute the 5 GeV “turn-on curve”, i.e.
the relative efficiency for an oﬄine trigger tower to meet
the requirement EL1T ≥ 5 GeV as a function of ELArT . This
is not the absolute efficiency as the calorimeter trigger
condition EM3 is used to trigger the events. The efficiency
is shown in Figure 6, where a sharp variation around a
EL1T = 5 GeV energy threshold is observed.
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Fig. 6. Turn-on curve efficiency for EL1T > 5GeV requirement
obtained with events triggered by the EM3 L1 Calorimeter trig-
ger.
These results give confidence that EM showers (elec-
trons and photons) will be triggered efficiently in LHC
events. After this study, the gains gR were extracted from
dedicated calibration runs and loaded into the receivers to
be used for the first LHC collisions.
3.2 Electronic stability
Hundreds of millions of randomly triggered and calibra-
tion events can be used for a study of the stability of the
properties of each readout channel, such as the pedestal,
noise and gain. The first two quantities are computed for
each cell as the mean (pedestal) of the signal samples sj
in ADC counts, and the width (noise) of the energy distri-
bution. The gain is extracted by fitting the output pulse
amplitudes against calibration pulses with increasing am-
plitudes.
3.2.1 Pedestal
The stability of the pedestals is monitored by measuring
variations with respect to a reference pedestal value for
each cell. For each FEB, an average over the 128 channels
is computed.
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As an example, Figure 7 illustrates the results for the
48 HEC FEBs over a period of six months in 2009. A
slight drift of the pedestal with time, uncorrelated with the
FEB temperature and/or magnetic field configurations, is
observed. Overall, the FEB pedestal variations follow a
Gaussian distribution with a standard deviation of 0.02
ADC counts, i.e. below 2 MeV. The same checks have been
performed on all other FEBs, and give typical variations of
around 1 (0.1) MeV and 10 (1) MeV in the EM and FCal
calorimeters respectively, in medium (high) gain. These
variations are much lower for the EM and HEC or at the
same level for the FCal than the numerical precision of
the energy computation, which is 8 (1) MeV in medium
(high) gain.
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Fig. 7. Average FEB pedestal variations in ADC counts, in
medium gain, for the HEC during 6 months of data taking in
2009. The crosses indicate the mean value for each time slice.
During the LHC running, it is foreseen to acquire pedestal
and calibration runs between fills, thus it will be possible
to correct for any small time dependence such as observed
in Figure 7. In the same spirit, random triggers collected
during physics runs can be used to track any pedestal
variations during an LHC fill.
3.2.2 Noise
Figure 8 shows the noise measured in randomly triggered
events at the cell level as a function of η for all layers
of the LAr calorimeters. In all layers, a good agreement
with the expected noise [1] is observed. Noise values are
symmetric with respect to η = 0 and uniformly in φ within
few percents. In the EM calorimeters, the noise ranges
from 10 to 50 MeV, while it is typically a factor of 10
greater in the hadronic endcap and forward calorimeters
where the granularity is 20 times coarser and the sampling
fractions are lower. It should be noted that these results
are obtained using five samples in Eq. (3) and (5), i.e.
the noise is reduced by a factor varying from 1.5 to 1.8,
depending on η, with respect to the single-sample noise
value.
The coherent noise over the many cells used to mea-
sure electron and photon energies in the EM calorimeters
should be kept below 5% [25] of the incoherent noise (i.e.
the quadratic sum of all channel noise). For the second
layer of the EM calorimeter, the contribution from the
Fig. 8. Electronic noise (σnoise) in randomly triggered events at
the EM scale in individual cells for each layer of the calorimeter
as a function of |η|. Results are averaged over φ.
coherent noise has been estimated to 2%, by studying si-
multaneous increase of noise in a group of channels.
Systematic studies of noise stability have been pur-
sued: all noise variations are typically within ± 1 keV, 0.1
MeV and 1 MeV for EM, HEC and FCal, respectively. No
correlations with the FEB temperature and/or changes of
magnetic field conditions have been observed.
3.2.3 Gain
The calibration pulse is an exponential signal (controlled
by two parameters, fstep and τcali) which emulates the
triangular ionization signal. It is injected on the detec-
tor as close as possible to the electrodes, except for the
FCal where it is applied at the base-plane of the front-end
crates [18]. Thus, the analog cell response is treated by
the FEBs in the same way as an ionization signal, but it
is typically averaged over 100 triggers in the RODs and
transmitted oﬄine where the average signal peak height
is computed. The cell gain is extracted as the inverse ra-
tio of the response signal in ADC counts to the injected
calibration signal in DAC counts.
The stability of the cell gain is monitored by looking at
the relative gain difference averaged over 128 FEB chan-
nels. This is illustrated in Figure 9 for the 1448 FEBs of
the EM calorimeter, in high gain. All variations are within
±0.3% and similar results are obtained for medium and
low gains. An effect of 0.2% on the gains has recently been
identified as coming from a particular setting of the FEBs.
The two populations are most probably coming from this
effect. Regular update of calibration database take ac-
count of the variations. Similar results are obtained for
the HEC, and variations within ±0.1% are measured for
the FCal.
In conclusion, results presented for the pedestals, noise,
and gains illustrate the stability of the LAr electronics
over several months of data taking. Values are stored in
the ATLAS calibration database and are used for online
and oﬄine reconstruction.
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Fig. 9. Average FEB (high) gain variations during 6 months
of 2009 data taking, in the EM part of the calorimeter. The
crosses indicate the mean value for each time slice.
3.2.4 Global check with EmissT variable
Another way to investigate the level of understanding of
pedestals and noise in the LAr calorimeter is to compute
global quantities in randomly triggered events with the
calorimeter, such as the vector sum of transverse cell en-
ergies. The calorimetric missing transverse energy EmissT is
defined as:
Emissx = −
∑Ncell
i=1 Ei sin θi cosφi,
Emissy = −
∑Ncell
i=1 Ei sin θi sinφi,
EmissT =
√
(Emissx )
2 + (Emissy )
2,
(6)
where Ei is the cell energy, θi its polar angle and φi its az-
imuthal angle. Because of the high granularity of the LAr
calorimeter, it is crucial to suppress noise contributions
to EmissT , i.e. limit the number of cells, Ncell, used in the
sum. In ATLAS, this is done with two methods: i) a cell-
based method in which only cells above a noise threshold
of two standard deviations (|Ei| > 2σnoise) are kept; ii) a
cluster-based method which uses only cells belonging to
three-dimensional topological clusters [26]. These clusters
are built around |Ei| > 4σnoise seeds by iteratively gath-
ering neighboring cells with |Ei| > 2σnoise and, in a final
step, adding all direct neighbors of these accumulated sec-
ondary cells (Topocluster 4/2/0). In randomly triggered
events, about 8500 and 500 LAr cells, respectively, are
selected with these two noise-suppression methods.
The distributions of Emissx and E
miss
y should be Gaus-
sian and centered on zero in randomly triggered events.
The measurements are compared with a Gaussian noise
model, where no pedestal shift or coherent noise is present,
obtained by randomizing the cell energy according to a
Gaussian model for the cell noise. For this EmissT com-
putation, cells with very high noise (see Section 2.4) are
removed from the computation.
Figure 10 shows the EmissT distributions for a randomly
triggered data sample acquired in 15 hours. The two noise
suppression methods are compared to the corresponding
Gaussian noise model. For the cell-based method, a good
agreement is observed between the data and the simple
model. Because of the lower number of cells kept in the
cluster-based method, a smaller noise contribution to EmissT
is observed. The agreement between the data and the
model is not as good as for the cell-based method, re-
flecting the higher sensitivity of the cluster-based method
to the noise description. In both cases, no EmissT tails are
present, reflecting the absence of large systematic pedestal
shifts or abnormal noise.
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Fig. 10. EmissT distribution with LAr calorimeter cells for
135,000 randomly triggered events in June 2009. The dots
(squares) show the cell-based (cluster-based) methods in the
data, and the histograms show the equivalent distributions for
the Gaussian noise model (see text).
Using EmissT it was possible to spot, in 2008, a high
coherent noise due to the defective grounding of a barrel
presampler HV cable and sporadic noise in a few preampli-
fiers. These two problems were repaired prior to the 2009
runs. The time stability of EmissT is regularly monitored
using randomly triggered events by observing the mean
and width of the Emissx and E
miss
y distributions. With the
cluster-based method, the variation of all quantities was
measured to be ±0.1 GeV over 1.5 months. This variation
is small compared to the expected EmissT resolution (' 5
GeV for W → eν events) and can be controlled further by
more frequent updates of the calibration constants.
A similar analysis was performed with L1 calorimeter
triggered events, corresponding to radiative energy losses
from cosmic muons, from the same run as used above.
The L1 calorimeter trigger (L1calo) triggers events when
either the sum of adjacent trigger tower transverse ener-
gies is above 3 GeV in the EM calorimeter (EM3) or 5
GeV when summing EM and hadronic towers [27]. The
results are illustrated in Figure 11 for the cell-based noise
suppression method. Most of these events are triggered by
energy losses in the Tile calorimeter that do not spill in
the LAr calorimeter, which therefore mainly records noise,
leading to a EmissT distribution similar to the one obtained
with random triggers. However, in few cases, events are
triggered by the LAr calorimeter such as the EM3 trig-
ger. The peak at 3 GeV is then shifted upwards to 6 GeV
and the proportion of events with EmissT above 15 GeV is
greatly enhanced.
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Fig. 11. EmissT distribution with LAr calorimeter cells for
300,000 L1 calorimeter (L1Calo) triggers reconstructed with
the cell-based method. Results for EM3 trigger conditions (Sec-
tion 3.1.3) from the same run are superimposed on the same
plot and the results from randomly triggered events are again
overlaid (open symbols and histogram).
3.3 LAr calorimeter timing
The energy reconstruction in each cell relies on the fact
that in the standard (five samples) physics data acquisi-
tion mode, the third sample is located close to the signal
maximum: this implies an alignment of the timing of all
calorimeter cells to within a few ns.
Several parameters determine each cell timing: the first
contribution comes from FEB internal delays which induce
a cell timing variation of ±2 ns within each FEB. This is
accounted for when computing the optimal filtering coef-
ficients. The second contribution concerns FEB to FEB
variations due to different cable lengths to reach a given
FEB: this relative FEB timing can vary by up to ±10 ns
and can be corrected for by setting an adjustable delay on
each FEB.
The study presented here aims at predicting (using cal-
ibration data and additional hardware inputs) and mea-
suring (using cosmic muons and beam splash data) this
relative FEB timing in order to derive timing alignment
delays for each FEB.
3.3.1 Timing prediction
The time of the signal maximum is different in a calibra-
tion run (tcalib) and in a physics run (tphys). The main
contribution to this time is the delay T0 before the pulse
starts to rise (the difference between the calibration and
physics pulse widths is much smaller than this T0 delay
variation). This delay is driven by cable lengths which are
different in these two configurations and additional delays
in physics runs because of the particle time of flight, and
the Timing, Trigger and Control (TTC) system configu-
rations.
In a calibration run, a signal is injected from the cali-
bration board through the calibration cables, and is then
read out through the physics signal cables. The value of
the delay T calib0 with respect to the signal injection can
thus be computed for each FEB using the various cable
lengths (Lcalib, Lphysics) and signal propagation speeds
(vcalib, vphysics):
T calib0 =
Lcalib
vcalib
+
Lphysics
vphysics
. (7)
The above prediction is compared with the measured value
in calibration runs. The measurement corresponds to the
time at which the calibration pulse exceeds three standard
deviations above the noise; it is found to agree with the
prediction to within ±2 ns, ignoring the variations within
each FEB.
The time of the signal maximum tcalib is obtained by
fitting the peak of the pulse of cells in a given FEB with a
third order polynomial. As the cable length is a function
of the cell position along the beam axis (z, η), the cell
times are averaged per FEBs in a given layer (except for
the HEC where layers are mixed inside a FEB) and a given
η-bin in order to align the FEBs in time.
The time of the ionization pulse in each cell can then
be predicted from the calibration time using the following
formula:
tphys = tcalib − Lcalib
vcalib
+ tflight +∆tTTC, (8)
where tcalib was defined in the previous paragraph; tflight
is the time of flight of an incident particle from the in-
teraction point to the cell, which varies from 5 ns for a
presampler cell at η = 0, to 19 ns for a back cell in the
HEC; and ∆tTTC is a global correction for the six par-
titions due to the cabling of the TTC system which is
needed to align all FEBs at the crate level. This predicted
ionization pulse time is compared with the corresponding
measurement in the next section.
3.3.2 Timing measurement
The ionization pulse time has been measured in beam
splash and cosmic muon events. The time is reconstructed
using optimal filtering coefficients. Since the arrival time of
the particle is not known, one does not know in advance to
which samples the time OFCs bi should be applied (since
these OFCs were computed for a particular set of sam-
ples around the pulse maximum). Therefore, an iterative
procedure is used until the obtained ∆t (see Eq. 4) is less
than 3 ns.
The time is then corrected for two effects: first, the
time-of-flight difference between the beam splash or cos-
mic muon configurations and the collision configuration,
and second, the asynchronicity of the beam splash and cos-
mic muon events, where arrival times vary with respect to
the TTC clock.
The comparison between the measured and the pre-
dicted (Eq. 8) ionization pulse time is shown in Figure 12
for the C-side (η < 0) of each LAr sub-detector.
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Fig. 12. Relative predicted and measured FEB times in the electromagnetic barrel (top left), electromagnetic endcap (top right),
HEC (bottom left) and FCal (bottom right) calorimeters, for the C-side (η < 0). The x-axis (“Slot”) corresponds to a group of
FEBs in a given layer (or a group of layers in the HEC) and η-range. The error bars show the width of the distributions in each
slot.
This comparison is performed for each “slot” corre-
sponding to a group of FEBs in a given layer and η-range,
averaged over all calorimeter modules over φ. As men-
tionned in the introduction, the relative timing of each
group of FEBs varies by ±10 ns due to the different cor-
responding cable lengthes.
On the plots, the error bars correspond to the RMS
of values for all modules in a slot: in the FCal, there is
only one module per slot, so no error bars are shown (also
note that slot 8 is empty in the FCal). In some regions,
the cosmic data statistics was not sufficient to extract the
time: the corresponding bins are thus empty. The agree-
ment between the prediction and the two measurements
is within ±2 ns (and at worst ±5 ns for two slots of the
FCal).
Finally, a set of FEB timing alignment delays is ob-
tained from these well understood measured relative times.
These delays will be used at the LHC startup and updated
once the phase between the beam and the machine clock
will be measured and shown to be stable. The desired pre-
cision of ±1 ns should be reached then.
3.4 Signal reconstruction studies and impact on
intrinsic global energy resolution constant term
The main ingredient for accurate energy and time recon-
struction of signals from LHC collisions is the prediction
of the ionization signal shape, from which the optimal fil-
tering coefficients used in Eq. (3) are computed. After re-
calling the basics of the method used to predict the shape
in Section 3.4.1, an estimate of the signal prediction qual-
ity with three samples in the EM calorimeter is presented
in Section 3.4.2. The full 32 samples shape prediction is
used to determine the ionization electron drift time needed
for the OFC computation in the EM calorimeter (Sec-
tion 3.4.3). Finally, from these two studies an estimate of
the main contributions to the constant term in the global
energy resolution of the EM calorimeter is given in Sec-
tion 3.4.4.
3.4.1 Prediction of the ionization pulse shape
The standard ATLAS method for prediction of the ion-
ization pulse shape in the EM and the HEC relies on the
calibration system. A precisely known calibration signal
is sent through the same path as seen by the ionization
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pulses thus probing the actual electrical and readout prop-
erties of each calorimeter cell. In both the EM and the
HEC, the calibration pulse properties are parameterized
using two variables, fstep and τcali, which have been mea-
sured for all calibration boards [23] and are routinely ex-
tracted from calibration signals [28].
The predicted ionization shapes are calculated from
the calibration pulses by modeling each readout cell as a
resonant RLC circuit, where C is the cell capacitance, L
the inductive path of ionization signal, and R the contact
resistance between the cell electrode and the readout line.
The effective LC and RC have been estimated from a fre-
quency analysis of the output calibration pulse shape [28].
They were also measured with a network analyzer during
the long validation period of the three cryostats [29,30,
31]. For the HEC, calibration pulses are transformed into
ionization signal predictions using a semi-analytical model
of the readout electronics, with a functional form with ze-
ros and poles accounting for the cable and pre-amplifier
transfer functions [32,33]. The prediction of both the EM
and HEC ionization pulses requires the knowledge of the
electron drift time in liquid argon (Tdrift), which can be
inferred from the calorimeter properties or directly mea-
sured from data (see Section 3.4.3).
To illustrate the good quality of the pulse shape pre-
diction, radiating cosmic muons depositing few GeV in a
cell have been used. Figure 13 shows a typical 32-sample
pulse recorded in the barrel (top left) and the endcap (top
right) of the EM calorimeter, as well as in the HEC (bot-
tom left). In each case, the pulse shape prediction, scaled
to the measured cell energy, agrees at the few percent level
with the measured pulse.
As already mentioned, in the FCal the calibration pulse
is injected at the base-plane of the front-end crates, and
therefore the response to a calibration signal differs signifi-
cantly from the response to an ionization pulse, preventing
the use of methods described above. Instead, seven sample
pulse shapes recorded during the beam test campaign [9,
10] have been averaged to obtain a normalized reference
pulse shape for each layer. Figure 13 (bottom right) shows
a typical example where the agreement between the refer-
ence pulse shape and the data is at the 4% level.
3.4.2 Quality of signal reconstruction in the EM calorimeter
Several PeV were deposited in the full calorimeter in LHC
beam splash events. As an example, Figure 14 shows the
energy deposited in the second layer of the EM calorime-
ter. The structure in φ reflects the material encountered
by the particle flux before hitting the calorimeter, such
as the endcap toroid. In this layer, a total of 5 × 105 five
sample signal shapes with at least 5 GeV of deposited en-
ergy were recorded. These events were used to estimate
the quality of the pulse shape prediction for every cell.
For this purpose, a Q2-estimator is defined as :
Q2 =
1
Ndof
Nsamples∑
j=1
(
sj −Agphysj
)2
σ2noise + (kA)
2
, (9)
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Fig. 14. Total energy deposited in the LHC beam splash events
in every cell of the EM calorimeter second layer. Empty bins
are due to non functioning electronics.
where the amplitude A (Eq. (3)) is computed with a num-
ber of samples Nsamples = 3 (because the timing was not
yet adjusted everywhere for the beam splash events, not
all samples can be used), sj is the amplitude of each sam-
ple j, in ADC counts, gphysj is the normalized predicted
ionization shape and k is a factor quantifying the relative
accuracy of the amplitude A. Assuming an accuracy of
around 1%, with the 5 GeV energy cut applied one has
σ2noise < (kA)
2. In this regime, it is possible to fit a χ2
function with 3 degree of freedom on the Q2 × Ndof dis-
tribution over cells in the central region (where the Q2
variation is small). Therefore, Ndof = 3. A given value of
Q2 can be interpreted as a precision on the amplitude at
the level kQ.
Figure 15 shows the Q2-estimator in the second layer
of the EM calorimeter averaged over φ, assuming k =
1.5% corresponding to Q2 ∼ 1 for η ∼ 0. The accuracy
is degraded by at most a factor of ∼2 (i.e. Q2 ∼ 4) in
some endcap regions. This shows that these data can be
described with a reasonable precision.
3.4.3 Ionization electron drift time measurement in the EM
calorimeter
During the 2008 cosmic runs, half a million pulses with
32 samples were recorded in the EM calorimeter from
cells in which at least 1 GeV was reconstructed. Given
the good accuracy of the predicted signal undershoot (see
Figure 13), the drift time can be extracted from a fit to
the measured signal [34].
Figure 16 shows the fitted drift time for all selected
cells in the second layer using the standard pulse shape
prediction method (Section 3.4.1). In the EMB, the drift
time has also been measured with a method in which the
shape is computed using a more analytical model and
LC and RC extracted from network analyzer measure-
ments [30]. The drift times extracted from the two meth-
ods are in excellent agreement, giving confidence in the
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Fig. 13. Typical pulse shapes, recorded during the cosmic ray campaign, for a given cell in the second layer for the barrel (top
left) and the endcap (top right) of the EM calorimeter, as well as in the first layer of the HEC (bottom left) and in the third
layer of the FCal (bottom right). The relative difference between data and prediction is indicated by triangles on the right scale.
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Fig. 15. Estimator Q2 (defined in the text) as a function of η
for 5×105 pulse shapes with E > 5 GeV in the EM calorimeter
second layer cells. Q2 is defined in Eq. (9) with k = 1.5%.
results: a constant value around the expected 460 ns is
obtained, except near the electrode edges (|η| = 0, 0.8 and
1.4) where the electric field is lower. The decrease of the
drift time in the EM endcap (1.5 < |η| < 2.5) reflects
the decrease of the gap size with |η|. Similar results are
obtained for the first and third layers of the EM calorime-
ters.
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Fig. 16. Drift time measurement in the cells of the EM cal-
orimeter second layer with E > 1 GeV for the 2008 cosmic
muon run. The dots correspond to drift time values averaged
in φ.
3.4.4 Impact on the global energy resolution constant term
of the EM calorimeter
When five of the production EM calorimeter modules were
tested individually in electron beams, the global constant
term c of the energy resolution formula was measured to
be c ∼ 0.5% in the EM barrel and 0.7% in the EM end-
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cap [4]. The main contributors are the signal reconstruc-
tion accuracy, the LAr gap uniformity, and the electronics
calibration system. The first two contributions cSR and
cgap can be investigated using results presented in Sec-
tion 3.4.2 and 3.4.3, considering only the second layer of
the EM calorimeter where most of the electromagnetic
shower energy is deposited.
From Figure 15 , one finds that < Q2 >∼ 1.4 in the
EM barrel and 2.6 in endcap, and hence < k >= 1.8%
and 2.4% respectively. This corresponds to residuals be-
tween the predicted and measured pulses of 1 to 2% of the
pulse amplitude (see Figure 13 for illustration), for sam-
ples around the signal maximum. Similar residuals were
obtained in the electron beam test analysis [28]. At this
time, the contribution of the signal reconstruction to the
constant term was estimated to be cSR = 0.25%. Given
the measured accuracy with beam splash events, the beam
test result seems to be reachable with LHC collisions.
The drift time measured in Section 3.4.3 is a function
of the gap thickness (wgap) and the high voltage (V ):
Tdrift ∼
wα+1gap
V α
(10)
where α ' 0.3 is empirically determined from measure-
ments [19]. In the EM barrel, the electric field is constant,
except in transition regions, and thus the drift time unifor-
mity directly measures the LAr gap variations. To reduce
statistical fluctuations, the measured drift time values are
averaged over regions of ∆η ×∆φ = 0.1× 0.1. The distri-
bution of the average drift time is shown in Figure 17 for
the second layer of the EM barrel calorimeter.
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Fig. 17. Distribution of the local average drift time values in
∆η×∆φ = 0.1×0.1 bins, for the middle layer of the EM barrel.
The drift time uniformity, estimated as the ratio of the
RMS of this distribution to its mean value, is 1.28±0.03%.
Using the relation between the drift time and the gap from
Eq. 10 and the fact that the signal amplitude is propor-
tional to the initial ionization current (I ' ρ·wgapTdrift ' w−αgap
where ρ is the linear density of charge), one can relate
the relative variation of the drift time to the one of the
amplitude applying a factor α/(1 + α) to the above re-
sult. Therefore, the drift time uniformity leads to a dis-
persion of response due to the barrel calorimeter gap vari-
ations of (0.29+0.05−0.04)% where the systematic uncertainties
are included. This represents an upper bound on the cor-
responding constant term cgap.
For comparison, during the EM calorimeter barrel mod-
ule construction, the LAr gap thickness was measured,
yielding an estimate of the constant term due to gap size
variations of cgap = 0.16% [14]. The measurement of the
gap size uniformity presented here takes into account fur-
ther effects like deformations in the assembled wheels and
possible systematic uncertainties from the in situ cosmic
muon analysis.
4 In situ EM calorimeter performance with
cosmic muons
In the previous sections, we demonstrated the good per-
formance of the electronics operation and the good un-
derstanding of the energy reconstruction. The cosmic ray
events can therefore now be used to validate the Monte
Carlo simulation that will be used for the first collisions.
Two such analyses are presented in this section: the
first study aims to investigate the electromagnetic bar-
rel calorimeter uniformity using ionization signals from
quasi-projective cosmic muons, and the second aims to re-
construct electromagnetic showers from radiative cosmic
muons and to compare the measured shower shapes with
simulation.
4.1 Monte Carlo simulation
The ATLAS Monte Carlo [35,36] simulates the interaction
of particles produced during LHC collisions or from cosmic
muons within the ATLAS sub-detectors. It is based on the
Geant4 toolkit [37] that provides the physics lists, geome-
try description and tracking tools. For cosmic muons, the
material between the ground level and the ATLAS cavern
is also simulated, i.e. the overburden and the two access
shafts. The simulated cosmic ray spectrum corresponds
to what was measured at sea level [38]. Air showers are
not simulated but have a negligible effect on the analyses
presented here. In order to save CPU time, the generated
events are filtered before entering the full Geant4 simula-
tion by requiring that the particles cross a specific detector
volume (in the following analyses, typically inner detector
volumes).
An important use of the simulation, amongst many
others, is to validate the selection criteria on shower-shape
for high-level trigger and oﬄine algorithms, as well as to
derive the electron and photon energy calibrations.
It is important to note that, thanks to the digitiza-
tion step of the calorimeter simulation which emulates
the behavior of the electronics, the standard energy re-
construction procedure can be applied to the simulated
events. The special procedure used for asynchronous cos-
mic muon data, which uses an iterative determination of
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the event time, is however not applied to the Monte Carlo
data.
4.2 Uniformity of the electromagnetic barrel
calorimeter
4.2.1 Goals and means of the analysis
Any non-uniformity in the response of the calorimeter has
a direct impact on the constant term in the energy reso-
lution (see Section 3.4.4); great care was taken during the
construction to limit all sources of non-uniformity to the
minimum achievable, aiming for a global constant term be-
low 0.7%. The default ATLASMonte Carlo simulation em-
ulates the effect of the constant term, but for the present
analysis, this emulation was turned off.
The uniformity of the calorimeter was measured for
three barrel production modules using electrons during
beam test campaigns [4]. Cosmic muons provide a unique
opportunity to measure the calorimeter uniformity in situ
over a larger number of modules, unfortunately limited
to the barrel calorimeter due to both the topology of the
cosmic muon events and the choice of triggers. The scope
of this analysis is nevertheless quite different than in the
beam test. First, muons behave very differently from elec-
trons: in most events, they deposit only a minimum ion-
ization energy in the liquid argon and they are much less
sensitive to upstream material. The result can therefore
not be easily extrapolated to the electron and photon re-
sponse. Second, the cosmic run statistics are limited, so
uniformity cannot be studied with cell-level granularity.
The goal of this cosmic muon analysis is rather to quan-
tify the agreement between data and Monte Carlo, and to
exclude the presence of any significant non-uniformity in
the calorimeter response.
A previous uniformity analysis using cosmic muons [39]
from 2006 and 2007 relied on the hadronic Tile calorim-
eter to trigger events and to measure the muon sample
purity. For the 2008 data discussed here, both the muon
spectrometer and inner detector were operating and were
used for triggering and event selection. The data sample
consists of filtered events requiring a reconstructed track
in the inner detector with at least one hit in the silicon
tracker. The tracks are also selected to be reasonably pro-
jective by requiring that their transverse (|d0|) and lon-
gitudinal (|z0|) impact parameters, with respect to the
center of the coordinate system be smaller than 300 mm.
4.2.2 Signal reconstruction
In the first step, a muon track is reconstructed in the
inner detector. For that purpose, a dedicated algorithm
looks for a single track crossing both the top and bottom
hemispheres. This single track is then extrapolated both
downward and upward into the calorimeter.
Around the two track impact positions in the calorim-
eter, a rectangle of cells (the cell road) is selected in the
first and second layers (the signal to noise ratio for muons
is too low in the third layer). The cells of the first layer
have a size of ∆η×∆φ = 0.003× 0.1 and 12× 3 such cells
are kept. Similarly, the cells of the second layer have a size
of ∆η×∆φ = 0.025× 0.025, and 5× 5 such cells are kept.
To reconstruct the energy of the selected cells, the
muon timing is obtained via an iterative procedure that is
usually only applied to cells with an ADC signal at least
four times the noise level. Since most muons are minimum
ionizing particles, the muon signal is small, typically 150
MeV is deposited in the most energetic cell in the sec-
ond layer, only five times the noise, and many cells do not
pass this threshold. Therefore, an alternative reconstruc-
tion is used in this analysis: in the first pass, the iteration
threshold is lowered to zero so that the timing is com-
puted for most of the cells. In the second pass, the timing
of the most energetic cell determined in the first pass is
applied to all the other cells of the road. The cell energy is
reconstructed at the electron energy scale and thus does
not represent the true energy loss of the muon. Finally,
clusters are formed in each layer to reconstruct the muon
energy loss. The criteria used to decide on the cluster size
are described below.
4.2.3 Optimization of the uniformity measurement
In order to perform the most accurate evaluation of the
calorimeter uniformity, the measurement granularity, the
cluster size and the selection cuts have been optimized.
The granularity chosen is a compromise between the need
for high statistics (large binning) and the need for high
precision. The cluster size optimizes the signal to noise ra-
tio while the selection cuts reduce the biases while keeping
high statistics.
The binning is determined by requiring a minimum of
500 events per unit. In the η direction, this corresponds
to bins of 0.025 (equal to the second layer cell width) up
to |η| = 0.7 and wider bins above.
In the first layer, the muon energy loss is measured
using a ∆η ×∆φ = 2 × 1 (in first layer cell unit) cluster,
which contains most of the deposited energy. Adding an
additional cell brings more noise than signal. In the second
layer, a 1× 3 (in second layer cell unit) cluster is used: it
suffers less from noise than a 3 × 3 cluster, but requires
the removal of non-projective events which leak outside
the cluster along the η direction.
This projectivity cut is based on the centrality of the
muon in the second layer cell: when the muon passes close
to the edge of the cell, a very small non-projectivity in-
duces a large energy leakage into the neighboring cell.
Therefore, for each second layer cell, eight bins corre-
sponding to the eight first layer cells located in front of it
were defined, and in each bin a cut is applied on the beam
impact parameter z0 of the track, such that the muon is
geometrically contained in the second layer cell. The re-
maining statistics after this projectivity cut is 76 k events
in the data sample and 113 k events in the Monte Carlo
sample. The events are mainly located under the cavern
shafts leading to a coverage of around 20% of the full elec-
tromagnetic barrel calorimeter.
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A comparison of the energy reconstructed in the first
and second layers between data and Monte Carlo events
is shown in Figure 18. Because the muon energy loss is
mostly η-dependent, both distributions are shown for all
events (top), showing a large width due to the variation
of the energy response over η, and for a single η-bin (bot-
tom).
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Fig. 18. Energy in a 2× 1 cluster in the first layer (histogram
for Monte Carlo and triangles for data) and in a 1× 3 cluster
in the second layer (histogram for Monte Carlo and full circles
for data) for all events (top) and a single η-bin (bottom).
The agreement between the data and Monte Carlo dis-
tributions is very good, both for the shape and for the ab-
solute energy scale which differs by only 2% in the front
layer and 1% in the second layer. Part of the difference
comes from the slight difference in acceptance for data
and Monte Carlo, as well as from the difference in energy
reconstruction. This overall energy scale difference is cor-
rected for in the MC in the rest of the study.
4.2.4 Calorimeter uniformity along η
Given the limited statistics of the projective cosmic muon
data, the uniformity of the response in η cannot be esti-
mated at the cell level. A natural choice of cell combina-
tion is to integrate clusters in φ since the response should
not vary along this direction due to the φ symmetry of the
calorimeter. The response along the η direction for cosmic
muons depends on the variation of the amount of liquid
argon seen by the muon. In particular, a transition occurs
at |η| = 0.8 where the lead thickness goes from 1.53 mm
to 1.13 mm.
The estimation of the muon energy in each η-bin is
done with a fit of the cluster energy distribution using a
Landau function convoluted with a Gaussian. The Landau
function accounts for fluctuations of the energy deposition
in the ionization process and the Gaussian accounts for
the electronic noise and possible remaining fluctuations. In
particular, a 10% difference is observed between the width
of the Gaussian expected from the electronic noise and the
width of the fitted Gaussian. Mostly this bias comes from
remaining cluster non-containment effects which are found
to be η-independent and thus do not produce any artificial
non-uniformity. The most probable value (MPV) of the
Landau distribution estimates the energy deposition.
Distributions of data and Monte Carlo MPVs along
the η direction for the first and second layers are shown
in Figure 19.
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Fig. 19. Landau MPV as a function of η in the first (top) and
second (bottom) layers for the data (red points) and Monte
Carlo (grey bands).
In the first layer, the MPVs are roughly constant along
η, except around η = 0 where some cells are physically
missing in the detector, and around |η| = 0.6 where the
cell depth is varying. In the second layer, the response
follows a typical “V-shape” corresponding to the varia-
tion of the cell depth along η that rises up to |η| = 0.6.
Again, the agreement between the data and Monte Carlo
is very good, showing that the contribution of systematic
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effects due to the energy reconstruction method or the
non-projectivity of the tracks is small.
The response uniformity Umeas is given by the RMS
of the normalized differences between the data and Monte
Carlo MPVs in each η-bin :
Umeas =
√∑Nb
i=1 (Ui,meas− < Ui,meas >)2
Nb
, (11)
with:
Ui,meas =
MPVi,Data −MPVi,MC
MPVi,Data
, (12)
where Ui,meas is averaged over φ, Nb is the number of
bins in η, and <Ui,meas>=0 since the global energy scale
difference was corrected by rescaling the MC.
The measured uniformity should be compared to the
expected uniformity Uexp, which is obtained similarly to
Eq. 11 with Ui,exp given by:
Ui,exp =
MPVi,MC
MPVi,Data
√
U2i,Data + U
2
i,MC (13)
with:
Ui,Data(MC) =
σ(MPVi,Data(MC))
MPVi,Data(MC)
, (14)
where σ(MPVi,Data(MC)) is the statistical uncertainty on
the measured Landau MPV. This uncertainty is due to
the finite statistics of the data and Monte Carlo samples
in each bin, the Landau dispersion of the ionization, and
the electronic noise.
The measured uniformity Umeas should agree with the
expected uniformity Uexp if the Monte Carlo simulation re-
produces the data well: the key ingredients are the accep-
tance, the muon spectrum, and the energy reconstruction
method. A significant departure of the measured unifor-
mity from the expected one would be a measurement of
additional non-uniformities U∆ (U
2
∆ = U
2
meas − U2exp).
The measured and expected uniformities for the two
EM layers are shown in Figure 20.
The fluctuations of the measured energies are large:
the RMS of the corresponding distribution is 2.4 ± 0.2%
in the first layer and 1.7± 0.1% in the second layer, show-
ing that the statistical power of the analysis is limited
given the available data and Monte Carlo statistics. The
fluctuations mostly remain within the limits of the band
representing the expected values. The RMS of the latter
distribution is 2.2 % in the first layer and 1.6 % in the
second layer. This demonstrates that no significant ad-
ditional non-uniformity (U∆) is present in the data. An
upper limit is derived and yields U∆ < 1.7% @ 95% CL in
the first layer, and U∆ < 1.1% @ 95% CL in the second
layer.
The calorimeter response uniformity along η (aver-
aged over φ) is thus consistent at the percent level with
the Monte Carlo simulation and shows no significant non-
uniformity.
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Fig. 20. Measured Ui,meas (red points) and expected Ui,exp
(light grey band) cosmic muon energy dispersions as function
of η for the first (top) and second (bottom) layers of the EM
barrel. The dark grey band indicates a ±1% strip for reference.
4.3 Electromagnetic shower studies
The second analysis aims at validating the Monte Carlo
simulation of the distribution of some key calorimeter vari-
ables used in the ATLAS electron/photon identification.
This is done using radiative cosmic muons that can give
rise to electromagnetic showers in the calorimeter through
bremsstrahlung or pair conversions.
4.3.1 Selection of radiative muons
To increase the probability of the presence of a muon in
the event, it is requested that at least one track has been
reconstructed in the inner detector barrel with |d0| < 220
mm and pT > 5 GeV: these cuts ensure a similar accep-
tance for data and Monte Carlo.
A radiative energy loss is searched for in the electro-
magnetic barrel calorimeter by requiring a cluster with
an energy greater than 5 GeV. Since the radiation can
occur anywhere along the muon path, the corresponding
shower is not always fully contained in the electromag-
netic calorimeter: this is visible in Figure 21 which shows
the fraction of the cluster energy deposited in the first
layer for simulated single photons from interaction ver-
tex and for electromagnetic showers from radiating cosmic
muons. This shows that the longitudinal shower develop-
ment of the radiative photons is well reproduced by the
Monte Carlo simulation, and that most of the radiating
muons deposit very little energy in the first layer. To se-
lect “collision-like” showers, this fraction is requested to
be greater than 0.1. A total of 1200 candidates remain in
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the data sample and 2161 in the Monte Carlo after this
selection.
Fig. 21. Fraction of cluster energy deposited in the first layer
of the electromagnetic barrel calorimeter for cosmic data (dots)
and Monte Carlo (rectangles), as well as for simulated single
photons of 5 GeV momentum from interaction vertex (red his-
togram).
4.3.2 Shower shape validation
Various shower shape distributions used for photon identi-
fication have been compared with the Monte Carlo simula-
tion: Figures 22 and 23 show two distributions of variables
related to lateral shower containment in the first and sec-
ond layers of the electromagnetic calorimeter.
Fig. 22. Lateral shower containment in the second layer of the
calorimeter given by the ratio of the energy deposited in a 3×7
cluster to a 7×7 cluster for radiative cosmic muon data (dots)
and Monte Carlo simulation (rectangles).
Figure 22 shows the ratio of the energy deposited in
a ∆η × ∆φ = 3 × 7 (in second layer cell unit) cluster to
that in a 7 × 7 cluster, in the second layer of the barrel
calorimeter. In LHC collisions, this variable distinguishes
electromagnetic showers, contained in 3 cells in η, from
hadronic showers, leaking outside these 3 cells. The con-
tribution from the noise explains that the ratio can be
above 1.
Figure 23 shows the variable Fside = (E±3−E±1)/E±1
computed as the ratio of energy within seven central cells
in the first layer (E±3), outside a core of three central
cells (E±1), over energy in the three central cells : in LHC
collisions, this variable typically separates photons, where
little energy is deposited outside the core region, from pi0s,
where the two photons produced by the pi0 deposit some
energy outside the core region. The agreement between
the Monte Carlo simulation and the cosmic ray data is
very good in both the cases where the electromagnetic
shower develops in the “collision-like” direction (in the
bottom hemisphere) and the case where it develops in the
backward direction (in the top hemisphere).
Fig. 23. Lateral shower containment in the first layer for
“collision-like” (top panel) or “reverse” (bottom panel) electro-
magnetic showers for radiative cosmic muon data (dots) and
Monte Carlo simulation (rectangles). The definition of the Fside
is given in the text.
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Within the statistics available from data, important
calorimeter variables used in the electron/photon identi-
fication in ATLAS illustrate the good agreement between
the Monte Carlo simulation and electromagnetic showers
from radiative cosmic events in the calorimeter. These
results, as well as the numerous comparisons done with
beam test data [2,3,4,5,6], give confidence that robust
photon and electron identification will be available for
early data at the LHC.
5 Conclusions and Perspectives
The liquid argon calorimeter has been installed, connected
and fully readout since the beginning of 2008. Since then,
much experience has been gained in operating the system.
Thanks to the very stable cryogenics and electronics oper-
ation over this period, first performance studies with the
complete LAr calorimeter coverage have been done using
several months of cosmic muon data and with LHC beam
splash events from September 2008. These data provided
a check of the first level trigger energy computation and
the timing of the electronics. In the EM calorimeter, de-
tailed studies of the signal shape predictions allow to check
that, within the accuracy of the analysis, there is no extra
contribution to the dominant contributions to the intrinsic
constant term of the energy resolution. This indicates that
the reach of a global constant term of 0.7% is achievable.
The non-uniformity of the EM barrel calorimeter response
to cosmic muons is consistent at the percent level with the
simulated response. Finally, the electromagnetic shower
profiles are in good agreement with the simulated ones,
thus validating the Monte Carlo description. All these re-
sults allow for strong confidence in the readiness of the
LAr calorimeter for the first LHC collisions.
The ultimate LAr calorimeter performance will be as-
sessed with collision data: this is particularly true for the
electromagnetic and hadronic energy scale computation in
the ATLAS environment, which is needed for many AT-
LAS physics analyses.
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1 Introduction
The measurement at the LHC of the production cross section, in pp collisions, of two
isolated photons not originating from hadronic decays, pp → γγ + X, provides a tool
to probe perturbative Quantum Chromodynamics (QCD) predictions and to understand
the irreducible background to new physics processes involving photons in the final state.
These processes include Higgs boson decays to photon pairs (H → γγ) or graviton decays
predicted in some Universal Extra-Dimension models [1, 2].
Recent cross section measurements for di-photon production at hadron colliders were
performed by the DØ [3] and CDF [4] collaborations at the
√
s = 1.96TeV Tevatron pp¯
collider, and by ATLAS [5] and CMS [6] using
√
s = 7TeV pp collisions recorded at the
LHC in 2010.
In this paper, the production cross section of two isolated photons with transverse
energies (ET) above 25GeV and 22GeV respectively, in the acceptance of the ATLAS elec-
tromagnetic calorimeter (|η| < 1.37 and 1.52 < |η| < 2.37) and with an angular separation
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∆R > 0.4, is measured. The results are obtained using the data collected by the ATLAS
experiment in 2011, which corresponds to an integrated luminosity1 of (4.9 ± 0.2) fb−1,
thus increasing the sample size by more than a factor of 100 compared to the previous
measurement. The transverse energy thresholds for the two photons are higher than in the
previous measurement (16GeV).
The integrated di-photon production cross section is measured, as well as the differen-
tial cross sections as a function of four kinematic variables: the di-photon invariant mass
(mγγ), the di-photon transverse momentum (pT,γγ), the azimuthal
2 separation between
the photons in the laboratory frame (∆φγγ), and the cosine of the polar angle of the highest
ET photon in the Collins-Soper di-photon rest frame (cos θ
∗
γγ) [9]. The first distribution is
of obvious interest for resonance searches; the second and the third provide important infor-
mation in the study of higher-order QCD perturbative effects and fragmentation, especially
in some specific regions such as the small ∆φγγ limit; the fourth can be used to investigate
the spin of di-photon resonances. For this purpose, the Collins-Soper rest frame is preferred
to other frame definitions because of its robustness with respect to initial state radiation.
The results are compared to the predictions from: parton-shower Monte Carlo generators,
Pythia [10] and Sherpa [11]; parton-level calculations with next-to-leading-order (NLO)
QCD corrections using the Diphox [12] program complemented by gamma2mc [13]; and
at next-to-next-to-leading-order (NNLO), using 2γNNLO [14]. The contribution from the
di-photon decays of the particle recently discovered by ATLAS [15] and CMS [16] in the
search for the Standard Model Higgs boson is not included in the theoretical calculations.
It is expected to contribute around 1% of the signal in the 120< mγγ <130GeV interval,
and negligibly elsewhere.
2 The ATLAS detector
ATLAS [17] is a multipurpose detector with a forward-backward symmetric cylindrical
geometry and nearly 4pi coverage in solid angle. The most relevant subdetectors for the
present analysis are the inner tracking detector (ID) and the calorimeters.
The ID consists of a silicon pixel detector and a silicon microstrip detector covering
the pseudorapidity range |η| < 2.5, and a straw tube transition radiation tracker covering
|η| < 2.0. It is immersed in a 2 T magnetic field provided by a superconducting solenoid.
The ID allows efficient reconstruction of converted photons if the conversion occurs at a
radius of up to ≈ 0.80 m.
The electromagnetic calorimeter (ECAL) is a lead/liquid-argon (LAr) sampling calo-
rimeter providing coverage for |η| < 3.2. It consists of a barrel section (|η| < 1.475)
1The 3.9% uncertainty in the integrated luminosity for the complete 2011 data set is based on the
calibration described in refs. [7, 8] including an additional uncertainty for the extrapolation to the later
data-taking period with higher instantaneous luminosity.
2ATLAS uses a right-handed coordinate system with its origin at the nominal interaction point (IP) in
the centre of the detector and the z-axis coinciding with the axis of the beam pipe. The x-axis points from
the IP to the centre of the LHC ring, and the y-axis points upward. Cylindrical coordinates (r,φ) are used
in the transverse plane, φ being the azimuthal angle around the beam pipe. The pseudorapidity is defined
in terms of the polar angle θ as η = − ln tan(θ/2).
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and two end-caps (1.375 < |η| < 3.2). The central region (|η| < 2.5) is segmented into
three longitudinal layers. The first (inner) layer, covering |η| < 1.4 in the barrel and
1.5 < |η| < 2.4 in the end-caps, has high granularity in the η direction (between 0.003 and
0.006 depending on η), sufficient to provide event-by-event discrimination between single-
photon showers and two overlapping showers from a pi0 decay. The second layer, which
collects most of the energy deposited in the calorimeter by the photon shower, has a cell
granularity of 0.025×0.025 in η×φ. The third layer is used to correct high energy showers
for leakage beyond the ECAL. In front of the electromagnetic calorimeter a thin presampler
layer, covering the pseudorapidity interval |η| < 1.8, is used to correct for energy loss before
the ECAL.
The hadronic calorimeter (HCAL), surrounding the ECAL, consists of an iron/scin-
tillator tile calorimeter in the range |η| < 1.7, and two copper/LAr calorimeters spanning
1.5 < |η| < 3.2. The ECAL and HCAL acceptance is extended by two LAr forward
calorimeters (using copper and tungsten as absorbers) up to |η| < 4.9.
Di-photon events are recorded using a three-level trigger system. The first level, im-
plemented in hardware, is based on towers defined with a coarser granularity (0.1× 0.1 in
η × φ) than that of the ECAL. They are used to search for electromagnetic deposits in
η × φ regions of 2 × 1 and 1 × 2 towers, within a fixed window of size 2 × 2 and with a
transverse energy above a programmable threshold. The second- and third-level triggers
are implemented in software and exploit the full granularity and energy calibration of the
calorimeter to refine the first-level trigger selection.
3 Data and Monte Carlo samples
The data set analysed consists of the 7TeV proton-proton collisions recorded by the ATLAS
detector in 2011. Only events where the beam conditions are stable and the trigger system,
the tracking devices, and the calorimeters are operational, are considered.
Monte Carlo (MC) samples are produced using various generators as described below.
Particle interactions with the detector material and the detector response are simulated
withGeant4 [18]. The events are reconstructed with the same algorithms used for collision
data. More details of the event generation and simulation infrastructure are provided in
ref. [19].
Simulated di-photon events are generated with both Pythia 6.4.21 and Sherpa 1.3.1.
Pythia uses the modified leading-order MRST2007 [20] parton distribution functions
(PDFs) while Sherpa uses the CTEQ6L1 [21] PDFs. The Pythia event-generator pa-
rameters are set according to the ATLAS AMBT2 [22] tune, while the Sherpa parameters
are the default ones of the Sherpa 1.3.1 distribution. Photons originating from the hard
scattering and quark bremsstrahlung are included in the analysis. The MC di-photon sig-
nal is generated with a photon ET threshold of 20GeV; one million events are produced
both with Pythia and Sherpa. They are used to model the transverse isolation energy
(see section 4) distribution of signal photons, to compute the reconstruction efficiency and
to study the systematic uncertainties on the reconstructed quantities. Background γ-jet
events are generated using Alpgen [23] with the CTEQ6L1 PDF set.
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4 Event selection
Events are collected using a di-photon trigger with a nominal transverse energy threshold
of 20GeV for both photon candidates. The photon trigger objects are required to pass a
selection based on shower shape variables computed from the energy deposits in the second
layer of the electromagnetic calorimeter and in the hadronic calorimeter. The requirements
are looser than the photon identification criteria applied in the oﬄine selection. In order
to reduce non-collision backgrounds, events are required to have a reconstructed primary
vertex with at least three associated tracks and consistent with the average beam spot
position. The signal inefficiency of this requirement is negligible.
Photons are reconstructed from electromagnetic energy clusters in the calorimeter and
tracking information provided by the ID as described in ref. [24]. Photons reconstructed
near regions of the calorimeter affected by read-out or high-voltage failures are not con-
sidered.3 The cluster energies are corrected using an in-situ calibration based on the Z
boson mass peak [25], and the determination of the pseudorapidities is optimized using the
technique described in ref. [15]. In order to benefit from the fine segmentation of the first
layer of the electromagnetic calorimeter to discriminate between genuine prompt photons
and fake photons within jets, the photon candidate pseudorapidity must satisfy |η| < 1.37
or 1.52 < |η| < 2.37. We retain photon candidates passing loose identification require-
ments, based on the same shower shape variables — computed with better granularity and
resolution — and the same thresholds used at trigger level. The highest-ET (“leading”)
and second highest-ET (“subleading”) photons within the acceptance and satisfying the
loose identification criteria are required to have ET,1 > 25GeV and ET,2 > 22GeV, respec-
tively. The fraction of events where the two selected photon candidates are not matched to
the photon trigger objects is negligible. The angular separation between the two photons,
∆R =
√
(∆η)2 + (∆φ)2, is required to be larger than 0.4, in order to avoid one photon
candidate depositing significant energy in the isolation cone of the other, as defined below.
Two further criteria are used to define the signal and background control regions.
Firstly the tight photon selection [24] (abbreviated as T in the following) is designed to
reject hadronic jet background, by imposing requirements on nine discriminating variables
computed from the energy leaking into the HCAL and the lateral and longitudinal shower
development in the ECAL. Secondly the transverse isolation energy EisoT is computed from
the sum of the positive-energy topological clusters with reconstructed barycentres inside
a cone of radius ∆R = 0.4 around the photon candidate. The algorithm for constructing
topological clusters suppresses noise by keeping only those cells with a significant energy
deposit and their neighbouring cells. The cells within 0.125 × 0.175 in η × φ around the
photon are excluded from the calculation of EisoT . The mean value of the small leakage of the
photon energy from this region into the isolation cone, evaluated as a function of the photon
transverse energy, is subtracted from the measured value of EisoT (meaning that E
iso
T can
be negative). The typical size of this correction is a few percent of the photon transverse
energy. The measured value of EisoT is further corrected by subtracting the estimated
3This requirement leads to a typical loss of 0.8% to 1.4% on the photon reconstruction efficiency, de-
pending on the data-taking period.
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contributions from the underlying event and additional pp interactions. This correction is
computed on an event-by-event basis, by calculating the transverse energy density from
low-transverse-momentum jets, as suggested in refs. [26, 27]. The median transverse energy
densities of the jets in two η regions, |η| < 1.5 and 1.5 < |η| < 3.0, are computed separately,
and the one for the region containing the photon candidate pseudorapidity is multiplied
by the total area of all topological clusters used in the calculation of the isolation variable
in order to estimate the correction. Signal photons are required to pass the tight selection
(“tight photons”) and the isolation requirement I, −4 < EisoT < 4GeV. A total of 165 767
pairs of tight, isolated photons are selected. The fraction of events in which an additional
photon pair passes all the selection criteria, except for the requirement on the two photons
being the leading and subleading ET candidates, is less than 1 per 100 000. The non-tight
(T˜) photon candidates are defined as those failing the tight criteria for at least one of the
shower-shape variables that are computed from the energy deposits in a few cells of the
first layer of the electromagnetic calorimeter adjacent to the cluster barycentre. Photon
candidates with 4 < EisoT < 8GeV are considered non-isolated (˜I).
5 Signal yield extraction
After the selection, the main background is due primarily to γ-jet and secondarily to di-jet
(jj) final states, collectively called “jet background” in the following. Two methods, the
two-dimensional sidebands and the two-dimensional fit, already exploited in ref. [5], are
used to perform an in-situ statistical subtraction of the jet background from the selected
photon candidate pairs, as described in section 5.1.
After the jet background contribution is subtracted, a small residual background con-
tamination arises from events where isolated electrons are misidentified as photons. This
contribution is estimated as described in section 5.2.
5.1 Jet background subtraction
Both the two-dimensional sidebands and the two-dimensional fit methods use the photon
transverse isolation energy and the tight identification criteria to discriminate prompt
photons from jets. They rely on the fact that the correlations between the isolation and
the tight criteria in background events are small, and that the signal contamination in the
non-tight or non-isolated control regions is low.
The two-dimensional sidebands method counts the numbers of photon candidate pairs
where each of the candidates passes or fails the tight and the isolation criteria. Four
categories are defined for each photon, resulting in 16 categories of events. The inputs
to the method are the numbers of events in the categories and the signal efficiencies of
the tight and isolation requirements. The correlation between these two requirements is
assumed to be negligible for background events. The method allows the simultaneous
extraction of the numbers of true di-photon signal, γj, jγ4 and jj background events, and
the tight and isolation efficiencies for fake photon candidates from jets (“fake rates”). The
4Here and in the following, γj (jγ) denotes the events where the leading (subleading) candidate is a true
photon, and the other candidate a true jet.
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expected number of events in each category is written as a function of the parameters
(yields, efficiencies, fake rates and correlation factors) and the system of 16 equations is
solved with a χ2 minimization procedure. This method is an extension of the one used in
our previous di-photon analysis [5]. It allows the extraction of different isolation fake rates
for jets in jγ or jj events as well as a correlation factor for the isolation of jet pairs.
The two-dimensional fit method consists of an extended maximum likelihood template
fit to the two-dimensional distribution of the transverse isolation energies EisoT,1 and E
iso
T,2
of the two photon candidates in events belonging to the T-T sample, i.e. where both
photons satisfy the tight identification criteria. The fit is performed in the isolation range
−4 < EisoT,i < 8 GeV (i = 1, 2). The correlations between the transverse isolation energies of
the two candidates in di-photon, γj, and jγ events are found to be negligible in MC samples,
and the products of two one-dimensional templates for EisoT,1 and E
iso
T,2 are used for each of
the three event species. For the jj component, large correlations are observed in data, and
a two-dimensional template is used. The two-dimensional fit is described in detail in our
previous paper [5]. There are two differences between the present and previous analyses:
the use now of binned distributions instead of smooth parametric functions for the photon
and jet templates, and the correction for signal leakage in the background templates, as
described below.
The transverse isolation energy distributions of the signal photons and the correspond-
ing efficiencies of the signal requirement −4 < EisoT < 4GeV are obtained from the Sherpa
di-photon sample, separately for the leading and the subleading candidates. In the two-
dimensional fit method, the templates are shifted by +160 and +120MeV respectively in
order to maximize the likelihood, as determined from a scan as a function of the shifts.
These values are also used to compute the signal efficiencies of the isolation requirement
needed in the two-dimensional sidebands method. Shifts of similar size between ATLAS
data and MC simulation have been observed in the transverse isolation energy distribution,
computed with the same technique (based on topological clusters inside a cone of radius
0.4), of electron control samples selected from Z → ee decays with a tag-and-probe method.
The EisoT distributions of prompt photons in γj and jγ events are assumed to be identical to
that of prompt photons in di-photon events, as found in simulated samples. The tight iden-
tification efficiencies for prompt photons, needed in the two-dimensional sidebands method
and in the final cross section measurement, are estimated using the same di-photon MC
sample. The shower shape variables are corrected for the observed differences between
data and simulation in photon-enriched control samples. Residual differences between the
efficiencies in the simulation and in data are corrected using scale factors determined from
control samples of photons from radiative Z boson decays, electrons selected with a tag-
and-probe technique from Z → ee decays, and photon-enriched control samples of known
photon purity [28]. After applying these corrections, the photon identification efficiency
in the simulation is estimated to reproduce the efficiency in data to within 2%. For the
two-dimensional fit, the transverse isolation energy template of the leading (subleading) jet
in jγ (γj) events is extracted directly from data where one candidate passes the non-tight
and the other passes both the tight identification and isolation (TI) requirements. For jj
events, the two-dimensional template is obtained from data in which the two candidates
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Figure 1. Projections of the two-dimensional fit to the transverse isolation energies of the two
photon candidates: leading photon (left) and sub-leading photon (right). The photon templates
from Sherpa are shifted by +160MeV (+120MeV) for the leading (subleading) photon. Solid
circles represent the observed data. The (black) solid line is the fit result, the (violet) dash-dotted
curve shows the γγ component. The (red) dotted line shows in the left (right) figure the contribution
from γj (jγ) events. In both figures, the (blue) dashed line represents a broad background component
in the photon candidates’ sample: for the leading candidate this is due to jγ and jj final states,
whereas for the sub-leading candidate it comes from γj and jj final states.
Yield two-dimensional sidebands results two-dimensional fit results
Nγγ 113 200 ±600 (stat.) +5000−8000 (syst.) 111 700 ±500 (stat.) +4500−7600 (syst.)
Nγj 31 500 ±400 (stat.) +3900−3100 (syst.) 31 500 ±300 (stat.) +4800−3600 (syst.)
Njγ 13 000 ±300 (stat.) +2500− 800 (syst.) 13 900 +300−200 (stat.) +3400−2100 (syst.)
Njj 8 100 ±100 (stat.) +1900−1400 (syst.) 8 300 ±100 (stat.) + 300−2100 (syst.)
Table 1. Total yields for two candidates satisfying the tight identification and the isolation re-
quirement −4 < EisoT < 4GeV. Both statistical and total systematic uncertainties are listed.
are required to be non-tight. The correlation is found to be about 8%. The jet back-
ground templates are corrected for signal leakage in the control samples, estimated from
the Sherpa sample.
Figure 1 shows the projections of the two-dimensional fit to the transverse isolation
energies of the leading and subleading photon candidates. The yields for each of the four
components extracted with the two-dimensional sidebands method and the two-dimensional
fit are given in table 1. The di-photon purity is around 68% and the di-photon yields agree
within 1.5% between the two methods.
To obtain the differential signal yields as a function of the di-photon kinematic vari-
ables, such as mγγ , pT,γγ , ∆φγγ and cos θ
∗
γγ , the above methods are applied in each bin of
the variables. Figure 2 shows the differential spectra of the signal and background com-
ponents obtained with the two-dimensional fit. In some regions of the di-photon spectra,
discrepancies with the two-dimensional sidebands results are larger than those observed
for the integrated yield. The results from the two-dimensional fit are used to extract the
nominal cross sections, while differences between the results obtained with the two methods
are included in the final systematic uncertainty.
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Figure 2. Differential spectra in data (solid circles) and from the two-dimensional fit, for the
γγ (hollow histogram), γj+jγ (light solid histogram), and jj (dark solid histogram) contributions.
The spectra are shown for the following di-photon variables: mγγ (top left), pT,γγ (top right),
∆φγγ (bottom left), cos θ
∗
γγ (bottom right).
Several sources of systematic uncertainty on the signal yield, estimated after the jet
background subtraction, are considered. The dominant uncertainty originates from the
choice of the background control regions and accounts for both the uncertainty on the
background transverse isolation energy distribution and its correlation with the identifica-
tion criteria. It is first estimated by varying the number of relaxed criteria in the non-tight
definition. For the integrated di-photon yield, the effect is found to be +3−6%. In some bins
of the mγγ and pT,γγ spectra where the size of the control samples is small, neighbouring
bins are grouped together to extract the jet background templates. Since the background
transverse isolation energies depend mildly on these kinematic variables, a systematic un-
certainty is evaluated by repeating the yield extraction with jet templates from the adjacent
groups of neighbouring bins. The uncertainty on the estimated signal yield is at most ±9%.
In the nominal result, the photon isolation templates are taken from the Sherpa
di-photon sample. A systematic uncertainty is evaluated by using alternative templates
from the Pythia di-photon sample, and from data. The data-driven template for the
leading (subleading) photon is obtained by selecting events where the requirement EisoT <
8GeV is removed for the leading (subleading) photon candidate, and normalizing the lead-
ing (subleading) photon isolation distribution in T˜-TI (TI-T˜) events, where the leading
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(subleading) candidate fails the tight identification while the other candidate passes tight
identification and isolation criteria, to the isolation distribution of leading (subleading)
candidates in T-T events in the 7 < EisoT < 17GeV region. The difference between the
two distributions is used as an estimate of the photon distribution. The Pythia di-photon
sample exhibits higher tails than Sherpa at large values of EisoT . The data-driven template,
on the other hand, is characterized by smaller tails than the Sherpa template, since it is
obtained by assuming that the isolation region above 7GeV is fully populated by back-
ground. The corresponding uncertainty on the signal yield is estimated to be +2−3% of the
integrated di-photon yield. It is rather uniform as a function of mγγ , pT,γγ , ∆φγγ and
cos θ∗γγ and always below 4%, except at very low mγγ where it reaches ±5%. The photon
isolation template is, to a large extent, independent of the variables under study. Repeat-
ing the background subtraction procedure using photon isolation templates extracted in
bins of the di-photon variable under study leads to variations of the estimated signal yield
within +2−4%.
Other systematic effects have been considered, and found to be smaller than those
previously discussed. The bias created by neglecting the dependence of the identification
and isolation efficiencies on η and ET is estimated to be of +0.02% and -0.3% respectively.
The effect of assuming identical templates for photons in di-photon and in γ-jet events is
evaluated by using instead templates from Alpgen γ-jet samples for photons in the γj
and jγ components. The uncertainty on the shifts applied to the MC photon templates
(±10MeV for the leading photons and ±5MeV for the subleading ones, as determined
from the scan) is propagated to the di-photon yields. The impact of the identification
efficiencies on the signal leakage correction is estimated by neglecting in the simulation
the correction factors nominally applied to the shower shape variables to account for the
observed differences between data and MC simulation. These effects produce systematic
uncertainties of at most 0.5% on the differential spectra. Finally, no significant effect is
observed due to the imperfect modelling of the material in front of the calorimeters.
5.2 Electron background subtraction
Isolated electrons from W or Z boson decays can be misidentified as photons, since the
two particles (e and γ) generate similar electromagnetic showers in the ECAL. Usually a
track is reconstructed in the inner detector pointing to the electron ECAL cluster, thus
isolated electrons misidentified as photons are mostly classified as converted candidates.
Pairs of misidentified, isolated electrons and positrons (ee) from processes such as Drell-
Yan, Z → ee, WW → eνeν, or of photons and e± from diboson production (γW → γeν,
γZ → γee), provide a background that cannot be distinguished from the di-photon signal
based on the photon identification and isolation variables and must therefore be estimated
in a separate way. The same procedure exploited in ref. [5], based on the number of γe
(Nγe) and ee (Nee) events observed in data, is used to estimate their contributions to the
di-photon yield Nγγ after jet background subtraction.
For a given bin i of the variable X (X = mγγ , pT,γγ , ∆φγγ , or cos θ
∗
γγ), the signal
component N sigγγ in the Nγγ sample can be evaluated:
N sigγγ =
Nγγ −
[
fe→γNγe − (fe→γ)2Nee
]
(1− fe→γfγ→e)2 (5.1)
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Figure 3. Fraction of electron background (impurity) as a function of mγγ , pT,γγ , ∆φγγ , and
cos θ∗γγ .
The fake rates fe→γ and fγ→e are measured using Z boson decays in data. Z → ee
decays are used to estimate fe→γ as NZγe/(2NZee), where NZγe and NZee are the numbers
of γe and ee pairs with invariant mass within 1.5 σ of the Z boson mass. Z → γee
decays are similarly used to estimate fγ→e as NZeee/NZγee. The numbers of continuum
background events are estimated from the sidebands of the ee, γe, eee or γee invariant
mass distributions (51− 61GeV and 121− 131GeV), and subtracted from NZee, NZγe, NZeee
and NZγee, respectively. Electrons must satisfy identification criteria based on their shower
shape in the electromagnetic calorimeter, quality criteria for the associated track in the ID,
and an isolation requirement EisoT < 4 GeV. The measured fake rates, including statistical
and systematic uncertainties, are fe→γ = 0.062+0.040−0.010 and fγ→e = 0.038
+0.024
−0.007, where the
systematic uncertainty is dominated by the dependence on the transverse energy of the
candidate photon. Other sources include the uncertainties on NZee, N
Z
γe, N
Z
eee and N
Z
γee
which are evaluated by changing the definition of the Z boson mass window to ±2σ and
±1σ, and shifting the sidebands by ±5GeV. The fraction of electron background as a
function of mγγ , pT,γγ , ∆φγγ , and cos θ
∗
γγ is shown in figure 3. The enhancements at
mγγ ≈ mZ , low pT,γγ and ∆φγγ ≈ pi are due to the large Z boson production cross section.
6 Cross section measurement
This section describes the extraction of the final cross sections. The background-subtracted
differential spectra are first unfolded to the generated-particle level, to take into account
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reconstruction and selection efficiencies estimated from the simulation, and then divided
by the integrated luminosity of the data sample and the trigger efficiency relative to the
oﬄine selection.
6.1 Efficiency and unfolding
The background-subtracted differential distributions obtained from the data are unfolded
to obtain the particle-level spectra by dividing the signal yield in each bin of the di-
photon observable under study by a “bin-by-bin” correction, which accounts for signal
reconstruction and selection efficiencies and for finite resolution effects. The bin-by-bin
nominal corrections are evaluated from the Sherpa di-photon simulated sample as the
number of simulated di-photon events satisfying the selection criteria (excluding the trigger
requirement) and for which the reconstructed value of the variable X under consideration
is in bin i, divided by the number of simulated di-photon events satisfying the nominal
acceptance criteria at generator-level and for which the generated value of X is in the same
bin i. The generator-level photon transverse isolation energy is computed from the true
four-momenta of the generated particles (excluding muons and neutrinos) inside a cone
of radius 0.4 around the photon direction. The pile-up contribution is removed using an
analogous method to the one for the experimental isolation variable, by subtracting the
product of the area of the isolation cone and the median transverse energy density of the
low-transverse-momentum truth-particle jets.
Alternative corrections are calculated with the Pythia di-photon sample or using a
simulated di-photon sample which contains additional material upstream of the calorime-
ter. The variations induced on the measured cross sections by the alternative corrections
are taken as systematic uncertainties, due to the uncertainty on the generated kinematic
distributions, on the relative fraction of direct and fragmentation di-photon production,
and on the amount of material in the ATLAS detector. The effect on the total cross section
is within +2−5% for mγγ , ±3% for pT,γγ , +3−4% for ∆φγγ and +2−3% for cos θ∗γγ .
The effect of the uncertainty on the efficiency of the photon identification criteria is
estimated by varying the identification efficiency in the simulation by its uncertainty [28].
The uncertainties on the electromagnetic (photon) energy scale and resolution are also
propagated to the final measurement by varying them within their uncertainties [25]. The
effect on the differential cross section is typically +1−2%. Other uncertainties, related to the
dependence on the average number of pile-up interactions of the efficiencies of the photon
identification and transverse isolation energy requirements and to the observed data-MC
shift in the photon transverse isolation energy distributions, are found to be negligible.
A closure test has been performed by unfolding the differential spectra of di-photon
events selected in the Pythia signal sample with the bin-by-bin coefficients determined
using the Sherpa sample, and comparing the unfolded spectra to the truth-level spectra in
the same Pythia sample. Non-closure effects of at most 2% have been found and included
in the final systematic uncertainty.
More sophisticated unfolding methods which account for migrations between bins,
either based on the repeated (iterative) application of Bayes’ theorem [29] or on a least-
square minimization followed by a regularization of the resulting spectra [30] have also been
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investigated. The differences between the unfolded spectra obtained with these methods
and the spectra extracted with the bin-by-bin corrections are negligible compared to the
other uncertainties and therefore the bin-by-bin method was chosen for the final results.
6.2 Trigger efficiency correction
The unfolded spectra are then corrected for the event-level trigger efficiency, defined as
the fraction of di-photon events — satisfying all the selection criteria — that pass the
di-photon trigger used to collect the data. The trigger efficiency is measured in data us-
ing a bootstrap technique [31] from samples selected with fully efficient unbiased triggers
with a lower threshold, and taking into account kinematic correlations between the photon
candidates. The differences between the measured di-photon trigger efficiency and the effi-
ciency estimated with simulated di-photon samples, or by applying the bootstrap technique
to single-photon triggers and neglecting correlations between the two photon candidates,
have been assigned as systematic uncertainties. The total trigger efficiency is then:
εtrig =
(
97.8+0.8−1.5(stat.)± 0.8(syst.)
)
% (6.1)
Using di-photon simulated samples, the trigger efficiency has been estimated to be con-
stant, within the total uncertainties, as a function of the four di-photon observables
under investigation.
6.3 Results
The differential cross sections as a function of mγγ , pT,γγ , ∆φγγ , and cos θ
∗
γγ are extracted
following the unfolding procedure described in section 6.1 and using the trigger efficiency
quoted in eq. (6.1). The numerical results are listed in appendix A.
The integrated cross section is measured by dividing the global γγ yield (obtained after
subtracting the electron contribution from the two-dimensional fit result in table 1) by the
product of the average event selection efficiency (from the simulation), trigger efficiency and
integrated luminosity. The selection efficiency is defined as the number of reconstructed
simulated di-photon events satisfying the detector-level selection criteria divided by the
number of generated events satisfying the equivalent truth-level criteria, thus correcting
for reconstructed events with true photons failing the acceptance cuts. It is computed from
simulated di-photon events, reweighting the spectrum of one of the four di-photon variables
under study in order to match the differential background-subtracted di-photon spectrum
observed in data. Choosing different variables for the reweighting of the simulated events
leads to slightly different but consistent efficiencies, with an average value of 49.6% and
an RMS of 0.2%. Including systematic uncertainties on the photon reconstruction and
identification efficiencies, from the same sources described in section 6.1, the event selec-
tion efficiency is estimated to be 49.6+1.9−1.7%. The dominant contributions to the efficiency
uncertainty are from the photon identification efficiency uncertainty (±1.2%), the energy
scale uncertainty (+1.2−0.5%), and the choice of the MC generator and the detector simulation
(±0.9%). Negligible uncertainties are found to arise from the energy resolution, the iso-
lation requirement (evaluated by shifting the isolation variable by the observed data-MC
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difference) and from the different pile-up dependence of the efficiency in data and MC
simulation. With an integrated luminosity of (4.9 ± 0.2) fb−1 at √s = 7TeV, we obtain
an integrated cross section of 44.0+3.2−4.2 pb, where the dominant uncertainties are the event
selection efficiency and the jet subtraction systematic uncertainties. As a cross-check, the
integrals of the one-dimensional differential cross sections are also computed. They are
consistent with the measured integrated cross section quoted above.
7 Comparison with theoretical predictions
The results are compared both to fixed-order NLO and NNLO calculations, obtained with
parton-level MC generators (Diphox+gamma2mc and 2γNNLO), and to the generated-
particle-level di-photon spectra predicted by leading-order (LO) parton-shower MC gener-
ators used in the ATLAS full simulation (Pythia and Sherpa). The contribution from
the particle recently discovered by ATLAS and CMS in the search for the Standard Model
Higgs boson is not included in the predictions: it is expected to be around 1% of the
signal in the 120< mγγ <130GeV interval, and negligible elsewhere. The contribution
from multiple parton interactions is also neglected: measurements by DØ [32] and AT-
LAS5 show that events with two jets (in γ+jets or W+jets) have a contamination between
5% and 10% from double parton interactions. In our data sample, the fraction of selected
di-photon candidates with at least two additional jets not overlapping with the photons
and not from pile-up is around 8%, thus the overall contribution to the signal from multiple
parton interactions is estimated to be lower than 1%.
The main differences between the four predictions are the following:
• 2γNNLO provides a NNLO calculation of the direct part of the di-photon production
cross section, but neglects completely the contribution from the fragmentation com-
ponent, where one or both photons are produced in the soft collinear fragmentation
of coloured partons.
• Diphox provides a NLO calculation of both the direct and the fragmentation parts of
the di-photon production cross section. It also includes the contribution from the box
diagram (gg → γγ), which is in principle a term of the NNLO expansion in the strong
coupling constant αs, but — due to the large gluon luminosity at the LHC [33] —
gives a contribution comparable to that of the LO terms. For these reasons, higher-
order contributions to the box diagrams, technically at NNNLO but of size similar
to that of NLO terms, are also included in our calculation by using gamma2mc.
• Pythia provides LO matrix elements for di-photon production and models the
higher-order terms through γ-jet and di-jet production in combination with initial-
state and/or final-state radiation. It also features parton showering and an underlying
event model;
5Article in preparation.
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• Sherpa has features similar to those of Pythia, and in addition includes the di-
photon higher-order real-emission matrix elements. For this study, up to two addi-
tional QCD partons are generated.
The nominal factorization (µF ), renormalization (µR), and — in the case of Diphox
and gamma2mc — fragmentation (µf ) scales are set in all cases to the di-photon in-
variant mass, mγγ . Different PDF sets are used by each program: CT10 NLO [34] for
Diphox and gamma2mc, MSTW2008 NNLO [35] for 2γNNLO, CTEQ6L1 for Sherpa
and MRST2007 LO* for Pythia. The theoretical uncertainty error bands for Pythia
and Sherpa include only statistical uncertainties. The theory uncertainty error bands for
the NLO and NNLO predictions include in addition PDF and scale uncertainties. PDF
uncertainties are estimated by varying each of the eigenvalues of the PDFs by ±1σ and
summing in quadrature separately positive and negative variations of the cross section. For
Diphox and gamma2mc, scale uncertainties are evaluated by varying each scale to mγγ/2
and 2mγγ , and the envelope of all variations is taken as a systematic error; the final uncer-
tainty is dominated by the configurations in which the scales are varied incoherently. For
2γNNLO, the scale uncertainty is evaluated by considering the variation of the predicted
cross sections in the two cases µR = mγγ/2, µF = 2mγγ and µR = 2mγγ , µF = mγγ/2.
Fixed-order predictions calculated at parton level do not include underlying event, pile-
up or hadronization effects. While the ambient-energy density corrections to the photon
isolation are expected to remove most of these effects from the photon isolation energy, it is
not guaranteed that they correct the experimental isolation back to exactly the parton-level
isolation computed from the elementary-process partons. To estimate these residual effects,
Pythia and Sherpa di-photon samples are used to evaluate the ratio of generator-level
cross sections with and without hadronization and the underlying event, and subsequently,
the parton-level cross sections are multiplied bin-by-bin by this ratio. The central value of
the envelope of the Pythia and Sherpa distributions is taken as the nominal correction
and half of the difference between Pythia and Sherpa as the systematic uncertainty. The
typical correction factor is around 0.95.
Both Pythia and Sherpa are expected to underestimate the total cross section, be-
cause of the missing NLO (and higher-order) contributions. At low pT,γγ and for ∆φγγ near
pi where multiple soft gluon emission is important, Pythia and Sherpa are expected to
better describe the shape of the differential distributions, thanks to the effective all-order
resummation of the leading logs performed by the parton shower. On the other hand, in the
same regions fixed-order calculations are expected to exhibit infrared divergences. Finally,
2γNNLO is expected to underestimate the data in regions populated by the contribution
from fragmentation (low ∆φγγ and mγγ , and cos θ
∗
γγ≈1).
The total cross section estimated by Pythia and Sherpa with the ATLAS simu-
lation settings is 36 pb, and underestimates the measured cross section by 20%. The
Diphox+gamma2mc total cross section is 39+7−6 pb and the 2γNNLO total cross section
is 44+6−5 pb, where the uncertainty is dominated by the choice of the nominal scales.
The comparisons between the experimental cross sections and the predictions by
Pythia and Sherpa are shown in figure 4. In order to compare the shapes of the MC
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differential distributions to the data, their cross sections are rescaled by a factor 1.2 to
match the total cross section measured in data. Pythia misses higher order contributions,
as clearly seen for low values of ∆φγγ , but this is compensated by the parton shower for
∆φγγ near pi and at low pT,γγ . It is worth noting that the shoulder expected (and observed)
in the pT,γγ cross section around the sum of the ET thresholds of the two photons [36] is
almost absent in Pythia, while Sherpa correctly reproduces the data in this region. This
is interpreted as being due to the additional NLO contributions in Sherpa combined with
differences in the parton showers. Overall, Sherpa reproduces the data rather well, except
at large mγγ and large | cos θ∗γγ |.
The comparisons between the data cross sections and the predictions by 2γNNLO
and Diphox+gamma2mc are shown in figure 5. In the ∆φγγ ≃ pi, low pT,γγ region,
Diphox+gamma2mc fails to match the data. This is expected because initial-state soft
gluon radiation is divergent at NLO, without soft gluon resummation. Everywhere else
Diphox+gamma2mc is missing NNLO contributions and clearly underestimates the data.
With higher order calculations included, 2γNNLO is very close to the data within
the uncertainties. However, the excess at ∆φγγ ≃ pi and low pT,γγ is still present, as
expected for a fixed-order calculation. Since the fragmentation component is not calculated
in 2γNNLO, the data is slightly underestimated by 2γNNLO in the regions where this
component is larger: at low ∆φγγ , low mass, intermediate pT,γγ (between 20GeV and
150GeV) and large | cos θ∗γγ |.
8 Conclusion
A measurement of the production cross section of isolated-photon pairs in pp collisions at a
centre-of-mass energy
√
s = 7TeV is presented. The measurement uses an integrated lumi-
nosity of 4.9 fb−1 collected by the ATLAS detector at the LHC in 2011. The two photons
are required to be isolated in the calorimeters, to be in the acceptance of the electro-
magnetic calorimeter (|η| < 2.37 with the exclusion of the barrel-endcap transition region
1.37 < |η| < 1.52) and to have an angular separation ∆R > 0.4 in the η, φ plane. Both
photons have transverse energies ET > 22GeV, and at least one of them has ET > 25GeV.
The total cross section within the acceptance is 44.0+3.2−4.2 pb. It is underestimated
by Sherpa and Pythia, which both predict a value of 36 pb with the current ATLAS
simulation tune. The central value of the cross section predicted by Diphox+gamma2mc,
39 pb, is lower than the data but it is consistent with data within the theoretical (+7−6 pb)
and experimental errors. The NNLO calculation of 2γNNLO (σNNLO = 44
+6
−5 pb) is in
excellent agreement with the data.
The differential cross sections, as a function of the di-photon invariant mass, transverse
momentum, azimuthal separation and of the cosine of the polar angle of the photon with
largest transverse energy in the Collins-Soper di-photon rest frame, are also measured.
Rather good agreement is found with Monte Carlo generators, after rescaling the Pythia
and Sherpa distributions by a factor 1.2 in order to match the integrated cross section
measured in data and fixed-order calculations, in the regions of phase space studied. All
generators tend to underestimate the data at large | cos θ∗γγ |. Sherpa performs rather
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Figure 4. Comparison between the experimental cross sections and the predictions obtained with
parton-shower LO simulations: mγγ (top left), pT,γγ (top right), ∆φγγ (bottom left), cos θ
∗
γγ(bottom
right). The LO cross sections have been scaled to the total data cross section, by a factor 1.2. Black
dots correspond to data with error bars for their total uncertainties, which are dominated by the
systematic component. The simulated cross sections include only statistical uncertainties.
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well for most differential spectra, except for high mγγ . Pythia is missing higher order
contributions, but this is compensated by the parton shower for ∆φγγ near pi and at low
pT,γγ . In these same regions the fixed-order calculations do not reproduce the data, due
to the known infrared divergences from initial-state soft gluon radiation. Everywhere else
Diphox+gamma2mc is missing NNLO contributions and clearly underestimates the data.
On the other hand, with inclusion of NNLO terms, 2γNNLO is able to match the data
very closely within the uncertainties, except in limited regions where the fragmentation
component — neglected in the 2γNNLO calculation — is still significant after the photon
isolation requirement.
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A Experimental differential cross section
The numerical values of the differential cross sections displayed in figures 4 and 5 are
quoted in tables 2–5. For each bin of the mγγ , pT,γγ , ∆φγγ , and cos θ
∗
γγ variables, the
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cross section is given together with its statistical, systematic and total uncertainties. All
values are divided by the bin width.
mγγ dσ/dmγγ Statistical error Systematic errors Total error
[GeV] [pb/GeV] high low high low high low
[0, 20) 0.0247 +0.0015 −0.0015 +0.0032 −0.0076 +0.0036 −0.0077
[20, 30) 0.0704 +0.0032 −0.0032 +0.0087 −0.0140 +0.0093 −0.0144
[30, 40) 0.091 +0.004 −0.004 +0.011 −0.015 +0.012 −0.015
[40, 50) 0.252 +0.006 −0.006 +0.025 −0.037 +0.026 −0.037
[50, 60) 0.880 +0.012 −0.012 +0.073 −0.120 +0.074 −0.120
[60, 70) 0.857 +0.010 −0.010 +0.071 −0.068 +0.071 −0.068
[70, 80) 0.626 +0.008 −0.008 +0.051 −0.052 +0.051 −0.053
[80, 90) 0.384 +0.008 −0.008 +0.049 −0.048 +0.050 −0.049
[90, 100) 0.305 +0.006 −0.006 +0.031 −0.034 +0.032 −0.035
[100, 110) 0.212 +0.004 −0.004 +0.021 −0.021 +0.021 −0.021
[110, 120) 0.148 +0.004 −0.004 +0.015 −0.014 +0.015 −0.015
[120, 130) 0.122 +0.003 −0.003 +0.015 −0.010 +0.015 −0.011
[130, 140) 0.0829 +0.0025 −0.0025 +0.0112 −0.0073 +0.0115 −0.0077
[140, 150) 0.0656 +0.0022 −0.0022 +0.0088 −0.0057 +0.0091 −0.0061
[150, 160) 0.0535 +0.0019 −0.0019 +0.0072 −0.0051 +0.0075 −0.0054
[160, 170) 0.0451 +0.0017 −0.0017 +0.0063 −0.0038 +0.0065 −0.0042
[170, 180) 0.0343 +0.0015 −0.0015 +0.0050 −0.0031 +0.0052 −0.0035
[180, 190) 0.0262 +0.0013 −0.0013 +0.0032 −0.0024 +0.0035 −0.0027
[190, 200) 0.0209 +0.0011 −0.0011 +0.0025 −0.0019 +0.0028 −0.0022
[200, 225) 0.0149 +0.0006 −0.0006 +0.0023 −0.0014 +0.0024 −0.0015
[225, 250) 0.00970 +0.00049 −0.00049 +0.00150 −0.00086 +0.00158 −0.00099
[250, 275) 0.00616 +0.00039 −0.00039 +0.00104 −0.00064 +0.00111 −0.00075
[275, 300) 0.00464 +0.00036 −0.00036 +0.00080 −0.00059 +0.00087 −0.00069
[300, 350) 0.00235 +0.00017 −0.00017 +0.00048 −0.00026 +0.00051 −0.00031
[350, 400) 0.00116 +0.00011 −0.00011 +0.00024 −0.00013 +0.00026 −0.00017
[400, 500) 4.69e−04 +5.0e−05 −5.0e−05 +7.9e−05 −4.7e−05 +9.3e−05 −6.9e−05
[500, 800) 8.6e−05 +1.3e−05 −1.3e−05 +1.5e−05 −1.0e−05 +1.9e−05 −1.6e−05
Table 2. Experimental cross-section values per bin in pb/GeV for mγγ . The listed total errors
are the quadratic sum of statistical and systematic uncertainties.
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pT,γγ dσ/dpT,γγ Statistical error Systematic errors Total error
[GeV] [pb/GeV] high low high low high low
[0, 2) 0.727 +0.022 −0.022 +0.057 −0.092 +0.061 −0.094
[2, 4) 1.75 +0.04 −0.04 +0.13 −0.23 +0.13 −0.23
[4, 6) 2.03 +0.04 −0.04 +0.15 −0.23 +0.15 −0.23
[6, 8) 1.88 +0.04 −0.04 +0.15 −0.21 +0.16 −0.21
[8, 10) 1.72 +0.03 −0.03 +0.13 −0.19 +0.14 −0.19
[10, 12) 1.40 +0.03 −0.03 +0.12 −0.16 +0.12 −0.16
[12, 14) 1.28 +0.03 −0.03 +0.10 −0.13 +0.11 −0.13
[14, 16) 1.122 +0.026 −0.026 +0.093 −0.114 +0.097 −0.117
[16, 18) 0.999 +0.024 −0.024 +0.086 −0.090 +0.090 −0.093
[18, 20) 0.810 +0.021 −0.021 +0.072 −0.076 +0.075 −0.079
[20, 25) 0.674 +0.012 −0.012 +0.056 −0.074 +0.058 −0.075
[25, 30) 0.492 +0.011 −0.011 +0.041 −0.045 +0.043 −0.047
[30, 35) 0.405 +0.009 −0.009 +0.034 −0.043 +0.035 −0.044
[35, 40) 0.325 +0.009 −0.009 +0.028 −0.034 +0.030 −0.035
[40, 45) 0.272 +0.008 −0.008 +0.024 −0.027 +0.026 −0.028
[45, 50) 0.282 +0.008 −0.008 +0.023 −0.027 +0.024 −0.028
[50, 55) 0.235 +0.007 −0.007 +0.023 −0.025 +0.025 −0.026
[55, 60) 0.194 +0.006 −0.006 +0.019 −0.024 +0.021 −0.024
[60, 65) 0.150 +0.006 −0.006 +0.015 −0.016 +0.016 −0.017
[65, 70) 0.102 +0.005 −0.005 +0.013 −0.012 +0.014 −0.013
[70, 75) 0.0836 +0.0041 −0.0041 +0.0103 −0.0087 +0.0111 −0.0096
[75, 80) 0.0748 +0.0036 −0.0036 +0.0087 −0.0086 +0.0094 −0.0093
[80, 90) 0.0521 +0.0021 −0.0021 +0.0059 −0.0056 +0.0063 −0.0059
[90, 100) 0.0381 +0.0017 −0.0017 +0.0043 −0.0036 +0.0047 −0.0040
[100, 110) 0.0239 +0.0013 −0.0013 +0.0028 −0.0023 +0.0031 −0.0026
[110, 120) 0.0175 +0.0011 −0.0011 +0.0024 −0.0016 +0.0027 −0.0019
[120, 130) 0.0106 +0.0009 −0.0009 +0.0015 −0.0011 +0.0017 −0.0014
[130, 140) 0.0090 +0.0008 −0.0008 +0.0012 −0.0008 +0.0015 −0.0012
[140, 150) 0.00646 +0.00064 −0.00064 +0.00089 −0.00063 +0.00110 −0.00090
[150, 175) 0.00333 +0.00031 −0.00031 +0.00047 −0.00039 +0.00056 −0.00049
[175, 200) 0.00195 +0.00023 −0.00023 +0.00025 −0.00017 +0.00034 −0.00028
[200, 250) 0.00077 +0.00010 −0.00010 +0.00012 −0.00008 +0.00016 −0.00013
[250, 500) 1.18e−04 +1.7e−05 −1.7e−05 +1.8e−05 −1.2e−05 +2.5e−05 −2.1e−05
Table 3. Experimental cross-section values per bin in pb/GeV for pT,γγ . The listed total errors
are the quadratic sum of statistical and systematic uncertainties.
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∆φγγ dσ/d∆φγγ Statistical error Systematic errors Total error
[rad] [pb/rad] high low high low high low
[0.00, 0.50) 2.68 +0.08 −0.08 +0.22 −0.52 +0.24 −0.52
[0.50, 1.00) 3.10 +0.09 −0.09 +0.25 −0.36 +0.26 −0.37
[1.00, 1.50) 3.46 +0.09 −0.09 +0.29 −0.36 +0.31 −0.37
[1.50, 1.75) 4.51 +0.15 −0.15 +0.36 −0.42 +0.39 −0.44
[1.75, 2.00) 6.26 +0.17 −0.17 +0.53 −0.59 +0.55 −0.61
[2.00, 2.25) 8.93 +0.20 −0.20 +0.73 −1.02 +0.76 −1.04
[2.25, 2.35) 11.6 +0.4 −0.4 +0.9 −1.1 +1.0 −1.2
[2.35, 2.45) 13.9 +0.4 −0.4 +1.1 −1.3 +1.1 −1.4
[2.45, 2.55) 17.4 +0.4 −0.4 +1.3 −1.6 +1.4 −1.7
[2.55, 2.65) 21.8 +0.5 −0.5 +2.0 −2.2 +2.0 −2.3
[2.65, 2.70) 26.7 +0.8 −0.8 +2.1 −2.4 +2.3 −2.5
[2.70, 2.75) 29.6 +0.8 −0.8 +3.2 −3.4 +3.3 −3.5
[2.75, 2.80) 35.8 +0.9 −0.9 +2.8 −3.1 +3.0 −3.3
[2.80, 2.85) 42.9 +1.0 −1.0 +3.3 −3.8 +3.4 −3.9
[2.85, 2.90) 48.4 +1.1 −1.1 +3.8 −4.4 +3.9 −4.6
[2.90, 2.95) 57.4 +1.2 −1.2 +4.3 −4.6 +4.4 −4.7
[2.95, 3.00) 71.7 +1.3 −1.3 +5.4 −5.9 +5.6 −6.1
[3.00, 3.05) 80.8 +1.4 −1.4 +6.1 −7.4 +6.3 −7.6
[3.05, 3.10) 100.5 +1.6 −1.6 +7.3 −8.5 +7.4 −8.6
[3.10, 3.14) 107.6 +1.8 −1.8 +7.9 −9.6 +8.1 −9.8
Table 4. Experimental cross-section values per bin in pb/rad for ∆φγγ . The listed total errors
are the quadratic sum of statistical and systematic uncertainties.
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Figure 5. Comparison between the experimental cross sections and the predictions obtained with
Diphox+gamma2mc (NLO) and 2γNNLO (NNLO): mγγ (top left), pT,γγ (top right), ∆φγγ (bot-
tom left), cos θ∗γγ(bottom right). Black dots correspond to data with with error bars for their total
uncertainties, which are dominated by the systematic component. The theoretical uncertainties
include contributions from the limited size of the simulated sample, from the scale choice and from
uncertainties on the parton distribution functions and on the hadronization and underlying event
corrections.
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cos θ∗γγ dσ/dcos θ∗γγ Statistical error Systematic errors Total error
[pb] high low high low high low
[−1.00,−0.92) 11.0 +0.4 −0.4 +1.2 −1.6 +1.3 −1.7
[−0.92,−0.84) 14.5 +0.4 −0.4 +1.1 −1.6 +1.2 −1.6
[−0.84,−0.76) 16.5 +0.5 −0.5 +1.3 −1.6 +1.4 −1.6
[−0.76,−0.68) 18.8 +0.5 −0.5 +1.4 −1.6 +1.5 −1.7
[−0.68,−0.60) 21.8 +0.6 −0.6 +1.5 −1.9 +1.6 −1.9
[−0.60,−0.52) 22.7 +0.6 −0.6 +1.8 −2.0 +1.9 −2.1
[−0.52,−0.44) 23.9 +0.6 −0.6 +1.8 −2.1 +1.9 −2.1
[−0.44,−0.36) 24.6 +0.6 −0.6 +1.8 −2.0 +1.9 −2.1
[−0.36,−0.28) 25.2 +0.6 −0.6 +1.8 −2.2 +1.9 −2.3
[−0.28,−0.20) 28.3 +0.6 −0.6 +2.1 −2.6 +2.2 −2.7
[−0.20,−0.12) 28.1 +0.7 −0.7 +2.0 −2.6 +2.1 −2.6
[−0.12,−0.04) 29.6 +0.7 −0.7 +2.3 −2.7 +2.4 −2.8
[−0.04, 0.04) 31.4 +0.7 −0.7 +2.5 −2.9 +2.6 −3.0
[0.04, 0.12) 29.0 +0.7 −0.7 +2.4 −2.5 +2.5 −2.6
[0.12, 0.20) 27.8 +0.7 −0.7 +2.1 −3.0 +2.2 −3.1
[0.20, 0.28) 26.2 +0.6 −0.6 +1.8 −2.3 +2.0 −2.3
[0.28, 0.36) 25.7 +0.6 −0.6 +2.0 −2.1 +2.1 −2.2
[0.36, 0.44) 25.0 +0.6 −0.6 +1.9 −1.9 +2.0 −2.0
[0.44, 0.52) 24.9 +0.6 −0.6 +1.7 −2.0 +1.8 −2.1
[0.52, 0.60) 22.7 +0.6 −0.6 +1.9 −2.2 +2.0 −2.2
[0.60, 0.68) 21.3 +0.6 −0.6 +1.6 −1.8 +1.7 −1.9
[0.68, 0.76) 19.5 +0.5 −0.5 +1.4 −1.8 +1.5 −1.9
[0.76, 0.84) 16.9 +0.5 −0.5 +1.4 −1.6 +1.5 −1.7
[0.84, 0.92) 13.9 +0.4 −0.4 +1.1 −1.7 +1.2 −1.8
[0.92, 1.00) 11.7 +0.4 −0.4 +1.0 −1.4 +1.1 −1.4
Table 5. Experimental cross-section values per bin in pb for cos θ∗γγ . The listed total errors are
the quadratic sum of statistical and systematic uncertainties.
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Abstract
A search for the Standard Model Higgs boson in proton-proton collisions with the ATLAS detector at the
LHC is presented. The datasets used correspond to integrated luminosities of approximately 4.8 fb−1 collected at√
s = 7 TeV in 2011 and 5.8 fb−1 at
√
s = 8 TeV in 2012. Individual searches in the channels H→ZZ(∗)→ 4ℓ,
H→ γγ and H→WW (∗)→ eνµν in the 8 TeV data are combined with previously published results of searches for
H→ZZ(∗), WW (∗), b¯b and τ+τ− in the 7 TeV data and results from improved analyses of the H→ ZZ(∗)→ 4ℓ and
H→ γγ channels in the 7 TeV data. Clear evidence for the production of a neutral boson with a measured mass of
126.0 ± 0.4 (stat) ± 0.4 (sys) GeV is presented. This observation, which has a significance of 5.9 standard devia-
tions, corresponding to a background fluctuation probability of 1.7 × 10−9, is compatible with the production and
decay of the Standard Model Higgs boson.
1. Introduction
The Standard Model (SM) of particle physics [1–4]
has been tested by many experiments over the last four
decades and has been shown to successfully describe
high energy particle interactions. However, the mecha-
nism that breaks electroweak symmetry in the SM has
not been verified experimentally. This mechanism [5–
10], which gives mass to massive elementary particles,
implies the existence of a scalar particle, the SM Higgs
boson. The search for the Higgs boson, the only ele-
mentary particle in the SM that has not yet been ob-
served, is one of the highlights of the Large Hadron Col-
lider [11] (LHC) physics programme.
Indirect limits on the SM Higgs boson mass of mH <
158 GeV at 95% confidence level (CL) have been set
using global fits to precision electroweak results [12].
Direct searches at LEP [13], the Tevatron [14–16] and
the LHC [17, 18] have previously excluded, at 95% CL,
a SM Higgs boson with mass below 600 GeV, apart from
some mass regions between 116 GeV and 127 GeV.
Both the ATLAS and CMS Collaborations reported
excesses of events in their 2011 datasets of proton-
proton (pp) collisions at centre-of-mass energy √s =
7 TeV at the LHC, which were compatible with SM
Higgs boson production and decay in the mass region
124–126 GeV, with significances of 2.9 and 3.1 standard
deviations (σ), respectively [17, 18]. The CDF and DØ
experiments at the Tevatron have also recently reported
a broad excess in the mass region 120–135 GeV; using
the existing LHC constraints, the observed local signifi-
cances for mH = 125 GeV are 2.7σ for CDF [14], 1.1σ
for DØ [15] and 2.8σ for their combination [16].
The previous ATLAS searches in 4.6–4.8 fb−1 of data
at
√
s = 7 TeV are combined here with new searches for
H→ ZZ(∗)→ 4ℓ1, H→ γγ and H→WW (∗)→ eνµν in the
5.8–5.9 fb−1 of pp collision data taken at
√
s = 8 TeV
between April and June 2012.
The data were recorded with instantaneous luminosi-
ties up to 6.8 × 1033 cm−2s−1; they are therefore af-
fected by multiple pp collisions occurring in the same
or neighbouring bunch crossings (pile-up). In the 7 TeV
data, the average number of interactions per bunch
crossing was approximately 10; the average increased
to approximately 20 in the 8 TeV data. The reconstruc-
tion, identification and isolation criteria used for elec-
trons and photons in the 8 TeV data are improved, mak-
ing the H→ZZ(∗)→ 4ℓ and H→ γγ searches more ro-
bust against the increased pile-up. These analyses were
re-optimised with simulation and frozen before looking
at the 8 TeV data.
1The symbol ℓ stands for electron or muon.
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In the H→WW (∗)→ ℓνℓν channel, the increased pile-
up deteriorates the event missing transverse momentum,
EmissT , resolution, which results in significantly larger
Drell-Yan background in the same-flavour final states.
Since the eµ channel provides most of the sensitivity
of the search, only this final state is used in the anal-
ysis of the 8 TeV data. The kinematic region in which
a SM Higgs boson with a mass between 110 GeV and
140 GeV is searched for was kept blinded during the
analysis optimisation, until satisfactory agreement was
found between the observed and predicted numbers of
events in control samples dominated by the principal
backgrounds.
This Letter is organised as follows. The ATLAS de-
tector is briefly described in Section 2. The simula-
tion samples and the signal predictions are presented in
Section 3. The analyses of the H→ZZ(∗)→ 4ℓ, H→ γγ
and H→WW (∗)→ eνµν channels are described in Sec-
tions 4–6, respectively. The statistical procedure used
to analyse the results is summarised in Section 7. The
systematic uncertainties which are correlated between
datasets and search channels are described in Section 8.
The results of the combination of all channels are re-
ported in Section 9, while Section 10 provides the con-
clusions.
2. The ATLAS detector
The ATLAS detector [19–21] is a multipurpose parti-
cle physics apparatus with forward-backward symmet-
ric cylindrical geometry. The inner tracking detector
(ID) consists of a silicon pixel detector, a silicon mi-
crostrip detector (SCT), and a straw-tube transition ra-
diation tracker (TRT). The ID is surrounded by a thin su-
perconducting solenoid which provides a 2 T magnetic
field, and by high-granularity liquid-argon (LAr) sam-
pling electromagnetic calorimetry. The electromagnetic
calorimeter is divided into a central barrel (pseudora-
pidity2 |η| < 1.475) and end-cap regions on either end
of the detector (1.375 < |η| < 2.5 for the outer wheel
and 2.5 < |η| < 3.2 for the inner wheel). In the region
matched to the ID (|η| < 2.5), it is radially segmented
into three layers. The first layer has a fine segmentation
2ATLAS uses a right-handed coordinate system with its origin at
the nominal interaction point (IP) in the centre of the detector, and
the z-axis along the beam line. The x-axis points from the IP to the
centre of the LHC ring, and the y-axis points upwards. Cylindrical co-
ordinates (r, φ) are used in the transverse plane, φ being the azimuthal
angle around the beam line. Observables labelled “transverse” are
projected into the x − y plane. The pseudorapidity is defined in terms
of the polar angle θ as η = − ln tan(θ/2).
in η to facilitate e/γ separation from π0 and to improve
the resolution of the shower position and direction mea-
surements. In the region |η| < 1.8, the electromagnetic
calorimeter is preceded by a presampler detector to cor-
rect for upstream energy losses. An iron-scintillator/tile
calorimeter gives hadronic coverage in the central ra-
pidity range (|η| < 1.7), while a LAr hadronic end-cap
calorimeter provides coverage over 1.5 < |η| < 3.2. The
forward regions (3.2 < |η| < 4.9) are instrumented with
LAr calorimeters for both electromagnetic and hadronic
measurements. The muon spectrometer (MS) surrounds
the calorimeters and consists of three large air-core su-
perconducting magnets providing a toroidal field, each
with eight coils, a system of precision tracking cham-
bers, and fast detectors for triggering. The combi-
nation of all these systems provides charged particle
measurements together with efficient and precise lepton
and photon measurements in the pseudorapidity range
|η| < 2.5. Jets and EmissT are reconstructed using en-
ergy deposits over the full coverage of the calorimeters,
|η| < 4.9.
3. Signal and background simulation samples
The SM Higgs boson production processes con-
sidered in this analysis are the dominant gluon fu-
sion (gg → H, denoted ggF), vector-boson fusion
(qq′ → qq′H, denoted VBF) and Higgs-strahlung
(qq′ → WH, ZH, denoted WH/ZH). The small con-
tribution from the associated production with a tt pair
(qq¯/gg → t¯tH, denoted t¯tH) is taken into account only
in the H→ γγ analysis.
For the ggF process, the signal cross section is com-
puted at up to next-to-next-to-leading order (NNLO)
in QCD [22–28]. Next-to-leading order (NLO) elec-
troweak (EW) corrections are applied [29, 30], as well
as QCD soft-gluon re-summations at up to next-to-next-
to-leading logarithm (NNLL) [31]. These calculations,
which are described in Refs. [32–35], assume factori-
sation between QCD and EW corrections. The trans-
verse momentum, pT, spectrum of the Higgs boson in
the ggF process follows the HqT calculation [36], which
includes QCD corrections at NLO and QCD soft-gluon
re-summations up to NNLL; the effects of finite quark
masses are also taken into account [37].
For the VBF process, full QCD and EW correc-
tions up to NLO [38–41] and approximate NNLO QCD
corrections [42] are used to calculate the cross sec-
tion. Cross sections of the associated WH/ZH processes
(VH) are calculated including QCD corrections up to
NNLO [43–45] and EW corrections up to NLO [46].
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The cross sections for the t¯tH process are estimated up
to NLO QCD [47–51].
The total cross sections for SM Higgs boson produc-
tion at the LHC with mH = 125 GeV are predicted to
be 17.5 pb for
√
s = 7 TeV and 22.3 pb for
√
s =
8 TeV [52, 53].
The branching ratios of the SM Higgs boson as a
function of mH , as well as their uncertainties, are calcu-
lated using the HDECAY [54] and PROPHECY4F [55,
56] programs and are taken from Refs. [52, 53]. The
interference in the H→ ZZ(∗)→ 4ℓ final states with iden-
tical leptons is taken into account [53, 55, 56].
Table 1: Event generators used to model the signal and background
processes. “PYTHIA” indicates that PYTHIA6 and PYTHIA8 are
used for simulations of
√
s = 7 TeV and
√
s = 8 TeV data, respec-
tively.
Process Generator
ggF, VBF POWHEG [57, 58]+PYTHIA
WH, ZH, t¯tH PYTHIA
W+jets, Z/γ∗+jets ALPGEN [59]+HERWIG
tt, tW, tb MC@NLO [60]+HERWIG
tqb AcerMC [61]+PYTHIA
qq¯ → WW MC@NLO+HERWIG
gg → WW gg2WW [62]+HERWIG
qq¯ → ZZ POWHEG [63]+PYTHIA
gg → ZZ gg2ZZ [64]+HERWIG
WZ MadGraph+PYTHIA, HERWIG
Wγ+jets ALPGEN+HERWIG
Wγ∗ [65] MadGraph+PYTHIA
qq¯/gg → γγ SHERPA
The event generators used to model signal and back-
ground processes in samples of Monte Carlo (MC) sim-
ulated events are listed in Table 1. The normalisations
of the generated samples are obtained from the state of
the art calculations described above. Several different
programs are used to generate the hard-scattering pro-
cesses. To generate parton showers and their hadroni-
sation, and to simulate the underlying event [66–68],
PYTHIA6 [69] (for 7 TeV samples and 8 TeV sam-
ples produced with MadGraph [70, 71] or AcerMC) or
PYTHIA8 [72] (for other 8 TeV samples) are used. Al-
ternatively, HERWIG [73] or SHERPA [74] are used
to generate and hadronise parton showers, with the
HERWIG underlying event simulation performed using
JIMMY [75]. When PYTHIA6 or HERWIG are used,
TAUOLA [76] and PHOTOS [77] are employed to de-
scribe tau lepton decays and additional photon radiation
from charged leptons, respectively.
The following parton distribution function (PDF) sets
are used: CT10 [78] for the POWHEG, MC@NLO,
gg2WW and gg2ZZ samples; CTEQ6L1 [79] for the
PYTHIA8, ALPGEN, AcerMC, MadGraph, HERWIG
and SHERPA samples; and MRSTMCal [80] for the
PYTHIA6 samples.
Acceptances and efficiencies are obtained mostly
from full simulations of the ATLAS detector [81] us-
ing Geant4 [82]. These simulations include a realistic
modelling of the pile-up conditions observed in the data.
Corrections obtained from measurements in data are ap-
plied to account for small differences between data and
simulation (e.g. large samples of W, Z and J/ψ decays
are used to derive scale factors for lepton reconstruction
and identification efficiencies).
4. H → ZZ(∗) → 4ℓ channel
The search for the SM Higgs boson through the
decay H → ZZ(∗) → 4ℓ, where ℓ = e or µ, pro-
vides good sensitivity over a wide mass range (110-
600 GeV), largely due to the excellent momentum reso-
lution of the ATLAS detector. This analysis searches
for Higgs boson candidates by selecting two pairs of
isolated leptons, each of which is comprised of two lep-
tons with the same flavour and opposite charge. The
expected cross section times branching ratio for the pro-
cess H → ZZ(∗) → 4ℓ with mH = 125 GeV is 2.2 fb for√
s = 7 TeV and 2.8 fb for
√
s = 8 TeV.
The largest background comes from continuum
(Z(∗)/γ∗)(Z(∗)/γ∗) production, referred to hereafter as
ZZ(∗). For low masses there are also important back-
ground contributions from Z + jets and t¯t production,
where charged lepton candidates arise either from de-
cays of hadrons with b- or c-quark content or from mis-
identification of jets.
The 7 TeV data have been re-analysed and combined
with the 8 TeV data. The analysis is improved in several
aspects with respect to Ref. [83] to enhance the sensitiv-
ity to a low-mass Higgs boson. In particular, the kine-
matic selections are revised, and the 8 TeV data anal-
ysis benefits from improvements in the electron recon-
struction and identification. The expected signal sig-
nificances for a Higgs boson with mH = 125 GeV are
1.6 σ for the 7 TeV data (to be compared with 1.25 σ
in Ref. [83]) and 2.1 σ for the 8 TeV data.
4.1. Event selection
The data are selected using single-lepton or dilepton
triggers. For the single-muon trigger, the pT threshold
is 18 GeV for the 7 TeV data and 24 GeV for the 8 TeV
3
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data, while for the single-electron trigger the transverse
energy, ET, threshold varies from 20 GeV to 22 GeV for
the 7 TeV data and is 24 GeV for the 8 TeV data. For
the dielectron triggers, the thresholds are 12 GeV for
both electrons. For the dimuon triggers, the thresholds
for the 7 TeV data are 10 GeV for each muon, while
for the 8 TeV data the thresholds are 13 GeV. An addi-
tional asymmetric dimuon trigger is used in the 8 TeV
data with thresholds 18 GeV and 8 GeV for the leading
and sub-leading muon, respectively.
Muon candidates are formed by matching recon-
structed ID tracks with either a complete track or a
track-segment reconstructed in the MS [84]. The muon
acceptance is extended with respect to Ref. [83] us-
ing tracks reconstructed in the forward region of the
MS (2.5 < |η| < 2.7), which is outside the ID cov-
erage. If both an ID and a complete MS track are
present, the two independent momentum measurements
are combined; otherwise the information of the ID or
the MS is used alone. Electron candidates must have a
well-reconstructed ID track pointing to an electromag-
netic calorimeter cluster and the cluster should satisfy
a set of identification criteria [85] that require the lon-
gitudinal and transverse shower profiles to be consis-
tent with those expected for electromagnetic showers.
Tracks associated with electromagnetic clusters are fit-
ted using a Gaussian-Sum Filter [86], which allows for
bremsstrahlung energy losses to be taken into account.
Each electron (muon) must satisfy pT > 7 GeV
(pT > 6 GeV) and be measured in the pseudorapidity
range |η| < 2.47 (|η| < 2.7). All possible quadruplet
combinations with same-flavour opposite-charge lepton
pairs are then formed. The most energetic lepton in the
quadruplet must satisfy pT > 20 GeV, and the second
(third) lepton in pT order must satisfy pT > 15 GeV
(pT > 10 GeV). At least one of the leptons must
satisfy the single-lepton trigger or one pair must sat-
isfy the dilepton trigger requirements. The leptons are
required to be separated from each other by ∆R =√
(∆η)2 + (∆φ)2 > 0.1 if they are of the same flavour
and by ∆R > 0.2 otherwise. The longitudinal impact pa-
rameters of the leptons along the beam axis are required
to be within 10 mm of the reconstructed primary vertex.
The primary vertex used for the event is defined as the
reconstructed vertex with the highest∑ p2T of associated
tracks and is required to have at least three tracks with
pT > 0.4 GeV. To reject cosmic rays, muon tracks are
required to have a transverse impact parameter, defined
as the distance of closest approach to the primary vertex
in the transverse plane, of less than 1 mm.
The same-flavour and opposite-charge lepton pair
with an invariant mass closest to the Z boson mass (mZ)
in the quadruplet is referred to as the leading lepton pair.
Its invariant mass, denoted by m12, is required to be
between 50 GeV and 106 GeV. The remaining same-
flavour, opposite-charge lepton pair is the sub-leading
lepton pair. Its invariant mass, m34, is required to be
in the range mmin < m34 < 115 GeV, where the value
of mmin depends on the reconstructed four-lepton in-
variant mass, m4ℓ. The value of mmin varies monoton-
ically from 17.5 GeV at m4ℓ = 120 GeV to 50 GeV
at m4ℓ = 190 GeV [87] and is constant above this
value. All possible lepton pairs in the quadruplet that
have the same flavour and opposite charge must satisfy
mℓℓ > 5 GeV in order to reject backgrounds involving
the production and decay of J/ψ mesons. If two or more
quadruplets satisfy the above selection, the one with the
highest value of m34 is selected. Four different analysis
sub-channels, 4e, 2e2µ, 2µ2e and 4µ, arranged by the
flavour of the leading lepton pair, are defined.
Non-prompt leptons from heavy flavour decays, elec-
trons from photon conversions and jets mis-identified
as electrons have broader transverse impact parameter
distributions than prompt leptons from Z boson decays
and/or are non-isolated. Thus, the Z+jets and t¯t back-
ground contributions are reduced by applying a cut on
the transverse impact parameter significance, defined as
the transverse impact parameter divided by its uncer-
tainty, d0/σd0 . This is required to be less than 3.5 (6.5)
for muons (electrons). The electron impact parameter is
affected by bremsstrahlung and thus has a broader dis-
tribution.
In addition, leptons must satisfy isolation require-
ments based on tracking and calorimetric information.
The normalised track isolation discriminant is defined
as the sum of the transverse momenta of tracks inside a
cone of size ∆R = 0.2 around the lepton direction, ex-
cluding the lepton track, divided by the lepton pT. The
tracks considered in the sum are those compatible with
the lepton vertex and have pT > 0.4 GeV (pT > 1 GeV)
in the case of electron (muon) candidates. Each lepton
is required to have a normalised track isolation smaller
than 0.15. The normalised calorimetric isolation for
electrons is computed as the sum of the ET of positive-
energy topological clusters [88] with a reconstructed
barycentre falling within a cone of size ∆R = 0.2 around
the candidate electron cluster, divided by the electron
ET. The algorithm for topological clustering suppresses
noise by keeping cells with a significant energy deposit
and their neighbours. The summed energy of the cells
assigned to the electron cluster is excluded, while a cor-
rection is applied to account for the electron energy de-
posited outside the cluster. The ambient energy deposi-
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tion in the event from pile-up and the underlying event
is accounted for using a calculation of the median trans-
verse energy density from low-pT jets [89, 90]. The nor-
malised calorimetric isolation for electrons is required
to be less than 0.20. The normalised calorimetric isola-
tion discriminant for muons is defined by the ratio to the
pT of the muon of the ET sum of the calorimeter cells
inside a cone of size ∆R = 0.2 around the muon direc-
tion minus the energy deposited by the muon. Muons
are required to have a normalised calorimetric isolation
less than 0.30 (0.15 for muons without an associated ID
track). For both the track- and calorimeter-based isola-
tion, any contributions arising from other leptons of the
quadruplet are subtracted.
The combined signal reconstruction and selection ef-
ficiencies for a SM Higgs with mH = 125 GeV for the
7 TeV (8 TeV) data are 37% (36%) for the 4µ channel,
20% (22%) for the 2e2µ/2µ2e channels and 15% (20%)
for the 4e channel.
The 4ℓ invariant mass resolution is improved by ap-
plying a Z-mass constrained kinematic fit to the leading
lepton pair for m4ℓ < 190 GeV and to both lepton pairs
for higher masses. The expected width of the recon-
structed mass distribution is dominated by the experi-
mental resolution for mH < 350 GeV, and by the natu-
ral width of the Higgs boson for higher masses (30 GeV
at mH = 400 GeV). The typical mass resolutions for
mH = 125 GeV are 1.7 GeV, 1.7 GeV/2.2 GeV and
2.3 GeV for the 4µ, 2e2µ/2µ2e and 4e sub-channels, re-
spectively.
4.2. Background estimation
The expected background yield and composition are
estimated using the MC simulation normalised to the
theoretical cross section for ZZ(∗) production and by
methods using control regions from data for the Z + jets
and t¯t processes. Since the background composition de-
pends on the flavour of the sub-leading lepton pair, dif-
ferent approaches are taken for the ℓℓ+µµ and the ℓℓ+ee
final states. The transfer factors needed to extrapolate
the background yields from the control regions defined
below to the signal region are obtained from the MC
simulation. The MC description of the selection effi-
ciencies for the different background components has
been verified with data.
The reducible ℓℓ + µµ background is dominated by t¯t
and Z+ jets (mostly Zb¯b) events. A control region is de-
fined by removing the isolation requirement on the lep-
tons in the sub-leading pair, and by requiring that at least
one of the sub-leading muons fails the transverse impact
parameter significance selection. These modifications
remove ZZ(∗) contributions, and allow both the t¯t and
Z+ jets backgrounds to be estimated simultaneously us-
ing a fit to the m12 distribution. The t¯t background con-
tribution is cross-checked by selecting a control sample
of events with an opposite charge eµ pair with an invari-
ant mass between 50 GeV and 106 GeV, accompanied
by an opposite-charge muon pair. Events with a Z can-
didate decaying to a pair of electrons or muons in the
aforementioned mass range are excluded. Isolation and
transverse impact parameter significance requirements
are applied only to the leptons of the eµ pair.
In order to estimate the reducible ℓℓ+ ee background,
a control region is formed by relaxing the selection cri-
teria for the electrons of the sub-leading pair. The differ-
ent sources of electron background are then separated
into categories consisting of non-prompt leptons from
heavy flavour decays, electrons from photon conver-
sions and jets mis-identified as electrons, using appro-
priate discriminating variables [91]. This method allows
the sum of the Z + jets and t¯t background contributions
to be estimated. As a cross-check, the same method is
also applied to a similar control region containing same-
charge sub-leading electron pairs. An additional cross-
check of the ℓℓ+ee background estimation is performed
by using a control region with same-charge sub-leading
electron pairs, where the three highest pT leptons satisfy
all the analysis criteria whereas the selection cuts are re-
laxed for the remaining electrons. All the cross-checks
yield consistent results.
Table 2: Summary of the estimated numbers of Z + jets and t¯t back-
ground events, for the
√
s = 7 TeV and
√
s = 8 TeV data in the entire
phase-space of the analysis after the kinematic selections described in
the text. The backgrounds are combined for the 2µ2e and 4e channels,
as discussed in the text. The first uncertainty is statistical, while the
second is systematic.
Background Estimated
numbers of events√
s = 7 TeV
√
s = 8 TeV
4µ
Z+jets 0.3± 0.1 ±0.1 0.5± 0.1 ±0.2
t¯t 0.02±0.02±0.01 0.04±0.02±0.02
2e2µ
Z+jets 0.2± 0.1 ±0.1 0.4± 0.1 ±0.1
t¯t 0.02±0.01±0.01 0.04±0.01±0.01
2µ2e
Z+jets, t¯t 2.6± 0.4 ±0.4 4.9± 0.8 ±0.7
4e
Z+jets, t¯t 3.1± 0.6 ±0.5 3.9± 0.7 ±0.8
The data-driven background estimates are sum-
marised in Table 2. The distribution of m34, for events
selected by the analysis except that the isolation and
transverse impact parameter requirements for the sub-
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leading lepton pair are removed, is presented in Fig. 1.
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Figure 1: Invariant mass distribution of the sub-leading lepton pair
(m34) for a sample defined by the presence of a Z boson candidate and
an additional same-flavour electron or muon pair, for the combination
of
√
s = 7 TeV and
√
s = 8 TeV data in the entire phase-space of the
analysis after the kinematic selections described in the text. Isolation
and transverse impact parameter significance requirements are applied
to the leading lepton pair only. The MC is normalised to the data-
driven background estimations. The relatively small contribution of a
SM Higgs with mH = 125 GeV in this sample is also shown.
4.3. Systematic uncertainties
The uncertainties on the integrated luminosities are
determined to be 1.8% for the 7 TeV data and 3.6%
for the 8 TeV data using the techniques described in
Ref. [92].
The uncertainties on the lepton reconstruction and
identification efficiencies and on the momentum scale
and resolution are determined using samples of W,
Z and J/ψ decays [84, 85]. The relative uncertainty
on the signal acceptance due to the uncertainty on
the muon reconstruction and identification efficiency is
±0.7% (±0.5%/±0.5%) for the 4µ (2e2µ/2µ2e) chan-
nel for m4ℓ = 600 GeV and increases to ±0.9%
(±0.8%/±0.5%) for m4ℓ = 115 GeV. Similarly, the
relative uncertainty on the signal acceptance due to the
uncertainty on the electron reconstruction and identifi-
cation efficiency is ±2.6% (±1.7%/±1.8%) for the 4e
(2e2µ/2µ2e) channel for m4ℓ = 600 GeV and reaches
±8.0% (±2.3%/±7.6%) for m4ℓ = 115 GeV. The un-
certainty on the electron energy scale results in an un-
certainty of ±0.7% (±0.5%/±0.2%) on the mass scale
of the m4ℓ distribution for the 4e (2e2µ/2µ2e) channel.
The impact of the uncertainties on the electron energy
resolution and on the muon momentum resolution and
scale are found to be negligible.
The theoretical uncertainties associated with the sig-
nal are described in detail in Section 8. For the SM
ZZ(∗) background, which is estimated from MC simula-
tion, the uncertainty on the total yield due to the QCD
scale uncertainty is ±5%, while the effect of the PDF
and αs uncertainties is ±4% (±8%) for processes initi-
ated by quarks (gluons) [53]. In addition, the depen-
dence of these uncertainties on the four-lepton invariant
mass spectrum has been taken into account as discussed
in Ref. [53]. Though a small excess of events is ob-
served for m4l > 160 GeV, the measured ZZ(∗) → 4ℓ
cross section [93] is consistent with the SM theoreti-
cal prediction. The impact of not using the theoretical
constraints on the ZZ(∗) yield on the search for a Higgs
boson with mH < 2mZ has been studied in Ref. [87] and
has been found to be negligible . The impact of the in-
terference between a Higgs signal and the non-resonant
gg → ZZ(∗) background is small and becomes negligi-
ble for mH < 2mZ [94].
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Figure 2: The distribution of the four-lepton invariant mass, m4ℓ , for
the selected candidates, compared to the background expectation in
the 80–250 GeV mass range, for the combination of the
√
s = 7 TeV
and
√
s = 8 TeV data. The signal expectation for a SM Higgs with
mH = 125 GeV is also shown.
4.4. Results
The expected distributions of m4ℓ for the background
and for a Higgs boson signal with mH = 125 GeV are
compared to the data in Fig. 2. The numbers of ob-
served and expected events in a window of ±5 GeV
around mH = 125 GeV are presented for the combined
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7 TeV and 8 TeV data in Table 3. The distribution of
the m34 versus m12 invariant mass is shown in Fig. 3.
The statistical interpretation of the excess of events near
m4ℓ = 125 GeV in Fig. 2 is presented in Section 9.
Table 3: The numbers of expected signal (mH = 125 GeV) and back-
ground events, together with the numbers of observed events in the
data, in a window of size ±5 GeV around 125 GeV, for the combined√
s = 7 TeV and
√
s = 8 TeV data.
Signal ZZ(∗) Z + jets, t¯t Observed
4µ 2.09±0.30 1.12±0.05 0.13±0.04 6
2e2µ/2µ2e 2.29± 0.33 0.80±0.05 1.27±0.19 5
4e 0.90±0.14 0.44±0.04 1.09±0.20 2
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Figure 3: Distribution of the m34 versus the m12 invariant mass, be-
fore the application of the Z-mass constrained kinematic fit, for the
selected candidates in the m4ℓ range 120–130 GeV. The expected
distributions for a SM Higgs with mH = 125 GeV (the sizes of the
boxes indicate the relative density) and for the total background (the
intensity of the shading indicates the relative density) are also shown.
5. H→ γγ channel
The search for the SM Higgs boson through the de-
cay H→ γγ is performed in the mass range between
110 GeV and 150 GeV. The dominant background is
SM diphoton production (γγ); contributions also come
from γ+jet and jet+jet production with one or two jets
mis-identified as photons (γ j and j j) and from the Drell-
Yan process. The 7 TeV data have been re-analysed and
the results combined with those from the 8 TeV data.
Among other changes to the analysis, a new category
of events with two jets is introduced, which enhances
the sensitivity to the VBF process. Higgs boson events
produced by the VBF process have two forward jets,
originating from the two scattered quarks, and tend to
be devoid of jets in the central region. Overall, the sen-
sitivity of the analysis has been improved by about 20%
with respect to that described in Ref. [95].
5.1. Event selection
The data used in this channel are selected using
a diphoton trigger [96], which requires two clusters
formed from energy depositions in the electromagnetic
calorimeter. An ET threshold of 20 GeV is applied to
each cluster for the 7 TeV data, while for the 8 TeV
data the thresholds are increased to 35 GeV on the lead-
ing (the highest ET) cluster and to 25 GeV on the sub-
leading (the next-highest ET) cluster. In addition, loose
criteria are applied to the shapes of the clusters to match
the expectations for electromagnetic showers initiated
by photons. The efficiency of the trigger is greater than
99% for events passing the final event selection.
Events are required to contain at least one recon-
structed vertex with at least two associated tracks with
pT > 0.4 GeV, as well as two photon candidates. Pho-
ton candidates are reconstructed in the fiducial region
|η| < 2.37, excluding the calorimeter barrel/end-cap
transition region 1.37 ≤ |η| < 1.52. Photons that convert
to electron-positron pairs in the ID material can have
one or two reconstructed tracks matched to the clusters
in the calorimeter. The photon reconstruction efficiency
is about 97% for ET > 30 GeV.
In order to account for energy losses upstream of the
calorimeter and energy leakage outside of the cluster,
MC simulation results are used to calibrate the energies
of the photon candidates; there are separate calibrations
for unconverted and converted candidates. The calibra-
tion is refined by applying η-dependent correction fac-
tors, which are of the order of ±1%, determined from
measured Z→ e+e− events. The leading (sub-leading)
photon candidate is required to have ET > 40 GeV
(30 GeV).
Photon candidates are required to pass identification
criteria based on shower shapes in the electromagnetic
calorimeter and on energy leakage into the hadronic
calorimeter [97]. For the 7 TeV data, this information is
combined in a neural network, tuned to achieve a sim-
ilar jet rejection as the cut-based selection described in
Ref. [95], but with higher photon efficiency. For the
8 TeV data, cut-based criteria are used to ensure reliable
photon performance for recently-recorded data. This
cut-based selection has been tuned to be robust against
pile-up by relaxing requirements on shower shape cri-
teria more susceptible to pile-up, and tightening others.
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The photon identification efficiencies, averaged over η,
range from 85% to above 95% for the ET range under
consideration.
To further suppress the jet background, an isolation
requirement is applied. The isolation transverse en-
ergy is defined as the sum of the transverse energy
of positive-energy topological clusters, as described in
Section 4, within a cone of size ∆R = 0.4 around the
photon candidate, excluding the region within 0.125 ×
0.175 in ∆η×∆φ around the photon barycentre. The dis-
tributions of the isolation transverse energy in data and
simulation have been found to be in good agreement us-
ing electrons from Z→ e+e− events and photons from
Z → ℓ+ℓ−γ events. Remaining small differences are
taken into account as a systematic uncertainty. Photon
candidates are required to have an isolation transverse
energy of less than 4 GeV.
5.2. Invariant mass reconstruction
The invariant mass of the two photons is evaluated us-
ing the photon energies measured in the calorimeter, the
azimuthal angle φ between the photons as determined
from the positions of the photons in the calorimeter, and
the values of η calculated from the position of the identi-
fied primary vertex and the impact points of the photons
in the calorimeter.
The primary vertex of the hard interaction is identi-
fied by combining the following information in a global
likelihood: the directions of flight of the photons as
determined using the longitudinal segmentation of the
electromagnetic calorimeter (calorimeter pointing), the
parameters of the beam spot, and the ∑ p2T of the tracks
associated with each reconstructed vertex. In addition,
for the 7 TeV data analysis, the reconstructed conver-
sion vertex is used in the likelihood for converted pho-
tons with tracks containing hits in the silicon layers of
the ID. The calorimeter pointing is sufficient to ensure
that the contribution of the opening angle between the
photons to the mass resolution is negligible. Using the
calorimeter pointing alone, the resolution of the vertex z
coordinate is ∼ 15 mm, improving to ∼ 6 mm for events
with two reconstructed converted photons. The tracking
information from the ID improves the identification of
the vertex of the hard interaction, which is needed for
the jet selection in the 2-jet category.
With the selection described in Section 5.1, in the
diphoton invariant mass range between 100 GeV and
160 GeV, 23788 and 35251 diphoton candidates are ob-
served in the 7 TeV and 8 TeV data samples, respec-
tively.
Data-driven techniques [98] are used to estimate the
numbers of γγ, γ j and j j events in the selected sam-
ple. The contribution from the Drell-Yan background
is determined from a sample of Z→ e+e− decays in data
where either one or both electrons pass the photon selec-
tion. The measured composition of the selected sample
is approximately 74%, 22%, 3% and 1% for the γγ, γ j,
j j and Drell-Yan processes, respectively, demonstrating
the dominance of the irreducible diphoton production.
This decomposition is not directly used in the signal
search; however, it is used to study the parameterisation
of the background modelling.
5.3. Event categorisation
To increase the sensitivity to a Higgs boson signal,
the events are separated into ten mutually exclusive cat-
egories having different mass resolutions and signal-to-
background ratios. An exclusive category of events con-
taining two jets improves the sensitivity to VBF. The
other nine categories are defined by the presence or not
of converted photons, η of the selected photons, and pTt,
the component3 of the diphoton pT that is orthogonal to
the axis defined by the difference between the two pho-
ton momenta [99, 100].
Jets are reconstructed [101] using the anti-kt algo-
rithm [102] with radius parameter R = 0.4. At least
two jets with |η| < 4.5 and pT > 25 GeV are re-
quired in the 2-jet selection. In the analysis of the 8 TeV
data, the pT threshold is raised to 30 GeV for jets with
2.5 < |η| < 4.5. For jets in the ID acceptance (|η| < 2.5),
the fraction of the sum of the pT of tracks, associated
with the jet and matched to the selected primary vertex,
with respect to the sum of the pT of tracks associated
with the jet (jet vertex fraction, JVF) is required to be
at least 0.75. This requirement on the JVF reduces the
number of jets from proton-proton interactions not asso-
ciated with the primary vertex. Motivated by the VBF
topology, three additional cuts are applied in the 2-jet
selection: the difference of the pseudorapidity between
the leading and sub-leading jets (tag jets) is required to
be larger than 2.8, the invariant mass of the tag jets has
to be larger than 400 GeV, and the azimuthal angle dif-
ference between the diphoton system and the system of
the tag jets has to be larger than 2.6. About 70% of the
signal events in the 2-jet category come from the VBF
process.
The other nine categories are defined as follows:
events with two unconverted photons are separated into
unconverted central (|η| < 0.75 for both candidates) and
unconverted rest (all other events), events with at least
3 pTt =
∣∣∣(pγ1T + pγ2T ) × (pγ1T − pγ2T )∣∣∣ / ∣∣∣pγ1T − pγ2T ∣∣∣, where pγ1T and pγ2T
are the transverse momenta of the two photons.
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Table 4: Number of events in the data (ND) and expected number of
signal events (NS) for mH = 126.5 GeV from the H→ γγ analysis, for
each category in the mass range 100−160 GeV. The mass resolution
FWHM (see text) is also given for the 8 TeVdata. The Higgs boson
production cross section multiplied by the branching ratio into two
photons (σ×B(H → γγ)) is listed for mH = 126.5 GeV. The statistical
uncertainties on NS and FWHM are less than 1 %.
√
s 7 TeV 8 TeV
σ × B(H → γγ) [fb] 39 50 FWHM
Category ND NS ND NS [GeV]
Unconv. central, low pTt 2054 10.5 2945 14.2 3.4
Unconv. central, high pTt 97 1.5 173 2.5 3.2
Unconv. rest, low pTt 7129 21.6 12136 30.9 3.7
Unconv. rest, high pTt 444 2.8 785 5.2 3.6
Conv. central, low pTt 1493 6.7 2015 8.9 3.9
Conv. central, high pTt 77 1.0 113 1.6 3.5
Conv. rest, low pTt 8313 21.1 11099 26.9 4.5
Conv. rest, high pTt 501 2.7 706 4.5 3.9
Conv. transition 3591 9.5 5140 12.8 6.1
2-jet 89 2.2 139 3.0 3.7
All categories (inclusive) 23788 79.6 35251 110.5 3.9
one converted photon are separated into converted cen-
tral (|η| < 0.75 for both candidates), converted transi-
tion (at least one photon with 1.3 < |η| < 1.75) and
converted rest (all other events). Except for the con-
verted transition category, each category is further di-
vided by a cut at pTt= 60 GeV into two categories, low
pTt and high pTt. MC studies show that signal events,
particularly those produced via VBF or associated pro-
duction (WH/ZH and t¯tH), have on average larger pTt
than background events. The number of data events in
each category, as well as the sum of all the categories,
which is denoted inclusive, are given in Table 4.
5.4. Signal modelling
The description of the Higgs boson signal is obtained
from MC, as described in Section 3. The cross sections
multiplied by the branching ratio into two photons are
given in Table 4 for mH = 126.5 GeV. The number of
signal events produced via the ggF process is rescaled
to take into account the expected destructive interfer-
ence between the gg → γγ continuum background and
ggF [103], leading to a reduction of the production rate
by 2−5% depending on mH and the event category. For
both the 7 TeV and 8 TeV MC samples, the fractions of
ggF, VBF, WH, ZH and t¯tH production are approxi-
mately 88%, 7%, 3%, 2% and 0.5%, respectively, for
mH = 126.5 GeV.
In the simulation, the shower shape distributions
are shifted slightly to improve the agreement with the
data [97], and the photon energy resolution is broad-
ened (by approximately 1% in the barrel calorimeter
and 1.2−2.1% in the end-cap regions) to account for
small differences observed between Z→ e+e− data and
MC events. The signal yields expected for the 7 TeV
and 8 TeV data samples are given in Table 4. The over-
all selection efficiency is about 40%.
The shape of the invariant mass of the signal in each
category is modelled by the sum of a Crystal Ball func-
tion [104], describing the core of the distribution with
a width σCB, and a Gaussian contribution describing
the tails (amounting to <10%) of the mass distribution.
The expected full-width-at-half-maximum (FWHM) is
3.9 GeV and σCB is 1.6 GeV for the inclusive sample.
The resolution varies with event category (see Table 4);
the FWHM is typically a factor 2.3 larger than σCB.
5.5. Background modelling
The background in each category is estimated from
data by fitting the diphoton mass spectrum in the mass
range 100−160 GeV with a selected model with free pa-
rameters of shape and normalisation. Different models
are chosen for the different categories to achieve a good
compromise between limiting the size of a potential bias
while retaining good statistical power. A fourth-order
Bernstein polynomial function [105] is used for the un-
converted rest (low pTt), converted rest (low pTt) and in-
clusive categories, an exponential function of a second-
order polynomial for the unconverted central (low pTt),
converted central (low pTt) and converted transition cat-
egories, and an exponential function for all others.
Studies to determine the potential bias have been per-
formed using large samples of simulated background
events complemented by data-driven estimates. The
background shapes in the simulation have been cross-
checked using data from control regions. The poten-
tial bias for a given model is estimated, separately for
each category, by performing a maximum likelihood fit
to large samples of simulated background events in the
mass range 100−160 GeV, of the sum of a signal plus
the given background model. The signal shape is taken
to follow the expectation for a SM Higgs boson; the sig-
nal yield is a free parameter of the fit. The potential bias
is defined by the largest absolute signal yield obtained
from the likelihood fit to the simulated background sam-
ples for hypothesised Higgs boson masses in the range
110−150 GeV. A pre-selection of background parame-
terisations is made by requiring that the potential bias,
as defined above, is less than 20% of the statistical un-
certainty on the fitted signal yield. The pre-selected pa-
rameterisation in each category with the best expected
sensitivity for mH = 125 GeV is selected as the back-
ground model.
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The largest absolute signal yield as defined above is
taken as the systematic uncertainty on the background
model. It amounts to ±(0.2−4.6) and ±(0.3−6.8) events,
depending on the category for the 7 TeV and 8 TeV data
samples, respectively. In the final fit to the data (see
Section 5.7) a signal-like term is included in the likeli-
hood function for each category. This term incorporates
the estimated potential bias, thus providing a conserva-
tive estimate of the uncertainty due to the background
modelling.
5.6. Systematic uncertainties
Hereafter, in cases where two uncertainties are
quoted, they refer to the 7 TeV and 8 TeV data, respec-
tively. The dominant experimental uncertainty on the
signal yield (±8%, ±11%) comes from the photon re-
construction and identification efficiency, which is es-
timated with data using electrons from Z decays and
photons from Z → ℓ+ℓ−γ events. Pile-up modelling
also affects the expected yields and contributes to the
uncertainty (±4%). Further uncertainties on the sig-
nal yield are related to the trigger (±1%), photon isola-
tion (±0.4%, ±0.5%) and luminosity (±1.8%, ±3.6%).
Uncertainties due to the modelling of the underlying
event are ±6% for VBF and ±30% for other produc-
tion processes in the 2-jet category. Uncertainties on the
predicted cross sections and branching ratio are sum-
marised in Section 8.
The uncertainty on the expected fractions of signal
events in each category is described in the following.
The uncertainty on the knowledge of the material in
front of the calorimeter is used to derive the amount of
possible event migration between the converted and un-
converted categories (±4%). The uncertainty from pile-
up on the population of the converted and unconverted
categories is ±2%. The uncertainty from the jet energy
scale (JES) amounts to up to ±19% for the 2-jet cate-
gory, and up to ±4% for the other categories. Uncertain-
ties from the JVF modelling are ±12% (for the 8 TeV
data) for the 2-jet category, estimated from Z+2-jets
events by comparing data and MC. Different PDFs and
scale variations in the HqT calculations are used to de-
rive possible event migration among categories (±9%)
due to the modelling of the Higgs boson kinematics.
The total uncertainty on the mass resolution is ±14%.
The dominant contribution (±12%) comes from the un-
certainty on the energy resolution of the calorimeter,
which is determined from Z→ e+e− events. Smaller
contributions come from the imperfect knowledge of the
material in front of the calorimeter, which affects the ex-
trapolation of the calibration from electrons to photons
(±6%), and from pile-up (±4%).
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Figure 4: The distributions of the invariant mass of diphoton can-
didates after all selections for the combined 7 TeV and 8 TeV data
sample. The inclusive sample is shown in (a) and a weighted version
of the same sample in (c); the weights are explained in the text. The
result of a fit to the data of the sum of a signal component fixed to
mH = 126.5 GeV and a background component described by a fourth-
order Bernstein polynomial is superimposed. The residuals of the data
and weighted data with respect to the respective fitted background
component are displayed in (b) and (d).
5.7. Results
The distributions of the invariant mass, mγγ, of the
diphoton events, summed over all categories, are shown
in Fig. 4(a) and (b). The result of a fit including a signal
component fixed to mH = 126.5 GeV and a background
component described by a fourth-order Bernstein poly-
nomial is superimposed.
The statistical analysis of the data employs an un-
binned likelihood function constructed from those of
the ten categories of the 7 TeV and 8 TeV data samples.
To demonstrate the sensitivity of this likelihood analy-
sis, Fig. 4(c) and (d) also show the mass spectrum ob-
tained after weighting events with category-dependent
factors reflecting the signal-to-background ratios. The
weight wi for events in category i ∈ [1, 10] for the 7 TeV
and 8 TeV data samples is defined to be ln (1 + S i/Bi),
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where S i is 90% of the expected signal for mH = 126.5
GeV, and Bi is the integral, in a window containing S i,
of a background-only fit to the data. The values S i/Bi
have only a mild dependence on mH .
The statistical interpretation of the excess of events
near mγγ = 126.5 GeV in Fig. 4 is presented in Sec-
tion 9.
6. H→WW(∗)→ eνµν channel
The signature for this channel is two opposite-charge
leptons with large transverse momentum and a large
momentum imbalance in the event due to the escaping
neutrinos. The dominant backgrounds are non-resonant
WW, t¯t, and Wt production, all of which have real
W pairs in the final state. Other important backgrounds
include Drell-Yan events (pp→Z/γ(∗)→ ℓℓ) with EmissT
that may arise from mismeasurement, W+jets events
in which a jet produces an object reconstructed as the
second electron or muon, and Wγ events in which the
photon undergoes a conversion. Boson pair produc-
tion (Wγ∗/WZ(∗) and ZZ(∗)) can also produce opposite-
charge lepton pairs with additional leptons that are not
detected.
The analysis of the 8 TeV data presented here is fo-
cused on the mass range 110 < mH < 200 GeV. It fol-
lows the procedure used for the 7 TeV data, described
in Ref. [106], except that more stringent criteria are ap-
plied to reduce the W+jets background and some selec-
tions have been modified to mitigate the impact of the
higher instantaneous luminosity at the LHC in 2012. In
particular, the higher luminosity results in a larger Drell-
Yan background to the same-flavour final states, due to
the deterioration of the missing transverse momentum
resolution. For this reason, and the fact that the eµ final
state provides more than 85% of the sensitivity of the
search, the same-flavour final states have not been used
in the analysis described here.
6.1. Event selection
For the 8 TeV H→WW (∗)→ eνµν search, the data
are selected using inclusive single-muon and single-
electron triggers. Both triggers require an isolated lep-
ton with pT > 24 GeV. Quality criteria are applied
to suppress non-collision backgrounds such as cosmic-
ray muons, beam-related backgrounds, and noise in
the calorimeters. The primary vertex selection fol-
lows that described in Section 4. Candidates for the
H→WW (∗)→ eνµν search are pre-selected by requir-
ing exactly two opposite-charge leptons of different
flavours, with pT thresholds of 25 GeV for the leading
lepton and 15 GeV for the sub-leading lepton. Events
are classified into two exclusive lepton channels de-
pending on the flavour of the leading lepton, where eµ
(µe) refers to events with a leading electron (muon). The
dilepton invariant mass is required to be greater than
10 GeV.
The lepton selection and isolation have more strin-
gent requirements than those used for the H → ZZ(∗) →
4ℓ analysis (see Section 4), to reduce the larger back-
ground from non-prompt leptons in the ℓνℓν final state.
Electron candidates are selected using a combination of
tracking and calorimetric information [85]; the criteria
are optimised for background rejection, at the expense
of some reduced efficiency. Muon candidates are re-
stricted to those with matching MS and ID tracks [84],
and therefore are reconstructed over |η| < 2.5. The
isolation criteria require the scalar sums of the pT of
charged particles and of calorimeter topological clus-
ters within ∆R = 0.3 of the lepton direction (excluding
the lepton itself) each to be less than 0.12-0.20 times the
lepton pT. The exact value differs between the criteria
for tracks and calorimeter clusters, for both electrons
and muons, and depends on the lepton pT. Jet selec-
tions follow those described in Section 5.3, except that
the JVF is required to be greater than 0.5.
Since two neutrinos are present in the signal final
state, events are required to have large EmissT . E
miss
T is
the negative vector sum of the transverse momenta of
the reconstructed objects, including muons, electrons,
photons, jets, and clusters of calorimeter cells not as-
sociated with these objects. The quantity EmissT,rel used
in this analysis is required to be greater than 25 GeV
and is defined as: EmissT,rel = E
miss
T sin∆φmin, where ∆φmin
is min(∆φ, π2 ), and EmissT is the magnitude of the vec-
tor EmissT . Here, ∆φ is the angle between E
miss
T and the
transverse momentum of the nearest lepton or jet with
pT > 25 GeV. Compared to EmissT , EmissT,rel has increased
rejection power for events in which the EmissT is gener-
ated by a neutrino in a jet or the mismeasurement of an
object, since in those events the EmissT tends to point in
the direction of the object. After the lepton isolation and
EmissT,rel requirements that define the pre-selected sample,
the multijet background is negligible and the Drell-Yan
background is much reduced. The Drell-Yan contribu-
tion becomes very small after the topological selections,
described below, are applied.
The background rate and composition depend signif-
icantly on the jet multiplicity, as does the signal topol-
ogy. Without accompanying jets, the signal originates
almost entirely from the ggF process and the back-
ground is dominated by WW events. In contrast, when
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produced in association with two or more jets, the signal
contains a much larger contribution from the VBF pro-
cess compared to the ggF process, and the background
is dominated by tt production. Therefore, to maximise
the sensitivity to SM Higgs events, further selection cri-
teria depending on the jet multiplicity are applied to the
pre-selected sample. The data are subdivided into 0-jet,
1-jet and 2-jet search channels according to the num-
ber of jets in the final state, with the 2-jet channel also
including higher jet multiplicities.
Owing to spin correlations in the WW (∗) system aris-
ing from the spin-0 nature of the SM Higgs boson and
the V-A structure of the W boson decay vertex, the
charged leptons tend to emerge from the primary ver-
tex pointing in the same direction [107]. This kinematic
feature is exploited for all jet multiplicities by requiring
that |∆φℓℓ| < 1.8, and the dilepton invariant mass, mℓℓ,
be less than 50 GeV for the 0-jet and 1-jet channels. For
the 2-jet channel, the mℓℓ upper bound is increased to
80 GeV.
In the 0-jet channel, the magnitude pℓℓT of the trans-
verse momentum of the dilepton system, pℓℓT = p
ℓ1
T +p
ℓ2
T ,
is required to be greater than 30 GeV. This improves the
rejection of the Drell-Yan background.
In the 1-jet channel, backgrounds from top quark pro-
duction are suppressed by rejecting events containing a
b-tagged jet, as determined using a b-tagging algorithm
that uses a neural network and exploits the topology of
weak decays of b- and c-hadrons [108]. The total trans-
verse momentum, ptotT , defined as the magnitude of the
vector sum ptotT = p
ℓ1
T + p
ℓ2
T + p
j
T + E
miss
T , is required
to be smaller than 30 GeV to suppress top background
events that have jets with pT below the threshold defined
for jet counting. In order to reject the background from
Z→ ττ, the ττ invariant mass, mττ, is computed under
the assumptions that the reconstructed leptons are τ lep-
ton decay products. In addition the neutrinos produced
in these decays are assumed to be the only source of
EmissT and to be collinear with the leptons [109]. Events
with |mττ − mZ | < 25 GeV are rejected if the collinear
approximation yields a physical solution.
The 2-jet selection follows the 1-jet selection de-
scribed above, with the ptotT definition modified to in-
clude all selected jets. Motivated by the VBF topol-
ogy, several additional criteria are applied to the tag
jets, defined as the two highest-pT jets in the event.
These are required to be separated in rapidity by a dis-
tance |∆y j j| > 3.8 and to have an invariant mass, m j j,
larger than 500 GeV. Events with an additional jet with
pT > 20 GeV between the tag jets (y j1 < y < y j2) are
rejected.
A transverse mass variable, mT [110], is used to test
for the presence of a signal for all jet multiplicities. This
variable is defined as:
mT =
√
(EℓℓT + EmissT )2 − |pℓℓT + EmissT |2,
where EℓℓT =
√
|pℓℓT |2 + m2ℓℓ. The statistical analysis of
the data uses a fit to the mT distribution in the signal re-
gion after the ∆φℓℓ requirement (see Section 6.4), which
results in increased sensitivity compared to the analysis
described in Ref. [111].
For a SM Higgs boson with mH = 125 GeV, the
cross section times branching ratio to the eνµν final
state is 88 fb for
√
s = 7 TeV, increasing to 112 fb at√
s = 8 TeV. The combined acceptance times efficiency
of the 8 TeV 0-jet and 1-jet selection relative to the ggF
production cross section times branching ratio is about
7.4%. The acceptance times efficiency of the 8 TeV 2-jet
selection relative to the VBF production cross section
times branching ratio is about 14%. Both of these fig-
ures are based on the number of events selected before
the final mT criterion is applied (as described in Sec-
tion 6.4).
6.2. Background normalisation and control samples
The leading backgrounds from SM processes produc-
ing two isolated high-pT leptons are WW and top (in
this section, “top” background always includes both t¯t
and single top, unless otherwise noted). These are es-
timated using partially data-driven techniques based on
normalising the MC predictions to the data in control
regions dominated by the relevant background source.
The W+jets background is estimated from data for all jet
multiplicities. Only the small backgrounds from Drell-
Yan and diboson processes other than WW, as well as
the WW background for the 2-jet analysis, are estimated
using MC simulation.
The control and validation regions are defined by se-
lections similar to those used for the signal region but
with some criteria reversed or modified to obtain signal-
depleted samples enriched in a particular background.
The term “validation region” distinguishes these regions
from the control regions that are used to directly nor-
malise the backgrounds. Some control regions have sig-
nificant contributions from backgrounds other than the
targeted one, which introduces dependencies among the
background estimates. These correlations are fully in-
corporated in the fit to the mT distribution. In the fol-
lowing sections, each background estimate is described
after any others on which it depends. Hence, the largest
background (WW) is described last.
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6.2.1. W+jets background estimation
The W+jets background contribution is estimated us-
ing a control sample of events where one of the two lep-
tons satisfies the identification and isolation criteria de-
scribed in Section 6.1, and the other lepton fails these
criteria but satisfies a loosened selection (denoted “anti-
identified”). Otherwise, events in this sample are re-
quired to pass all the signal selections. The dominant
contribution to this sample comes from W+jets events
in which a jet produces an object that is reconstructed
as a lepton. This object may be either a true electron or
muon from the decay of a heavy quark, or else a product
of the fragmentation identified as a lepton candidate.
The contamination in the signal region is obtained by
scaling the number of events in the data control sam-
ple by a transfer factor. The transfer factor is defined
here as the ratio of the number of identified lepton can-
didates passing all selections to the number of anti-
identified leptons. It is calculated as a function of the
anti-identified lepton pT using a data sample dominated
by QCD jet production (dijet sample) after subtracting
the residual contributions from leptons produced by lep-
tonic W and Z decays, as estimated from data. The
small remaining lepton contamination, which includes
Wγ(∗)/WZ(∗) events, is subtracted using MC simulation.
The processes producing the majority of same-charge
dilepton events, W+jets, Wγ(∗)/WZ(∗) and Z(∗)Z(∗), are
all backgrounds in the opposite-charge signal region.
W+jets and Wγ(∗) backgrounds are particularly impor-
tant in a search optimised for a low Higgs boson mass
hypothesis. Therefore, the normalisation and kinematic
features of same-charge dilepton events are used to val-
idate the predictions of these backgrounds. The pre-
dicted number of same-charge events after the EmissT,rel and
zero-jet requirements is 216 ± 7 (stat) ± 42 (syst), while
182 events are observed in the data. Satisfactory agree-
ment between data and simulation is observed in vari-
ous kinematic distributions, including those of ∆φℓℓ (see
Fig. 5(a)) and the transverse mass.
6.2.2. Top control sample
In the 0-jet channel, the top quark background predic-
tion is first normalised using events satisfying the pre-
selection criteria described in Section 6.1. This sample
is selected without jet multiplicity or b-tagging require-
ments, and the majority of events contain top quarks.
Non-top contributions are subtracted using predictions
from simulation, except for W+jets, which is estimated
using data. After this normalisation is performed, the
fraction of events with zero jets that pass all selections
is evaluated. This fraction is small (about 3%), since the
top quark decay t→Wb has a branching ratio of nearly
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Figure 5: Validation and control distributions for the
H→WW(∗)→ eνµν analysis. a) ∆φℓℓ distribution in the same-
charge validation region after the EmissT,rel and zero-jet requirements. b)
mT distribution in the WW control region for the 0-jet channel. The
eµ and µe final states are combined. The hashed area indicates the
total uncertainty on the background prediction. The expected signal
for mH = 125 GeV is negligible and therefore not visible.
1. Predictions of this fraction from MC simulation are
sensitive to theoretical uncertainties such as the mod-
elling of initial- and final-state radiation, as well as ex-
perimental uncertainties, especially that on the jet en-
ergy scale. To reduce the impact of these uncertainties,
the top quark background determination uses data from
a b-tagged control region in which the one-to-two jet ra-
tio is compared to the MC simulation [112]. The result-
ing correction factor to a purely MC-based background
estimate after all selections amounts to 1.11±0.06 (stat).
In the 1-jet and 2-jet analyses, the top quark back-
ground predictions are normalised to the data using con-
trol samples defined by reversing the b-jet veto and re-
moving the requirements on ∆φℓℓ and mℓℓ. The |∆yjj|
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and mjj requirements are included in the definition of
the 2-jet control region. The resulting samples are domi-
nated by top quark events. The small contributions from
other sources are taken into account using MC simula-
tion and the data-driven W+jets estimate. Good agree-
ment between data and MC simulation is observed for
the total numbers of events and the shapes of the mT
distributions. The resulting normalisation factors are
1.11 ± 0.05 for the 1-jet control region and 1.01 ± 0.26
for the 2-jet control region. Only the statistical uncer-
tainties are quoted.
6.2.3. WW control sample
The MC predictions of the WW background in the
0-jet and 1-jet analyses, summed over lepton flavours,
are normalised using control regions defined with the
same selections as for the signal region except that the
∆φℓℓ requirement is removed and the upper bound on
mℓℓ is replaced with a lower bound: mℓℓ > 80 GeV. The
numbers of events and the shape of the mT distribution
in the control regions are in good agreement between
data and MC, as shown in Fig. 5(b). WW production
contributes about 70% of the events in the 0-jet control
region and about 45% in the 1-jet region. Contamina-
tions from sources other than WW are derived as for the
signal region, including the data-driven W+jets and top
estimates. The resulting normalisation factors with their
associated statistical uncertainties are 1.06±0.06 for the
0-jet control region and 0.99± 0.15 for the 1-jet control
region.
6.3. Systematic uncertainties
The systematic uncertainties that have the largest im-
pact on the sensitivity of the search are the theoretical
uncertainties associated with the signal. These are de-
scribed in Section 9. The main experimental uncertain-
ties are associated with the JES, the jet energy resolu-
tion (JER), pile-up, EmissT , the b-tagging efficiency, the
W+jets transfer factor, and the integrated luminosity.
The largest uncertainties on the backgrounds include
WW normalisation and modelling, top normalisation,
and Wγ(∗) normalisation. The 2-jet systematic uncer-
tainties are dominated by the statistical uncertainties in
the data and the MC simulation, and are therefore not
discussed further.
Variations of the jet energy scale within the system-
atic uncertainties can cause events to migrate between
the jet bins. The uncertainty on the JES varies from
±2% to ±9% as a function of jet pT and η for jets with
pT > 25 GeV and |η| < 4.5 [101]. The largest impact of
this uncertainty on the total signal (background) yield
amounts to 7% (4%) in the 0-jet (1-jet) bin. The un-
certainty on the JER is estimated from in situ measure-
ments and it impacts mostly the 1-jet channel, where
its effect on the total signal and background yields is
4% and 2%, respectively. An additional contribution to
the JES uncertainty arises from pile-up, and is estimated
to vary between ±1% and ±5% for multiple pp colli-
sions in the same bunch crossing and up to ±10% for
neighbouring bunch crossings. This uncertainty affects
mainly the 1-jet channel, where its impact on the sig-
nal and background yields is 4% and 2%, respectively.
JES and lepton momentum scale uncertainties are prop-
agated to the EmissT measurement. Additional contri-
butions to the EmissT uncertainties arise from jets with
pT < 20 GeV and from low-energy calorimeter deposits
not associated with reconstructed physics objects [113].
The impact of the EmissT uncertainty on the total signal
and background yields is ∼3%. The efficiency of the b-
tagging algorithm is calibrated using samples contain-
ing muons reconstructed in the vicinity of jets [114].
The uncertainty on the b-jet tagging efficiency varies be-
tween ±5% and ±18% as a function of the jet pT, and
its impact on the total background yield is 10% for the
1-jet channel. The uncertainty in the W+jets transfer
factor is dominated by differences in jet properties be-
tween dijet and W+jets events as observed in MC sim-
ulations. The total uncertainty on this background is
approximately ±40%, resulting in an uncertainty on the
total background yield of 5%. The uncertainty on the
integrated luminosity is ±3.6%.
A fit to the distribution of mT is performed in or-
der to obtain the signal yield for each mass hypoth-
esis (see Section 6.4). Most theoretical and experi-
mental uncertainties do not produce statistically signif-
icant changes to the mT distribution. The uncertainties
that do produce significant changes of the distribution
of mT have no appreciable effect on the final results,
with the exception of those associated with the WW
background. In this case, an uncertainty is included to
take into account differences in the distribution of mT
and normalisation observed between the MCFM [115],
MC@NLO+HERWIG and POWHEG+PYTHIA gen-
erators. The potential impact of interference between
resonant (Higgs-mediated) and non-resonant gg→WW
diagrams [116] for mT > mH was investigated and found
to be negligible. The effect of the WW normalisation,
modelling, and shape systematics on the total back-
ground yield is 9% for the 0-jet channel and 19% for
the 1-jet channel. The uncertainty on the shape of the
total background is dominated by the uncertainties on
the normalisations of the individual backgrounds. The
main uncertainties on the top background in the 0-jet
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analysis include those associated with interference ef-
fects between t¯t and single top, initial state an final state
radiation, b-tagging, and JER. The impact on the total
background yield in the 0-jet bin is 3%. For the 1-jet
analysis, the impact of the top background on the to-
tal yield is 14%. Theoretical uncertainties on the Wγ
background normalisation are evaluated for each jet bin
using the procedure described in Ref. [117]. They are
±11% for the 0-jet bin and ±50% for the 1-jet bin. For
Wγ∗ with mℓℓ < 7 GeV, a k-factor of 1.3±0.3 is applied
to the MadGraph LO prediction based on the compari-
son with the MCFM NLO calculation. The k-factor for
Wγ∗/WZ(∗) with mℓℓ > 7 GeV is 1.5 ± 0.5. These un-
certainties affect mostly the 1-jet channel, where their
impact on the total background yield is approximately
4%.
Table 5: The expected numbers of signal (mH = 125 GeV) and back-
ground events after all selections, including a cut on the transverse
mass of 0.75 mH < mT < mH for mH = 125 GeV. The observed
numbers of events in data are also displayed. The eµ and µe chan-
nels are combined. The uncertainties shown are the combination of
the statistical and all systematic uncertainties, taking into account the
constraints from control samples. For the 2-jet analysis, backgrounds
with fewer than 0.01 expected events are marked with ‘-’.
0-jet 1-jet 2-jet
Signal 20±4 5± 2 0.34±0.07
WW 101±13 12±5 0.10±0.14
WZ(∗)/ZZ/Wγ(∗) 12±3 1.9±1.1 0.10±0.10
t¯t 8± 2 6± 2 0.15±0.10
tW/tb/tqb 3.4±1.5 3.7±1.6 -
Z/γ∗ + jets 1.9±1.3 0.10±0.10 -
W + jets 15±7 2± 1 -
Total Background 142±16 26±6 0.35±0.18
Observed 185 38 0
6.4. Results
Table 5 shows the numbers of events expected from
a SM Higgs boson with mH = 125 GeV and from the
backgrounds, as well as the numbers of candidates ob-
served in data, after application of all selection criteria
plus an additional cut on mT of 0.75 mH < mT < mH .
The uncertainties shown in Table 5 include the system-
atic uncertainties discussed in Section 6.3, constrained
by the use of the control regions discussed in Sec-
tion 6.2. An excess of events relative to the background
expectation is observed in the data.
Figure 6 shows the distribution of the transverse mass
after all selection criteria in the 0-jet and 1-jet channels
combined, and for both lepton channels together.
The statistical analysis of the data employs a binned
likelihood function constructed as the product of Pois-
son probability terms for the eµ channel and the µe
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Figure 6: Distribution of the transverse mass, mT, in the 0-jet and
1-jet analyses with both eµ and µe channels combined, for events sat-
isfying all selection criteria. The expected signal for mH = 125 GeV is
shown stacked on top of the background prediction. The W+jets back-
ground is estimated from data, and WW and top background MC pre-
dictions are normalised to the data using control regions. The hashed
area indicates the total uncertainty on the background prediction.
channel. The mass-dependent cuts on mT described
above are not used. Instead, the 0-jet (1-jet) signal re-
gions are subdivided into five (three) mT bins. For the
2-jet signal region, only the results integrated over mT
are used, due to the small number of events in the final
sample. The statistical interpretation of the observed
excess of events is presented in Section 9.
7. Statistical procedure
The statistical procedure used to interpret the data is
described in Refs. [17, 118–121]. The parameter of in-
terest is the global signal strength factor µ, which acts
as a scale factor on the total number of events pre-
dicted by the Standard Model for the Higgs boson sig-
nal. This factor is defined such that µ = 0 corresponds
to the background-only hypothesis and µ = 1 corre-
sponds to the SM Higgs boson signal in addition to the
background. Hypothesised values of µ are tested with a
statistic λ(µ) based on the profile likelihood ratio [122].
This test statistic extracts the information on the signal
strength from a full likelihood fit to the data. The likeli-
hood function includes all the parameters that describe
the systematic uncertainties and their correlations.
Exclusion limits are based on the CLs prescrip-
tion [123]; a value of µ is regarded as excluded at
95% CL when CLs is less than 5%. A SM Higgs bo-
son with mass mH is considered excluded at 95% confi-
dence level (CL) when µ = 1 is excluded at that mass.
The significance of an excess in the data is first quan-
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tified with the local p0, the probability that the back-
ground can produce a fluctuation greater than or equal
to the excess observed in data. The equivalent formu-
lation in terms of number of standard deviations, Zl, is
referred to as the local significance. The global prob-
ability for the most significant excess to be observed
anywhere in a given search region is estimated with the
method described in Ref. [124]. The ratio of the global
to the local probabilities, the trials factor used to correct
for the ”look elsewhere” effect, increases with the range
of Higgs boson mass hypotheses considered, the mass
resolutions of the channels involved in the combination,
and the significance of the excess.
The statistical tests are performed in steps of values
of the hypothesised Higgs boson mass mH . The asymp-
totic approximation [122] upon which the results are
based has been validated with the method described in
Ref. [17].
The combination of individual search sub-channels
for a specific Higgs boson decay, and the full combi-
nation of all search channels, are based on the global
signal strength factor µ and on the identification of
the nuisance parameters that correspond to the cor-
related sources of systematic uncertainty described in
Section 8.
8. Correlated systematic uncertainties
The individual search channels that enter the combi-
nation are summarised in Table 6.
The main uncorrelated systematic uncertainties
are described in Sections 4–6 for the H→ ZZ(∗)→ 4ℓ,
H→ γγ and H→WW (∗)→ ℓνℓν channels and in
Ref. [17] for the other channels. They include the
background normalisations or background model
parameters from control regions or sidebands, the
Monte Carlo simulation statistical uncertainties and
the theoretical uncertainties affecting the background
processes.
The main sources of correlated systematic uncertain-
ties are the following.
1. Integrated luminosity: The uncertainty on the
integrated luminosity is considered as fully correlated
among channels and amounts to ±3.9% for the 7 TeV
data [132, 133], except for the H→ZZ(∗)→ 4ℓ and
H→ γγ channels which were re-analysed; the uncer-
tainty is±1.8% [92] for these channels. The uncertainty
is ±3.6% for the 8 TeV data.
2. Electron and photon trigger identification: The
uncertainties in the trigger and identification efficiencies
are treated as fully correlated for electrons and photons.
3. Electron and photon energy scales: The elec-
tron and photon energy scales in the H→ ZZ(∗)→ 4ℓ
and H→ γγ channels are described by five parameters,
which provide a detailed account of the sources of sys-
tematic uncertainty. They are related to the calibration
method, the presampler energy scale in the barrel and
end-cap calorimeters, and the material description up-
stream of the calorimeters.
4. Muon reconstruction: The uncertainties affecting
muons are separated into those related to the ID and MS,
in order to obtain a better description of the correlated
effects among channels using different muon identifica-
tion criteria and different ranges of muon pT.
5. Jet energy scale and missing transverse energy:
The jet energy scale and jet energy resolution are af-
fected by uncertainties which depend on the pT, η, and
flavour of the jet. A simplified scheme is used in which
independent JES and JER nuisance parameters are asso-
ciated with final states with significantly different kine-
matic selections and sensitivity to scattering processes
with different kinematic distributions or flavour com-
position. This scheme includes a specific treatment
for b-jets. The sensitivity of the results to various as-
sumptions about the correlation between these sources
of uncertainty has been found to be negligible. An un-
correlated component of the uncertainty on EmissT is in-
cluded, in addition to the JES uncertainty, which is due
to low energy jet activity not associated with recon-
structed physics objects.
6. Theory uncertainties: Correlated theoretical un-
certainties affect mostly the signal predictions. The
QCD scale uncertainties for mH=125 GeV amount to
+7%
−8% for the ggF process, ±1% for the VBF and WH/ZH
processes, and +4%−9% for the t¯tH process [52, 53]; the
small dependence of these uncertainties on mH is taken
into account. The uncertainties on the predicted branch-
ing ratios amount to ±5%. The uncertainties related to
the parton distribution functions amount to ±8% for the
predominantly gluon-initiated ggF and t¯tH processes,
and ±4% for the predominantly quark-initiated VBF
and WH/ZH processes [78, 134–136]. The theoretical
uncertainty associated with the exclusive Higgs boson
production process with additional jets in the H→ γγ,
H→WW (∗)→ ℓνℓν and H → τ+τ− channels is estimated
using the prescription of Refs. [53, 117, 118], with
the noticeable difference that an explicit calculation of
the gluon-fusion process at NLO using MCFM [137]
in the 2-jet category reduces the uncertainty on this
non-negligible contribution to 25 %. An additional
theoretical uncertainty on the signal normalisation of
±150%×(mH/TeV)3 (e.g. ±4% for mH = 300 GeV) ac-
counts for effects related to off-shell Higgs boson pro-
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Table 6: Summary of the individual channels entering the combination. The transition points between separately optimised mH regions are indicated
where applicable. In channels sensitive to associated production of the Higgs boson, V indicates a W or Z boson. The symbols ⊗ and ⊕ represent
direct products and sums over sets of selection requirements, respectively.
Higgs Boson Subsequent Sub-Channels mH Range
∫
L dt Ref.Decay Decay [GeV] [fb−1]
2011
√
s =7 TeV
H → ZZ(∗)
4ℓ {4e, 2e2µ, 2µ2e, 4µ} 110–600 4.8 [87]
ℓℓνν¯ {ee, µµ} ⊗ {low, high pile-up} 200–280–600 4.7 [125]
ℓℓqq¯ {b-tagged, untagged} 200–300–600 4.7 [126]
H → γγ – 10 categories {pTt ⊗ ηγ ⊗ conversion} ⊕ {2-jet} 110–150 4.8 [127]
H → WW(∗) ℓνℓν {ee, eµ/µe, µµ} ⊗ {0-jet, 1-jet, 2-jet} ⊗ {low, high pile-up} 110–200–300–600 4.7 [106]
ℓνqq′ {e, µ} ⊗ {0-jet, 1-jet, 2-jet} 300–600 4.7 [128]
H → ττ
τlepτlep {eµ} ⊗ {0-jet} ⊕ {ℓℓ} ⊗ {1-jet, 2-jet, VH} 110–150 4.7
τlepτhad
{e, µ} ⊗ {0-jet} ⊗ {EmissT < 20 GeV, EmissT ≥ 20 GeV} 110–150 4.7 [129]⊕ {e, µ} ⊗ {1-jet} ⊕ {ℓ} ⊗ {2-jet}
τhadτhad {1-jet} 110–150 4.7
VH → Vbb
Z → νν EmissT ∈ {120 − 160, 160 − 200,≥ 200 GeV} 110–130 4.6
W → ℓν pWT ∈ {< 50, 50 − 100, 100 − 200,≥ 200 GeV} 110–130 4.7 [130]
Z → ℓℓ pZT ∈ {< 50, 50 − 100, 100 − 200,≥ 200 GeV} 110–130 4.7
2012
√
s =8 TeV
H → ZZ(∗) 4ℓ {4e, 2e2µ, 2µ2e, 4µ} 110–600 5.8 [87]
H → γγ – 10 categories {pTt ⊗ ηγ ⊗ conversion} ⊕ {2-jet} 110–150 5.9 [127]
H → WW(∗) eνµν {eµ, µe} ⊗ {0-jet, 1-jet, 2-jet} 110–200 5.8 [131]
Table 7: Characterisation of the excess in the H → ZZ(∗) → 4ℓ, H→ γγ and H→WW(∗)→ ℓνℓν channels and the combination of all channels
listed in Table 6. The mass value mmax for which the local significance is maximum, the maximum observed local significance Zl and the expected
local significance E(Zl) in the presence of a SM Higgs boson signal at mmax are given. The best fit value of the signal strength parameter µˆ at
mH = 126 GeV is shown with the total uncertainty. The expected and observed mass ranges excluded at 95% CL (99% CL, indicated by a *) are
also given, for the combined
√
s = 7 TeV and
√
s = 8 TeV data.
Search channel Dataset mmax [GeV] Zl [σ] E(Zl) [σ] µˆ(mH = 126 GeV) Expected exclusion [GeV] Observed exclusion [GeV]
H → ZZ(∗) → 4ℓ
7 TeV 125.0 2.5 1.6 1.4 ± 1.1
8 TeV 125.5 2.6 2.1 1.1 ± 0.8
7 & 8 TeV 125.0 3.6 2.7 1.2 ± 0.6 124–164, 176–500 131–162, 170–460
H→ γγ
7 TeV 126.0 3.4 1.6 2.2 ± 0.7
8 TeV 127.0 3.2 1.9 1.5 ± 0.6
7 & 8 TeV 126.5 4.5 2.5 1.8 ± 0.5 110–140 112–123, 132–143
H→WW (∗)→ ℓνℓν
7 TeV 135.0 1.1 3.4 0.5 ± 0.6
8 TeV 120.0 3.3 1.0 1.9 ± 0.7
7 & 8 TeV 125.0 2.8 2.3 1.3 ± 0.5 124–233 137–261
Combined
7 TeV 126.5 3.6 3.2 1.2 ± 0.4
8 TeV 126.5 4.9 3.8 1.5 ± 0.4
7 & 8 TeV 126.5 6.0 4.9 1.4 ± 0.3 110–582 111–122, 131–559113–532 (*) 113–114, 117–121, 132–527 (*)
duction and interference with other SM processes [53].
Sources of systematic uncertainty that affect both the
7 TeV and the 8 TeV data are taken as fully correlated.
The uncertainties on background estimates based on
control samples in the data are considered uncorrelated
between the 7 TeV and 8 TeV data.
9. Results
The addition of the 8 TeV data for the H→ ZZ(∗)→ 4ℓ,
H→ γγ and H→WW (∗)→ eνµν channels, as well as the
improvements to the analyses of the 7 TeV data in the
first two of these channels, bring a significant gain in
sensitivity in the low-mass region with respect to the
previous combined search [17].
9.1. Excluded mass regions
The combined 95% CL exclusion limits on the pro-
duction of the SM Higgs boson, expressed in terms of
the signal strength parameter µ, are shown in Fig. 7(a)
as a function of mH . The expected 95% CL exclu-
sion region covers the mH range from 110 GeV to
582 GeV. The observed 95% CL exclusion regions are
111–122 GeV and 131–559 GeV. Three mass regions
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Figure 7: Combined search results: (a) The observed (solid) 95% CL
limits on the signal strength as a function of mH and the expec-
tation (dashed) under the background-only hypothesis. The dark
and light shaded bands show the ±1σ and ±2σ uncertainties on the
background-only expectation. (b) The observed (solid) local p0 as a
function of mH and the expectation (dashed) for a SM Higgs boson
signal hypothesis (µ = 1) at the given mass. (c) The best-fit signal
strength µˆ as a function of mH . The band indicates the approximate
68% CL interval around the fitted value.
are excluded at 99% CL, 113–114, 117–121 and 132–
527 GeV, while the expected exclusion range at 99% CL
is 113–532 GeV.
9.2. Observation of an excess of events
An excess of events is observed near mH=126 GeV in
the H→ ZZ(∗)→ 4ℓ and H→ γγ channels, both of which
provide fully reconstructed candidates with high reso-
lution in invariant mass, as shown in Figures 8(a) and
8(b). These excesses are confirmed by the highly sen-
sitive but low-resolution H→WW (∗)→ ℓνℓν channel, as
shown in Fig. 8(c).
The observed local p0 values from the combination
of channels, using the asymptotic approximation, are
shown as a function of mH in Fig. 7(b) for the full mass
range and in Fig. 9 for the low mass range.
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Figure 8: The observed local p0 as a function of the hypothesised
Higgs boson mass for the (a) H→ZZ(∗)→ 4ℓ, (b) H→ γγ and (c)
H→WW(∗)→ ℓνℓν channels. The dashed curves show the expected
local p0 under the hypothesis of a SM Higgs boson signal at that mass.
Results are shown separately for the
√
s = 7 TeV data (dark, blue), the√
s = 8 TeV data (light, red), and their combination (black).
The largest local significance for the combination of
the 7 and 8 TeV data is found for a SM Higgs boson
mass hypothesis of mH=126.5 GeV, where it reaches
6.0σ, with an expected value in the presence of a SM
Higgs boson signal at that mass of 4.9σ (see also Ta-
ble 7). For the 2012 data alone, the maximum lo-
cal significance for the H→ ZZ(∗)→ 4ℓ, H→ γγ and
H→WW (∗)→ eνµν channels combined is 4.9σ, and oc-
curs at mH = 126.5 GeV (3.8σ expected).
The significance of the excess is mildly sensitive to
uncertainties in the energy resolutions and energy scale
systematic uncertainties for photons and electrons; the
effect of the muon energy scale systematic uncertain-
ties is negligible. The presence of these uncertainties,
evaluated as described in Ref. [138], reduces the local
significance to 5.9σ.
The global significance of a local 5.9σ excess any-
where in the mass range 110–600 GeV is estimated to
be approximately 5.1σ, increasing to 5.3σ in the range
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110–150 GeV, which is approximately the mass range
not excluded at the 99% CL by the LHC combined SM
Higgs boson search [139] and the indirect constraints
from the global fit to precision electroweak measure-
ments [12].
9.3. Characterising the excess
The mass of the observed new particle is esti-
mated using the profile likelihood ratio λ(mH) for
H→ZZ(∗)→ 4ℓ and H→ γγ, the two channels with the
highest mass resolution. The signal strength is al-
lowed to vary independently in the two channels, al-
though the result is essentially unchanged when re-
stricted to the SM hypothesis µ = 1. The leading
sources of systematic uncertainty come from the elec-
tron and photon energy scales and resolutions. The re-
sulting estimate for the mass of the observed particle is
126.0 ± 0.4 (stat) ± 0.4 (sys) GeV.
The best-fit signal strength µˆ is shown in Fig. 7(c) as
a function of mH . The observed excess corresponds to
µˆ = 1.4 ± 0.3 for mH = 126 GeV, which is consistent
with the SM Higgs boson hypothesis µ = 1. A sum-
mary of the individual and combined best-fit values of
the strength parameter for a SM Higgs boson mass hy-
pothesis of 126 GeV is shown in Fig. 10, while more
information about the three main channels is provided
in Table 7.
In order to test which values of the strength and
mass of a signal hypothesis are simultaneously consis-
tent with the data, the profile likelihood ratio λ(µ,mH) is
used. In the presence of a strong signal, it will produce
closed contours around the best-fit point (µˆ, mˆH), while
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Figure 10: Measurements of the signal strength parameter µ for
mH=126 GeV for the individual channels and their combination.
in the absence of a signal the contours will be upper
limits on µ for all values of mH .
Asymptotically, the test statistic −2 lnλ(µ,mH) is dis-
tributed as a χ2 distribution with two degrees of free-
dom. The resulting 68% and 95% CL contours for the
H→ γγ and H→WW (∗)→ ℓνℓν channels are shown in
Fig. 11, where the asymptotic approximations have been
validated with ensembles of pseudo-experiments. Sim-
ilar contours for the H→ ZZ(∗)→ 4ℓ channel are also
shown in Fig. 11, although they are only approximate
confidence intervals due to the smaller number of can-
didates in this channel. These contours in the (µ,mH)
plane take into account uncertainties in the energy scale
and resolution.
The probability for a single Higgs boson-like particle
to produce resonant mass peaks in the H→ ZZ(∗)→ 4ℓ
and H→ γγ channels separated by more than the ob-
served mass difference, allowing the signal strengths to
vary independently, is about 8%.
The contributions from the different production
modes in the H→ γγ channel have been studied in order
to assess any tension between the data and the ratios of
the production cross sections predicted in the Standard
Model. A new signal strength parameter µi is introduced
for each production mode, defined by µi = σi/σi,SM. In
order to determine the values of (µi, µ j) that are simul-
taneously consistent with the data, the profile likelihood
ratio λ(µi, µ j) is used with the measured mass treated as
a nuisance parameter.
Since there are four Higgs boson production modes at
the LHC, two-dimensional contours require either some
µi to be fixed, or multiple µi to be related in some way.
Here, µggF and µt¯tH have been grouped together as they
scale with the t¯tH coupling in the SM, and are denoted
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by the common parameter µggF+t¯tH . Similarly, µVBF and
µVH have been grouped together as they scale with the
WWH/ZZH coupling in the SM, and are denoted by the
common parameter µVBF+VH . Since the distribution of
signal events among the 10 categories of the H→ γγ
search is sensitive to these factors, constraints in the
plane of µggF+t¯tH ×B/BSM and µVBF+VH ×B/BSM, where
B is the branching ratio for H→ γγ, can be obtained
(Fig. 12). Theoretical uncertainties are included so that
the consistency with the SM expectation can be quanti-
fied. The data are compatible with the SM expectation
at the 1.5σ level.
10. Conclusion
Searches for the Standard Model Higgs boson have
been performed in the H→ ZZ(∗)→ 4ℓ, H→ γγ and
H→WW (∗)→ eνµν channels with the ATLAS experi-
ment at the LHC using 5.8–5.9 fb−1 of pp collision data
recorded during April to June 2012 at a centre-of-mass
energy of 8 TeV. These results are combined with ear-
lier results [17], which are based on an integrated lu-
minosity of 4.6–4.8 fb−1 recorded in 2011 at a centre-
of-mass energy of 7 TeV, except for the H→ ZZ(∗)→ 4ℓ
and H→ γγ channels, which have been updated with the
improved analyses presented here.
The Standard Model Higgs boson is excluded at
95% CL in the mass range 111–559 GeV, except for
the narrow region 122–131 GeV. In this region, an ex-
cess of events with significance 5.9σ, corresponding
to p0 = 1.7 × 10−9, is observed. The excess is driven
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Figure 12: Likelihood contours for the H→ γγ channel in the
(µggF+t¯tH , µVBF+VH ) plane including the branching ratio factor
B/BSM. The quantity µggF+t¯tH (µVBF+VH) is a common scale factor
for the ggF and t¯tH (VBF and VH) production cross sections. The
best fit to the data (+) and 68% (full) and 95% (dashed) CL contours
are also indicated, as well as the SM expectation (×).
by the two channels with the highest mass resolution,
H→ ZZ(∗)→ 4ℓ and H→ γγ, and the equally sensitive
but low-resolution H→WW (∗)→ ℓνℓν channel. Taking
into account the entire mass range of the search, 110–
600 GeV, the global significance of the excess is 5.1σ,
which corresponds to p0 = 1.7 × 10−7.
These results provide conclusive evidence
for the discovery of a new particle with mass
126.0 ± 0.4 (stat) ± 0.4 (sys) GeV. The signal
strength parameter µ has the value 1.4 ± 0.3 at the
fitted mass, which is consistent with the SM Higgs
boson hypothesis µ = 1. The decays to pairs of vector
bosons whose net electric charge is zero identify the
new particle as a neutral boson. The observation in
the diphoton channel disfavours the spin-1 hypothe-
sis [140, 141]. Although these results are compatible
with the hypothesis that the new particle is the Standard
Model Higgs boson, more data are needed to assess its
nature in detail.
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Measurements of Higgs boson production and couplings in diboson final states
with the ATLAS detector at the LHC
Abstract
Measurements are presented of production properties and couplings of the recently discovered Higgs boson using
the decays into boson pairs, H → γγ, H→ZZ∗→ 4` and H→WW∗→ `ν`ν. The results are based on the complete
pp collision data sample recorded by the ATLAS experiment at the CERN Large Hadron Collider at centre-of-mass
energies of
√
s=7 TeV and
√
s=8 TeV, corresponding to an integrated luminosity of about 25 fb−1. Evidence for Higgs
boson production through vector-boson fusion is reported. Results of combined fits probing Higgs boson couplings to
fermions and bosons, as well as anomalous contributions to loop-induced production and decay modes, are presented.
All measurements are consistent with expectations for the Standard Model Higgs boson.
1. Introduction
The discovery of a new particle of mass about
125 GeV in the search for the Standard Model (SM)
Higgs boson at the CERN Large Hadron Collider
(LHC) [1], reported in July 2012 by the ATLAS [2] and
CMS [3] Collaborations, is a milestone in the quest to
understand the origin of electroweak symmetry break-
ing [4–9].
This paper presents measurements of several prop-
erties of the newly observed particle, including its
mass, production strengths and couplings to fermions
and bosons, using diboson final states:1 H → γγ,
H→ZZ∗→ 4`, and H→WW∗→ `ν`ν. Spin studies are
reported elsewhere [10]. Due to the outstanding per-
formance of the LHC accelerator throughout 2012, the
present data sample is a factor of ∼2.5 larger than that
used in Ref. [2]. With these additional data, many as-
pects of the ATLAS studies have been improved: sev-
eral experimental uncertainties have been reduced and
new exclusive analyses have been included. In particu-
lar, event categories targeting specific production modes
have been introduced, providing enhanced sensitivity to
different Higgs boson couplings.
The results reported here are based on the data sam-
ples recorded with the ATLAS detector [11] in 2011
(at
√
s = 7 TeV) and 2012 (at
√
s = 8 TeV), corre-
sponding to integrated luminosities of about 4.7 fb−1
and 20.7 fb−1, respectively. Similar studies, including
1Throughout this paper, the symbol ` stands for electron or muon.
also fermionic decays, have been reported recently by
the CMS Collaboration using a smaller dataset [12].
This paper is organised as follows. Section 2 de-
scribes the data sample and the event reconstruction.
Section 3 summarises the Monte Carlo (MC) samples
used to model signal and background processes. The
analyses of the three decay channels are presented in
Sections 4–6. Measurements of the Higgs boson mass,
production properties and couplings are discussed in
Section 7. Section 8 is devoted to the conclusions.
2. Data sample and event reconstruction
After data quality requirements, the integrated lumi-
nosities of the samples used for the studies reported here
are about 4.7 fb−1 in 2011 and 20.7 fb−1 in 2012, with
uncertainties given in Table 1 (determined as described
in Ref. [13]). Because of the high LHC peak luminosity
(up to 7.7 × 1033 cm−2 s−1 in 2012) and the 50 ns bunch
spacing, the number of proton–proton interactions oc-
curring in the same bunch crossing is large (on average
20.7, up to about 40). This “pile-up” of events requires
the use of dedicated algorithms and corrections to mit-
igate its impact on the reconstruction of e.g. leptons,
photons and jets.
For the H→ZZ∗→ 4` and H→WW∗→ `ν`ν chan-
nels, the primary vertex of the event is defined as the
reconstructed vertex with the highest
∑
p2T, where pT
is the magnitude of the transverse momentum2 of each
2ATLAS uses a right-handed coordinate system with its origin at
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Table 1: Main sources of experimental uncertainty, and of theoretical
uncertainty on the signal yield, common to the three channels con-
sidered in this study. Theoretical uncertainties are given for a SM
Higgs boson of mass mH = 125 GeV and are taken from Refs. [14–
16]. “QCD scale” indicates (here and throughout this paper) QCD
renormalisation and factorisation scales and “PDFs” indicates parton
distribution functions. The ranges for the experimental uncertainties
cover the variations with pT and η.
Source (experimental) Uncertainty (%)
Luminosity ±1.8 (2011), ±3.6 (2012)
Electron efficiency ±2–5
Jet energy scale ±1–5
Jet energy resolution ±2–40
Source (theory) Uncertainty (%)
QCD scale ±8 (ggF), ±1(VBF, VH), +4−9 (ttH)
PDFs + αs ±8 (ggF, ttH), ±4 (VBF, VH)
associated track; it is required to have at least three as-
sociated tracks with pT > 0.4 GeV. For the H → γγ
analysis a different primary vertex definition is used, as
described in Section 4.
Muon candidates [17] are formed by matching re-
constructed tracks in the inner detector (ID) with either
complete tracks or track segments reconstructed in the
muon spectrometer (MS). The muon acceptance is ex-
tended to the region 2.5 < |η| < 2.7, which is outside the
ID coverage, using tracks reconstructed in the forward
part of the MS.
Electron candidates [18] must have a well-
reconstructed ID track pointing to a cluster of
cells with energy depositions in the electromagnetic
calorimeter. The cluster should satisfy a set of identifi-
cation criteria requiring the longitudinal and transverse
shower profiles to be consistent with those expected
for electromagnetic showers. Tracks associated with
electromagnetic clusters are fitted using a Gaussian
Sum Filter [19], which allows bremsstrahlung energy
losses to be taken into account. The identification
criteria described in Ref. [18] have been modified with
time to maintain optimal performance as a function of
pile-up, in particular for low-pT electrons.
The reconstruction, identification and trigger efficien-
cies for electrons and muons, as well as their energy and
momentum scales and resolutions, are determined us-
the nominal interaction point (IP) in the centre of the detector, and
the z-axis along the beam line. The x-axis points from the IP to the
centre of the LHC ring, and the y-axis points upwards. Cylindrical co-
ordinates (r, φ) are used in the transverse plane, φ being the azimuthal
angle around the beam line. Observables labelled “transverse” are
projected into the x − y plane. The pseudorapidity is defined in terms
of the polar angle θ as η = − ln tan(θ/2).
ing large samples of Z → ``, W → `ν and J/ψ → ``
events [18, 20]. The resulting uncertainties are smaller
than ±1% in most cases, one exception being the uncer-
tainty on the electron selection efficiency which varies
between ±2% and ±5% as a function of pT and η.
Photon candidates [21] are reconstructed and iden-
tified using shower shapes in the electromagnetic
calorimeter, with or without associated conversion
tracks, as described in Section 4.
Jets [22, 23] are built from topological clusters [24]
using the anti-kt algorithm [25] with a distance param-
eter R = 0.4. They are typically required to have
transverse energies greater than 25 GeV (30 GeV) for
|η| < 2.4 (2.4 ≤ |η| < 4.5), where the higher threshold
in the forward region reduces the contribution from jet
candidates produced by pile-up. To reduce this contri-
bution further, jets within the ID acceptance (|η| < 2.47)
are required to have more than 25–75% (depending on
the pile-up conditions and Higgs boson decay mode) of
the summed scalar pT of their associated tracks coming
from tracks originating from the event primary vertex.
Pile-up corrections based on the average event trans-
verse energy density in the jet area [26] and the number
of reconstructed vertices in the data are also applied.
Jets originating from b-quarks [27–29] are identi-
fied (“b-tagged”) by combining information from algo-
rithms exploiting the impact parameter of tracks (de-
fined as the distance of closest approach to the pri-
mary vertex in the transverse plane), the presence of a
displaced vertex, and the reconstruction of D- and B-
hadron decays.
The missing transverse momentum, EmissT [30], is
the magnitude of the negative vector sum of the pT of
muons, electrons, photons, jets and clusters of calorime-
ter cells with |η| < 4.9 not associated with these objects.
The uncertainty on the EmissT energy scale is obtained
from the propagation of the uncertainties on the con-
tributing components and thus depends on the consid-
ered final state. A track-based missing transverse mo-
mentum, pmissT , is calculated as the negative vector sum
of the transverse momenta of tracks associated with the
primary vertex.
The main sources of experimental uncertainty com-
mon to all the channels considered in this study are sum-
marised in the top part of Table 1.
3. Signal and background simulation
The SM Higgs boson production processes consid-
ered in these studies are gluon fusion (gg → H, de-
noted ggF), vector-boson fusion (qq′ → qq′H, denoted
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VBF), and Higgs-strahlung (qq¯′ → WH,ZH, denoted
WH/ZH or jointly VH). The small contribution from
the associated production with a tt pair (gg/qq¯ → tt¯H,
denoted ttH) is taken into account in the H → γγ and
H → ZZ∗ analyses. Samples of MC-simulated events
Table 2: Event generators used to model the signal and the main
background processes. “PYTHIA” indicates that PYTHIA6 [31] and
PYTHIA8 [32] are used for the simulations of 7 TeV and 8 TeV data,
respectively.
Process Generator
ggF, VBF POWHEG [33, 34]+PYTHIA
WH, ZH, tt¯H PYTHIA
H→ZZ∗→ 4` decay PROPHECY4f [35, 36]
W+jets, Z/γ∗+jets ALPGEN [37]+HERWIG [38],
POWHEG+PYTHIA, SHERPA [39]
tt, tW, tb MC@NLO [40]+HERWIG
tqb AcerMC [41]+PYTHIA6
qq¯→ WW POWHEG+PYTHIA6
gg→ WW gg2WW [42, 43]+HERWIG
qq¯→ ZZ∗ POWHEG [44]+PYTHIA
gg→ ZZ∗ gg2ZZ [43, 45]+HERWIG
WZ MadGraph [46, 47]+PYTHIA6, HERWIG
Wγ+jets ALPGEN+HERWIG
Wγ∗ MadGraph [48]+PYTHIA6 for mγ∗ < 7 GeV
POWHEG+PYTHIA for mγ∗ > 7 GeV
qq¯/gg→ γγ SHERPA
are employed to model Higgs boson production and
compute signal selection efficiencies. The event gener-
ators are listed in Table 2. Cross-section normalisations
and other corrections (e.g. Higgs boson pT spectrum)
are obtained from up-to-date calculations as described
in Refs. [2, 14–16, 49–77]. Table 3 shows the produc-
tion cross sections and the branching ratios for the final
states considered in this study for a Higgs boson with
mass mH = 125 GeV, while Table 1 summarises the the-
oretical uncertainties on the expected signal common to
all channels.
Backgrounds are determined using data alone or a
combination of data and MC simulation, as discussed in
Sections 4–6. The generators employed in most cases
are also listed in Table 2. To generate parton show-
ers and their hadronisation, and to simulate the under-
lying event [78–80], PYTHIA6 (for 7 TeV samples as
well as for 8 TeV samples produced with MadGraph
or AcerMC) or PYTHIA8 (for other 8 TeV samples)
are used. Alternatively, HERWIG is employed, com-
bined with the underlying event simulation provided by
JIMMY [81]. When PYTHIA6 or HERWIG are used,
PHOTOS [82, 83] is employed to describe additional
photon radiation from charged leptons. The small con-
tributions from Z(∗) and W (∗) decays to electrons and
muons through intermediate τ-leptons are included in
the signal and background generation.
The following parton distribution function (PDF)
sets are used in most cases: CT10 [84] for the
POWHEG, MC@NLO, gg2WW and gg2ZZ samples;
CTEQ6L1 [85] for the PYTHIA8, ALPGEN, Ac-
erMC, MadGraph, HERWIG and SHERPA samples;
and MRSTMCal [86] for the PYTHIA6 samples. In
most cases, the generated MC samples are processed
through a full simulation [87] of the ATLAS detector
based on GEANT4 [88]. Corrections obtained from
measurements in the data are applied to the simulation
to account for small differences between data and simu-
lation in e.g. the reconstruction of leptons, photons and
jets. The simulation also includes realistic modelling
(tuned to the data) of the event pile-up from the same
and nearby bunch crossings.
Table 3: SM Higgs boson cross sections (in pb) at
√
s=8 (7) TeV for
mH = 125 GeV. The total values as well as the contributions from the
individual production modes are listed. The branching ratios to the
final-state channels considered in this paper are also given (where `
stands for electron or muon), together with their relative uncertainty.
Up-to-date theoretical calculations are used [14–16, 35, 36, 89].
Cross section (pb) Branching ratio
at
√
s=8 (7) TeV (relative uncertainty)
ggF 19.52 (15.32) H→WW∗→ `ν`ν 0.010 (± 5%)
VBF 1.58 (1.22) H → γγ 2.28×10−3 (± 5%)
WH 0.70 (0.57) H → ZZ∗ → 4` 1.25×10−4 (± 5%)
ZH 0.39 (0.31)
tt¯H 0.13 (0.09)
Total 22.32 (17.51)
4. The H → γγ channel
This channel is particularly sensitive to physics be-
yond the Standard Model since the decay proceeds via
loops (which in the SM are dominated by W-boson ex-
change).
Events are required to have two high-pT photons with
invariant mass in the range 100 – 160 GeV. The main
background is continuum γγ production, with smaller
contributions from γ+jet and dijet processes. Com-
pared to the previously published results [2], additional
categories of events are introduced in the analysis of
the 8 TeV data to increase the sensitivity to production
through VBF or in association with a W or Z boson.
4.1. Event selection
The data used in this channel are selected us-
ing a diphoton trigger [90] requiring two clusters
formed from energy depositions in the electromagnetic
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calorimeter, with shapes compatible with electromag-
netic showers. An ET threshold of 20 GeV is applied
to each cluster for the 7 TeV data, while at 8 TeV the
thresholds are increased to 35 GeV on the leading (high-
est ET) and 25 GeV on the sub-leading (next-highest
ET) cluster. The trigger efficiency is larger than 99%
for events passing the final event selection.
In the oﬄine analysis, photon candidates are required
to have ET > 40 GeV and 30 GeV for the leading and
sub-leading photon, respectively. Both photons must be
reconstructed in the fiducial region |η| < 2.37, excluding
the calorimeter barrel/end-cap transition region 1.37 ≤
|η| < 1.56.
Photon candidates are required to pass tight identi-
fication criteria based mainly on shower shapes in the
electromagnetic calorimeter [2]. They are classified as
converted if they are associated with two tracks consis-
tent with a γ → e+e− conversion process or a single
track leaving no hit in the innermost layer of the inner
detector, and as unconverted otherwise [91]. Identifi-
cation efficiencies, averaged over η, range from 85%
to above 95% for the ET range under consideration.
Jets misidentified as photons are further rejected by ap-
plying calorimeter and track isolation requirements to
the photon candidates. The calorimeter isolation is de-
fined as the sum of the transverse energies of positive-
energy topological clusters within a cone of size ∆R =√
∆φ2 + ∆η2= 0.4 around the photon candidates, ex-
cluding the core of the showers. It is required to be
smaller than 4 GeV and 6 GeV for the 7 TeV and
8 TeV data, respectively. The pile-up contribution is
corrected on an event-by-event basis [92]. The track iso-
lation, applied to the 8 TeV data only, is defined as the
scalar sum of the transverse momenta of all tracks with
pT > 1 GeV associated with the diphoton production
vertex (defined below) and lying within a cone of size
∆R = 0.2 around the photon candidate; it is required to
be smaller than 2.6 GeV. Conversion tracks associated
with either photon candidate are excluded.
For the precise measurement of the diphoton invari-
ant mass (mγγ), as well as for the computation of track-
based quantities (e.g. track isolation, selection of jets as-
sociated with the hard interaction), the diphoton produc-
tion vertex should be known precisely. The determina-
tion of the vertex position along the beam axis is based
on so-called “photon pointing”, where the directions of
the two photons, measured using the longitudinal and
lateral segmentation of the electromagnetic calorimeter,
are combined with a constraint from the average beam-
spot position. For converted photons the position of the
conversion vertex is also used. This technique alone is
sufficient to ensure that the contribution of angular mea-
surement uncertainties to the diphoton invariant mass
resolution is negligible. For a more precise identifica-
tion of the primary vertex, needed for the computation
of track-based quantities, this pointing information is
combined with tracking information from each recon-
structed vertex: the Σp2T for the tracks associated with
a given vertex and, for the 8 TeV data, the ΣpT of the
tracks and the azimuthal angle between the transverse
momentum of the diphoton system and that of the vec-
tor sum of the track pT. A Neural Network (likelihood)
discriminant is used for the 8 TeV (7 TeV) data. The
performance of this algorithm is studied using Z → ee
decays, ignoring the tracks associated with the electrons
and weighting the events so that the pT and rapidity dis-
tributions of the Z boson match those expected from the
Higgs boson signal. The probability of finding a vertex
within 0.3 mm of the one computed from the electron
tracks is larger than 75%.
The photon energy calibration is obtained from a de-
tailed simulation of the detector geometry and response,
independently for converted and unconverted photons.
The calibration is refined by applying η-dependent cor-
rection factors determined from studies of Z → ee
events in data [18]: they range from ±0.5% to ±1.5%
depending on the pseudorapidity of the photon. Sam-
ples of radiative Z → ``γ decays are used to verify
the photon energy scale. The energy response of the
calorimeter shows a stability of better than ±0.1% with
time and various pile-up conditions.
The signal efficiency of the above selections at 8 TeV
is estimated to be 37.5% for a Higgs boson with mH =
125 GeV.
The number of events in the diphoton mass region
100–160 GeV passing this inclusive selection is 23788
in the 7 TeV data and 118893 in the 8 TeV data.
The fraction of genuine γγ events, as estimated from
data [93], is (75+3−4)%.
4.2. Event categorisation
To increase the sensitivity to the overall Higgs boson
signal, as well as to the specific VBF and VH production
modes, the selected events are separated into 14 mutu-
ally exclusive categories for further analysis, following
the order of preference listed below.
Lepton category (8 TeV data only): This category tar-
gets mainly VH events where the W or Z bosons decay
to charged leptons. An isolated electron (ET >15 GeV)
or muon (pT > 10 GeV) candidate is required. To re-
move contamination from Zγ production with Z → ee,
electrons forming an invariant mass with either photon
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in the range 84 GeV < meγ < 94 GeV are not consid-
ered.
EmissT category (8 TeV data only): This category tar-
gets mainly VH events with W → `ν or Z → νν. An
EmissT significance (defined as E
miss
T /σEmissT , where in this
case σEmissT = 0.67 GeV
1/2 √ΣET with ΣET being the
event total transverse energy) greater than five is re-
quired, corresponding to EmissT > 70 – 100 GeV depend-
ing on ΣET .
Low-mass two-jet category (8 TeV data only): To se-
lect VH events where the W or Z boson decays hadron-
ically, a pair of jets with invariant mass in the range
60 GeV < m j j < 110 GeV is required. To reduce the
ggF contamination, the pseudorapidity difference be-
tween the dijet and diphoton systems is required to be
|∆ηγγ, j j| < 1, and the component of the diphoton trans-
verse momentum orthogonal to the diphoton thrust axis
in the transverse plane3 [94, 95] is required to satisfy
pTt > 70 GeV.
High-mass two-jet categories: These categories are
designed to select events produced through the VBF
process, which is characterised by the presence of two
forward jets with little hadronic activity in the central
part of the detector. Jets are reconstructed as described
in Section 2. The selection for the 8 TeV data is based
on a multivariate technique using a Boosted Decision
Tree (BDT), whose input quantities are: the pseudora-
pidities of the two jets (η j1, η j2) and their separation
in η; the invariant mass of the dijet system; the differ-
ence η∗ = ηγγ − (η j1 + η j2)/2, where ηγγ is the pseu-
dorapidity of the diphoton system; the minimal radial
distance (∆R =
√
∆φ2 + ∆η2) of any jet–photon pair;
and the difference ∆φγγ, j j between the azimuthal angles
of the diphoton and dijet momenta. The BDT training
is performed using a signal sample, as well as a back-
ground sample composed of simulated γγ events com-
bined with γ j and j j components obtained from data.
The BDT response distributions for data and simulation
are shown in Fig. 1. The BDT output is used to define
two high-mass two-jet categories: a “tight” category
corresponding to BDT ≥ 0.74, and a “loose” category
for 0.44 ≤ BDT < 0.74. For the 7 TeV data, the same
cut-based selection as described in Ref. [2] is applied,
namely m j j > 400 GeV, |∆η j j| > 2.8 and |∆φγγ, j j| > 2.8.
Untagged categories: Events not selected in any of
the above categories (corresponding to more than 90%
of the expected signal, dominated by ggF production)
3 pTt = |(pγ1T + pγ2T ) × tˆ|, where tˆ =
pγ1T −p
γ2
T
|pγ1T −p
γ2
T |
denotes the thrust
axis in the transverse plane, and pγ1T , p
γ2
T are the transverse momenta
of the two photons.
are classified in nine additional categories according to
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Figure 1: Distribution of the VBF BDT response after applying the
selection of the inclusive analysis and requiring in addition the pres-
ence of two jets with |∆η j j | > 2 and |η∗ | < 5. The data in the signal
sidebands (i.e. excluding the mγγ region 120–130 GeV), the expected
background, and the expected signal from VBF and ggF production
are shown. They are all normalised to unity except ggF, which is
normalised to the ratio between the numbers of ggF and VBF events
passing the selection described above.
the properties of their diphoton system. Events with
both photons unconverted are classified into uncon-
verted central if |η| < 0.75 for both photons, and uncon-
verted rest otherwise. Events with at least one converted
photon are similarly separated into converted central
if |η| < 0.75 for both photons, converted transition if
1.3 < |η| < 1.75 for either photon, and converted rest
otherwise. Finally, all untagged categories except con-
verted transition are split into low pTt and high pTt sub-
categories by a cut at pTt = 60 GeV. This classifica-
tion is motivated by differences in mass resolution and
signal-to-background ratio for the various categories.
The use of the 14 categories improves the sensitivity
of the analysis by about 40% compared to the inclusive
analysis.
4.3. Background estimation
The background is obtained from fits to the diphoton
mass spectrum in the data over the range 100–160 GeV
after the full selection. The procedure, the choice of
the analytical forms for the background and the deter-
mination of the corresponding uncertainties follow the
method described in Ref. [2]. Depending on the cate-
gory, the analytical form is either a fourth-order Bern-
stein polynomial [96] (used also for the inclusive sam-
ple), an exponential of a second-order polynomial, or a
single exponential. In these fits, the Higgs boson signal
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is described by the sum of a Crystal Ball function [97]
for the core of the distribution and a Gaussian function
for the tails.
4.4. Systematic uncertainties
Systematic uncertainties can affect the signal yield,
the signal fractions in the various categories (with pos-
sible migrations between them), the signal mass reso-
lution and the mass measurement. The main sources
specific to the H → γγ channel are listed in Table 4,
while sources in common with other decay channels are
summarised in Section 2 and Table 1. The uncertainties
described below are those affecting the 8 TeV analysis
(see Ref. [2] for the 7 TeV analysis).
Table 4: For mH = 125 GeV and the 8 TeV data analysis, the impact
of the main sources of systematic uncertainty specific to the H → γγ
channel on the signal yield, event migration between categories and
mass measurement and resolution. Uncertainties common to all chan-
nels are listed in Table 1. The ± and ∓ signs indicate anticorrelations
between categories.
Source Uncertainty (%)
on signal yield
Photon identification ±2.4
Trigger ±0.5
Isolation ±1.0
Photon energy scale ±0.25
ggF (theory), tight high-mass two-jet cat. ±48
ggF (theory), loose high-mass two-jet cat. ±28
ggF (theory), low-mass two-jet cat. ±30
Impact of background modelling ±(2 – 14), cat.-dependent
on category population (migration)
Material modelling −4 (unconv), +3.5 (conv)
pT modelling ±1 (low-pTt),
∓(9 – 12) (high-pTt, jets),
±(2 – 4) (lepton, EmissT )
∆φγγ, j j, η∗ modelling in ggF ±(9 – 12), ±(6 – 8)
Jet energy scale and resolution ±(7 – 12) (jets),
∓(0 – 1) (others)
Underlying event two-jet cat. ±4 (high-mass tight),
±8 (high-mass loose),
±12 (low-mass)
EmissT ±4 (EmissT category)
on mass scale and resolution
Mass measurement ±0.6, cat.-dependent
Signal mass resolution ±(14 – 23), cat.-dependent
Signal yield: Relevant experimental uncertainties on
the signal yield come from the knowledge of the lumi-
nosity (Table 1) and the photon identification efficiency.
The latter is estimated by comparing the efficiencies ob-
tained using MC simulations and several data-driven
methods: Z → ee events with a simulation-based ex-
trapolation from electrons to photons, an isolation side-
band technique using an inclusive photon sample, and
photons from Z → ``γ radiative decays. Owing to
several analysis improvements and the large size of the
8 TeV data sample, the resulting uncertainty is signifi-
cantly reduced compared to that reported in Ref. [2] and
amounts to ±2.4%. Smaller experimental uncertainties
come from the knowledge of the trigger efficiency, the
impact of the photon isolation requirement and the pho-
ton energy scale. In addition to the theoretical uncer-
tainties on inclusive Higgs boson production listed in
Table 1, the ggF contribution to the two-jet categories
is subject to large uncertainties (Table 4) due to missing
higher-order corrections; they are estimated using the
method described in Ref. [98] and the MCFM [99] gen-
erator calculations. Finally, the background modelling
contributes an uncertainty between ±2% and ±14% de-
pending on the category.
Event migration: Mis-modelling of the detector ma-
terial could cause event migration between the uncon-
verted and converted photon categories in the simula-
tion. The uncertainty is obtained from MC samples pro-
duced with variations of the material description. The
uncertainty in the population of the pTt categories due
to the description of the Higgs boson pT spectrum is
determined by varying the QCD scales and PDFs used
in the HqT program [62]. Uncertainties on the mod-
elling of two-jet variables for the ggF process, in par-
ticular ∆φγγ, j j and η∗, affect the contribution of ggF
events to the high-mass two-jet categories. They are
estimated by comparing the baseline POWHEG gener-
ator with SHERPA and MCFM. Uncertainties on the jet
energy scale and resolution affect the selection of jets
used in some category definitions, thereby causing mi-
gration between jet-based and other categories. The un-
certainty due to the modelling of the underlying event is
estimated by comparing simulations with and without
multi-parton interactions. Uncertainties on the EmissT re-
construction are assessed by varying the transverse en-
ergies of its components (photons, electrons, jets, soft
energy deposits) within their respective uncertainties.
Mass measurement and mass resolution: The mea-
surement of the Higgs boson mass in the H → γγ chan-
nel is discussed in Section 7.2. Uncertainties on the
diphoton mass scale come from the following sources:
the calibration of the electron energy scale (obtained
from Z → ee events); the uncertainty on its extrap-
olation to the energy scale of photons, dominated by
the description of the detector material; and the knowl-
edge of the energy scale of the presampler detector lo-
cated in front of the electromagnetic calorimeter. The
total uncertainty amounts to ±0.55% (corresponding to
±0.7 GeV). The mass resolution, obtained from the
Crystal Ball function used in the fits described in Sec-
tion 4.3, ranges from 1.4 GeV to 2.5 GeV depending on
the category. The main uncertainties come from the
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Figure 2: Invariant mass distribution of diphoton candidates after all
selections of the inclusive analysis for the combined 7 TeV and 8 TeV
data. The result of a fit to the data with the sum of a SM Higgs boson
signal (with mH = 126.8 GeVand free signal strength) and background
is superimposed. The residuals of the data with respect to the fitted
background are displayed in the lower panel.
calorimeter energy scale and the extrapolation from the
electron to the photon response. Smaller contributions
arise from pile-up and the primary vertex selection.
4.5. Results
The diphoton invariant mass distribution after selec-
tions for the full data sample is shown in Fig. 2. The
data are fit by categories, using background shapes
(see Section 4.3), as well as parameters for the Crys-
tal Ball and Gaussian functions describing the signal,
specific to each category. At the maximum deviation
from the background-only expectation, which occurs
for mH ∼ 126.5 GeV, the significance of the observed
peak is 7.4σ for the combined 7 TeV and 8 TeV data
(compared with 4.3σ expected from SM Higgs boson
production at this mass), which establishes a discovery-
level signal in the γγ channel alone. Table 5 lists the
observed number of events in the main categories, the
estimated background from fits to the data (described in
Section 4.3), and the predicted signal contributions from
the various production processes.
Additional interpretation of these results is presented
in Section 7.
5. The H→ ZZ∗→ 4` channel
Despite the small branching ratio, this channel pro-
vides good sensitivity to Higgs boson studies, e.g. to
Table 5: For the H → γγ analysis of the √s = 8 TeV data, the num-
bers of events observed in the data (ND), the numbers of background
events (NB) estimated from fits to the data, and the expected SM Higgs
boson signal (NS ) for mH = 126.8 GeV, split by category. All num-
bers are given in a mass window centred at mH = 126.8 GeV and con-
taining 90% of the expected signal (the size of this window changes
from category to category and for the inclusive sample). The predicted
numbers of signal events in each of the ggF, VBF, WH, ZH and tt¯H
processes are also given.
Category ND NB NS ggF VBF WH ZH tt¯H
Untagged 14248 13582 350 320 19 7.0 4.2 1.0
Loose high-mass two-jet 41 28 5.0 2.3 2.7 < 0.1 < 0.1 < 0.1
Tight high-mass two-jet 23 13 7.7 1.8 5.9 < 0.1 < 0.1 < 0.1
Low-mass two-jet 19 21 3.1 1.5 < 0.1 0.92 0.54 < 0.1
EmissT significance 8 4 1.2 < 0.1 < 0.1 0.43 0.57 0.14
Lepton 20 12 2.7 < 0.1 < 0.1 1.7 0.41 0.50
All categories (inclusive) 13931 13205 370 330 27 10 5.8 1.7
the coupling to Z bosons, mainly because of the large
signal-to-background ratio.
Events are required to have two pairs of same-flavour,
opposite-charge, isolated leptons: 4e, 2e2µ, 2µ2e, 4µ
(where final states with two electrons and two muons
are ordered by the flavour of the dilepton pair with mass
closest to the Z-boson mass). The largest background
comes from continuum (Z(∗)/γ∗)(Z(∗)/γ∗) production,
referred to hereafter as ZZ∗. Important contributions
arise also from Z + jets and tt¯ production, where two
of the charged lepton candidates can come from decays
of hadrons with b- or c-quark content, misidentification
of light-quark jets, and photon conversions.
The analysis presented here is largely the same as that
described in Ref. [100] with only minor changes. The
electron identification is tightened in the 8 TeV data to
improve the background rejection for final states with
a pair of electrons forming the lower-mass Z∗ boson.
The mass measurement uses a constrained fit to the Z
mass to improve the resolution. The lepton pairing is
modified to reduce the mis-pairing in the 4µ and 4e fi-
nal states, and the minimum requirement on the mass
of the second Z∗ boson is relaxed. Final-state radiation
(FSR) is included in the reconstruction of the first Z(∗) in
events containing muons. Finally, a classification which
separates Higgs boson candidate events into ggF–like,
VBF–like and VH–like categories is introduced.
5.1. Event selection
The data are selected using single-lepton or dilepton
triggers. The pT threshold of the single-muon trigger is
24 GeV (18 GeV) in 2012 (2011) and the ET threshold
of the single-electron trigger is 24 GeV (20–22 GeV).
The dielectron trigger threshold is ET = 12 GeV and
the dimuon trigger threshold is pT = 13 GeV (10 GeV
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in 2011) for both leptons. In addition, an asymmetric
dimuon trigger and electron–muon triggers are used as
described in Ref. [100]. The efficiency for events pass-
ing the oﬄine analysis cuts to be selected by at least one
of the above triggers is between 97% and 100%.
Muon and electron candidates are reconstructed as
described in Section 2. In the region |η| < 0.1, which
has limited MS coverage, ID tracks with pT > 15 GeV
are identified as muons if their calorimetric energy de-
posits are consistent with a minimum ionising particle.
Only one muon per event is allowed to be reconstructed
either in the MS alone or without MS information. For
the 2012 data, the electron requirements are tightened
in the transition region between the barrel and end-cap
calorimeters (1.37 < |η| < 1.52), and the pixel-hit re-
quirements are stricter to improve the rejection of pho-
ton conversions.
Each electron (muon) must satisfy ET > 7 GeV (pT >
6 GeV) and be measured in the pseudorapidity range
|η| < 2.47 (|η| < 2.7). The highest-pT lepton in the
quadruplet must satisfy pT > 20 GeV, and the second
(third) lepton must satisfy pT > 15 GeV (pT > 10 GeV).
To reject cosmic rays, muon tracks are required to have
a transverse impact parameter of less than 1 mm.
Multiple quadruplets within a single event are pos-
sible. For each quadruplet, the same-flavour, opposite-
charge lepton pair with invariant mass closest to the Z-
boson mass (mZ) is referred to as the leading lepton pair.
Its invariant mass, denoted by m12, is required to be be-
tween 50 GeV and 106 GeV. The invariant mass of the
other (sub-leading) lepton pair, m34, is required to be in
the range mmin < m34 < 115 GeV. The value of mmin
is 12 GeV for a reconstructed four-lepton mass m4` <
140 GeV, rises linearly to 50 GeV at m4` = 190 GeV,
and remains constant for higher masses. If two or more
quadruplets satisfy the above requirements, the one with
m34 closest to the Z-boson mass is selected. For further
analysis, events are classified in four sub-channels, 4e,
2e2µ, 2µ2e, 4µ.
The Z+jets and tt¯ background contributions are re-
duced by applying requirements on the lepton trans-
verse impact parameter divided by its uncertainty,
|d0|/σd0 . This ratio must be smaller than 3.5 for muons
and smaller than 6.5 for electrons (the electron impact
parameter is affected by bremsstrahlung and thus its dis-
tribution has longer tails). In addition, leptons must sat-
isfy isolation requirements based on tracking and calori-
metric information, similar to those described in Sec-
tion 4.1, as discussed in Ref. [2].
The impact of FSR photon emission on the re-
constructed invariant mass is modelled using the MC
simulation (PHOTOS), which reproduces the rate of
collinear photons with ET > 1.3 GeV in Z → µµ
decays in data to ±5% [101]. Leading muon pairs
with 66 GeV < m12 < 89 GeV are corrected for FSR
by including any reconstructed photon with ET above
1 GeV lying close (typically within ∆R < 0.15) to the
muon tracks, provided that the corrected m12 satisfies
m12 < 100 GeV. The MC simulation predicts that about
4% of all H → ZZ∗ → 4µ candidate events should have
this correction.
For the 8 TeV data, the signal reconstruction and se-
lection efficiency for a SM Higgs boson with mH =
125 GeV is 39% for the 4µ sub-channel, 26% for
the 2e2µ/2µ2e sub-channels and 19% for the 4e sub-
channel.
The final discriminating variable in this analysis is the
4` invariant mass. Its resolution, which is improved by
typically 15% by applying a Z-mass constrained kine-
matic fit to the leading lepton pair, is about 1.6 GeV,
1.9 GeV and 2.4 GeV for the 4µ, 2e2µ/2µ2e and 4e sub-
channels, respectively, and for mH = 125 GeV.
5.2. Event categorisation
To enhance the sensitivity to the individual produc-
tion modes, events passing the above selection are as-
signed to one of three categories, named VBF–like,
VH–like, and ggF–like. Events are VBF–like if the two
highest pT jets are separated by more than three units in
pseudorapidity and have an invariant mass greater than
350 GeV. Events that do not qualify as VBF–like are
considered for the VH–like category. They are accepted
in this category if they contain an additional lepton (e or
µ) with pT > 8 GeV, satisfying the same requirements as
the four leading leptons. The remaining events are as-
signed to the ggF–like category. No classification based
on the 4` flavour is made in the VBF–like and VH–like
categories. Higgs boson production through VBF and
VH is expected to account for about 60% and 70% of
the total signal events in the VBF–like and VH–like cat-
egories, respectively. The signal-to-background ratio in
the signal peak region is about five for the VBF–like cat-
egory, about three for the VH–like category, and about
1.5 for the inclusive analysis.
5.3. Background estimation
The expected background yield and composition are
estimated using the MC simulation for ZZ∗ production,
and methods based on control regions (CRs) from data
for the Z + jets and tt¯ processes [2]. The transfer factors
used to extrapolate the background yields from the CRs
to the signal region are obtained from the MC simula-
tion and cross-checked with data. Since the background
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composition depends on the flavour of the sub-leading
lepton pair, different approaches are followed for the
`` + µµ and the `` + ee final states.
The reducible `` + µµ background is dominated by
tt¯ and Z + jets (mostly Zbb¯) events. A CR is defined
by removing the isolation requirement for the muons of
the sub-leading pair, and by requiring that at least one
of them fails the transverse impact parameter selection.
This procedure allows the tt¯ and Z + jets backgrounds to
be estimated simultaneously from a fit to the m12 distri-
bution.
To determine the reducible `` + ee background, a
CR is formed by relaxing the selection criteria for the
electrons of the sub-leading pair: each of these elec-
trons is then classified as “electron–like” or “fake–like”
based on requirements on appropriate discriminating
variables [102]. The numbers of events with different
combinations of “electron–like” or “fake–like” objects
are then used to estimate the true composition of the
CR (in terms of isolated electrons, non-prompt electrons
from heavy-flavour decays, electrons from photon con-
versions and jets misidentified as electrons), from which
the expected yields in the signal region can be obtained
using transfer factors from the MC simulation.
Similar techniques are used to determine the back-
grounds for the VBF–like and VH–like categories.
5.4. Systematic uncertainties
The dominant sources of systematic uncertainty af-
fecting the H → ZZ∗ 8 TeV analysis are listed in Table 6
(see Ref. [2] for the 7 TeV analysis). Lepton reconstruc-
Table 6: For mH = 125 GeV and the 8 TeV data analysis, the impact of
the main sources of systematic uncertainty specific to the H → ZZ∗
channel on the signal yield, estimated reducible background, event
migration between categories and mass measurement. Uncertainties
common to all channels are listed in Table 1.
Source Uncertainty (%)
Signal yield 4µ 2µ2e 2e2µ 4e
Muon reconstruction and identification ±0.8 ±0.4 ±0.4 -
Electron reconstruction and identification - ±8.7 ±2.4 ±9.4
Reducible background (inclusive analysis) ±24 ±10 ±23 ±13
Migration between categories
ggF/VBF/VH contributions to VBF–like cat. ±32/11/11
ZZ∗ contribution to VBF–like cat. ±36
ggF/VBF/VH contributions to VH–like cat. ±15/5/6
ZZ∗ contribution to VH–like cat. ±30
Mass measurement 4µ 2µ2e 2e2µ 4e
Lepton energy and momentum scale ±0.2 ±0.2 ±0.3 ±0.4
tion, identification and selection efficiencies, as well as
energy and momentum resolutions and scales, are de-
termined using large control samples from the data, as
described in Section 2. Only the electron uncertainty
contributes significantly to the uncertainty on the signal
yield.
The background uncertainty is dominated by the un-
certainty on the transfer factors from the CRs to the sig-
nal region and the available number of events in the con-
trol regions.
The uncertainty on the population of the various cate-
gories (migration) comes mainly from the knowledge of
the theoretical cross sections for the various production
processes, the modelling of the underlying event and the
the knowledge of the jet energy scale.
The H → ZZ∗ → 4` mass measurement is dis-
cussed in Section 7.2. The main sources contributing
to the electron energy scale uncertainty are described
in Section 4.4; the largest impact (±0.4%) is on the 4e
final state. Systematic uncertainties from the knowl-
edge of the muon momentum scale (discussed in detail
in Ref. [100]) are smaller. Mass scale uncertainties re-
lated to FSR and background contamination are below
±0.1%.
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Figure 3: The distribution of the four-lepton invariant mass, m4`, for
the selected candidates in the data. The estimated background, as
well as the expected SM Higgs boson signal for mH = 124.3 GeV
(scaled by the signal strength obtained from fits to the data), are also
shown. The single-resonant peak at m4` ∼ 90 GeV includes contribu-
tions from s-channel Z/γ∗ and t-channel (Z∗/γ∗)(Z∗/γ∗) production.
5.5. Results
The reconstructed four-lepton mass spectrum after
all selections of the inclusive analysis is shown in
Fig. 3. The data are compared to the (scaled) ex-
pected Higgs boson signal for mH = 124.3 GeV and
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to the estimated backgrounds. At the maximum devi-
ation from the background-only expectation (occurring
at mH = 124.3 GeV), the significance of the observed
peak is 6.6σ for the combined 7 TeV and 8 TeV data,
to be compared with 4.4σ expected from SM Higgs bo-
son production at this mass. This result establishes a
discovery-level signal in the 4` channel alone.
Table 7 presents the numbers of observed and ex-
pected events in the peak region. Out of a total of
32 events selected in the data, one and zero candidates
are found in the VBF–like and VH–like categories, re-
spectively, compared with an expectation of 0.7 and 0.1
events from the signal and 0.14 and 0.04 events from the
background.
Additional interpretation of these results is presented
in Section 7.
Table 7: For the H→ZZ∗→ 4` inclusive analysis, the number of
expected signal (mH = 125 GeV) and background events, together
with the number of events observed in the data, in a window of size
±5 GeV around m4` = 125 GeV, for the combined √s = 7 TeV and√
s = 8 TeV data.
Signal ZZ∗ Z + jets, tt¯ Observed
4µ 6.3±0.8 2.8±0.1 0.55±0.15 13
2e2µ/2µ2e 7.0±0.6 3.5±0.1 2.11±0.37 13
4e 2.6±0.4 1.2±0.1 1.11±0.28 6
6. The H→WW∗→ `ν`ν channel
This decay mode provides direct access to the Higgs
boson couplings to W bosons. Its rate is large, but a
narrow mass peak cannot be reconstructed due to the
presence of two neutrinos in the final state. The recon-
structed topology consists of two opposite-charge lep-
tons and a large momentum imbalance from the neutri-
nos. The dominant SM backgrounds are WW (which
includes WW∗), tt¯ and Wt, all of which produce two
W bosons. The classification of events by jet multiplic-
ity (Njet) allows the control of the background from top
quarks, which contains b-quark jets, as well as the ex-
traction of the signal strengths for the ggF and VBF pro-
duction processes. For the hypothesis of a SM Higgs
boson, the spin-zero initial state and the V − A struc-
ture of the W-boson decays imply a correlation between
the directions of the charged leptons, which can be ex-
ploited to reject the WW background. These correla-
tions lead to the use of quantities such as the dilepton
invariant mass m`` and angular separation ∆φ`` in the se-
lection criteria described below. Drell–Yan (DY) events
(pp → Z/γ∗ → ``) may be reconstructed with signifi-
cant missing transverse momentum because of leptonic
τ decays or the degradation of the EmissT measurement
in the high pile-up environment of the 2012 run. Fi-
nally, W+jets production in which a jet is reconstructed
as a lepton, and the diboson processes Wγ(∗), WZ, and
ZZ∗, are also significant backgrounds after all event se-
lection.
The studies presented here are a significant update of
those reported in Ref. [2]. The signal regions considered
include ee, eµ, and µµ final states with zero, one, or at
least two reconstructed jets. The Njet ≥ 2 analysis has
been re-optimised to increase the sensitivity to Higgs
boson production through VBF for mH = 125 GeV. Im-
proved DY rejection and estimation techniques have al-
lowed the inclusion of ee and µµ events from the 8 TeV
data. The analysis of the 7 TeV data, most recently
documented in Ref. [103], has been updated to apply
improvements from the 8 TeV analysis, including more
stringent lepton isolation requirements, which reduce
the W+jets background by 40%.
6.1. Event selection
Events are required to have two opposite-charge lep-
tons (e or µ) and to pass the same single-lepton triggers
as described in Section 5 for the H → ZZ∗ channel. The
leading lepton must satisfy pT > 25 GeV and the sub-
leading lepton pT > 15 GeV. Electron and muon iden-
tification and isolation requirements (see Ref. [2]) are
more restrictive than those used in the H → ZZ∗ analy-
sis in order to suppress the W+jets background.
In the ee/µµ channels, Z→`` and low-mass
γ∗→`` events, including J/ψ and Υ production,
are rejected by requiring |m`` −mZ |> 15 GeV and
m`` > 12 GeV, respectively. In the eµ channels, low-
mass γ∗→ ττ→ eννµνν production is rejected by im-
posing m`` > 10 GeV.
Drell–Yan and multi-jet backgrounds are sup-
pressed by requiring large missing transverse mo-
mentum. For Njet ≤ 1, a requirement is made
on EmissT, rel = E
miss
T · sin |∆φclosest|, where ∆φclosest is the
smallest azimuthal angle between the EmissT vector and
any jet or high-pT charged lepton in the event; if
|∆φclosest| > pi/2, then EmissT, rel = EmissT is taken. For ad-
ditional rejection of the DY background in the ee/µµ
channels with Njet ≤ 1, the track-based pmissT described
in Section 2 is used, modified to pmissT, rel in a similar way
as EmissT, rel. For these channels, requirements are also
made on frecoil, an estimate of the magnitude of the soft
hadronic recoil opposite to the system consisting of the
leptons and any accompanying jet, normalised to the
momentum of the system itself. The frecoil value in DY
events is on average larger than that of non-DY events,
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where the high-pT system is balanced at least in part by
recoiling neutrinos.
The Njet ≥ 2 analysis uses EmissT instead of EmissT, rel be-
cause the larger number of jets in the final states re-
duces the signal efficiency of the EmissT, rel criterion. For
the ee/µµ channels with Njet ≥ 2, an EmissT variant called
“EmissT, STVF” is also employed. In the calculation of
EmissT, STVF, the energies of (soft) calorimeter deposits
unassociated with high-pT leptons, photons, or jets are
scaled by the ratio of the summed scalar pT of tracks
from the primary vertex unmatched with such objects to
the summed scalar pT of all tracks from any vertex in
the event which are also unmatched with objects [104].
For all jet multiplicities, selections exploiting the
kinematic features of H→WW∗→ `ν`ν events are ap-
plied. The dilepton invariant mass is required to be
small, m`` < 50 GeV for Njet ≤ 1 and m`` < 60 GeV for
Njet ≥ 2; the azimuthal separation of the leptons is also
required to be small, ∆φ`` < 1.8.
6.2. Event categorisation
The analysis is divided into categories with Njet = 0,
Njet = 1, and Njet ≥ 2. In the Njet = 0 analysis,
EmissT, rel > 25 GeV (E
miss
T, rel > 45 GeV and p
miss
T, rel > 45 GeV)
is required for eµ (ee/µµ) final states. The transverse
momentum of the dilepton system is required to be
large, p``T > 30 GeV. For ee/µµ events, the hadronic re-
coil is required to be typical of events with neutrinos in
the final state, frecoil < 0.05. Finally, the azimuthal sep-
aration between the p``T and E
miss
T vectors must satisfy|∆φ``, EmissT |>pi/2, in order to remove potentially poorly
reconstructed events.
In the Njet = 1 analysis, the EmissT, rel and p
miss
T, rel require-
ments are the same as for Njet = 0, but the hadronic re-
coil threshold is looser, frecoil < 0.2. The top-quark back-
ground is suppressed by rejecting events with a b-tagged
jet. The b-tagging algorithm described in Section 2 is
used, at an operating point with 85% efficiency for b-
quark jets and a mis-tag rate of 11% for light-quark
and gluon jets, as measured in a sample of simulated
tt¯ events. The Z → ττ background in eµ final states
is suppressed using an invariant mass mττ computed as-
suming that the neutrinos from τ decays are collinear
with the charged leptons [105] and that they are the only
source of EmissT . The requirement |mττ −mZ | ≥ 25 GeV
is applied.
The Njet ≥ 2 analysis is optimised for the selection
of the VBF production process. The two leading jets,
referred to as “tagging jets”, are required to have a
large rapidity separation, |∆y j j |> 2.8, and a high invari-
ant mass, m j j > 500 GeV. To reduce the contribution
from ggF, events containing any jet with pT > 20 GeV
in the rapidity gap between the two tagging jets are
rejected. Both leptons are required to be in the ra-
pidity gap. The DY background is suppressed by im-
posing EmissT > 20 GeV for eµ, and E
miss
T > 45 GeV and
EmissT, STVF > 35 GeV for ee/µµ. The same Z → ττ veto
and b-jet veto are applied as in the Njet = 1 analy-
sis. The tt¯ background is further reduced by requir-
ing a small total transverse momentum, |ptotT |< 45 GeV,
where ptotT =p
``
T +p
jets
T +E
miss
T , and p
jets
T is the vectorial
sum of all jets in the event with pT > 25 GeV.
The total signal selection efficiency for
H→WW∗→ `ν`ν events produced with ` = e, µ,
including all the final state topologies considered, is
about 5.3% at 8 TeV for a Higgs boson mass of 125
GeV.
The dilepton transverse mass mT is the dis-
criminating variable used in the fit to the data
to extract the signal strength. It is defined
as mT = ((E``T + E
miss
T )
2 − |p``T +EmissT |2)1/2 with
E``T = (|p``T |2 + m2``)1/2. For the eµ channels with
Njet ≤ 1, the fit is performed separately for events
with 10 GeV<m`` < 30 GeV and events with
30 GeV<m`` < 50 GeV, since the signal-to-background
ratio varies across the m`` distribution, as shown in
Fig. 4.
6.3. Background estimation
The leading SM processes producing two isolated
high-pT leptons and large values of EmissT are WW and
top-quark production, where the latter includes (here
and in the following) both tt¯ and single top-quark pro-
cesses (tW, tb and tqb). These backgrounds, as well as
Z → ττ, are normalised to the data in control regions
defined by selections similar to those used for the sig-
nal region, but with some criteria reversed or modified
to obtain signal-depleted samples enriched in particular
backgrounds. The event yield in the CR (after subtract-
ing contributions from processes other than the targeted
one) is extrapolated to the signal region using transfer
factors obtained from MC simulation.
Additional significant backgrounds arise from
W+jets and Z/γ∗, which are dissimilar to the signal
but have large cross sections. A small fraction of
these pass the event selection through rare final-state
configurations and/or mis-measurements. This type
of background is difficult to model reliably with the
simulation and is therefore estimated mainly from data.
A third category of background consists of diboson
processes with smaller cross sections, including Wγ(∗),
WZ, and ZZ∗ (inclusively indicated in the following
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as Other VV), and the WW background in the Njet ≥ 2
analysis. These processes are estimated using the MC
simulation normalised to the NLO cross sections from
MCFM [106], except for the Njet ≥ 2 WW background,
for which the cross section from the relevant MC gener-
ators (see Table 2) is used. The Other VV processes all
produce same-charge and opposite-charge lepton pairs,
as does W+jets. The number and kinematic features of
same-charge events which would otherwise pass the full
event selection are compared to the above-mentioned
predictions for these backgrounds, and good agreement
is observed.
6.3.1. W+jets
The W+jets background is estimated using a CR in
the data in which one of the two leptons satisfies the
identification and isolation criteria, and the other lep-
ton (denoted here as “anti-identified”) fails these crite-
ria but satisfies looser requirements. All other analysis
selections are applied. The contribution to the signal re-
gion is then obtained by scaling the number of events
in the CR by transfer factors, defined as the ratio of the
number of fully identified lepton candidates passing all
selections to the number of anti-identified leptons. The
transfer factors are obtained from a dijet sample as a
function of the pT and η of the anti-identified lepton.
6.3.2. Z/γ∗
The Z/γ∗ yield in the ee/µµ channels for Njet ≤ 1 is
estimated using the frecoil requirement efficiency in data
for DY and non-DY processes. The former is measured
in ee/µµ events in the Z-boson peak region. The latter
is measured in the eµ signal region, taking advantage
of the fact that the frecoil distribution is nearly identical
for all non-DY processes including the signal, as well
as for eµ and ee/µµ final states. The DY normalisation
in the ee/µµ signal region can then be extracted, given
the two measured efficiencies and the total number of
events in the ee/µµ signal region before and after the
frecoil requirement. For the ee/µµ channels with Njet ≥ 2,
the two-dimensional distribution (EmissT , m``) in the data
is used to estimate the total Z/γ∗ yield, as in Ref. [103].
The Z → ττ background is normalised to the data
using an eµ CR defined by the back-to-back configu-
ration of the leptons, ∆φ`` > 2.8. For the correspond-
ing CR with Njet ≥ 2, no b-tagged jets are allowed, and
|ptotT |< 45 GeV is required in addition, in order to reduce
the contamination from top-quark production. A sepa-
rate CR in the Z → `` peak region is used to correct the
modelling of the VBF-related event selection.
6.3.3. tt¯ and single top-quark
The top-quark background for the Njet = 0 category
is estimated using the procedure described in Ref. [2],
namely from the number of events in data with any num-
ber of reconstructed jets passing the EmissT, rel requirement
(a sample dominated by top-quark production), multi-
plied by the fraction of top-quark events with no recon-
structed jets obtained from simulation. This estimate is
corrected using a CR containing b-tagged jets. The top-
quark background in the Njet ≥ 1 channels is normalised
to the data in a CR defined by requiring exactly one b-
tagged jet and all other signal selections except for the
requirements on ∆φ`` and m``.
6.3.4. WW
The WW background for Njet ≤ 1 is normalised us-
ing CRs in data defined with the same selection as
the signal region except that the ∆φ`` requirement is
removed and the m`` bound is modified: for Njet = 0
50 GeV≤m`` < 100 GeV is required, while for Njet = 1
m`` > 80 GeV is used to define the CR. Figure 4 shows
the m`` distribution of eµ events with Njet = 0 in the 8
TeV data. The level of agreement between the predicted
background and the data for m`` > 100 GeV, a region
with negligible signal contribution, validates the WW
background normalisation and the extrapolation proce-
dure based on the simulation. The Njet ≥ 2 prediction is
taken from simulation because of the difficulty of iso-
lating a kinematic region with enough events and small
contamination from the top-quark background.
6.4. Systematic uncertainties
The systematic uncertainties affecting this analy-
sis are summarized here and described in detail in
Ref. [107]. The leading sources, i.e., those resulting
in at least 4% uncertainty on the total signal or back-
ground yield in at least one Njet category, are reported
in Table 8.
Theoretical uncertainties on the inclusive signal pro-
duction cross sections are given in Section 2. Addi-
tional, larger uncertainties from the QCD renormalisa-
tion and factorisation scales affect the predicted distri-
bution of the ggF signal among the exclusive jet bins
and can produce migration between categories. These
uncertainties are estimated using the HNNLO pro-
gram [108, 109] and the method reported in Ref. [110].
Their impact on the signal yield is summarised in Ta-
ble 8, in addition to other non-negligible contributions
(parton shower and underlying event modelling, as well
as acceptance uncertainties due to QCD scale varia-
tions).
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Figure 4: The m`` distribution of eµ events with Njet = 0 for the 8 TeV
H→WW∗→ `ν`ν analysis. The events with m`` < 50 GeV correspond
to the signal region except that the ∆φ`` < 1.8 requirement is not ap-
plied here, and the events with 50 GeV < m`` < 100 GeV correspond
to the Njet = 0 WW control region. The signal is stacked on top of
the background. The hatched area represents the total uncertainty on
the sum of the signal and background yields from statistical, exper-
imental, and theoretical sources. The lower part of the figure shows
the ratio of the data to the predicted background. For comparison, the
expected ratio of the signal plus background to the background alone
is also shown.
The experimental uncertainties affecting the expected
signal and background yields are associated primarily
with the reconstruction and identification efficiency, and
with the energy and momentum scale and resolution, of
the final-state objects (leptons, jets, and EmissT ), as de-
scribed in Section 2. The largest impact on the signal
expectation comes from the knowledge of the jet energy
scale and resolution (up to 6% in the Njet ≥ 2 channel).
For the backgrounds normalised using control re-
gions, uncertainties come from the numbers of events
in the CR and the contributions of other processes, as
well as the transfer factors to the signal region.
For the WW background in the Njet ≤ 1 final states,
the theoretical uncertainties on the transfer factors (eval-
uated according to the prescription of Ref. [15]) in-
clude the impact of missing higher-order QCD correc-
tions, PDF variations, and MC modelling choices. They
amount to ±2% and ±4–6% relative to the predicted
WW background in the Njet = 0 and Njet = 1 final states,
respectively. For the WW yield in the Njet ≥ 2 chan-
Table 8: For mH = 125 GeV, the leading systematic uncertainties on
the total signal and background yields for the 8 TeV H→WW∗→ `ν`ν
analysis. All numbers are summed over lepton flavours. Sources con-
tributing less than 4% are omitted, and individual entries below 1%
are indicated with a ’-’. Relative signs indicate correlation and an-
ticorrelation (migration) between the Njet categories represented by
adjacent columns, and a ± indicates an uncorrelated uncertainty. The
exception is the jet energy scale and resolution, which includes mul-
tiple sources of uncertainty treated as correlated across categories but
uncorrelated with each other. All rows are uncorrelated.
Source Njet = 0 Njet = 1 Njet ≥ 2
Theoretical uncertainties on total signal yield (%)
QCD scale for ggF, Njet ≥ 0 +13 - -
QCD scale for ggF, Njet ≥ 1 +10 −27 -
QCD scale for ggF, Njet ≥ 2 - −15 +4
QCD scale for ggF, Njet ≥ 3 - - +4
Parton shower and underlying event +3 −10 ±5
QCD scale (acceptance) +4 +4 ±3
Experimental uncertainties on total signal yield (%)
Jet energy scale and resolution 5 2 6
Uncertainties on total background yield (%)
Jet energy scale and resolution 2 3 7
WW transfer factors (theory) ±1 ±2 ±4
b-tagging efficiency - +7 +2
frecoil efficiency ±4 ±2 -
nel, which is obtained from simulation, the total uncer-
tainty is 42% for QCD production with gluon emission,
and 11% for the smaller but non-negligible contribution
from purely electroweak processes; the latter includes
the size of possible interference with Higgs boson pro-
duction through VBF. The resulting uncertainties on the
total background yield for all Njet are quoted in Table 8.
The leading uncertainties on the top-quark back-
ground are experimental. The b-tagging efficiency is
the most important of these, and it appears in Table 8
primarily through its effect on this background. Theo-
retical uncertainties on the top-quark background have
the greatest relative importance, ±2% on the total back-
ground yield, for Njet ≥ 2, and therefore do not appear in
Table 8.
The W+jets transfer factor uncertainty (±(40–45)%)
is dominated by differences in the jet composition be-
tween dijet and W+jets samples as observed in the MC
simulation. The uncertainties on the muon and elec-
tron transfer factors are treated as correlated among the
Njet categories but uncorrelated with each other. The
impact on the total background uncertainty is at most
±2.5%. The main uncertainty on the DY contribution
in the Njet ≤ 1 channels comes from the use of the frecoil
efficiency evaluated at the peak of the Z-boson mass dis-
tribution for the estimation of the DY contamination in
the low-m`` region.
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Table 9: For the H→WW∗→ `ν`ν analysis of the 8 TeV data, the
numbers of events observed in the data and expected from signal
(mH = 125.5 GeV) and backgrounds inside the transverse mass re-
gions 0.75 mH <mT <mH for Njet ≤ 1 and mT < 1.2 mH for Njet ≥ 2.
All lepton flavours are combined. The total background as well as its
main components are shown. The quoted uncertainties include the sta-
tistical and systematic contributions, and account for anticorrelations
between the background predictions.
Njet = 0 Njet = 1 Njet ≥ 2
Observed 831 309 55
Signal 100± 21 41± 14 10.9± 1.4
Total background 739± 39 261± 28 36± 4
WW 551± 41 108± 40 4.1± 1.5
Other VV 58± 8 27± 6 1.9± 0.4
Top-quark 39± 5 95± 28 5.4± 2.1
Z+jets 30± 10 12± 6 22± 3
W+jets 61± 21 20± 5 0.7± 0.2
The uncertainty on the mT shape for the total back-
ground, which is used in the fit to extract the signal
yield, is dominated by the uncertainties on the normali-
sations of the individual components. The only explicit
mT shape uncertainty is applied to the WW background,
and is determined by comparing several generators and
showering algorithms.
The estimated background contributions with their
uncertainties are listed in Table 9.
6.5. Results
Figure 5 shows the transverse mass distributions af-
ter the full selection for Njet ≤ 1 and Njet ≥ 2 final states.
The regions with mT > 150 GeV are depleted of signal
contribution; the level of agreement of the data with the
expectation in these regions, which are different from
those used to normalise the backgrounds, illustrates the
quality of the background estimates. The expected num-
bers of signal and background events at 8 TeV are pre-
sented in Table 9. The VBF process contributes 2%,
12% and 81% of the predicted signal in the Njet = 0, = 1,
and ≥ 2 final states, respectively. The total number of
observed events in the same mT windows as in Table 9
is 218 in the 7 TeV data and 1195 in the 8 TeV data.
An excess of events relative to the background-only
expectation is observed in the data, with the maxi-
mum deviation (4.1σ) occuring at mH = 140 GeV. For
mH = 125.5 GeV, a significance of 3.8σ is observed,
compared with an expected value of 3.8σ for a SM
Higgs boson.
Additional interpretation of these results is presented
in Section 7.
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Figure 5: The transverse mass distributions for events passing the full
selection of the H→WW∗→ `ν`ν analysis: (a) summed over all lep-
ton flavours for final states with Njet ≤ 1; (b) different-flavour final
states with Njet ≥ 2. The signal is stacked on top of the background,
and in (b) is shown separately for the ggF and VBF production pro-
cesses. The hatched area represents the total uncertainty on the sum
of the signal and background yields from statistical, experimental, and
theoretical sources. In the lower part of (a), the residuals of the data
with respect to the estimated background are shown, compared to the
expected mT distribution of a SM Higgs boson.
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7. Higgs boson property measurements
The results from the individual channels described in
the previous sections are combined here to extract infor-
mation about the Higgs boson mass, production proper-
ties and couplings.
7.1. Statistical method
The statistical treatment of the data is described in
Refs. [111–115]. Hypothesis testing and confidence in-
tervals are based on the profile likelihood ratio [116]
Λ(α). The latter depends on one or more parameters of
interest α, such as the Higgs boson production strength
µ normalised to the SM expectation (so that µ = 1 cor-
responds to the SM Higgs boson hypothesis and µ = 0
to the background-only hypothesis), mass mH , coupling
strengths κ, ratios of coupling strengths λ, as well as on
nuisance parameters θ:
Λ(α) =
L
(
α , ˆˆθ(α)
)
L(αˆ, θˆ)
(1)
The likelihood functions in the numerator and de-
nominator of the above equation are built using sums
of signal and background probability density func-
tions (pdfs) in the discriminating variables (chosen to
be the γγ and 4` mass spectra for H → γγ and
H→ZZ∗→ 4`, respectively, and the mT distribution for
the H→WW∗→ `ν`ν channel). The pdfs are derived
from MC simulation for the signal and from both data
and simulation for the background, as described in Sec-
tions 4–6. Likelihood fits to the observed data are done
for the parameters of interest. The single circumflex
in Eq. (1) denotes the unconditional maximum likeli-
hood estimate of a parameter and the double circum-
flex denotes the conditional maximum likelihood esti-
mate for given fixed values of the parameters of interest
α. Systematic uncertainties and their correlations [111]
are modelled by introducing nuisance parameters θ de-
scribed by likelihood functions associated with the es-
timate of the corresponding effect. The choice of the
parameters of interest depends on the test under con-
sideration, with the remaining parameters being “pro-
filed”, i.e., similarly to nuisance parameters they are set
to the values that maximise the likelihood function for
the given fixed values of the parameters of interest.
7.2. Mass and production strength
The mass of the new particle is measured from the
data using the two channels with the best mass reso-
lution, H → γγ and H→ZZ∗→ 4`. In the two cases,
mH = 126.8 ± 0.2 (stat) ± 0.7 (sys) GeV and mH =
124.3+0.6−0.5 (stat)
+0.5
−0.3 (sys) GeV are obtained from fits to
the mass spectra.
To derive a combined mass measurement, the profile
likelihood ratio Λ(mH) is used; the signal production
strengths µγγ and µ4`, giving the signal yields measured
in the two individual channels normalised to the SM ex-
pectation, are treated as independent nuisance parame-
ters in order to allow for the possibility of different devi-
ations from the SM prediction in the two decays modes.
The ratios of the cross sections for the various produc-
tion modes for each channel are fixed to the SM values.
It was verified that this restriction does not cause any
bias in the results. The combined mass is measured to
be:
mH = 125.5 ± 0.2 (stat) +0.5−0.6 (sys) GeV (2)
As discussed in Sections 4.4 and 5.4, the main
sources of systematic uncertainty are the photon and
lepton energy and momentum scales. In the combina-
tion, the consistency between the muon and electron fi-
nal states in the H→ZZ∗→ 4` channel causes a ∼ 0.8σ
adjustment of the overall e/γ energy scale, which trans-
lates into a ∼ 350MeV downward shift of the fitted
mγγH value with respect to the value measured from the
H → γγ channel alone.
To quantify the consistency between the fitted mγγH
and m4`H masses, the data are fitted with the profile like-
lihood ratio Λ(∆mH), where the parameter of interest is
the mass difference ∆mH = m
γγ
H − m4`H . The average
mass mH and the signal strengths µγγ and µ4` are treated
as independent nuisance parameters. The result is:
∆mH = 2.3+0.6−0.7 (stat) ± 0.6 (sys) GeV (3)
where the uncertainties are 68% confidence intervals
computed with the asymptotic approximation [116].
From the value of the likelihood at ∆mH = 0, the
probability for a single Higgs boson to give a value of
Λ(∆mH) disfavouring the ∆mH = 0 hypothesis more
strongly than observed in the data is found to be at
the level of 1.2% (2.5σ) using the asymptotic approx-
imation, and 1.5% (2.4σ) using Monte Carlo ensem-
ble tests. In order to test the effect of a possible non-
Gaussian behaviour of the three principal sources con-
tributing to the electron and photon energy scale sys-
tematic uncertainty (the Z → ee calibration procedure,
the knowledge of the material upstream of the electro-
magnetic calorimeter and the energy scale of the pre-
sampler detector) the consistency between the two mass
measurements is also evaluated by considering ±1σ val-
ues for these uncertainties. With this treatment, the con-
sistency increases to up to 8%.
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To measure the Higgs boson production strength, the
parameter µ is determined from a fit to the data using the
profile likelihood ratio Λ(µ) for a fixed mass hypothesis
corresponding to the measured value mH = 125.5 GeV.
The results are shown in Fig. 6, where the production
strengths measured in the three channels and in their
main analysis categories are presented. The signal pro-
duction strength normalised to the SM expectation, ob-
tained by combining the three channels, is:
µ = 1.33 ± 0.14 (stat) ± 0.15 (sys) (4)
where the systematic uncertainty receives similar con-
tributions from the theoretical uncertainty on the signal
cross section (ggF QCD scale and PDF, see Table 1) and
all other, mainly experimental, sources. The uncertainty
on the mass measurement reported in Eq. (2) produces a
±3% variation of µ. The consistency between this mea-
surement and the SM Higgs boson expectation (µ = 1)
is about 7%; the use of a flat likelihood for the ggF QCD
scale systematic uncertainty in the quoted ±1σ inter-
val yields a similar level of consistency with the µ = 1
hypothesis. The overall compatibility between the sig-
nal strengths measured in the three final states and the
SM predictions is about 14%, with the largest devia-
tion (∼ 1.9σ) observed in the H → γγ channel. Good
consistency between the measured and expected signal
strengths is also found for the various categories of the
H → γγ, H→ZZ∗→ 4` and H→WW∗→ `ν`ν analyses,
which are the primary experimental inputs to the fit dis-
cussed in this section. If the preliminary H → ττ [117]
and H → bb¯ [118] results, for which only part of the
8 TeV dataset is used (13 fb−1), were included, the com-
bined signal strength would be µ = 1.23 ± 0.18.
7.3. Evidence for production via vector-boson fusion
The measurements of the signal strengths described
in the previous section do not give direct information
on the relative contributions of the different production
mechanisms. Furthermore, fixing the ratios of the pro-
duction cross sections for the various processes to the
values predicted by the Standard Model may conceal
tensions between the data and the theory. Therefore,
in addition to the signal strengths for different decay
modes, the signal strengths of different production pro-
cesses contributing to the same decay mode4 are deter-
mined, exploiting the sensitivity offered by the use of
event categories in the analyses of the three channels.
4Such an approach avoids model assumptions needed for a con-
sistent parameterisation of production and decay modes in terms of
Higgs boson couplings.
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Figure 6: The measured production strengths for a Higgs boson of
mass mH =125.5 GeV, normalised to the SM expectations, for the
individual diboson final states and their combination. Results are
also given for the main categories of each analysis (described in Sec-
tions 4.2, 5.2 and 6.2). The best-fit values are shown by the solid
vertical lines, with the total ±1σ uncertainty indicated by the shaded
band, and the statistical uncertainty by the superimposed horizontal
error bars. The numbers in the second column specify the contribu-
tions of the (symmetrised) statistical uncertainty (top), the total (ex-
perimental and theoretical) systematic uncertainty (middle), and the
theory uncertainty (bottom) on the signal cross section (from QCD
scale, PDF, and branching ratios) alone; for the individual categories
only the statistical uncertainty is given.
The data are fitted separating vector-boson-mediated
processes, VBF and VH, from gluon-mediated pro-
cesses, ggF and ttH, involving fermion (mainly top-
quark) loops or legs.5 Two signal strength parameters,
µ
f
ggF+ttH = µ
f
ggF = µ
f
ttH and µ
f
VBF+VH = µ
f
VBF = µ
f
VH ,
which scale the SM-predicted rates to those observed,
are introduced for each of the considered final states
( f =H → γγ, H→ZZ∗→ 4`, H→WW∗→ `ν`ν). The
results are shown in Fig. 7. The 95% CL contours of
the measurements are consistent with the SM expecta-
tion. A combination of all channels would provide a
higher-sensitivity test of the theory. This can be done in
5Such a separation is possible under the assumption that the kine-
matic properties of these production modes agree with the SM predic-
tions within uncertainties.
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Figure 7: Likelihood contours in the (µ fggF+ttH , µ
f
VBF+VH) plane for
the final states f =H → γγ, H→ZZ∗→ 4`, H→WW∗→ `ν`ν and a
Higgs boson mass mH = 125.5 GeV. The sharp lower edge of the
H→ZZ∗→ 4` contours is due to the small number of events in this
channel and the requirement of a positive pdf. The best fits to the data
(×) and the 68% (full) and 95% (dashed) CL contours are indicated,
as well as the SM expectation (+).
a model-independent way (i.e. without assumptions on
the Higgs boson branching ratios) by measuring the ra-
tios µVBF+VH/µggF+ttH for the individual final states and
their combination. The results of the fit to the data with
the likelihood Λ(µVBF+VH/µggF+ttH) are shown in Fig. 8.
Good agreement with the SM expectation is observed
for the individual final states and their combination.
To test the sensitivity to VBF production alone, the
data are also fitted with the ratio µVBF/µggF+ttH . A value
µVBF/µggF+ttH = 1.4+0.6−0.5 (stat)
+0.5
−0.3 (sys) (5)
is obtained from the combination of the three channels
(Fig. 9), where the main components of the system-
atic uncertainty come from the theoretical predictions
for the ggF contributions to the various categories and
jet multiplicities and the knowledge of the jet energy
scale and resolution. This result provides evidence at
the 3.3σ level that a fraction of Higgs boson production
occurs through VBF (as Fig. 9 shows, the probability for
a vanishing value of µVBF/µggF+ttH , given the observa-
tion in the data, is 0.04%). The inclusion of preliminary
H → ττ results [117], which also provide some sensi-
tivity to this ratio, would give a significance of 3.1σ.
7.4. Couplings measurements
Following the approach and benchmarks recom-
mended in Refs. [119], measurements of couplings are
implemented using a leading-order tree-level motivated
framework. This framework is based on the following
assumptions:
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Figure 8: Measurements of the µVBF+VH/µggF+ttH ratios for the indi-
vidual diboson final states and their combination, for a Higgs boson
mass mH =125.5 GeV. The best-fit values are represented by the solid
vertical lines, with the total ±1σ and ±2σ uncertainties indicated by
the dark- and light-shaded band, respectively, and the statistical uncer-
tainties by the superimposed horizontal error bars. The numbers in the
second column specify the contributions of the statistical uncertainty
(top), the total (experimental and theoretical) systematic uncertainty
(middle), and the theoretical uncertainty (bottom) on the signal cross
section (from QCD scale, PDF, and branching ratios) alone. For a
more complete illustration, the distributions of the likelihood ratios
from which the total uncertainties are extracted are overlaid.
− The signals observed in the different search chan-
nels originate from a single resonance. A mass
of 125.5 GeV is assumed here; the impact of the
uncertainty reported in Eq. (2) on the results dis-
cussed in this section is negligible.
− The width of the Higgs boson is narrow, justifying
the use of the zero-width approximation. Hence
the predicted rate for a given channel can be de-
composed in the following way:
σ · B (i→ H → f ) = σi · Γ f
ΓH
(6)
where σi is the production cross section through
the initial state i, B and Γ f are the branching ra-
tio and partial decay width into the final state f ,
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Figure 9: Likelihood curve for the ratio µVBF/µggF+ttH for the combi-
nation of the H → γγ, H→ZZ∗→ 4` and H→WW∗→ `ν`ν chan-
nels and a Higgs boson mass mH = 125.5 GeV. The parameter
µVH/µggF+ttH is profiled in the fit. The dashed curve shows the SM
expectation. The horizontal dashed lines indicate the 68% and 95%
CL.
respectively, and ΓH the total width of the Higgs
boson.
− Only modifications of coupling strengths are con-
sidered, while the tensor structure of the La-
grangian is assumed to be the same as in the Stan-
dard Model. This implies in particular that the ob-
served state is a CP-even scalar.6
The coupling scale factors κ j are defined in such a
way that the cross sections σ j and the partial decay
widths Γ j associated with the SM particle j scale with
κ2j compared to the SM prediction [119]. With this no-
tation, and with κ2H being the scale factor for the to-
tal Higgs boson width ΓH , the cross section for the
gg → H → γγ process, for example, can be expressed
as:
σ · B (gg→ H → γγ)
σSM(gg→ H) · BSM(H → γγ) =
κ2g · κ2γ
κ2H
(7)
In some of the fits, κH and the effective scale factors
κγ and κg for the loop-induced H → γγ and gg → H
processes are expressed as a function of the more fun-
damental factors κW , κZ , κt, κb and κτ (only the dominant
fermion contributions are indicated here for simplicity).
The relevant relationships are:
κ2g(κb, κt) =
κ2t · σttggH + κ2b · σbbggH + κtκb · σtbggH
σttggH + σ
bb
ggH + σ
tb
ggH
6The spin-CP hypothesis is addressed in Ref. [10].
κ2γ(κb, κt, κτ, κW ) =
∑
i, j κiκ j · Γi jγγ∑
i, j Γ
i j
γγ
(8)
κ2H =
∑
j j=WW∗, ZZ∗, bb¯, τ−τ+,
γγ, Zγ, gg, tt¯, cc¯, ss¯, µ−µ+
κ2j Γ
SM
j j
ΓSMH
where σi jggH , Γ
i j
γγ and ΓSMf f are obtained from theory [14,
119].
Results are extracted from fits to the data using the
profile likelihood ratio Λ(κ), where the κ j couplings are
treated either as parameters of interest or as nuisance
parameters, depending on the measurement.
The assumptions made for the various measurements
are summarised in Table 10 and discussed in the next
sections together with the results.
7.4.1. Couplings to fermions and bosons
The first benchmark considered here (indicated as
model 1 in Table 10) assumes one coupling scale fac-
tor for fermions, κF , and one for bosons, κV ; in this sce-
nario, the H → γγ and gg → H loops and the total
Higgs boson width depend only on κF and κV , with no
contributions from physics beyond the Standard Model
(BSM). The strongest constraint on κF comes indirectly
from the gg→ H production loop.
Figure 10 shows the results of the fit to the data for
the three channels and their combination. Since only
the relative sign of κF and κV is physical, in the follow-
ing κV > 0 is assumed. Some sensitivity to this relative
sign is provided by the negative interference between
the W-boson loop and t-quark loop in the H → γγ de-
cay. The data prefer the minimum with positive relative
sign, which is consistent with the SM prediction, but
the local minimum with negative sign is also compati-
ble with the observation (at the ∼ 2σ level). The two-
dimensional compatibility of the SM prediction with the
best-fit value is 12%. The 68% CL intervals of κF and
κV , obtained by profiling over the other parameter, are:
κF ∈ [0.76, 1.18] (9)
κV ∈ [1.05, 1.22] (10)
with similar contributions from the statistical and sys-
tematic uncertainties.
In this benchmark model, the assumption of no con-
tributions from new particles to the Higgs boson width
provides strong constraints on the fermion coupling κF ,
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Table 10: Summary of the coupling benchmark models discussed in this paper, where λi j = κi/κ j, κii = κiκi/κH , and the functional dependence
assumptions are: κV = κW = κZ , κF = κt = κb = κτ (and similarly for the other fermions), κg = κg(κb, κt), κγ = κγ(κb, κt , κτ, κW ), and κH = κH(κi).
The tick marks indicate which assumptions are made in each case. The last column shows, as an example, the relative couplings involved in the
gg→ H → γγ process, see Eq. (7), and their functional dependence in the various benchmark models.
Model Probed Parameters of Functional assumptions Example: gg→ H → γγ
couplings interest κV κF κg κγ κH
1 Couplings to
fermions and bosons
κV , κF
√ √ √ √ √
κ2F · κ2γ(κF , κV )/κ2H(κF , κV )
2 λFV , κVV
√ √ √ √
- κ2VV · λ2FV · κ2γ(λFV , λFV , λFV , 1)
3 Custodial symmetry λWZ , λFZ , κZZ -
√ √ √
- κ2ZZ · λ2FZ · κ2γ(λFZ , λFZ , λFZ , λWZ)
4 λWZ , λFZ , λγZ , κZZ -
√ √
- - κ2ZZ · λ2FZ · λ2γZ
5 Vertex loops κg, κγ =1 =1 - -
√
κ2g · κ2γ/κ2H(κg, κγ)
Vκ
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Figure 10: Likelihood contours (68% CL) of the coupling scale fac-
tors κF and κV for fermions and bosons (benchmark model 1 in Ta-
ble 10), as obtained from fits to the three individual channels and their
combination (for the latter, the 95% CL contour is also shown). The
best-fit result (×) and the SM expectation (+) are also indicated.
as about 75% of the total SM width comes from decays
to fermions or involving fermions. If this assumption is
relaxed, only the ratio λFV = κF/κV can be measured
(benchmark model 2 in Table 10), which still provides
useful information on the relationship between Yukawa
and gauge couplings. Fits to the data give the following
68% CL intervals for λFV and κVV = κVκV/κH (when
profiling over the other parameter):
λFV ∈ [0.70, 1.01] (11)
κVV ∈ [1.13, 1.45] (12)
The two-dimensional compatibility of the SM pre-
diction with the best-fit value is 12%. These results
also exclude vanishing couplings of the Higgs boson to
fermions (indirectly, mainly through the gg → H pro-
duction loop) by more than 5σ.
7.4.2. Ratio of couplings to the W and Z bosons
In the Standard Model, custodial symmetry imposes
the constraint that the W and Z bosons have related cou-
plings to the Higgs boson, gHVV ∼ m2V/v (where v is the
vacuum expectation value of the Higgs field), and that
ρ = m2W/(m
2
Z · cos2 θW ) (where θW is the weak Weinberg
angle) is equal to unity (as measured at LEP [120]). The
former constraint is tested here by measuring the ratio
λWZ = κW/κZ .
The simplest and most model-independent approach
is to extract the ratio of branching ratios normalised to
their SM expectation, λ2WZ = B(H → WW∗)/B(H →
ZZ∗) ·BSM(H → ZZ∗)/BSM(H → WW∗), from the mea-
sured inclusive rates of the H → WW∗ and H → ZZ∗
channels. A fit to the data with the likelihood Λ(λWZ),
where µggF+ttH × B(H→ ZZ∗)/BSM(H → ZZ∗) and
µVBF+VH/µggF+ttH are profiled, gives λWZ = 0.81+0.16−0.15.
A more sensitive measurement can be obtained by
also using information from WH and ZH production,
from the VBF process (which in the SM is roughly
75% W-fusion and 25% Z-fusion mediated) and from
the H → γγ decay mode. A fit to the data using
benchmark model 3 in Table 10 gives the likelihood
curve shown in Fig. 11, with λWZ ∈ [0.61, 1.04] at the
68% CL, dominated by the statistical uncertainty; the
other parameters, λFZ and κZZ , are profiled. The three-
dimensional compatibility of the SM prediction with the
best-fit value is 19%.
Potential contributions from BSM physics affecting
the H → γγ channel could produce apparent deviations
of the ratio λWZ from unity even if custodial symme-
try is not broken. It is therefore desirable to decouple
the observed H → γγ event rate from the measurement
of λWZ . This is done with an extended fit for the ratio
λWZ , where one extra degree of freedom (λγZ = κγ/κZ)
absorbs possible BSM effects in the H → γγ channel
(benchmark model 4 in Table 10). This measurement
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Figure 11: Likelihood curve for the coupling scale factor λWZ (bench-
mark model 3 in Table 10). The thin dotted lines indicate the continu-
ation of the likelihood curve when restricting λFZ to be either positive
or negative. The dashed curves show the SM expectation with the
right (left) minimum indicating λFZ positive (negative).
yields:
λWZ = 0.82 ± 0.15 (13)
and a four-dimensional compatibility of the SM predic-
tion with the best-fit value of 20%.
7.4.3. Constraints on production and decay loops
Many BSM physics scenarios predict the existence
of new heavy particles, which can contribute to loop-
induced processes such as gg → H production and
H → γγ decay. In the approach used here (benchmark
model 5 in Table 10), it is assumed that the new parti-
cles do not contribute to the Higgs boson width and that
the couplings of the known particles to the Higgs boson
have SM strength (i.e. κi=1). Effective scale factors κg
and κγ are introduced to parameterise the gg → H and
H → γγ loops. The results of their measurements from
a fit to the data are shown in Fig. 12. The best-fit values
when profiling over the other parameters are:
κg = 1.04 ± 0.14 (14)
κγ = 1.20 ± 0.15 (15)
The two-dimensional compatibility of the SM predic-
tion with the best-fit value is 14%.
7.4.4. Summary
The results of the measurements of the coupling scale
factors discussed in the previous sections, obtained un-
der the assumptions detailed in Section 7.4 and Ta-
ble 10, are summmarised in Fig. 13. The measurements
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Figure 12: Likelihood contours for the coupling scale factors κγ and κg
probing BSM contributions to the H → γγ and gg→ H loops, assum-
ing no BSM contributions to the total Higgs boson width (benchmark
model 5 in Table 10). The best-fit result (×) and the SM expecta-
tion (+) are also indicated.
in the various benchmark models are strongly corre-
lated, as they are obtained from fits to the same exper-
imental data. A simple χ2-like compatibility test with
the SM is therefore not meaningful.
The coupling of the new particle to gauge bosons κV
is constrained by several channels, directly and indi-
rectly, at the ±10% level. Couplings to fermions with
a significance larger than 5σ are indirectly observed
mainly through the gluon-fusion production process, as-
suming the loop is dominated by fermion exchange. The
ratio of the relative couplings of the Higgs boson to the
W and Z bosons, κW/κZ , is measured to be consistent
with unity, as predicted by custodial symmetry. Under
the hypothesis that all couplings of the Higgs boson to
the known particles are fixed to their SM values, and as-
suming no BSM contributions to the Higgs boson width,
no significant anomalous contributions to the gg → H
and H → γγ loops are observed.
8. Conclusions
Data recorded by the ATLAS experiment at the
CERN Large Hadron Collider in 2011 and 2012, cor-
responding to an integrated luminosity of up to 25 fb−1
at
√
s = 7 TeV and
√
s = 8 TeV, have been analysed
to determine several properties of the recently discov-
ered Higgs boson using the H → γγ, H→ZZ∗→ 4` and
H→WW∗→ `ν`ν decay modes. The reported results in-
clude measurements of the mass and signal strength,
evidence for production through vector-boson fusion,
and constraints on couplings to bosons and fermions as
well as on anomalous contributions to loop-induced pro-
cesses. The precision exceeds previously published re-
sults in several cases. All measurements are consistent
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Figure 13: Summary of the measurements of the coupling scale fac-
tors for a Higgs boson with mass mH=125.5 GeV. The best-fit values
are represented by the solid vertical lines, with the ±1σ and ±2σ un-
certainties given by the dark- and light-shaded band, respectively. For
a more complete illustration, the distributions of the likelihood ra-
tios from which the total uncertainties are extracted are overlaid. The
measurements in the various benchmark models, separated by double
horizontal lines, are strongly correlated.
with expectations for the Standard Model Higgs boson.
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Search for Scalar Diphoton Resonances in the Mass Range 65–600 GeV with the
ATLAS Detector in pp Collision Data at
√
s = 8 TeV
ATLAS Collaboration
A search for scalar particles decaying via narrow resonances into two photons in the mass range
65–600 GeV is performed using 20.3 fb−1 of
√
s = 8 TeV pp collision data collected with the ATLAS
detector at the Large Hadron Collider. The recently discovered Higgs boson is treated as a back-
ground. No significant evidence for an additional signal is observed. The results are presented as
limits at the 95% confidence level on the production cross-section of a scalar boson times branching
ratio into two photons, in a fiducial volume where the reconstruction efficiency is approximately
independent of the event topology. The upper limits set extend over a considerably wider mass
range than previous searches.
PACS numbers: 13.85.Qk,14.70.Bh,14.80.Da,14.80.Ec
In July 2012, the ATLAS and CMS collaborations re-
ported the discovery of a new particle [1, 2] whose mea-
sured couplings and properties are compatible with the
Standard Model Higgs boson (H) [3–6]. However, several
extensions to the Standard Model, in particular models
featuring an extended Higgs sector [7–13], predict new
scalar resonances below or above the H mass which may
be narrow when their branching ratio to two photons is
non-negligible.
This Letter presents a search for a scalar particle X of
mass mX decaying via narrow resonances into two pho-
tons. It extends the method developed for the measure-
ment of the H couplings in the H → γγ channel [3] to
the range 65 < mX < 600 GeV. Analytical descriptions
of the signal and background distributions are fitted to
the measured diphoton invariant mass spectrum mγγ to
determine the signal and background yields. The result
is presented as a limit on the production cross-section
times the branching ratio BR(X → γγ), restricted to a
fiducial volume where the reconstruction efficiency is ap-
proximately independent of the event topology. The res-
onance with mass mX is considered narrow when its in-
trinsic width is smaller than 0.09 GeV + 0.01 ·mX . This
upper limit is defined such that the bias in the number of
fitted signal events is kept below 10%, and ensures that
the diphoton invariant mass width is dominated by the
experimental resolution in the ATLAS detector. Model-
dependent interference effects between the resonance and
the continuum diphoton background are not considered.
The ATLAS detector [14] at the LHC [15] covers the
pseudorapidity [16] range |η| < 4.9 and the full azimuthal
angle φ. It consists of an inner tracking detector covering
the pseudorapidity range |η| < 2.5, surrounded by elec-
tromagnetic and hadronic calorimeters and an external
muon spectrometer.
The search is carried out using the
√
s = 8 TeV
pp collision dataset collected in 2012, with stable
beam conditions and all ATLAS subsystems opera-
tional, which corresponds to an integrated luminosity of
L = 20.3± 0.6 fb−1 [17]. The data were recorded using a
diphoton trigger that required two electromagnetic clus-
ters with transverse energies ET above 20 GeV, both ful-
filling identification criteria based on shower shapes in
the electromagnetic calorimeter. The efficiency of the
diphoton trigger [18] is (98.7 ± 0.5)% for signal events
passing the analysis selection.
The event selection requires at least one reconstructed
primary vertex with two or more tracks with transverse
momenta pT > 0.4 GeV, and at least two photon can-
didates with ET > 22 GeV and |η| < 2.37, excluding
the barrel/endcap transition region of the calorimeter,
1.37 < |η| < 1.56.
Photon reconstruction is seeded by clusters of electro-
magnetic calorimeter cells. Clusters without matching
tracks are classified as unconverted photons. Clusters
with matched tracks are considered as electron candi-
dates, but are classified as converted photons if they are
associated with two tracks consistent with a γ → e+e−
conversion process, or a single track leaving no hit in
the innermost layer of the inner tracking detector. The
photon energy calibration procedure is the same as in
Ref. [3].
Photon candidates are required to fulfill identification
criteria based on shower shapes in the electromagnetic
calorimeter, and on energy leakage into the hadronic
calorimeter [19]. Identification efficiencies, averaged over
η, range from 70% to above 99% for the ET range under
consideration. To further reduce the background from
jets, the calorimeter isolation transverse energy EisoT is
required to be smaller than 6 GeV, where EisoT is de-
fined as the sum of transverse energies of the positive-
energy topological clusters [20] within a cone of size
∆R =
√
(∆φ)2 + (∆η)2 = 0.4 around the photon candi-
date. The core of the photon shower is excluded, and
EisoT is corrected for the leakage of the photon shower into
the isolation cone. The contributions from the underly-
ing event and pile-up are subtracted using the technique
proposed in Ref. [21] and implemented as described in
Ref. [22]. In addition, the track isolation, defined as the
scalar sum of the pT of the primary vertex tracks with
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2pT > 1 GeV in a ∆R = 0.2 cone around the photon can-
didate, excluding the conversion tracks, is required to be
smaller than 2.6 GeV.
The mγγ invariant mass is evaluated using the leading
photon (γ1) and subleading photon (γ2) energies mea-
sured in the calorimeter, the azimuthal angle ∆φ and
the pseudorapidity ∆η separations between the photons
determined from their positions in the calorimeter and
the position of the reconstructed diphoton vertex [3].
After selection, the data sample consists of a con-
tinuum background with dominantly γγ, γ–jet, jet–jet
events and Drell–Yan (DY) production of electron pairs
where both electrons are misidentified as photons. Two
peaking backgrounds arise from the Z boson component
of the DY and from H → γγ.
To increase the sensitivity, the search is split into two
analyses: a categorized low-mass analysis covering the
range 65 < mX < 110 GeV, and an inclusive high-mass
analysis covering 110 < mX < 600 GeV. To provide
sidebands on both sides of the tested mass point mX ,
the mγγ ranges are wider than the mX ranges probed
and overlap at the transition between the two analyses.
The low-mass analysis requires a precise modeling of
the DY background, dominated by the Z boson reso-
nance, where both electrons are misidentified as photons,
mostly classified as converted photons. The loss of sig-
nal sensitivity is mitigated by separating the events into
three categories with different signal-to-background ra-
tios, according to the conversion status of the photon
pair: two unconverted (UU), one converted and one un-
converted (CU) or two converted photons (CC). Table I
shows the fractions of signal and DY events expected in
each category.
TABLE I. Number of diphoton events in data (Ndata), number
of expected Drell–Yan events (NDY), fractions of expected
signal (fX) and Drell–Yan (fDY) in each conversion category
for the low-mass analysis. The signal fraction is given for
mX= 90 GeV but the mass-dependence is negligible.
γγ category UU CU CC
Ndata 272184 253804 63224
NDY 1080 ± 260 3400 ± 600 2700 ± 250
fDY 15.0% 47.3% 37.7%
fX 48.7% 42.5% 8.8%
In each category, the Z resonance shape is described
by a double-sided Crystal Ball function [23]. Due to the
limited size of the fully simulated Z → ee sample [24, 25]
where both electrons are misidentified as photons, the
shape parameters are determined by a fit to a dielectron
data sample, where both electrons are required to ful-
fill shower shape identification criteria and the same ET
thresholds as the photons.
Since most of the electrons misidentified as photons
underwent large bremsstrahlung, the invariant mass dis-
tribution of the Z boson reconstructed as a photon pair
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FIG. 1. Invariant mass distributions in the CC category for
fully simulated Z → ee events reconstructed as ee (dotted-
lines), reconstructed as γγ (squares), and reconstructed as ee
after transforming the electrons to match the kinematics of
the electrons misidentified as converted photons (circles).
is wider and shifted to lower masses by up to 2 GeV
with respect to the Z boson mass reconstructed as an
electron pair. The Z → ee invariant mass distributions
extracted from data in each category are transformed
by applying ET-dependent shifts and smearing factors to
the electron ET and φ, to match the kinematics of the
electrons misidentified as photons. Two sets of trans-
formations are derived for γ1 and γ2 depending on their
conversion status, using a Z → ee sample generated with
powheg [26, 27] interfaced with pythia8 [28] for show-
ering and hadronization. Figure 1 illustrates the effect
of the electrons’ transformations on the invariant mass
shapes in the fully simulated Z → ee sample. System-
atic uncertainties on the template shapes and the Z peak
position are evaluated by varying the parameters of the
electrons’ transformations by ±1σ.
The DY normalization is computed from the e → γ
fake rates, defined as the ratios of eγ to ee pairs mea-
sured in Z → ee data, separately for γ1 and γ2 and each
conversion status. A correction factor obtained from fully
simulated Z → ee events is applied to account for addi-
tional effects, mainly the differences in isolation efficien-
cies and vertex reconstruction efficiency between γγ and
ee events. The associated uncertainties (9 to 25%) are
dominated by the subtraction of the continuum back-
ground and the detector material description.
The determination of the analytical form of the contin-
uum background and the corresponding uncertainties fol-
low the method detailed in Ref. [1]. The sum of a Landau
distribution and an exponential distribution is used over
the full mγγ range. The bias on the signal yield induced
by the analytical shape function is required to be lower
than 20% of the statistical uncertainty on the fitted sig-
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3nal yield for the background-only spectrum. This bias is
measured from a large sample generated from a parame-
terized detector response, and is accounted for by a mass-
dependent uncertainty. Figure 2 shows background-only
fits to the data in the low-mass analysis for the three
conversion categories.
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FIG. 2. Background-only fits to the data (black dots) as func-
tions of the diphoton invariant mass mγγ for the three con-
version categories in the low-mass range. The solid lines show
the sum of the Drell–Yan and the continuum background com-
ponents. The dashed lines show the continuum background
component only.
In the high-mass analysis, relative cuts Eγ1T /mγγ > 0.4
and Eγ2T /mγγ > 0.3 are added to the selection require-
ments to reduce the continuum backgrounds and thereby
increase the signal sensitivity. In total, 108654 events
with 100 < mγγ < 800 GeV are selected.
To determine the continuum background shape over
this large mass range, an exponential of a second-order
polynomial is fitted inside a sliding mγγ window of
width 80 · (mX − 110 GeV)/110 + 20 GeV, centered on
the mass point mX . The analytical shape and the fit
window width are chosen to fulfill the signal yield bias
criterion, as defined for the low-mass analysis, to mini-
mize the statistical uncertainty on the background.
The H background shape is modeled by a double-
sided Crystal Ball function, and normalized for
mH = 125.9 GeV [29][30] using the most up-to-date Stan-
dard Model cross-section calculations and corrections [31]
of the five main production modes: gluon fusion (ggF),
vector-boson fusion (VBF), Higgs-strahlung (WH,ZH),
and associated production with a top quark pair (tt¯H).
The ggF and VBF samples [3] are simulated with the
powheg generator interfaced with pythia8. The WH ,
ZH and tt¯H samples [3] are simulated with pythia8.
Figure 3 shows background-only fits to the data in the
high-mass analysis.
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FIG. 3. Background-only fits to the data (black dots) as
functions of the diphoton invariant mass mγγ for the inclu-
sive high-mass analysis. The solid line shows the sum of the
Higgs boson and the continuum background components. The
dashed line shows the continuum background component only.
The expected invariant mass distribution of the
narrow resonance signal X is also modeled with a
double-sided Crystal Ball function in the mass range
65 ≤ mX ≤ 600 GeV, using fully simulated ggF(X)
samples generated as for H , where H is replaced by a
scalar boson with a constant width of 4 MeV. Polyno-
mial parameterizations of the signal shape parameters
as a function of mX are obtained from a simultaneous
fit to all the generated mass points mX , separately for
the high-mass analysis and the three low-mass analysis
categories. The signal shape parameters extracted from
ggF(X) are compared to the other production modes
VBF(X), WX , ZX and tt¯X ; the bias on the signal yield
due to the choice of ggF(X) shape is negligible. The
systematic uncertainty on the signal shape due to the
photon energy resolution uncertainty ranges from 10%
to 40% as a function of mX [3]. The systematic uncer-
tainty on the X peak position due to the photon energy
scale uncertainty is 0.6% [3].
The fiducial cross-section σfid ·BR(X → γγ) includes
an efficiency correction factor CX through
σfid ·BR(X → γγ) = Ndata
CX · L with CX =
N recoMC
NfidMC
,
where Ndata is the number of fitted signal events in data,
N recoMC the number of simulated signal events passing the
selection criteria andNfidMC the number of simulated signal
events generated within the fiducial volume. The fidu-
cial volume, defined from geometrical and kinematical
constraints at the generated particle level, is optimized
to reduce the model-dependence of CX using fully sim-
ulated samples of the five X production modes to cover
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a large variety of topologies. The photon selection at
generation level is similar to the selection applied to the
data: two photons with ET > 22 GeV and |η| < 2.37 are
required; for mX greater than 110 GeV, the relative cuts
Eγ1T /mγγ > 0.4 and E
γ2
T /mγγ > 0.3 are imposed. The
particle isolation, defined as the scalar sum of pT of all
the stable particles (except neutrinos) found within a
∆R = 0.4 cone around the photon direction, is required
to be less than 12 GeV. The CX factor is parameterized
from the ggF(X) samples, and ranges from 0.56 to 0.71
as a function of mX . Systematic uncertainties include
the maximum difference between the CX of the five pro-
duction modes, the effect of the underlying event (U.E.)
and pile-up.
The statistical analysis of the data uses unbinned max-
imum likelihood fits. The DY and H shapes and normal-
izations are allowed to float within the uncertainties. In
the low-mass analysis, a simultaneous fit to the three
conversion categories is performed. Only two excesses
with 2.1σ and 2.2σ local significances above the back-
ground are observed over the full mass range 65–600 GeV,
for mX=201 GeV and mX=530 GeV respectivelly. This
corresponds to a deviation of less than 0.5σ from the
background-only hypothesis. Consequently, a 95% limit
on σfid · BR(X → γγ) is computed using the procedure
of Ref. [1]. The systematic uncertainties listed in Table
II are accounted for by nuisance parameters in the like-
lihood function. In the low-mass analysis, the dominant
uncertainties are the DY normalization and the residual
topology dependence of CX . In the high-mass analysis,
the largest uncertainties arise from the energy resolution
and the theoretical uncertainty on the production rate of
the Standard Model Higgs boson around 126 GeV.
TABLE II. Summary of the systematic uncertainties
Signal and Higgs boson yield Z component of Drell–Yan
Luminosity 2.8% Normalizationb 9–25%
Trigger 0.5% Peak positionb 1.5–3.5%
γ identificationa 1.6–2.7% Template shapeb 1.5–3%
γ isolationa 1–6% Higgs boson background
Energy resolutionab 10–40% Cross-sectionc 9.6%
Signal and Higgs boson peak position Branching ratio 4.8%
Energy scale 0.6% CX factor
Continuum γγ, γj, jj, DY Topologya 3–15%
Signal biasa 1–67 events Pile-up & U. E.a 1.4–3.2%
a mass-dependent.
b category-dependent.
c factorization scale + PDF uncertainties [31].
The observed and expected limits, shown in Fig. 4, are
in good agreement, consistent with the absence of a sig-
nal. The limits on σfid · BR(X → γγ) for an additional
scalar resonance range from 90 fb for mX= 65 GeV to
1 fb for mX= 600 GeV. These results extend over a con-
siderably wider mass range than the previous searches by
the ATLAS and CMS collaborations [1, 35], are comple-
mentary to spin-2 particles searches [36, 37], and are the
first such limits independent of the event topology.
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